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Chapter 1 

Progran1's transformation 

It is well-known that a good program has to be both correct ( wrt a given specification) 
and efEcient. A better program is also inexpensive. These three aspects are often in 
contrast with each other. On one hand; it is often the case that efficient programs 
(and aJgorithms) are so complicated that they;re difficult to prove correct . On the 
other hand, the ones which are easy to prove correct a.re those that are simple and 
clear, which ai·e often outperformed by more complex ones. Finally, because of the 
increase in program's size that the modern architectures allow (and require), and the 
decrease in the hardware's cost, the impact that cost of software has in the overaJl 
(software+hardware) expenses is more and more increasing. Of course the more 
complicated a program the more likely it is to be expensive. 

Source-to-source program;s transformation provide a methodology for deriving 
correct and possibly efficient and inexpensive programs starting from a specification. 
The 1mderlying idea is to separate the problem of correctness from the issue of ef
ficiency. To this end, the process of developing a (large) application is di vided into 
two phases. F irst the programmer writes an initial program vvhich may be simple 
and inefficient, but whose correctness is easily checkable. Secondly, this program 
is transformed into a more performing one. This latter is actua lly an optimization 
phase. This may take several steps, may return a program which is written in the 
same language of the originaJ one and has to fulfill the following three important 
requirements: 

First, It must be efiecti ve. In principle the optjmization phase has to make up for 
the efficiency we have lost by writing a program which is (inexpensive and) easy to 
prove correct . In the logic prngramming area severaJ strategies have been devised in 
order to achieve such an opt imization. Among them we should mention program's 
specialization and pa.rtia.l evaJua.tion [60]. The techniques program's specialization 
allow to obtain a more efficient program by exploiting the fact that the program itself 
will alwa.ys be employed in a certain context, that is, together with an input that 
satisfies certain preconditions. In the Logic programming a:rea., these techniques have 
been studied by Bossi et aJ. [19] and by Gallagher et al. [46, 45, 33]. An important 
special case of program's specialization is the technique of partial evaluation (also 
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4 Chapter 1. Pro9ram 's transformation 

referred to as partial deduction) . This methodology can be applied when a part of 
the input is known in advance (say: at compile-time), and can be regarded as an 
application of Kleene's s-m-n Theorem. 

Secondly, the optimization phase must be at least semi-automatizable. Indeed, 
the task of transforming a program must be much more affordable than the one of 
writing one fron1 scratch: and therefore it cannot be done "by hand» .. To aichieve 
this, the optimization phase is usually broken into several steps, in each step a basic 
transformation operation is applied. In the field of Logic programming, the most 
prominent basic operations are W1folding, folding and replacement which are the op
erations studied in this thesis. The applicability of each transformation step is usually 
automatically checkable; however, in order to achieve effectiveness, the sequ ence of 
steps to follow is determined by a strategy which may need human supervision. 

It must be correct. This is the issue we'll mostly address in this thesis. Technic
ally, we say that a. transformation is observationally correct if the resulting program 
has the same behavior of the initial one, i.e. if the two programs are observationally 
equivalent. In this way, assuming that the initial program is correct, the prob[em of 
the correctness of the resulting program is reduced to the problem of the correctness 
of the transformation sequence, and, ultimately, to the problem of the correctness of 
each basic transformation operation. Being available a formal definition of semantics 
of, we say that the transformation is correct if the semantics of the resulting program 
is equal to the semantics of the initial one. Indeed, one reason why program's trans
formation (at the source-code level) are so popular in field such as logic and functional 
programming is that in these areas there exists elegant and mathematical methodo
logies for detennin.ing the semantics of a program. These c/eclarat.ive semantics have 
been (often) proven equivalent to the operational ones , and, bejng defined in math
ematical terms, a.re much more suitable to be used for verifying a transformation's 
correctness. 

In this thesis we'll focus on source-to-souxce program's transformation, specifically 
in the field of logic prograrnming. Therefore, when we talk of transformation we)ll 
actually refer to this more restrictive kind. Other forms of program's transformation 
which we won't cover here are the compilation of a program into machine code and 
the synthesis of programs from a given specification language. However, for this 
latter case, it should be mentioned that the techniques and the basic operations used 
for program's synthesis are often the san1e used and addressed in this thesis . 

U nfold/ Fold Transformat ions 

Program's transformation techniques began to be studied in the early 70's. However, 
the first well-known formali:;i;ation appe<:U'ed in 1977, with the work of BurstaJl and 
Darlington [25]. [25] introduced for the :first time the operations of unfolding and 
folding, which allowed the development of recursive programs. Since then a large 
body of literature has been produced on the subject . The transformation system was 
then adapted to logic prograJns both for program synthesis [30, 50], and for program 
specialization and optimization [60]. Soon later, Tamaki and Sato [96] proposed an 
elegant framework for the transformation of logic programs based on unfold/fold 
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rules. Tamaki-Sato's system also included a replacement operation, which is a topic 
we'll address in the sequel. The operation of unfolding, consists in applying in all 
possible ways a resolution step to an atom in the body of a clause. Unfolding is 
the fundamental operation for partial evaluation (66] and is usually applied only to 
positive literals (an exception is [11]) . Being such a "natural" operation, unfolding is 
correct wrt pra.ctically all the semantics available for logic programs. 

Folding, can be regarded as the inverse of unfolding, as long as one single unfolding 
is possible. The main featme of this operation is that it can introduce recursion in 
the body of a clause, therefore allowing optimizations which are certainly non-trivial . 
On the other hand, if applied indiscriminately, this operation may well introduce 
infinite loops in the program, and therefore its applicability has to be restricted by 
sui table applicability conditions. Tamaki and Sato provided conditions which ensure 
the preservation of the least Herbrand model semantics (as proven in [96] itself) and of 
the computed answer substitution semantics (as proven by Kawamura and Kanamori 
in [58]) . However, Seki showed that the system does not preserve the finite failure set 
of the initial program, this problem is particularly relevant when we transform normal 
logic programs, that is, programs which use the negation operator in the bodies of the 
clauses. In [91], Seki provides new, more restrictive applicability conditions which 
guarantee that the system p1·eserves also the finite failure set and the perfect model 
semantics of stratified programs. Since then serious research effort has been devoted 
to proving correctness for the unfold/fold system w .r.t. the various semantics avajlable 
for normal programs. Just to cite the most relevant works, we should mention Sato's 
[88] (in which he adapts the technique to fuJl first-order programs), Maher's [67, 69], 
and the works of Gardner and Shepherdson [47], Aravidan and Dung [12L Seki [92], 
Bossi and Cocco [18] and Bensaou and Guessarian [14]. 

The r eplacem en t oper ation 

Replacement is possibly the most general transfonnation operation for logic programs. 
Syntactically) jt consist in substituting a conjunction of literals C with another con
junction fJ in the body of a clause. Clearly, for the syntactic point of view: this 
operation is able to imitate most of the other transformation operation. For instance, 
it can imitate the folding operation: and it can introduce recursion in the bodies of the 
clauses. On the other hand, being so general: if we want it to be also somehow correct, 
we have to restrict its use by suitable applicability conditions. These applicability 
conditions ma_y vary according to the semantic properties that we are interested in 
preserving along the transformation. In the field of logic programs, the replacement 
operation has been studied for the first time in the context of definite programs by 
Tamaki and Sato in [96] . Later, developments were provided by the works of Sato 
himself [88], Gardner and Shepherdson [47], Bossi, Cocco and Etalle [20L Proietti 
and Pettorossj [79, 80] Maher [67: 69] Cook and Gallagher [32] and Bensaou and 
Guessarian [14] . For the technical detruls of each of these approach we refer to In 
section 7 .5. 

The applicability conditions for the replacement operations are usually undecid
able. Indeed this operation is to be regarded as a more abstract operation than, 
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for instance, unfolding and folding. V1/e could say that while w1folding and folding 
are syntactic-driven operation; replacement in semantics-driven .. The interest in the 
study of the applicability conditions of replacement is due to the fact that (a) it is 
an extremely powerful operation, and allows optimizations which have been proven 
impossible with unfold-fold t ransformations; and (b) it can be regaJ:Cled as the oper
ation that lies behind the folding one: i.e. as we'll show in this thesis folding can be 
often seen as a particular case of replacement in which the applicability conditions 
are syntactically checkable. 

A basic applicability condition for the replacement operation, which is common 
to all the approaches mentioned above; is that the replacing conjunction has to be 
semant ically equivalent to the replaced one. Unfortunately, this requirement a.lone is 
not sufficient to guarantee the correctness of the operation. T he main problem is that 
the operation may still introduce an infinite loop, in which case the final program is 
likely not to have the same expressiveness of the initial one. T he approaches in the 
literature differ a lot in the method for avoiding the introduction of a loop. In this 
thesis, in chapters 4 and 7 we'll propose new applicability condit ions for it . 

******************************************* 
T he system was then extended by Seki [91] to logic programs with negation, in 

particular he provided new, more restrictive applicability conditions which guarantee 
that the system preserves also the :finite failure set and the perfect model semantics of 
stratified prograrns. Since then serious research effort has been devoted to proving its 
correctness w.r.t . the various semantics avajlable for normal programs. For instance, 
the new system was then adapted by Sa.to to foll first order programs [88] . Related 
work has been done by Maher [69]: Gardner and Shepherdson [47], Aravidan and 
Dung [12], Seki [92]: Bossi and Cocco [18] and Bensa.ou and G uessarian [14] . 

The replacem ent operation 

Replacement is possibly the most general transfonnation operation for logic programs. 
Syntactically) i t consist in substituting a conjunction of literals C with another con
j unction fJ in the body of a clause. Clearly, for the syntactic point of view, this 
operation is able to imitate most of the other transformation operation. To start 
with, it can imitate the folding operation. On the other hand, being so general ) if we 
want it to be also somehow correct, we have to restrict its use by suitable applicability 
conditions. These applicability conditions may vary according to the semantic proper
ties that we are interested in preser ving along the t ransformation. In the field of logic 
programs, the replacem ent operation has been studied for the first t ime in the context 
of definite programs by Tamaki and Sa.to in [96]. Later) developments were provided 
by the works of Sato himself [88], Gardner and Shepherdson [47], Bossi, Cocco and 
Etalle [20], Proietti and Pettorossi [79, 80] Ma.her [67, 69] Cook and Gallagher [32] 
and Bensa.ou and Guessaria.n [14]. For the technical details of each of these approach 
we refer to In section 7 .5. 

*********************************** and after that it has been rather neg
lected by people working on program transformations apart from Sa.to himself [88], 
Maher [67] and Gardner and Shepherdson [47]. Replacement consists in substi tuting 
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a conjw1ction of literals, in the body of a clause, with another conjunction. It is a 
very general transformation able to mimic many other operations, such as thinning, 
fattening [18] and folding. 

Some apphcability conditions a.re necessary in order to ensure the preservat ion of 
the semantics through the t ransformation. Such conditions depend on the semantics 
we associate to the program. In the literature we find different proposal. In [96] 
definite programs are considered; the applicability condition requires the replaced 
atom C and the replacing atom D to be logically equivalent in P and that the size 
of the smallest proof tree fOT C is greater or equal to the size of the srnallest proof 
tree for D. Gardner and Shepherdson, in [47], give different conditions for preserving 
proceduraJ (SLD F) semantics and the declarative one. Such conditions a.re based 
on CJa;rk's (two valued) completion of the program. Also Maher, in [67 , 69], stud
ies replacement wrt Success set, Fini te Failure Set, Ground Finite Failure Set and 
Perfect Model semantics. Sato, in [88], considers also replacement of formulas whose 
equivalence can be proved in first order logic and does not depend on the program . 
Bossi et al. have studied the correctness of this operation wrt the S-semantics for 
definite programs [20], and the Well-Founded semantics for normal programs [38]. 

Origin of the chapters 

Chapter 2 and 4 will appear in A. Bossi, N. Cocco, and S. EtaJle. Simultaneous 
replacement in normal programs. Journal of Lo_gic and Computation, 1995. A pre
liminary version appeared in Transforming Normal P rogra.rns by Replacement. In 
A. Pettorossi, editor, Meta Programming in Logfr - Proceedin_qs META '92, volume 
649 of Lecture Notes in Comp1der Science, pages 265- 279. Springer-Verla.g, Berlin, 
1992. Chapter 3 appears in A. Bossi and S. Eta.lle . Transforming Acyclic Programs. 
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol 16, n. 4, July 
1994, pages 1081-1096. Chapter 5 appears in A. Bossi and S. Etalle . More on Un
fold/Fold Transformations of Normal Programs: Preservation of Fitting's Semantics. 
In F. Turini , editor, Proc. Fo·urth International Workshop on M eta Programming in 
Logic. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1994. An extended abstract of chapter 6 appears in 
S. Etalle and M. Gabbrielli. Modular Transformations of CLP Programs. In L. Ster
ling, editor, Proc. Twe(fth Int 'I Con.f. on Logic Programming, 1995. An extended 
abstract of chapter 7 appears in S. Etalle and M. Gabbrielli. The Replacement Op
eration for CLP Modules. In N. Jones, editor, PrQc. ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on 
Partial Evaluation and Semantics-Based Program Manipulation (PEPM '95}, 1995. 
Chapter 8 appears in S. Etalle. More (on) Unification-Free P rolog Programs. CWI 
Technical Report CS-R9454, September 1994, Amsterdam. 





Chapter 2 

The sen1antics of norn1al logic progran1s 

In this chapter, we define the notation and we give the definitions of the basic declarat
ive semantics for normal programs, that is, programs which may employ the negation 
operations in the bodies of the clauses. In particular we'll introduce I<unen's, and 
Fitting's semantics. We'll aJso provide a new result, which charncterizes program's 
equivalence wrt Ktmen 's semantics. 

2.1 Preliminarie s 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of logic programming; 
throughout the chapter we use the standard terminology of [65] and [3] . We consider 
normal programs, that is finite collections of normal rules, A f- L1 ) . .. , Lm. where 
A is an atom and £ 1, •.• , Lm are literals. Symbols with a,.._, on top denote tuples of 
objects, for instance x denotes a tuple of variables x 1 , ... , Xn , and x = y stands for 
x 1 = y1 /\ ..• /\ X n = Y n · We also adopt the usual logic programming notation that 
uses "," instead of/\, hence a conjm1ction of literals L1 /\ ••. /\ Ln will be denoted by 
L1, ... , Ln or by L. 

In this chapter (and every t ime we'll deal with normal programs) we'll always 
work with three valued logic: the truth values are then true, .false and undefined. 
We adopt the truth tables of [59], which can be summarized as follows: the usual 
logical connectives have value true (or false) when they have that value in ordinary 
two vaJued logic for all possible replacements of undefined by true or fals e, otherwise 
they have the value undefined. 

T hree valued logic allows us to define connectives that do not exist in two valued 
logic. In particulcu· in the sequel we use the symbol <=> corresponding to Lukasiewic2 's 
operator of "having the same truth value" : a <=> b is true if a and b are both true, 
both false or both unde.fi.ned; in any other case a <=> b is .false. As opposed to it , the 
usual H is undefin ed when one of its argwnents is undefined. 

In some cases we restrict our attention to formulas vvhich. we consider "well
behaving" in the three valued semantics. Next definition is intended for characterizing 
such formulas. 

9 



10 Chapter 2. The semantics of normal logic programs 

Definition 2.1.1 

• A logic connective 0 is allowed i:ff the following property holds: when aOb is 
true or .false then its truth value does not change if the interpreta.tion of one of 
its argument is changed from unde.fined to true or false. 

• A first order formula is allowed i:ff it contains only allowed connectives. D 

Note that any formula containing the connective {:::> is not aJlowed, while formulas 
built with the usual logic connectives a.re allowed. 

Allowed formulas can be seen as monotonic functions over the lattice on the set 
{undefined, tme ,false} which has undefined as bottom element a.nd true and false are 
not comparable. 

Completion for Normal Programs 

In thi s chapter we consider as semantics for a normal logic program P the set of all 
logical consequences of its completion Comp(P), [28]; the problem of the consistency 
of Comp( P) is here avoided by using three valued logic instead of the classical two 
valued. 

The usual ClaJ·k 's completion definition is extended to three valued logic by re
placing <-> ; in the completed definitions of the predicates: with <=?> . T his saves 
Comp(P) from the inconsistencies that it can have in two valued logic. For example 
the program P = { p +--- -.p.} has Comp(P) = { p {:::> -.p} which has a model wi th p 
undefin ed. 

Definition 2.1.2 Let P be a program and p(ti)t-B1 , ... ,p(i,.)t-B,. be all the 
clauses which define predicate symbol p in P . The completed de.finition of p is 

• p(x) {:::> Vi=1 ::i Yi (x =ii)/\ .Bi. 

where x are new variables and Yi are the variables in p(t;) t- B;. If P contains no 
clause defining p, then the completed definition of p is 

• p( x) {:::>false. D 

The completed definition of a predicate is a first order formula that contains the 
equality symbol; hence, in 01·der to interpret "=" correctly, we also need an equality 
theory. First recall that a language [,is determined by a set of function and predicate 
symbols of fixed arities. Constants ai-e t reated as 0-ary function symbols. 

Definition 2.1.3 CET L: Clark's Equality Theory for the lang·uage £ , consists of the 
axwms: 

• f( x1, . . . ,xn) f. .Q(Y1, .. . :Ym) for all distinct f , .Qin£; 
• .f(x1, . . . ,xn) = f(y1, . . . :Yn) -t (x1 = yi) /\ ... /\ (xn = Yn) for all fin£; 
• x-:/:- t(x) for all terms t(x) distinct from x in which x occurs; 

together with the usual equality axioms, that a.re needed in order to interpret 
correctly"=" , which are reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and (x = y) -t (.f(x) = 
f (fJ)) for all fw1ctions and predicate symbols f in £. D 
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Note that "=" is always interpreted as two valued, since an expression of the form 
t = s, with t, s ground terms cannot be unde.fined. 

Definition 2.1.4 The Clark)s completion of P wrt the language£, Compc,(P) con
sists in the conjunction of the completed definition of all the predicates in P together 
with CET c, . D 

The Language Problem 

The semantics determined by Comp(P) depends on the underlying language £ , and 
when£ is finite (that is, when it contains only a finite number of functions symbols) 
the equality theory which is incorporated in Comp(P) is not complete. This problem 
can be solved lby adding to Comp(P) some domain closure axioms which are intended 
to restrict the interpretation of the quantification to £-terms. The situat ion is further 
complicated by the fact that in the literature we find two different kind of such axioms: 
the strong (DCA) and the weak (WDCA) ones. In total there exist three different 
"majn" approaches, namely we may: 

a) Consider an infinite lang11age, with no domain closure axioms. This is the 
approach followed by Kunen [61]. 

b) Consider a finite language and adopt the weak domain closure axioms (WDCA). 
This has bee1i studied by Shepherdson l93], and the results are simila.r to the ones 
found for the case of an infinite language (case (a) above) . 

c) Consider a finite language and adopt the strong domain closure axioms (DCA). 
This was studlied by Fitting in the case that [, coincides with the language of the 
program £ (P); this semantics is commonly known as Fitting's :r..Jfodel semantics . His 
results can also be applied in the case in which [, is larger than £ (P). 

In this chapter we consider the three cases sepaJ·ately: first we analyze the case 
in which the language is infinite, then in Section 4.3 we discuss how the results have 
to be modified when we drop the infiniteness assumption. 

Fitting's operator 

Fitting's operator can be considered the three-valued counterpart of the usual (two
valued) immediate consequence operator Tp, and it is extremely useful for character
izing the semantics we a.re going to refer to in the sequel. \1\ie begin with the following 
Definition. 

Definition 2.1.5 Let £, be a language. A three valued (or partial) £ -interpretation, 
I, is a mapping from the grom1d atoms of£, into the set {true, .false, un<le.fined}. D 

A partial interpretation I is represented by an ordered couple, (T, F), of dis
joint sets of grom1d atoms. The atoms in T (resp. F) are considered to be true 
(resp. fals e) im I. T is the positive part of I and is denoted by J+; equivalently 
F is denoted by r-. Atoms which do not appeaJ· in either set are considered to 
be 1mde_fined. If I a.nd J a.re two paJ'tial £ -interpreta.tions, then I n J is the three 
valued £-interpretation given by (I+ n J+, 1- n J- ), I u J is the three valued £
interpretation given by (I+ U J+, 1- U J - ) and we say that I~ Jiff I = In J, that 
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is iff r+ ~ J+ an d r - ~ 1 - . The tU1derlying lLI1iverse of an £ -interpretation is the 
lLI1iverse of .C-terms; consequently when we say that a first order formula</> is true in 
I, I I=</>, we mean that the quantifiers of</> are ranging over the Herbrand Uni verse 
of .C. 

We now give a definition of Fitting's operator [41]. In the sequel of the chapter 
we write 3 y B() a.s a shorthand for (3 y B)(), that is, unless explicitly stated, the 
quantification applies always before the substitution. We denote by Var(E) the set 
of all the variables in an expression E and by .C( P) the (finite) language consisting 
of the functions and predicate symbols actually occurring in the program P. 

D efin ition 2.1.6 Let P be a. normal program, [, a language that contains .C(P): and 
I a three val ue d £ -interpretation. <J? p(I) is the three val ued £ -interpretation defined 
as follows: 

• A ground atom A is true in <J?p(I): (A E <J?p(I)+) 
iff there exists a clause c : Bf- L. in P whose head unifies with A, B 
mgu(A; B): and 3 w LO is true in I 
where w is the set of local variables of c, w = Var(L)\Var·(B) . 

• A ground atom A is false in <f>p(I), (A E <f>p(I)-) 
iff for all clauses c : B t-- L in P for which there exists e = mgu( A, B) we have 
that 3 w Le is false in I 
where w is the set of local variables of c, w = Var(L)\Var(B) . D 

Note that cJ? p depends on the language £ . It would actually be more appropriate 
to write <J?~ instead of <J? p, but then the notation would become more cumbersome. 
We adopt the standard notation : 

• <J?},o(I) = I; 
e <J? ~+I (I) = <J? p ( <J? t~ (I)); 
• <J?~(I) = Uo<~<J?r/(J), when o: is a limit ordinal. 

When the argurnent is omitted, we assume it to be the empty interpretation (0, 0): 
<f>? = <f>~(0, QJ). 

<J? p is a monotonic operator, that is I~ J implies <J?p(I) ~ <l>p(J); i t follows that 
th I/ ) , n. to n.. ti n. tk n. t w · t · ]) · , · · d e ·-. .eene s sequence 'J! p, 'J! p, . .. , 'J! p, . . ., 'J! p , .. . . 1s mono on1ca y mc1easmg an 
it converges to the least fixpoint of <f>p. Hence there always exists an ordinal Cl' such 
that lfp( <J? p) = <J? ~. Since <J? p is monotone but not continuous, o: could be greater 
than w . 

The <J?p operator charncterizes the three valued model semantics of Comp.c(P), 
in fact Fitting in [41] shows that the three-valued I-Ierbrand models of Comp.c(P) 
are exactly the fixpoints of <.P p; it follows that any program has a least (wrt . ~) 
three-valued Herbrand model, which coincides with the least fixed point of <J? p . This 
model is usually referred to as F itting's model. 

Example 2.1. 7 Let P be the following program: 

P = { n(O). 
n(s(X)) 
q 

r- n(X) . 
t-- -.n(X). } 
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And let £ = .C(P). We have that 

<PJ,0 = (0, 0). 
<P};1 = ({n(0)},0). 
<PJ,2 = ( {n(O), n(s(O))}; 0). 

= ( {n(O), ... , n(sk(O)), .. . }; 0). 
lfp( <f?p) = ( {n(O), . .. , n(sk(O)), .. . } , {q} ). 

2.2 Kunen's semantics 
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D 

In this Section we will always refer to a :fixed but unspecified in.finite language £ , 
that we assume contains all the function symbols of the programs we are considering. 
Here by in.finite language, we mean a language that contains infinitely many functions 
symbols (including those of arity 0). Later, in Section 2.3, we discuss the problems 
that arise when the language is finite and we show how the results we give here have 
to be modified in order to be applied in this other context. 

Three valued program's completion semantics in the case of an infinite language 
has been studied by Kunen [61] and successively by Shepherdson [93]. For this reason, 
following the literature, we refer to it as Kunen's semantics. The ma.in result is the 
following. 

Theorem 2.2.1 ([61]) Let P be a normal program and </> an allowed formula. 

• Comp.c(P) I=</> i:ff for some integer n, <f?in I= </> 

Proof. This is basically Theorem 6.3 in [61]; however, in [61) it is assumed that 
the language contains a countably infinite number of symbols of each arity. Later, 
Shepherdson noticed that the result holds for any infinite language [93, Theorem 5b] . 
D 

The aim of this Section ]s to define and characterize program's equivalence, this 
will provide the theoretical background for the anaJysis of the correctness of the traJlS
formation. The result we prove here is partially a strengthening of [88, Proposition 
3.4] (however, in [88] the more general setting of first order programs under any base 
theory is considered). We start with the following basic definition. 

Definition 2 . 2.2 We say that P and P' are equivalent ( wrt Kunen's semantics) i:ff 
for each allowed formula </> 

• Comp.c(P) I=</> iff Comp.c(P' ) I= </>. D 

Equivalence of two programs can be inferred by comparing the Kleene's sequences 
of the <f? p operator. T he following result has also been proved by Sato in [88] for the 
more genera] setting of :first order programs m1der any base theory. 
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Theorem 2.2.3 Let P1 and P2 be two normal programs. 
If 

then for all </>, 
Compc( Pi) I=</> implies Compc(P2) I=</> 

where </> ranges over the set of allowed formulas and n and m are quantified over 
natural numbers. 

Proof. Let us assmne V n 3 m <PA ~ <Pi~, and let </> be any allowed formula such that 

Comp.c(P1) J= </>. By Theorem 2.2.1, there exists an integer n such that <l?i~ I= </>; 

by the hypothesis there exists an m such that <1? i~ ~ <1? i~, hence <1? i~ I= </>. 
Again, by Theorem 2.2.1, this implies that Comp,.c(P2) I=</>. D 

Interestingly, also the inverse implication holds. The following is the main original 
result of this chapter. Since the proof is quite long, it is deferred to the Appendix. 

Theorem 2.2.4 Let P1 and P2 be two normal programs. 
If for all </>. 

Comp.c(Pi) I=</> implies Comp.c(P2) I=</> 

then 
Vn 3m <L>tn C <Dtm Pi - P2 

where </> ranges over the set of allowed formulas and n and m are quantified over 
natural numbers. 

T hese results allow us to characterize program's equivalence: Following Sato 
[88], we say that two programs P1 , P2 are chain equivalent iff V n 3 m <I> i~ ~ 
<Pi~ and <]) i7 2 <]) }~ . Using this notation, from the previous Theorems, we 
immediately have the following. 

Corollary 2.2.5 Let P1 and P2 be normal programs, then 

• P1 and P2 are equivalent iff they aJ·e chain equivalent. D 

Notice that , given two programs P1 , P2, the fact that <l?i~ = <J?t~ is necessa:ry but 
not sufficient to ensure that P1 is equivalent to P2 . This is clue to the fact that the 
set of ground atomic logical consequences of Comp.c(P) (which coincide with <I>iw) is 
not sufficient to fully characterize Kunen's semantics of a program P. Consider for 
instance the following two programs ([61]): P1 = {voicl(s(X )) t- voicl(X) .} and P2 = 
{void(X) t- .f.} where the predicate f has no clause defining it in either programs, 
and consequen tly it is always fals e. For any tenn t, the predicate void(t) is false 
before <Pt~, and indeed we have that <Pi~= <P}~, however P1 is not equivalent to P2, 
in fact we ha.ve that Comp.c(P2) I= V X •void(X) while Compc(P1 ) F V X •void(X) . 
This is reflected by the fact that <l) ~ I= V X •voicl(X) while t here is no integer n 
such that <I>i~ I= V X • void(X ). lnde~d, I \ has a model which conta.ins, besides the 
(representation of) natural numbers, also an infinite chain of terms ti such tlaat for 
each i, void(ti) is true. 
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2.3 Adopting a (possibly) finite language 

Our aim now js to ana.lyze how the results given in the previous two Sections have to 
be modified when the language adopted is no longer infinite (or at least not necessarily 
infinite) . Therefore in the sequel we still refer to a fixed but w1specified language 
£ , but we no longer assume it to be infinite. As we mentioned in section 2.1 the 
ma.in problem we have to face when adopting a finjte language is that CET c becomes 
an incomplete theory. The consequences of this are best shown by the following 
Example, which is borrowed from j93]. Let P be the program: 

p = { Pr -.q(X) . 
q(a). } 

The completed definition of P is 

p {::} 3 X -.q(X) /\ q(X) {::} X = a. 

That is, Compc(P) I= p {::} 3X X f=. a. If£ = {a} then neither p nor •p is a logical 
consequence of Cornpc(P) . The problem here is that neither we have a "witness" 
that allows us to say that 3 X X f=. a holds, nor we can formally infer that such 
a witness does not exists. The two main approaches used in logic programming in 
order to obtai11 a complete theory out of CET c are the following: 

• adopting an infinite language (that is a language with infinitely many functions 
symbols, and that consequently contains infinitely many '"witnesses"); 

• adopting a finite language together with some domain closure axioms, which 
are axioms that commit us to a specific w1iverse. 

For a extended discussion of the subject, we refer to [93]. 

As we mentioned before: in the literature we find two different kind of domain 
closure axioms. 

Definition 2.3.1 Let£ be a finite language. 

• The Domain Closure Axiom, DCAc, is 

x = t1 v x = ti v .. . 

where t 1 , t2, . .. is the sequence of all the ground £ -terms. 
• The Weak Domain Closure Axiom, WDCA,c, is 

where Ji , .. . , f,. are all the function symbols in £ and Yi a.re tuples of variables 
of the appropriate arity. D 

ote that when£ contains a function of a.rity greater than zero, DCAc is an infinite 
disjunct.ion and hence it is not a first-order formula. For this reason, the notation 
Compc(I') U DCAc: that we are going to use often in the sequel is actually over
loaded, nevertheless we shall use it for uniformity with the rest of the chapter. As 
opposed to DCAc, WDCAc is a first-order formula.. 
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The following simple example shows how the semantics of a program changes 
depending on the kind of closure axioms adopted . Let P be the same program we 
used in Examjple 2.1. 7. 

P = { n(O) . 
n(s(X)) 
q 

f--- n(X) . 
f--- -in(X). } 

and let .C = .C(P) . The completion of P is 

n(x) ~ (x = 0) V (::Jy (x = s(y)) f\ n(y)) f\ q ~ ::Jy -in(y) 

together with CET L:. On one har1d: when we use DC Ac we have 

Cornpc(P) U DCA.c I= V x n(x ). 

In fact ass11ming DCA.c is equivalent to restrict ourselves to .C-Herbrand interpreta
tions and models, and the formula 'i x n(x) is true in the unique Herbrand model of 
P. From this it follows that: 

Cornpc(P) u DCA.c f= -iq. 

On the other hand, if we use WDCA.c we have 

Comp.c(P) u WDCA.c ~ Vx n(:c). 

In fact WDCA.c allows a model which contains, besides the natural numbers, also an 
infinite chain of terms t; such that for each i, t ; = s(t;+i) · In such a model each n(t;) 
can be false. It follows that: 

Compc(P) U WDCA.c Pf: 'q. 

By assuming WDCA.c we obtajn a semantics which is stronger than the one adopting 
DCA.c. In fact DCA.c I= WDCA.c: and hence if Comp.c(P) u WDCA.c I= <!>: then 
also Compc(P) U DCA.c I= </>. 

It is important to observe that when we adopt some domain closure axioms: we 
have to modify in the obvious way: the Definitions of programs equivaJence (2.2.2). 

Let us now give another Example showing how program's equivalence may be 
affected by the choices of the language and of the closure axioms. 

Example 2.3 .2 Consider the three programs: 

P1 = { n(O). 
n(s(X)) 

P2 = { n(O). 
n(s(X)). } 

P3 = { n(X). } 

f--- n(X) . } 
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Let £ = £(P1). 

If we assume DCAc : for all three the programs we have 

Actually, all the programs are pairwise equivalent wrt this sema.ntics . 

If we assume W DCAc: 

Compc(P1 ) U WDCAc l;t: V x n(x), 

Compc(P) u WDCAc F V x n(x): 

then only P2 and ?3 are equivalent wrt this semantics. 
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(2.1) 

Finally if we assume that £ strictly contains £ (Pi): then P3 is the only program for 
which (2 .1) holds. In this case no program is equivalent to any of the other ones , no 
matter which are the axioms we adopt. D 

T his Example shows that two programs may be equivalent wrt Compc(P) U DCAc 
and not equivalent wrt Compc(P) U WDCAc. But there are also cases in which the 
converse of this statement is true. So even though the semantics obtained by assum
ing WDCA.c is stronger than the one obtained by assuming DCA.c: no program:s 
equivalence is stronger than the other one. 

2.3.1 The se1nantics given by Comp£(P ) U WDCA.c 

As far as we are concerned the semantics given by Comp.c(P) U WDCA.c (with £ 
possibly finite) behaves exactly as Kunen:s semantics. This fact is due to the following 
result . 

Theorem 2.3.3 ([93]) Let P be a normal program, £ a finite language and </>an 
allowed formula 

• Compc(P) U WDCAc f= </> iff for some integer n: <T>in F </>. D 

Here£ is requjred to be finite uniquely because otherwise WDCAc is not a first-order 
formula. Notice that Theorem 2.3.3 is identical to Theorem 2.2.1 , which was the only 
result on the semantics that we used in Section 4.1. Consequently, the results tlhat we 
can prove on program's and formula's equivalence and on the replacement operation 
are identical to the ones given in the previous Section. In particular: Theorems 2.2.3 
and 2.2.4 and Corollary 2.2.5 hold also for Comp£(P) U WDCAc. 
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2.3.2 Fitting's l\llodel Semantics 

We now introduce the semantics given by Compc(P)c U DCAc. As opposed to what 
happened in the previous Section: there is no point in requiring £ to be a finite lan
guage. Since DCAc is (usuaJly) already a non first-order axiom, we have to leave the 
first-order context any how, and there is no reason here in restricting the domain. As 
we said before, adopting DCAc is equivalent to restricting our attention to Herbrand 
interpretations and models (on the language £). This particular semantics enjoys 
a remarkable property: namely that there always exists a minimal Herbrand model 
(wrt ~),this model is usually referred to as Fitting's model. 

Definition 2.3.4 Let P be a program: Fitting's m odel of P , Fit(P), is the least 
three valued Herbrand model of Comp(P) . D 

In order to check if an allowed formula is a logical consequence of C ornpc(P) U DC Ac 
it is sufficient to check if it i s true in Fit(P) . Indeed, we have the following. 

Theorem 2.3.5 ([41]) Let P be a normal program and </> an allowed formula 

• Compc(P) u DCAc I= </> iff Fit(P) I=</>. o 
A remarkable property of Fit(P) is that it coincides with the interpretation given by 
the least fixpoint of the operator <Dp, (fp(<Dp) . Now, from the monotonicity of <Dp, 
it follows that the Kleene's sequence { ... wi<>, ... } is monotonically increasing and 
it converges to its least fixpoint . Hence there always exists an ordinal o such that 
(fp( W p) = W ~. Since Wp is monotone but not continuous, Q could be greater than 
w. Smnmarizing we have that . 

Theorem 2.3.6 ([41]) Let P be a normal program, then, for some ordinal o, 

• Fit( P) = (fp( <f! p) = <J? J," D 

2.4 Appendix. Proof of Theorem 2.2.4 

We need a Lemma first . 

Lemma 2.4.1 Let P be a normal program and x an allowed formula with free 
variables x. For each integer n, there exist two formulas in the language of equality, 
T;_ and F;, with free variables x such that, for any tuple f of grom1d terms, 

• r;(f,/x) is true in w}n iff x(i/x) is; 

in any other ca.se r;(i/x) is false in <f!in. 
• F;(f /x) is true in <Ptn iff x(i/x) is f alse in <I>in. 

in any other case F_::_(i/x) is fals e in wt'. 

Proof. From Lemma 4.1 in [93] it follows that r;(f/x) is true in win iff x(t/x) is, 
and that F;_(i/x) is trite in <Pin iff x(i/x) is false in <Pin. From the completeness of 
CET c in the case that the underlying Lmiverse is the Herbrand universe, we have that 
when T,!/_(t/x) (resp. F;(t/x)) is not true in <Pin, it has to be false in <I>in. D 
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Actually, this result holds for any choice of£. To give the intuitive idea of how 
such formulas are built: let us consider the simple case in which x = n(x), and P is 
the program 

P = { n(O). 
n(s(x)) f--- n(x) } . 

We have that 
T~(x) = x = 0, 
T1;(:c) = x = Ovx = 1: 

On the other hand, 
F~(x) = x-=} 0 f\ • ::ly x = s(y): 
F;;(x) = (x-=} 0 f\ • ::l y x = s(y)) V (::J y x = s(y) V (y-=} 0 f\ -.::J z y = s(z))): ... 

We can now prove the result we were aiming at. 

Theorem 2.2.4 Let P1 and P2 be two normal programs. 
Iffor all <I>: 

Compc(Pi) I=</> implies Comp.c(P2) I=</; 
then 

where </; ranges over the set of allowed formulas and n and m are quantified over 
natural numbers. 
Proof. 

The proof is by contradiction. Assume that for all </;, Conip.c(P1 ) I= </> implies 
Comp.c,(P2 ) f= </>and that there exists a fixed n such that 

(2.2) 

For each predicate symbol p let T;(x) and Fp(x) be the equality formulas described in 

Lemma 2.4.1. Hence T;(xi(i/x) is true in <J?in iff p(t/x) is, and Fp(x)(i/x ) is fru e in 

<I> in iff p( i / x) is false in <I> in. Let also 

x = /\ Vx (T;(x) -t p(x) f\ F;(xJ --t •p(x)) 
pEp.-ed(P1 ) 

where p ranges over the finite set of predicate symbols occurring in P1 . From Lemma 
2.4.1 it follows that <I>i 7 I= x, and, by Theorem 2.2.1 

Comp.c(Pi) I= X· 

By hypothesis we have that Comp.c(g) I= x, and, by Theorem 2.2.1 there exists an 
integer r such that 
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By (2.2) <I>~~ <£. <I>~, hence there exists a ground atom q(t) such that 

either <I>~; I= q(t) and <I> ~~ l;6 q(t) or <I>i7 1= -.q(t) and <I>~~ l;6 -.q(t) . 

We consider only the first possibili ty, the other case is perfectly symmetrical. So we 
assmne that 

t n - t r -<l>p, I= q(t) and <l>p
2 
~ q(t) (2.3) 

By the left hand side of 2.3 and the definition of Tq(x) in Lemma 2.4.1, 

Tq(x)(i/x) is a formula of the equality language and contains no predicate symbols 

other than "=", so if it is true in <I> i~ it must be true also in <I> i;, i .e. <I>},; I= Tq(x/f./x ). 

But wi~ = (0, 0) ~ <!>~~ , hence 

<I>~~ F= T~x)(i/x) . 

Since <I>~ f= x, from the definition of x, it follows that also <I>~~ I= V x (Tq(xJ ( x) ---+ q( x)), 
hence <I> ~~ I= Tq(x)(t/x) ---7 q(i)i and, from the above statement) 

which contradicts the right hand side of (2.3). D 
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Transforming Acyclic Progran1s 

An Unfold/Fold transformation system is a source-to-source rewriting methodo
logy devised to improve the efficiency of a program. Any such transformation should 
preserve the main properties of the initial program: among them, termination. In 
the field of logic programming, the class of acyclic programs plays an important role 
in this respect, as it is closely related to the one of terminating programs. T he two 
classes coincide when negation is not allowed in the bodies of the clauses. 

In this chapter it is proven that the Unfold/Fold transformation system defined 
by Tamaki and Sato preserves the acyclicity of the initial progrnm. As corollaries, 
it follows that when the transformation is applied to an acyclic program, then finite 
fajlure set for definite programs is preserved; in the case of normal programs, all 
major declarative and operational semantics are preserved as well. These results 
cannot be extended to the class of left terrn.inating programs without modifying the 
definition of the transformatjon. 

3.1 Introduction 

Motivation 

In this chapter we focus on the unfold/fold transformation system proposed by Ta
maki and Sato [96]. 

As the large literature shows [96, 58, 90, 91, 92, 12]: a lot of research has been 
devoted to proving the conectness of the system wrt the various semantics proposed 
for logic programs. However the question of the consequences of the transformation 
on the (universal) termination of the program has not yet been tackled. 

Recall that a program is called terminating if all its SLDNF derivations starting 
in a ground goal are finite. 

Here we follow the approach to termination of Apt and Bezem [5]. They investigate 
the class of acyclic programs (introduced by Cavedon [26]) and prove that it is closely 
related to the one of terminating programs. In fact we have that every acyclic program 
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is terminating [5] and that every definite, tenninating program is acyclic [15]; however, 
when negation is allowed in the bodies of the clauses, there are programs which are 
terminating but not acyclic. This is caused either by the presence of flotmdering 
derivations or by the fact that since nongrow1d negative literals might not be selected, 
some infinite branches of the search tree cannot be explored, see [5] for examples. 

In this chapter we prove that when the initial program of an unfold/fold trans
formation sequence is acyclic, then the resulting progran1 is acyclic as well. 

This has some obvious consequences on the preservation of termination and some 
semantic repe1·cussions. For definite programs, the transformation preserves the Fi
nite Failure Set. In fact, since acyclic programs are terminating, and since definite 
programs cannot flounder, their Finite Failure Set coincides with the complement of 
their Success Set. For programs with negation, the transformation preserves all the 
major formalisms, namely Fitting's model, 2 and 3 valued ground logical consequence 
of the completion, and, in the non-:fiounderjng cases, the operational semantics based 
on the SLDNF-resolution: when the program is acyclic they all coincide and thus 
they are preserved by the transformation. 

St ructure of the chapter 

Section 3.3 contains the preliminaries on terminating and acyclic programs and on 
the Tamaki-Sato's unfold/fold transformation system. In section 3.4 we prove that 
the transformation preserves the acyclicity of the initial program; we also discuss the 
case in which the initial program is left terminatjng. In Section 3.5 we give a brief 
summary of the semantic properties of acyclic programs and we show that they are 
preserved through the transformation. 

3. 2 Unfold/Fold Transformation Systems 

We now give the formal definitions of the two unfold/fold transformation systems that 
we are going to refer to in the rest of the thesis. We start with the method proposed 
by Tamaki and Sato [96] for definite programs and then used by Seki [90, 92] for 
normal progra.rns. Here we present it as it is in [92]. Later in this section we'll also 
report the moire restrictive modified folding operation int roduced by Seki [91] which 
guarantees the correctness of the operation also wrt the finitefaj lure set. 

We start with the requirements on the initial program. All definitions are given 
modulo reordering of the bodies of the clauses, and standardization apart is always 
asstuned. 

Definition 3. 2.1 (initial program) We call a normal program Po an initial pro
gram if the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(11) Po is divided into two disjoint sets Po - Pnew U Potdi 
(12) All the predicates which are defined in Pnew occur neither in Potd nor in the 

bodies of the clauses in Pnew· D 
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The predicates defined in P new are called new predicates, while those defined in 
P old a.re the old predicates. For the porpose of thi s chapter; clauses in P new will also 
be referred to as de.fining clauses. 

Example 3.2.2 [92] Let P0 be the following program 

P0 = DB U { c1 : pat h(X, [X]) t- node(X ). 
c2 : pat h(X ,[X IX s]) t-arc(X , Y ), path(Y, X s) . 

c3 : goodlist( []). 
c1 : _qoodiist([X IX s]) t- -.bad(X ), _qoodlist(X s) . 

c5 : goodpat h(X , X s) t- path(X , X s), goodlist (X s) . } 

where predicates node, arc and bad aJ"e defined in DB by a set of unit clauses. 
Predicate goodpat h(X, X s) can be employed for finding a. pat h X s starting from 
the node X which doesn ' t contain "bad" nodes . Let P0 1d = {c1 , •• . ,c,1}UDB and 
P n ew = {cs}, thus goodpath is the only new predicate. D 

Unfolding is the fundamental operation for partial evaluation [66] and consists in 
applying a resolution step to the considered atom in all possible ways. 

Definition 3 . 2.3 (Unfolding) Let cl : A t- H, f(. be a clause of a normal program 
P, where H is an a tom. Let {H 1 t- B1 , .. . , Hn t- B.,} be the set of clauses of P 
whose heads unify with H, by mgu's {Bi, ... , Bn}-

• Unfolding H in cl consists of substit uting cl with {cl~ , . .. , cl~}, where, for each 
i, cl~ = (At- Bi, i<)Bi· 

unfold (P , cl, H ) ~£ P \ { cl} U {cl~, ... , cl~} . D 

Example 3.2.2 (part 2) By unfolding the atom path(X , X s) in the body of c5 , we 
obtafr1 

c6 : goodpath(X, [X]) t- node(X ), goodlist([X]) . 
c1 : goodpath(X, [X IXs]) t- arc(X , Y ), path(Y, X s), goodlist([X IX s]) . 

Both clauses can be further unfolded ( c6 twice), the resulting clauses are 

c8 : goodpath(X , [X]) t- node(X ), -.bad(X ). 
~ : goodpath(X, [X IXs]) t- arc(X , Y ), path(Y, X s), -.bad(X ), goodlist(X s ). 

D 

Folding is the in verse of unfolding when one single unfolding is possible. It consists 
in substi tuting an atom A for an equivalent conjunction of literals f< in the body of 
a clause c. This operation is used in all the transformation systems in order to pack 
back unfolded clauses and to detect im plicit recursive definitions. In the li terature 
we find different defini tions for thi s operation . T his is due to t he fact that it does 
not a.hvays preserve the decla.rative semantics and thus its use must be restricted 
by some appli cability conditions. Depending on the approach, such conditions can 
be either a constraint on how to sequentialize the operations while transforming the 
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program [96, 58], or can be expressed in tenns of semantic properties of the program, 
independently from its transformation history [18, 67] . 

In the method proposed by Tarnaki and Sato [96], the transformation sequence 
and the folding operation are defined in terms of each other. 

Definition 3. 2.4 (transformation sequence) A transformation sequence is a se
quence of programs Po , . . . , Pn, n ~ 0, such that each program P;+1 , 0 s; i < n, is 
obtajned from P; by unfolding or folding a clause of P;. D 

Definition 3.2.5 (folding) Let Po, . .. ,~' i ~ 0, be a transformation sequence, 
c : Ar K',J. a clause in Pi and d: Dr[<. a clause in Pnew· Le! X = Var(<f) be 
the set of all tlhe variables occurring in the clause d, and Y = Vltr(K' )\ Var(A, J ) be 
the set of variables in K' not in A, J. If there exists a substitution T whose domajn 
is the set X, such that the following conditions hold: 

(Fl) 
(F2) 
(F3) 
(F4) 

f<7-[('· - ) 

T renames with variables in Y the variables in f< not in D· 
' d is the only clause in Pnew whose head is unifiable with DT j 

one of the following two conditions holds 

1. the predicate in A is an old predicate; 
2. c is the result of at least one unfolding in the sequence I'0 , ••• , I'i; 

then folding DT in c in P; consists of substituting c' for c in P;, where 
head( c') ~f A 

body( c') ~f DT, J. 
fold(Pi, Dr,c) ~ (Pi\ {c}) U {c'}. D 

Example 3.2.2 (part 3) vVe can now fold the body of C9, using c5 as folding clause, 
the resulting program is P2 = DB U { ci, ... , c,1; c10}, where c10 is the following clause: 

c10 : goodpath(X, [XIX s]) r arc(X, Y), -,bad(X ), goodpath(Y, X s ). 

otice that because this operntion the definition of goodpath is now recursive. D 

The transformation enjoys the following important properties. 

Theorem 3.2.6 Let P0 , ..• , Pn be a transformation sequence. 

• If P0 is a definite program then 

[96] The least He1·brand models of the initial and finaJ programs co]ncide. 
- [58) The computed answers substitution semantics of the initial and final 

programs coincide . 

• If Po is a normal program, then 

[90]1 The Stable models of the initial a.nd final programs coincide. 
[92] The Well-Founded models of the init ial and :finaJ programs coincide. 
[89] Under a further mild assumption on the initial program; if the initial 
program is stratified then the final program is stratified and their Perfect 
models coincide. 
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[12] The semantic kernels of the initial and final program coincide; this 
implies also that the Stable model semantics, the preferred extension se
mantics, the stationary semantics and the stable theory semantics of the 
initial and the final programs coincide. D 

Modified folding 

We have to mention that the above transformation does not preserve the Finite FajJure 
set of the initial (definite) prngrarn. More precisely we have that the Finite Failure 
set of the final program is contained in the one of the initial program, but, in general , 
not vice-versa. This is shown by the following example. 

Example 3.2. 7 Let Po be the following program: 

Po = { c1 : p t- q, h(X) . 
c2 : h(s(X)) t- h(X). } 

Here we use the following partition: Pnew = {c1}i P0 u = {c2}; notice that there is no 
definition for predicate q, so the queries P U { t- q} and P U { t- p} will always fail. 
Now if we unfold atom h(X) in the body of the first clause: we obtajn a renaming of 
the clause itself, namely: 

P1 = {cd U {c3 : pt- q,h(Y) .} 

C3 satisfies condition (F4.2), so it can be folded , using c1 as folding clause. The 
resulting program is: 

P2 = {c2}U {c4 : pt-p.} 

ow the query P2 U { t- p} does not terminate. D 

T he problem of the correctness of the operation wrt the Finite Fajlure Set was 
pointed out by Seki , who modified the applicabili ty conditions of the folding operation 
as follows. 

Definition 3.2.8 (modified folding) [91] The modified folding operation is defined 
exactly as in Definition 3.2.5: with the exception of condition (F4.2), which is replaced 
by the following 

(F4.2') all the atoms in K' are the result of some previous lmfold operation. D 

T his Definition first appeared in [89]. It is easy to see that when (F4.2' ) holds, 
then (F4.2) holds as well, hence that the modified .folding operation enjoys all the 
properties that were proven for the folding operation. Seki proved that modified 
folding preserves the Finite Failure set of a definite program [89, 91]; later on Sato, 
on a work that extends this definition to full first order programs [87L proved the 
correctness of the system wrt Kunen 's semantics. 

3.3 Termination 

The following notion is crucial. 
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Definition 3.3.1 A program is called terminating iff all its SLDNF-derivations 
starting from a ground goal are finite. D 

Hence terminating programs a.re the ones whose SLDNF-trees starting in a ground 
goal a.re finite. We now present the approach to the issue of termination followed by 
Apt and Bezern [5]. 

Acy clic programs 

Acyclic programs form a natural. subclass of the locally stratified ones; they were 
introduced by Cavedon [26] and have been further studied by Apt and Bezem [5]. To 
give their definition, first we need the following notion. 

Definition 3.3.2 Let P be a program, a level mapping for P is a function I I : 
Bp -+ N from gro1md atoms to natural numbers. D 

For an atom A, IAI denotes the level of A. Followjng [5L we extend this definit ion to 
grom1d literals by letting l·AI = IAI. 

Definition 3.3.3 Let I I be a level mapping. 

• A clause is acyclic wrt I I iff for every ground instance A f-- £ 1 , •.• , L1c of it, 
and for each i, IAI > ILil i 

• A program P is acyclic wrt 11 iff all its clauses are. P is called acyclic if it is 
acyclic wrt some level mapping. o 

Following Bezem [15]: we introduce the concept of boundedness, which applies also 
to nonground atoms. 

Definition 3.3.4 Let I I be a level mapping. A literal Lis called bounded wr t I I if 
I I is bounded on the set [L] of grotu1d instances of L . A goal is called bounded wrt 
I I iff all its literals are. D 

Ex ample 3.3.5 [8] Consider the program m em ber. 

P = { m em ber(X, [YIXs]) f-- member(X,Xs) . 
member(X, [XIXs]). } 

We adopt the standard list notation and define the function I 11, called listsize which 
assigns natural numbers to grom1d terms as follows: 

lt l1 = 1 if t is not of the form [x1 lxs] (this takes also care of the case t = [ ]) . 

l[x1 lxs]l1 = 1 + lxs lt· 
We can now define the level mapping I I for the m ember program: I m em ber ( t , s) I = 

ls l1. It is easy to see that program member is acyclic wrt I I and that if l is a list (by 
this we mean l = [x1 , . . . , xn], where the x/ s need not be ground), then m ember(t, l ) 
is a bounded atom. D 

We can now relate acyclic and terminating prograrns. 

Theorem 3.3.6 [5) Let I' be a program and G be a goal. If there exists a level 
mapping I I such that P is acyclic wrt I I and G is bounded wrt I I then all SLD F 
derivations of P U { G} are finite. D 
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Since ground goals a.re bounded, thi s implies the following. 

Theorem 3.3. 7 [5] If P is an acyclic program then P is terminating. D 

In [5] is stated that the converse of Theorem 3.3.7 holds in the case that no SLDNF
derivation starting in a ground goal contains a goal with a nongrom1d negative literal 
in it, and that since that condition is quite constraining, the result itself is too weak 
to be formalized. However it is significant at least for the case that we restri ct our 
attention to definite programs; in fact in [15] we find the following. 

Theorem 3.3.8 [15] Let P be a definite program, then P is terminating iff P is 
~y~c. D 

From the procedural point of view, acycJic programs enjoy the following important 
property : the two most prominent approaches) namely the SLD F resolution (see 
Lloyd [65] and Apt [3]) and the SLS resolution from Przymusinski [82], coincide when 
applied to acyclic programs. For the semantic properties of acyclic programs we refer 
to section 3.5. 

3.4 Transforming Acyclic Programs 

We now show that if the initial program of a transformation sequence is acyclic then 
the resul ting p rogram is acyclic as well. We do this by showing that there exists a 
level mapping with respect to which every program in the t ransformation sequence 
is acyclic. 

Notation 

Let Po, ... , P,. be the transfOTmation sequence we are considering . Since Po is acyclic, 
then it is acyclic wrt some level mapping, say II Iii moreover: there in no loss of 
generality in assuming that 11 11 does not take value ~ero on any atom. Let nf be the 
number of fold ings that are going to be performed in the sequence (which we a"8sume 
greater than zero), and let maxbody be the maximum number of literals that a body 
of a clause of Po contajns, augmented by one. We also suppose that maxbody> 1, as 
it is not possible to perform aJ1y unfold or fold operations on a program consisting 
solely of unit clauses. 

We now define a new level mapping I I for Po . 

Definition 3.4.1 Let P0 be acyclic wrt the level mapping II II· The level mapping 
I I is defined a.s follows. Let A be a ground atom. 

• If A is an old atom then we let IAI = nf · maxbodJIA ll . 
• If A is an new atom then we distinguish two subcases: 

(a) If A un.ifies with the head of only one clause of Pne,,,, N +--- B 1 , . . . , B,., 
suppose that A = N O, since Bi, ... , Bn are old atoms, we have that J J is 
already defined on their ground instances) so we set 
IAI = INBI = sup{L::~1 IBiB'f'I I Dom("!)= Var(BiO, ... , B,.B)} + 1. 
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(b) (This case is of no relevance for the proof, as, because of condition (F3), 
we are interested in computing the level mapping of atoms that unify with 
the head of only one clause of Pnewi but we do have to extend I I in a 
consistent way) . If A unifies with the head of a (non-unit) set of clauses 
{Ni f- B1,1, . . . , B1,n(l) . . . Nj f- B j,1: ... , B.i,n(j)} ~ Pnew: suppose that 
A = IViOi , we define 
IAI = sup{I:~~~ IBi,koi'YI} + 1 
where i ranges in [1, . . . ,,j] and 'Y ranges over the ground substitutions 
whose domain is Var(Bi,l(}i , ... , Bi,n(i)Oi) D 

Here the sup of an empty set is assumed to be 0. I I is obviously a level mapping, 
as it is defined and finite on each ground atom. 

In order to prove that each of the programs in the transformation sequence is 
acyclic wrt I I we need the following simple but technical lemma. 

Lemma 3.4.2 For non:!;ero integers n{ n, n1, ... , nk, if 1 < k <maxbody then 

• if n > sup{ n1, ... , nk} ~ then '1~f · maxbodyn > nf + I:j=1 r~f · maxbodyn' 

Proof. 
nf + I:j=l n.f · maxbod?/1 :::; n.f + n.f · k · maxbodifup{n,} 

Since k < maxbody 
:::; r~f + n.f · ( maxbody - 1) · maxbodysup{ n,} 
= nf + nf · maxbodifup{n3 }+l - n.f · ma:cbodifup{n,} 

Since maxbody> 0 and n > sup{ nj}, 

:::; n.f · maxbod'f:i + n.f - ~f · maxbodysup{n1} 
= nf · maxbod'!f + nf · (1 - maxbodifup{n, }). 

Since all integers are nonzero and maxbody > 1, 1 - maxbodif"P{n,} < 0. This proves 
the Lemma. D 

Lemma 3.4.3 For each Pi in the transfonnation sequence the level mapping I I of 
Definition 3.4.1 satisfies the following. 

(a) for each ground instance of a defining clause H f- B1, ... , Bk-: 
IHI> IB1I + ... + IBkl; 

(b) for any other clause H f- B1 , . .. , Bk. in Ground( Pi), 
IHI> IB1I + · · · + IBd + nf;. 

Where for each i, nfi is the number of folding operations that will be performed 
in the sequence from Pi to Pn· 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the index i. 

Base Case: Po. 

Let c : H f- B1 , .. . , Bk. be a clause of Ground( Po) . If k = 0 then the result holds 
trivially. So we assume k > 0. We have to distinguish two cases: 

If H is a n ew predicate, then c is an instance of a defining clause, and condition 
(a) is then trivially satisfied by the definition of I I· 
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If His an old predicate, then, since llH ll > sitp{l lBil l} and since 1 < k <maxbody, 
the result follows from Lemma 3.4.2. 

Induction Step: Pi+t · 

For those clauses that P; and P;+1 have in common, the result follows from the 
inductive hypothesis and the fact that nfi+1 s; nfi. Hence we can focus on those 
clauses that were introduced or modified in the last transformation step (from Pi to 
P;+1 ) . We di stinguish upon the operat ion that has been used for going from P; to 

P;+1 

Unfolding 

Let 
d : H +--- B' , £1 , ••. , Lh- be the unfolded clause, and 
c : B +--- B1, . . . , Bk. be one of the Lmfolding ones . 

Let also fJ = mgu(B , B'), then the resulting clause is 
HB +--- B1B, . .. , BkfJ, L1B, .. . , LhB· 

Since rd;+1 = nf;, in order to prove the thesis, we have to prove that, for each 'Y 

We have to distingui sh two cases: 
First we suppose that dis a defining clause. Then B is an old predicate and clause 

c satisfies condition (b ), hence 

IBfJ'YI > IB1B'YI + .. . + IBkfJ'Y I + nk 
On the other hand, clause d satisfies condition ( a)i hen ce 

IHB'YI > IB'fJ'Y I + IL1th l + ... + IL hfJ'Y I· 
Since B'f)'Y = BB'Y this proves (3.1). 

Secondly we consider the case in which dis not a defining clause. Hence d satisfies 
condition (b ): and we have that 

IHfh l > IB'B'Y I + IL1B'Y I + ... + ILhfhl + 1~fi . 
Since clause c must satisfy either (a) or (b ), we also have that 

IBlh l > IB1fhl + ... + IBkfJ"f l· 
Since B'fh = BB"( this proves again (3.1) . 

Folding 

Suppose that: 
c : H +--- B~ , ... : BL L1, .. .. : Lh. is the folded clause of P;, 
d : N f--- B1, ... : Bk is th e folding clause of Pnew. 

Hence (Bi , ... , Bk)= (B1, ... , Bk)r, and H +--- N r , L1 : .•. , Lh. is the clause we add 
to P;+i · 

By (F4), c is not a de.fining clause, hence its ground instances have to satisfy 
condition (b), that is, for each "f: IH"fl > I B~"fl + ... + IB£ "f l + ILnl ... + ILh'YI + nk 
Since (B~, . . . , Bk) = (B1, .. . , Bk)r, this implies that, for each ')', 

IH "f l > IB1 T"fl + ... + IBkT"fl + ILnl ... + ILnl + nf;, 
where Tisa renaming on the variables in w = Var(B1, ... : Bk)\ Var(N) . Let z = wr , 
by the assumptions in (F2), Var(H, L1 , ••. , L1i) n z = 0. Hence we can spli t 'Y into 
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two independent orthogonal substitutions: 1 = 11.z11.z , where 11.z is 1 restricted to z, 
and 11:z is/ restricted to the complement of z. And we have that, for each/, 

IH11:z l > IB1Tl1Z1'1zl + · · · + IBkTl 1Z1'1zl + IL111.z l + · · · + ILn1:zl + r~f; . 
Since thi s holds for any choice of 'Ylz: for each 1 

IH11:z l > sup{I::=1 IBiT/1:01111 Dom(ry) = z} + IL111:z l + ... + ILh/li l + nfi. 
ow by (F3) d is the only clause whose head unifies with NT; it follows that, by the 

definition of I I, INrl'lzl = sup{I:7=i IBinJI} + 1, hence we have that, for each /, 
IH11:z l > INT/1:=1 + IL111:zl + ... + ILh/1:=1 + nfi - l. 

Now the variables of z do not occur in any atom of this clause we have that, for each 

I 
IH1 I > [1'lT1[ + [Lnl + ... + ILh1[ + n.fi - 1 

Since this is a folding step, nfi+I < nfi and hence we have that (b) is satisfied in P;+i · 
0 

T his implies immediately the desired conclusion 

Corollary 3.4.4 Let Po, . .. , Pn be a transformation sequence, then 

(a) if Po is acyclic then P,,,_ is. 

In the case that Po is a definite program, this can be restated as follows 

(b) if Po is definite and terminating, then Pn is. 

Proof. It follows at once from Lemma 3.4.3 

Transforming left-terminating programs 

0 

One would like Corollary 3.4.4b to hold also in the case of left terminating programs, 
which are those programs whose LDNF (SLDNF with leftmost selection rule) de
ri vations starting in a ground goal aJ·e finite. Left t erminating programs form an 
important superclass of the terminating programs and, as pointed out by Apt and 
Pedreschi [8], there are natural left terminating programs that are not terminating. 
However , left-termination is not preserved by the transformation system. In fact, if 
we consider the three programs Po, P1 , P2 of Example 3.2.7, we have that Po and P1 

are left terminating, while P2 is not. 
In general left termination is not preserved even when Seki 's (more restrjctive) 

modified folding operation is used. This is shown by the following example. 

E xample 3.4.5 Let P0 , be the following program: 

Po = { c1 : d(X ) 
C2 : p 
C3 : q(s(O)) . 
c~ : h(s(X)) 

f- h(X), q(X). 
f- q(X), h(X). 

f- h(X). } 

Where we adopt the following partition: Pnew = {c1}, F old = {c2, C3 , c1} . It is easy to 
verify that the program is left-terminating. Since the head of c2 is a.n old predicate 
(and then (F4.l) is satisfied), we can fold q(X): h(X) in the body of c2 . the resulting 
program is 
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P1 = {c1, c3, c,1} U {cs : p f- d(X)} 

ow the goal P1 U { f- p} originates an infinite LDNF-derivation. 0 

In this case the problem is due to the fact that the definition of transformation 
sequence is given modulo reordering of the bodies of the clauses, and the operation 
of reordering itself does not preserve left-termination. 

It can be argued that then what we have to do is to start by adopting the mod~fied 
folding instead of the one of Tamaki-Sato and by restating the definition of unfolding 
and folding so that the order of the literals in the bodies of the clauses is taken into 
account. Tha.t is indeed a possible approach, however a fold operation so defined 
would be of far more limited applicability than the present one; this holds not only 
because the modi.fied folding is more restrictive than the ordinary one, but mainly 
because we would have to require that the literals that are going to be folded are all 
found next to each other in the exact same sequence as in the body of the folding 
clause. This is often not the case, in particular when the folded clause is the result of 
some previous unfold operatjon; notice that this is what happens in Example 3 .2.2. 

Nevertheless; we can relax the requirement of the acyclicity of the initial program, 
by exploiting the result in a modular way. First we need the following definition. 

Definition 3.4.6 Let P0 , ... , Pn be a transformation sequence and let P0 = Q0 U R. 
We say that the transformation is performed within Qo if there exist programs 
Qi , . .. , Qn such that, for each i, 

• P; = Q; u R; 
• . o clause of R is used as folding or tmfolding clause. 0 

Now we have to use the concept of acceptable programs, introduced by Apt and 
Pedreschi in [8] . Here the notation becomes more cumbersome as the notion of 
acceptability is bound both to a level mapping and to a (not necessarily Herbrand) 
model. For the definition we refer to [8] . Informally, acceptable are to left terminating 
programs what a.cyclic a.re to terminating ones, in fact in [8] is proven that, in cases of 
non-floundering programs, the classes of acceptable and of left terminating programs 
coincide. 

Corollary 3.4.4a can then be restated as follows. 

P roposition 3.4. 7 Let P0 , . .. : Pn be a transformation sequence. Suppose that Po 
is acceptable wrt the level mapping I I and the model M . If there exists a program 
Q0 ~ Po such that Q0 is acyclic wrt I I and the transformation is performed wi thin 
Q0 , then each P; is acceptable. 

Proof. It is a standard extension of the proof of Lemma 3.4.3. 0 

That is, if the initial program is acceptable (wrt some model and some level 
mapping) and if the transformation is performed within a subset of I'0 which is also 
acyclic ( wrt the same level mapping): then the resulting program is acceptable (hence 
left-terminating) as well. 
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3. 5 Semantic consequences 

From the point of view of declarative semantics, acyclic programs enjoy the following 
relevant properties. Here, for the definition and the properties of the Well-Founded 
model semantics we refer to [48] . 

Theorem 3.5.1 Let P be an acyclic program, and let M = <I>iw. Then Mis total, 
that is, no atom is undefined in it, moreover 

(i) Mis the unique fixpoint of <l> p; hence it is the unique three-valued (and also 
two-valued) Herbrand model of Cornp(P) and coincides wi th Fitting's model 
of P . 

(ii) M coincides with the Well-Founded model of P; 
(iii) M coincides with the set of ground atomic logical consequences of 

Cornp(P) U WDCA.c in 2 and 3 valued logic; 
(iv) for all ground atoms A such that no SLDNF-derivation of PU { t- A} flotrnders, 

• A is true in Miff there exists a SLDNF-refutation for PU { t- A}; 
• A is false in Jl1 iff PU { t- A} has a :finitely failed SLDNF tree. 

P roof. The fact that M is total and statement (i) are consequences of Lemma 2.6 
and T heorem 4.4 in [5]; more general statements are also proven in [8], where the case 
of acceptable programs is considered; (ii) is a consequence if (i) and the fact that the 
Well-Founded model is aJso a three-valued model of Comp(P ) [48]; (iii) and (iv) are 
consequences of Theorem 4.4 in [5]. D 

Semantics of transformed program s 

An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5.1 is the following. 

Lemma 3.5.2 Let Po, . . . , Pn be a transformation sequence, suppose that Po is acyc
lic, then <I> i: = <I>}:. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.5.1, for each i, the Well-Founded model of Pi coincides with 
<I>~~ and by Proposition 4.1 in [92], the Well-Founded models of P0 and Pn coimcide. 

0 

Because of T heorem 3.5.1, Corollary 3.4.4 has also some sernantic consequences, 
the most relevant of which are: 

Corollary 3.5 .3 Let P0 , • . . , Pn be a transformation sequence, suppose that P0 is 
acyclic, then 

(a) the Fitting's models of Po and of Pn coincide; 
(b) the set of ground logical consequences of Comp( Po) U WDCA.c and of 

Comp(Pn) U WDCA.c coincide; 
(c) for all ground atorns A such that no SLDNF-derivation of P0 U { t- A} and of 

Pn U { t- A} flounders~ 

• the1·e exists a SLDNF-refutation for P0 U { t- A} iff there exists one for 
P,. U { t- A}, 
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• all SLDNF trees for Po U { +-- A} a.re finitely fai led iff aJl SLDNF trees for 
Pn U {+--A} a.re; 

in particular we have that 

(cl) If Po is definite, then its Finite Failure Set coincides with the one of Pn. D 

This shows that if the in itial program is a.cycl ic, then the transformation enjoys 
most of the properties that were proven for Seki's more restrictjve modified folding. 
In some situat ions this can be useful for relaxing the applicability of the folding 
operation. 





Chapter 4 

Transf orn1ing N orn1al Logic Progran1s by 
Replacement 

In this chapter we study simultaneous replacement which consists in performing many 
replacements all at the same time, and define applicability conditions able to guar
antee the correct application of the operation in normal programs with respect to 
the sernantics of the logical consequences of the program's completion (Kune11's se
mantics). We also take into consideration the case in which we adopt some domajn 
closure axioms, this will allow us to draw conclusions for Fitting's semantics as well. 
As we mentioned in chapter 1, a basic requirement for the applicability of replacement 
is that the replaced and replacing parts are equivalent with respect to the considered 
semantics. But this a.lone is not sufficient to avoid the risk of introducing a. loojp. For 
this reason we introduce two new concepts: the semantic delay between two con.junc
tions of literals and the dependency degree of a con.function of literals wrt a clause: 
the applicability conditions for replacement we propose compare the semantic delay 
between the two conjw1ctions of literals and the dependency degree of the replaced 
pa.rt with the clause to be transformed. In thi s way it is possible to characterize some 
situation in which "there is no space to introduce a loop». Such applicability con
ditions are undecidable in general, but decidable syntactic conditions can be derived 
for special cases. For instance in chapter 5 these results will be used for proving the 
correctness of an unfold/fold transformation sequence wrt Fitting's semantics . 

Structure of the Chapter 

In Section 4.1 we study the correctness of the replacement operation wrt Kunen's 
semantics. In section 4.2 we reformulate the results for the cases in which we adopt 
some dornajn closure axioms. In Section 4.3 some examples a.re provided and it is 
shown also how thinning and fattening can be seen as special cases of replacement, 
thus yielding, as a consequence, conditions for a safe application of these operations 
to normal programs. A shor t conclusion follows. Pa.r t of the proofs are given in the 
Appendices. 

35 
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The simultaneou s replacement operat ion 

The replacement operation has been introduced by Tama.ki and Sato in [96] for defin
ite programs. Syntactically it consists in substituting a conj unction, 6, oflitera]s with 
another one, f>, in the body of a clause. Similarly, simultaneous replacement consists 
in substituting a set of conjunctions of literals { 61 : ... , 6n}, with another correspond
ing set of conjunctions { D1 , . .. , Dn} in the bodies of some clauses { cl1 , . . . , clp} of a 
program P. We assume that if i "# j then ci and Cj do not overlap, even if they may 
actually represent identical literals, that is, they are either in different clauses or in 
disjoint subsets of the same clause. 

Note that, because of the semantics we consider, the order of literals in the !bodies 
of the clauses is irrelevant . 

4.1 Correctness wrt Kunen 's semantics 

In this Section we will always refer to a fixed but unspecified in.finite language £ , 
that we assume contajns all the function symbols of the programs we are consider
ing. Agajn, by infinite language, we mean a language that contajns infinitely many 
functions symbols (including those of a:rity 0). As we explained in section 2.2, three 
valued prograrn's completion semantics in the case of an infinite language is com
monly referred to as J( unen's semantics. 

Assmne P' is obtajned by transforming P, then Definition 2.2.2 (program's equi
valence) is used to define the correctness of a t ransformation operation as follows . 

Definition 4.1.1 Let P, P' be normal programs. Suppose that P' is obtajned by 
applying a. transformation operation to P. We say that the transformation is 

• Partially Correct when for each allowed formula </>, if C omp.c( P') F </> then 
also C omp.c,(P) F </>. 

• Complete when for each allowed formula </J, if C omp.c,(P) F <P then also 
Comp.c(P' ) F </Y. 

• Totally Correct or Safe when it is both partially correct and complete. This 
is the case in which P and P' are equivalent . D 

ote that the transformation is partially correct if all the information contained in 
(the semantics of) P' was already present in (the semantics of) P, that is if no new 
knowledge was added to the program during the transformation. On the other hand 
the transformation is complete if no information is lost during the t ransformation. 

Partial correctness 

When we replace the conjunction f.: with fJ in the body of a clause, we are actually 
replacing a subformula inside a formula: the clause itself. Clearly, some conditions 
are needed to guarantee the safeness of the operation. When we abstract from the 
par ticular context, that is from the specific clause where the replacement occurs: a 
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natural condition for replacing a (possibly open) formula x by a (possibly open) 
formula <P is their equivalence in the sense of the following definition. 

Before stating it we need to establish some further notation: given the formulas ( 
x and </J, we denote by ([.P/x] the formula obtained from (by replacing all occunences 
of the subformula x by .p. 

Definition 4 .1.2 (equivalence of formulas) Let x, <P be first order formulas. We 
say that 

• x is less speci.fic or equal to <P (wrt Compc(P)), x -::Scomp.c(P) <P, iff fOT each 
allowed formula ( and each substitution '7, 

Compc(P) I= (17 implies Compc(P) I= ( [efi/X]'7; 

• X is equivalent to <P wrt C ompc( P), X ~Comp.c(P) </i, iff X -::Scomp.c(P) </> and 
<P -::Scomp.c(P) X· D 

The following Example shows how the problem of the equivalence of formulas 
naturally arises when using the replacement operation. 

Example 4.1.3 Let us consider the following program: 

ml(El, [El I Tail],s(O)). 
rnl(J:;L, [X I 'L'ai l], s(N)) 
m2(El, [El I Tail]) . 
m2(EL, [X I Tail]) 

d: common_element(Ll, L2) 

f- rnl(J:;L, 'l'ail, N) . 

f- m2(EL, Tail) . 
f- rnl(El, Ll, Nl), nil(EL, £2, N2) . 

Both predicates ml and m2 behave like "member" predicates. The only difference 
between the two is that ml "reports", as third a;rgument, the location where element 
El has been found . As far as the definition of common_element goes, this is totally 
unnecessary, and we can replace the conjunction ml( El, Ll, Nl), ml(EL, L2, N2) 
with the conjunction rn2(EL~ LlL m2(El, £2) in the body of d, without affecting the 
semantics of the program. In practice we want to replace clause d with 

d' : common_efement(Ll, L2) f- m2(El, Ll), m2(El, £2). 
ow observe that the completed definition of common_element before the t ransform

ation is 

common_element(Ll, L2) <=? 3 N, M. rnl(El, Ll, N), ml(El, £2, M ), (4.1) 

while after the transformation it is 

common_eLement(Ll, L2) <=? m2(EL, Ll), m2(EL: £2) . (4.2) 

vVhen applying a replacement we want the replacing conjunction to be semantic
ally equivalent to the replaced one. In thi s particulaJ.· case we can formalize this 
statement by requiring the equivalence of the two "bodies", (4 .1) and (4.2) , of the 
completed definition of comrnon_efement, that is, we require that 

3 N, M. ml(El, Ll, IV), ml(El, L2, M) ~compc(P) rn2(EL, Ll), m2(El, L2) . (4.3) 

Which is easy to prove true. D 
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In ( 4.3) we have specified two existentially quantified variables: N and M which 
are local to the replaced conjunct. If we didn't do so, ( 4.3) would not hold , as 
ml(El, Ll, N), ml( El, L2, M ) o/icompc.(P) m2(El, Ll), m2(El, L2). In the sequel, 
when replacing, say, 6 with f> , we always specify a set i of "local" variables, which 
are variables that can appear in either 6 or fJ (or both) but cannot occur in the rest 
of the clause where C is found . Consequently, our first req uirement is the equivalence 
of 3 x 6 and :3 x fJ . Such an equivalence is weaker than the equivalence between C 
and fJ, but still sufficient fo1· our purposes. 

We now formalize this concept of local variables for simultaneous replacement. 
First let us establish the notation we'll use throughout the chapter. 

Notation 4.1.4 
P is the normal program we want to transform. 
6 1 , . .. , Cn are the conjunctions of literals we want to replace with D1 , . .. , fJ,.. 
{ cl1 , .. . , clp} is the subset of P consisting of the clauses that are going to be affected 
by the transformation. 
P' is the result of the transformation. D 

Definition 4.1.5 (locality property) Referring to Notation 4.1.4, we say that a 
set of variables x; satisfies the locality property with respect to C; and D; if the 
following holds: 

• Xi ~ Var(C'i) U Var(Di) and the variables in Xi do not occur anywhere else 
neither in the clause clj, where ci is found, nor, after replacement, in clj, where 
Di is found. D 

Note that the locality property is trivially satisfied when Xi is empty. Note also 
that the locality property implies that if C h and Ck occur in the same clause then the 
corresponding xh and Xk are disjoint. 

Before we state the result on partial correctness, we have to give a charncteri zation 
of the equi valence of formulas wrt Kunen's semantics, which refers solely to the Kleene 
sequence of the operator <:l?p. Here we denote by FV(x) the set of free variables in a 
formula X· 

Lemma 4. 1.6 Let P be a normal program, x, <P be first order allowed formulas and 
x = { x1, .. . , x k} = FV(x) U FV( 4>), The following statements are equivalent 

(a) X :::Scomp.c(P) </>; 

(b) Vn 3 m \It win I= (-.)x(t/x) implies <I>im I= (-.) <J{i/x); 

where n, m are quantified over natural numbers and i is quantified over k-tuples of 
..C-terms. 

Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix A. D 

We can finally state the result on partial correctness of the replacement operation 
we were aiming at . As we anticipated at the beginning of this Section, when replacing 

C with fJ , our first requirement is the equivalence of 3x C and 3x D, where x is a 
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set of variables satisfying the locality property. However, if we ai-e only interested 
in proving the partial correctness of the operation, a partiaJ equivalence (namely, 
that 3 x D ::Scompc.(P) 3 x C) is perfectly sufficient. This is shown by the following 
Theorem. Again we adopt Notation 4.1.4. 

Theorem 4.1. 7 (partial correctness) If for each Ci E { C 1 ) . .. , C n}, there exists 
a (possibly empty) set of variables X; satisfying the locality property wrt ci and D; 
such that 

3 Xi D; ::Scomp;;(P) 3 X; C; 
then the simultaneous replacement operation is partially correct . 

Proof. F irst let us make the following observation. With the exception of clauses 
{cl1 , .. . ,clr}, P is just like P' . Hence if for each i, 3 x; C; and 3x; D; had the same 
meaning in a given interpretation I, (that is, if I J= 3 x; C; <=:? 3 x; D;), then we would 
have that <J?p(I) = <J?p,(I). It follows that whenever if?p(I) -=J. if?p,(I) , there has 
to be an index j such that 3 Xj Cj and 3 Xj Dj have different rneanings in I. This 
idea. is formaliied and extended in the folJowing Lemma., whose proof is given in the 
Appendix A. 

Lemma 4.1.8 Let I, I' be two partial interpretations. If I' ~ I but <I! P' (I') </:. <J? p( I), 
then there exist a conjunction Cj E {C1 , •.. , Cn} and a ground substitution B such 
that: 

• either I' J= 3 xi i\B, while I ~ 3 Xj ipjB; 
• or I' f= --,.:J Xj DjB, while I ~ --,3 Xj CjB. 0 

ow we proceed with the proof, which is by contradiction. By Theorems 2.2.3 and 
2.2.4 the operation is partially correct i:ff \In 3 rn <1? ~n 2 if? i~, so Jet us suppose there 
exist two integers i and j such that: 

<1? ~ 2 <1? Jj, and for all integers l ) <1? ~ £ <1? J:f,+1 
. 

Clearly it also follows that 

for all integers L, <J)tl+i+I 7i <J?tj+i . p ~ P' . 

Since <J)Jj,+i = <J)p,(<J?Jj,), <1?~ 2 <J?Jj, and <J?pi is monotone, we have that <J)p,(<l>~) 2 
if? Jj,+i , hence 

for a.In integers L, (j) p( (j) ~+i) £ (j) P' ( (j) ~) . 

Since <I> ~+i 2 <1? ~, from Lemma 4.1.8, it follows that for each integer l there exist an 
integer .i(l ) E {1, .. . , n} and a ground substitution 81 such that: 

3xj(l) b i (t)Bt is true (or false) in <l>~, while 3xj(t) Cj(l)B1 is not true (resp. false) in <J?~+i . 
( 4.4) 

By hypothesis 3 x.i (I) Dj(I) ::Scomp.c(P) 3 x.i(l) Cj(l), we can then apply Lemma 4.1.6 
to the left hand side of ( 4.4 ) . It follows that there ha.s to be an integer r such that 
for each l , 

3 x.i(l) Cj(t)B1 is true (resp false) in <J)}:°; 
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but when l satisfies l + i > r, we have that <])~+i 2 <])}; and hence 

for each l such that L + i > r, 3 Xj(t) Cj(t/lt is true (resp fals e) in q,~+i . 

This contradicts (4.4). D 

An immediate consequence of previous Theorem 4.1.7 is the following simple 
Corollary on total correctness. 

Corollary 4.1.9 Using otation 4.1.4, if for each<\ E {C'i, ... ,Cn}, there exists 
a (possibly empty) set of vaJ·iables Xi satisfying the locality property wr t ci and D; 
such that 

3 Xi Di ~Comp.c(P) 3 X; C; 
then p is equivalent to P' iff, for each i, 3 X; Di ~Comp.c(P') 3 Xi ci . 

Proof. 
"if". From the assumption that 3 X; D; ~Comp.c(P) 3 Xi ci and Theorem 4.1. 7 

it follows that for each allowed formula </;, if Compc(P') f= </>then Comp.c(P) f= </;. 
ow P can be re-obtained from P' by replacing back each D; with C;, moreover each 

set of variables x; satisfies the locality property wrt C; and D; also in P' . Since by 
hypothesis 3xi D; ~Comp.c(P') 3xi Ci; from Theorem 4.1.7 it also follows that, if 
Comp.c(P) f= </;, then Comp.c(P' ) f= </;. 

"only if" . It is easy to see that if 3 x; D; ~Comp.c(P) 3 x; C; and P is equi valent 

to P' then 3 X.; D; ~Comp.c(P') 3 Xi C; . D 

Roughly speaking, this CorollMy states that if the replacing and the replaced 
conjunctions a;re equivalent both in the initial and the resulting program, then the 
transformation is safe. 

Of course thi s result requires some knowledge of the the sermu1tics of the resulting 
program and therefore it is not quite satisfactory: what we want are applicability 
conditions for the replacement operation which are based solely on the semantic 
properties of the initial program. To this is devoted the rest of this Section. 

Semantic Delay and Dependency Degree 

As we proved in the previous Section, if x is a set of variables that satisfies the locality 
property, the equivalence of 3 x C and 3 x f> wrt Comp.c(P) is sufficient to guarantee 
the partial correctness of the replacement . Unfor tunately this is not enough to ensure 
total correctness. 

This is shown by the next Example. 

E x ample 4.1.10 Let P be the following defin ite program: 

p = { p f- q. 
cl : q +- r. 

T . } 

Let also£ = L (P ). In this case p, q and r aJ·e all tr'ue in all the models of Comp.c(P), 
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they are actually equivalent wrt Compc(P) . However, if we replace r with p in the 
body of cl we obtain 

P' = { P +--- q. 
cl' : q f- p. 

r . } 

which is by no means equivalent to the previous program. In fact we have int roduced 
a loop and p and q are no more true in aJJ the models of Conip.c(P) . D 

In order to obtain the desired completeness results we introduce two more con
cepts: the semantic delay and the dependency degree. They are meant to express 
relations between first order formulas, such as conjunctions of literals, in terms of 
their semantic properties. 

Consider the following defin]te program: 

P = { m(X) +--- n(s(X)). 
n(O). 
n(s(X)) +--- n(X). } 

The predicates m and n have exactly the same meaning, but in order to refute the goal 
+--- m(s(O)) . we need four resolution steps, while for refuting +--- n(s(O)) . two steps 

are sufficient . Each time +--- n(t). has a refutation (or finitely fails) with j resolution 
steps, +--- m(t) . has a refutation (or fajls) with k resolu tion steps, where k s; j + 2. 
By transposing this idea into the three vaJued semantics we are adopting, we have 
that each timen(t) is frue (or fals e) in <I>}i, m(t) is true (resp. fals e) in <I>}i+2

• We 
can formalize this intuitive idea by saying that the semantic delay of m wrt n is 2. 

Definition 4.1.11 (semantic delay in <I> iw) Let P be a normal program, x and 
<b be first order formulas, and x = {x 1 ,. .. ,xk} = FV(x) U F V(<P) . Suppose that 

<P :::Scomp.c(P) X · 

• The sernant·ic delay o.f x wrt <P in <I>~ is the least integer k such that, for each 
- tn ) - tn+k integer n and each k-uple of £ -terms t : if <l>p f= (• <P(t/x), then <l>p f= 

( ·)x(t/x). o 

Notice that since we are assuming that</; :::Scomp.c(l-') x, if <P(i/ x) is tr-ue in some <I>in, 

then there has to exists an integer m such that x(i/x) is true in <I>im. 
Intuitively, <b(t/x) is tnie in <I>in iff i ts truth has been proved from scratch in at most 
n steps. The semantic delay of x wrt </;shows how many steps later than <P(i/x), we 
determine the truth value of x(i/x) (at worse) . 

E x ample 4.1.12 Let P be the following program: 

p = { p(O). 
p(s(O)). 
p(s(s(X))) +--- p(X ). 

q(O). 
q(s(X)) +--- q(X ). 

} 

p and q both compute natural numbers, and p(X) ~Comp.c(P) q(X), but while 
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q(sk(O)) is true starting from <T>J,k+1
: p(sk(O)) is true starting from <I>W12J+1

• The 
delay of p( X) wrt q( X) in <I> }w is zero: in fact if for some ground term t and integer 
n, q(t) is true (resp . .false) in <I> }n, then p(t) is also true (resp . .false) in <I>}n. Vice 
versa, the delay of q(X) wrt p(X) is not definable, in fact there exists no integer 
rn < u..i such that if, for some ground term t and jnteger n, p(t) is true (resp. false) 
in <I>}n: then q(t) is true (resp. false) in <I>in+m. D 

A simple proper ty of semantic delay which is used in the sequel is the following. 

Lemma 4 .1.13 If d : A f-- L. is the only clause in a program P whose heaid m1i
fies with an atom A: and w is the set of variables local to the body of d: w = 
Var(.l)\Var(A), then 

• A ~Compc.(P) 3 W f.; 
• the delay of .4 wrt 3 w L in <T> iw is one. 

Proof. It is a strajghtforward application of the definition of Fitting's operator, since, 
by Definition 2.1.6: for a.11 integers r and substitutions B, (3 w L )B is fr·ue (.false) in 
<l> f> iff AB is tr1te (.false) in <I>J,+1

. o 

Now we want to introduce one further concept: the dependency degree. Let us 
consider the following normal program: 

p = { cl : p f- --,q' s . 
c2 : q f- r . 
c3 : r. 
c4 : s f- q. } 

The definitions of the atoms p, Cf: s and r, all depend from clause c3. InformaJly we 
could say that the dependency degree of the predicate p over clause c3 is two, as the 
shortest derivation path from a clause having head p to c3 contafr1s two arcs: the first 
from cl to c2, through the negative literal --,q; the second from c2, to c3, through the 
atom r . Similarly: the dependency degree of q and s on c3 are respectively one and 
two and the dependency deg,Tee of r on c3 is zero. The next definition forrnalizes this 
intuitive notion. The atom A and the clause cl are assumed to be standardized apart . 

D efinit ion 4 .1.14 (dependency deg ree) Let P be a program, cl a clause of P 
and A an atom. The dependency degree of A {and ...,A} on cl, depenp(A, cl), is 

0 if A m1ifies with the head of cl; 
n+l if A does not unify with the head of cl and n is the least integer such that there 

exists a clause C f- C1 , . . . , Ck. in P, whose head unifies with A via mgu, say: 
B, and, for some i 1 depenp(CiO; cl)= n; 

u-' when there exists no such n . In this case we say that A is independent from cl. 

Now let .l = L 1 , . . . , Ln be a conjunction of literals. The dependency degree of L on 
cl is equal to the least dependency degree of one of its elements on cl: depenp( L , cl) = 
in.f{depenp(L;,cl): where 1 ~ i ~ n}. Similarly, L 1:s independent .from cl iff all its 
components are independent from cl. D 
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The following Example shows how the concepts of dependency degree and semantic 
delay can be used to prove the safeness of the replacement operation. 

E x ample 4.1.15 Consider the following normal progran1: 

P = { d : p(X) 
cl : 1' 

t- -.q(X). 
t- . . . ,-.q(t), . .. 

} 

where d is the only clause defining the predicate symbol p. 

p(X) ~Comr>.c(P) -iq(X). Now, if we replace -iq(t) with p(t) 
following progrnm: 

P' = { d : p(X) t- -iq(X). 
cl : r t- . .. , p( t), .. . 

} 

By Lemma 4.1.13 
in cl, we obtain the 

which has the same Kw1en 's semantics of the previous one, that is the set of logical 
consequences of Comp.c(P) and of Comp.c(P') are identical . This holds even if the 
definition of p is not independent from cl; that is , even if we are exposed to the risk 
of introd ucing a loop, losing completeness. But in this case we can show that "there 
is no room fo r introducing a loop"; in fact 

• the dependency degree of p on cl (this is how big the loop would be) is _greater 
or equal to the semantic delay of p(X) wrt -iq(X) (this can be seen as the 
"space" where the loop would have to be introduced). 

By Lemma 4.1.13 the delay of p(X) wrt -.q(X) in <I>iw is one; moreover, since dis the 
only clause defining the predicate p and di- cl, depenp(p(X), cl ) > 0, thus satisfying 
the above conditions. D 

Completeness 

The aim of th]s section is to provide a completeness result which formalizes the idea 
outlined in Example 4.1.15 and that matches with Theorem 4.1.7. Throughout this 
Section we adopt Notation 4 .1.4. 

Let us first state a few simple results. 
The firs t Remark states that when a cor~junction of literals L is independent from 

clauses {cl 1, ..• , clp} then its meaning does not change when replacing {cl 1, ... , clp} 
with {cl~, . .. , cl~}. 

Remark 4.1.16 Let L be a conjunction of li terals independent from the clauses 
{cl1 , .. . , clp} in P. Let w = Var(L), Then, for each ordinal a, 

• <I>~ 1= (-.):Jiu L iff <I>};, 1= (-.)3w L. o 

The follownng Lemma represents an important step in the proof of the complete
ness result. 

Let I be an £-interpretation and B a ground atom that can be proved true (or 
false), starting from I, in m steps, that is, B is tr'ue in <J>im(I). The Lemma states 
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that if the dependency level of Bon {cl1 , ... , clp} is greater or equal tom, then the 
clauses { cl1, .. . , clv} cannot have been used in the proof of B ., hence B is true in 
<I> ii;i (I) too. 

Lemma 4. 1.17 Let B be a ground atom, ma natural number such that depenp ( B, { c/1, • •• , cl7,}) ~ 

m; then 

• Bis true (resp. false) in <I>im(I) iff Bis true (resp. false) in <I>J;:'(I) . 

Proof. The proof is by induction on m . 
T he base of the induction (m = 0) is trivial, since <I>~(!) = <Pi0(I) =I. 
Induction step: m > 0. We will now proceed as follows: in a) we show that if B 

is true (resp. not false) in <I?~n(I), then it is also true (resp. not false) in <!> ~~(!) . 
That is, we show that if B is trite in <Pim(!), then it is also tr'ue in <T?i~(I); and, by 
contradiction, that if Bis false in <I>i':1(I), then it is also fals e in <Pim(!) . In b) we 
consider the converse implications. This will be sufficient to prove the thesis. 

a) Let us assume B true (resp. not false) in <Pim(!) . There has to be a clause 
c E Panda ground substitution 'Y such that head(c)'Y =Band body(c)'Y is true (resp. 
not fals e) in <I> tm- 1(!). It follows that , for each literal L belonging to body(c)'Y: 

- L is true (resp. not false) in <I>im- 1 (!); 
-depenp(L,{cl1 , .. .,clp}) 2: m-1. 

Then, from the inductive hypothesis, each L is true (resp. not false) in <I> t':'-1(!). 
Since depenp(B,{cl1 , . •• ,clp}) ~ m > 0, B does not unify with the head of any 
clause in { cl1 ,. . ., clp} , that is c (j. { cl1 , ••. , clp} . Hence c E P' and B is true (not 
.false) in <I> i':1 (I) . 

b) Now we have to prove that if Bis true (not false) in <I>i':1(I), then it i s also 
true (not false) in <I>im(I). This part is ornitted a$ it is perfectly symmetrical to the 
previous one. D 

T he previous Lemma leads to the following generalization. 

Lemma 4 .1.18 Let L be a conjunction of literals, w :::: Var·(L) and I be an £
interpretation. Suppose that, for some integer m, depenp(L, { cl1 , . . . , clv}) > m, 
then, 

iff <T?i':1(I)l=(-.)3 wl. 

Proof. Let L = L1 , .. . ,L.i . Observe that depenp(L,{cli, ... ,clp}) ~ m implies that 
for i E [1, j], depenp( Li, { cl1 , ... , clp}) ~ m . 

Suppose first that 3 w L is true in <I>im(I) . Then for some ground substitution fJ, 
with Dom(fJ) = w, Le is true in <I>i m(I) . Then for i E [l,j], L;fJ is true in <I>tm(I), 
and by Lemma 4.1.17, it is ~rue also in <J?~~(I) . Hence the conjunction Le is true in 
<I>i7(I) . It follows that 3w L is true in <I>p7(I) . 

Now suppose that 3 w L is false in <I>tm(I) . T hen for each ground substit ution fJ , 
with Dom(O) = w, LO is false in <J?im(I). That is, for ead1 of the above 0, there exists 
an i E [l,j] such that Li(} is false in <Pim(!) . By Lemma 4.1.17 Li(} is also .false in 
<J?i".1(!) . Hence LB is false in <I>i".1(!) . It follows that 3wL is false in <J? i1;1(I) . D 
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We can now state the completeness result. As before, we refer to Notation 4.1.4. 
Reca.ll that, when repla.cjng C with f>; in order to prove the partial correctness 

of the replacement operation, we required that :J x D ::::;comp.c(P) :J x D 1 where x is 
a set of variables satisfying the loca.lity property. It should be no surprise that to 
prove the completeness of the operation we have to require the opposite side of the 
equivalence, namely that :J x C ::!:comp,:;(P) :J x D. 

Theorem 4.1.19 (completeness) If for each ci E {C'i, ... ) Cn}, there exists a 
(possibly emp ty) set of variables xi satisfying the locality property wrt Ci and f); 
such that 

:J Xi Ci ::!:comp.c(P) :J Xi Di: 
and if one of the following two conditions holds: 

(a) { D1 , . •. , Dn} a.re all independent from the clauses {cl i: . . .. , clp }; or 
(b) there exists an integer m such that, for each ci E {C1, ... : C,i}, and each 

cl j E {cl i : ... , clp} : 
- the delay of :J X; Di wrt :J Xi ci in cDbw is less or equaJ to m, and 
- depenp(Di, cl.i) ~ m; 

then the simultaneous replacement operation is cornplete. 

P roof. First we need to establi sh a Lemma similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 
4.1.7. 

Lemma 4.1. 20 Let I, I' be two partial interpretations. If I ~ I' but <J? p (I) ~ 
<f?p 1(I1), then there exist a conjunction Cj E {C1 , • . . ,C'n} and aground substitution 
fJ such that : 

• either I L :J x · C ·fJ while I'LL :J x· DB· i- ;!. J l r- J_J, 

• or I F= -,:J Xj CjB, while I' ~ -,:J Xj DjB. 

Proof. The proof is identical to the one given in the Appendix A for Lemma 4.1.8 in 
Theorem 4.1.7 , and it is omjtted. D 

Again the proof of the Theorem is by cont radiction. By T heorems 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 the 
operation is complete iff V n :J m <I> ~i ~ <I> r,, so let us suppose that there exis t two 
integers i and .i such that : 

<I>~, 2 <I> Jj and for all integers l , <I> ~;+-1+1 £_ <I> Ji+1
• 

Since <I>Jj+i = <l>p(<I>}j): from Lemma 4.1.20 we have that: 
for each integer l there exists a.n integer .i(L) E {l , ... ,n} and a ground substitution 
Bi such that : 

:Jxj(t) cj(l)()l is true (or false) in <I>~, while :Jxj(I) D j(l) (}l is not true (resp . not .false) in <T>~,+1 . 
(4.5) 

Let us distinguish two cases. 

1) Hypothesis (a) is satisfied and each conjunction in {D1, . .. , Dn} is independent 
from {cl1, ... , clp}· By hypothesis :Jx;Ci -jcomp.c(P) :J x; D;: we can then apply 
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Lemma 4.1.6 to the left hand side of ( 4.5), it follows that there ha.s to be an integer 
r such that for each l, 

::3 Xj (I) Dj(l)Bt is frue (resp . .false) in <Ii ~~ · 

From Remark 4.1.16, it follows that for each integer l , 3 xj(/) Dj(l)()l is true (resp . 
.false) in <I>],,. 
This contradicts (4.5); in fact , when i + L > r, by the monotonicity of (f> p , , we have 
that <1?f.,, ~ <1?~1 and since 3x.i(l) D j (l)()l is true (resp . .false) in <1?],,, it must be true 
(resp . .false) in <I>~1 . 

2) Hypothesis (b) is satisfied. 'vVe know that for each integer l , the delay of 
::3 Xj(t) D.i (IJ wrt ::3 x.i(IJ Cj(L) is not greater than m, hence from the left hand side of 
(4.5) it follows that , 

for each l, ::3 Xj(l ) D j (l)()I is true or false in <J?i+m. 

Since <J?~+m = <J?p(<J?},), it foJlows that, 

for each l, 3 x.i(I) D j (l)()1 is true (resp . .false) in <P:P(<J?}.,). 

depenp (Dj(l)()l, {cl1 , ..• , clp}) ~ m, then, from Lemma 4.1.18 it follows that, 

for each l , :3x.i(I) f>i(l)()t is true (resp . .false) in <J?p,(<J?~) . 

Now <J?~ ~ <J?~, and <J? P ' is monotone, then, 

for each l, 3 xj(I) D .i(l)f)i is true (resp. false) in <I>?, ( <J?~, ) = <I>?,+i, 

this contradicts the right hand side of ( 4.5). 0 

Finally, from Theorems 4.1.7 and 4.1.19 we obtajn the following safeness result for 
the replacemen t operation. 

Corollary 4 .1.21 (applicability condit ions for t he replacement operat ion) Using 
otation 4.1.4, jffor each ci E {C1, ... ,Cn}, there exists a (possibly empty) set of 

variables 5\ satisfying the locality property wrt C i and Di such that 

and one of the following two conditions holds: 

1. { D1, .•• , Dn} are all independent from the claus~s in { c£1, ... , ell'}; or 
2. there exists an integer m such that, for each C; E {C1 , . .. , Cn}; and each 

cl j E {cl i , ... , clv} : 
- the delay of 3x; fJi wrt =i xi ci in <J?iw is less or equal tom, and 
- depenp(Di, cl.i) ~ m; 

then the simultaneous replacement operation is safe, that is P is equivalent to P'. D 
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Conditions 1 and 2 reflect two different ways in which we can guarantee that we 
are not introducing dangerous loops. Condition 2 is automatically satisfied when, 
for each i, the semantic delay of 3x, D; wrt 3x; C; in <l?~ is zero. This is probably 
the most interesting situation in which it can be applied. Recall that the semantic 
delay of 3 x; D; wrt 3 x; C; shows (for each 8) ho•N many steps later than 3 x; C;&, we 
determine the truth value of 3 i; D;& (at worse) . Therefore, when the delay is zero, 
we can determine the truth value of 3 i; .D,e "faster" than the truth value 3 x; C;&. 
By stretching the notation we could say that in this case 3 i; D; is "more efficient" 
than 3 i; C;. By the above Corollary we have that if the replacing conjunctions are 
"equivalent to" and "more efficient than" the replaced ones, then the replacement 
is safe. This fits well in a context where transformation operations are intended 
for increasing the performances of programs. Of course here we are referring to a 
bottom-up wa..y of determining truth values, while most resolutions methods employ a 
top-clown search, hence what is considered "more efficient" here may not necessarily 
be "more efficient" when we actually run the program. 

Other Semantics 

Corollary 4.1.21 can easily be applied to other declasative semantics. Basically what 
we need is a definition of equivalence and semantic delay: any model theoretic se
mantics which can be defined in terms of the Kleene sequence of some operator is 
potentially suitable. For example the Well-Founded semantics is appropriate, while 
the 2-valued completion semantics (considered in [4 7]) is not, as it lacks a construct
ive definition. Of course, when we change the semantics we refer to, the concept of 
equivalence of programs and formulas can differ significantly. 

Let us for example consider the S-semantics [39], a model theoretic reconstruction 
of the computed answer sernantics1. The S-sernantics does not take into consideration 
the negative information that can be inferred from (the completion of) a program. 
This influences significantly the applicability conditions of replacement. Consider for 
instance the following program: 

P ={cl: p r q, p.} 

q has no definition and therefore it fails. If we eliminate q fron1 the body of cl, we 
obtajn 

P' = {cl : p r p.} 

The S-sernantics (as well as the least Herbrand model semantics) of P and P' coincide 
(they are both empty as both p and q do not succeed in either program), so this 
transformation is (S-)safe. Now let us show how the S-correspondent of Corolla,ry 
4.1.21 can be applied to this situation: the transformation of P into P' can be seen 
as a replacement of q, p with pin the body of cl, and we have that 

- q, p is equi valent top in the S-semantics of P (neither sucoeeds), 
- the delay of p wrt q , p in T'S(P)2 is zero, 

1 A result similar to Corollary 4.1.21 for the S-semantics is given in (20] 
2Ts ( P) is the $-semantics counterpart of <I> p 
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- depenp(p, cl) = 0, 
Hence the applicability conditions for the S-version of CorollaJ·y 4.1.21 are satisfied. 

Now, if we switch back to Kunen's semantics, P is no longer equivalent to P' , in 
fact, CompL(P) f= .....,p while Compi:,(P1

) ~ ... p. In the transformation we have lost 
some negative information, the replacement is therefore not (Kunen-)safe. Indeed, 
the applicability conditions of Corollary 4.1.21 are not satisfied as 

- q, P 2='comp.c(P) p, 

- the delay of p wrt q,p in <Piw is one. (<t?P f= .....,(q, p), while <PJ,2 f= .....,p), 

- depenJJ(P, cl) = 0, 
Here the delay of p wrt q, p i s greater than depenp(p, cl) and consequently Corollary 
4.1.21 is no longer applicable. This is due to the fact that, since we are now taking 
into account also the negative information, the delay of p wrt q, p is no longer zero. 

However, there exists a semantics, the Well-Founded semantics, that does take 
into consideration negative information, but for which the above programs P and P' 
are nevertheless equivalent. Loosely speaking, the Well-Founded semantics does not 
distinguish .finite from in.finite failure. So the query f- p faj ls both in P (finitely) and 
in P1 (infinitdy). The authors have also stated a cotmterpart of Corollary 4.1.21 for 
this semantics [38]. It can be applied to the transformation performed above: we have 
that q, p is equivalent to p and that the delay of p wrt q, p is zero. The applicability 
conditions for the replacement operation are then, in this context, satisfied. 

Checking applicability conditions 

Determining whether two conjunctions of literals are equivalent is in general an unde
cidable problem, moreover, the semantic delay is not a computable function, and for 
this reason Corollary 4.1.21 must be regaJ·ded as a theoretical result. It is therefore 
important to single out some situations in which its hypothesis can be guaranteed 
either by a syntactic check or, when the replacement belongs to a transforrnation 
sequence, by the previous 11istory of the transformation. This Section shows some of 
these situations. Later , in Section 4.3 we also show an example of a transformation 
sequence in which the condit ions of Corollary 4.1.21 a.re checked by hand. We hope 
that this provides a better understanding of the concepts we use. 

R eversible folding 

We now show how Corollary 4.1.21 can be used to prove the correctness of the 
reversible folding operation, which is the kind of folding operation studied in [67, 47] . 
First of all let us state its definition. 

Definition 4.1.22 (reversible folding) Let cl : A. t- B', S. and d : H f- B be 
distinct clauses in a program P; let also w be the set of local variables of d, w = 
Var(B)\Var(H) . If there exists a substitution 0, Dom(O) = Var(d) such that 

(i) B' = BB'; 
(ii) 0 does not bind the local vai·iables of d, that is for any x, y E w the following 

three conditions hold 
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• xO is a variable; 
• xB does not appear in A; S; HO; 
• if x i- y then xO i- yO; 

(iii) dis the only clause of P whose head unifies with HO; 

then we can fold HO in cl; obtaining cl' : A+--- HB, s·. 
Example 4.1.23 Let us consider the following program: 

P={ cl : 
d: 

p(X) 
r(Z, Y) 
r(a, Y) 
q(X; a). 
q(X; b). 

+--- q(X; b ); •s(X);'r( a, X). 
+--- q(Y; Z); •s(Y). 
+--- p(Y). 

} 
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D 

With 0 = {b/Z, X/Y}; we have body(d)O = (q(X, b), ---,s(X)) and that dis the only 
clause of P whose head unifies with r(Z, Y)O. Hence we can fold clause cl; thus 
obtaining the jprograrn: 

P = { cl : 
d : 

p(X) 
r(Z,Y) 
r(a, Y) 
q(X; a) . 
q(X; b). 

+--- r(b;X);r(a, X) . 
+--- q(Y; Z); • s(Y). 
+--- p(Y) . 

} 
D 

T his operation can be seen as a special case of replacement in which the conditions 
of Corollaries 4.1 .21 are always satisfied. First of all notice that , by using the notation 
of Definition 4l. l.22, the operntion reduces to a replacement of B' with HO. Now by 
the conditions on folding (i) ... (iii) and Lemma 4.1.13; we have that 

- w satisfies the locality property wrt B' and H, (recall that iv is the set of local 
variables of d); 

- HO is equivalent to 3iv0 B', (Lemma 4.1.13); 
- the delay of HO wrt 3iv0 B' in <I>};" is one, (Lemma4.l.13) . 

Finally, from (iii) we also have that the dependency degree of depenp(HO, cl) > 0. 
Hence; the applicability conditions of Corollary 4.1.21 are satisfied and the operation 
is safe. 

Recursive folding 

The reversible folding operation is a rather restrictive kind of folding, in particular 
it lacks the possibility of introducing recursion in the definition of predicates . This 
can be done via an unfold/fold transformation seq'uence. Unfold/fold transformation 
sequences were introduced in the area of logic programming by Tamaki and Sato [96] 
and, as a laJ:ge literature shows, proved to be an effective methodology for program's 
development and optimization. 

T he following Example shows how this kind of folding can be used for introducing 
recursion in definitions. 
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Exam ple 4 .1 .24 We start with the following program where initial defines the prop
erty of being a prefix of a li st . 

Po = { d : initial(Xs,Zs) f-append(Xs ,Ys,Zs). 

append([AIXs LY s, [AIZs]) f- append(Xs, Y s, Zs ). 
append([], Y s, Y s) . } 

We now unfold the body of the first clause, obtaining the two clauses 

P1 = { cl : initial([AIXs L [AIZs]) f- append(Xs, Y s, Zs ). 
initial([],Zs). 

together with the clauses defining append } 

The safeness of the unfolding operation is proven in Appendix C. ow we can fold 
append(Xs, Y s, Zs) in the body of the :first clause, using d as folding clause. We 
obtajn 

P2 = { cl' : initial( [AIXs], [AIZs]) f- initial(Xs, Zs) 
initial( [], Zs). 

together with the clauses defining append } 

The predicate initial has now a recursive definition. 

Notice that the folding op eration of the above example can be seen as a replace
ment of append(X s, Y s, Zs) with initiaL(X s, Zs), arid also in this case the applicab
ility conditions of Corollary 4.1.21 a.re satisfied, in fact we have that: 

- Y s satisfies the locality property wrt append(X s, Y s, Zs) and initial()( s, Zs) 
in P1; 

- initial(Xs, Zs) ~Comp.c(Pi ) 3Ys append(Xs, Y s, Zs); 
- the delay of initial(X s~ Zs) wrt 3 Y s append(X s, Y s, Zs) in P1 is zero. 

The last two statements are also consequences of the following more general result 
which will be proven in chapter 5 (it follows directly from Lemma 5.3.2). 

Observation 4.1.25 Let H f- B be a non-recursive clause in a program P and, w be 
its set of local variables w = Var(B)\ Var(H) . If P' is a program obtained from P 
by unfolding aJJ the atoms in B then H ~Comp.c(P') 3 w B, and the delay of H wrt 
3w Bin P' is zero. o 

T his provides a further example of the kind of situations to which Corollary 
4.1.21 can be applied. Actually, chapter 5 we'll prove a correctness result over the 
correctness of unfold/fold transformation sequence by using the above observation 
and Fitting's counterpart of Corollary 4 .1.21, Corollary 4.2.7. 

4. 2 Correctness wrt other sem antics 

The results we've j ust proved can be adapted to the cases in which we adopt some 
domain clos'Ure axioms. As we have seen in chapter 2 the adoption of such axioms 
is important when the undeTlying language £ is :finite. Recall that the two kind of 
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domain closure axioms we'JJ adopt are the weak domain closure axioms (WDCA.c) 
and the stron.CJ domain closure axioms (DCA.c); both reported in definition 2.3.l. 

It is important to observe that when we adopt some domain closure axioms, we 
have to modify in the obvious way the Definitions of programs equivalence (2.2.2), 
of formulas equivalence (4.1.2) and of correctness of a transformation (4.1.1) . 

Correctness R esults wr t Compc(P) u vVDC A c 

As we explained in Section 2.3.1, as far as we are concerned the semantics given by 
Comp.c( P ) U WDCA.c (with£ possibly finite) behaves exactly as Kunen's semantics. 
Consequently1 the results that we can prove on formula's equivalence and on the 
replacement operation are identical to the ones given in the previous Section. In 
particulal' Corollary 4.1.9, Lemma 4.1.6 on the equivalence of formulas, T heorems 
4.1.7, 4.1.19 and Corollary 4.1.21 hold also for this semantics. Let us now restate this 
Corollary. 

Corollary 4.2.1 (applicability condit ions wrt Cornp.c U WDCA.c ) Using Nota
tion 4.1.4, if for each ci E {C1, . .. : Cn}: there exists a (possibly empty) set of 
variables Xi satisfying the locality property wrt C i and Di such that 

3 Xi D; is equivalent to 3x; ci wrt Comp.c(P) u W DCA.c, 

and one of the following two conditions holds: 

1. { D1 , .•• ~ Dn} are all independent from the clauses in { cl1 , ••. , clp}; or 
2. there exi sts an intege1· m such that ) for each ci E { C1 ) ... ) Cn}, and each 

cl j E {cl i , .. . , clp}: 
- the delay of 3 x; D; wrt 3 x; C; in <Piw is less or equal to rn, and 
- depenp(D;, cl_j} ~ m; 

then the simultaneous replacement operation is safe, that is P is equivalent to P' (wrt 
Compc( P ) u WDCAc). o 

Correctness R esults wrt Fitting's Semantics 

In thi s section we refer to the semantics given by Cornp.c(P ).c U DCA.c. As we have 
seen in Section 2.3.21 this semantics corresponds to Fitting's model semantics . Using 
Theorem 2.3.5 we can easily characterize the correctness of the transforrnation wrt 
to this semantics by referring to the least fixed point of the <1? p operator. 

Lemma 4.2.2 Let P , P' be normal programs and £ be a finite language. Suppose 
that P' is obtained by applying a transformation operation to P . Then the operation 
JS 

• par fo1l ly corr~d: iff Pit(P) 2 Pit(P' ); 
• complete iff Fit(P) ~ Fit(P'); 
• totally correct (safe) iff Fit(P) = Fit(P'). 0 
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Partial Correctness 

We now consider the problem of proving partial correctness of the replacement oper
ation. When we replace the conjunction C with f>, the first natural requirement we 
ask for, is the equivalence of C and f> wrt Comp.c(P) U DCA.£:. 

Here we need again Theorem 2.3.5 in order to give a characterintion of the 
equivalence of formulas wrt Compc.(P) U DCAc.. F irst we introduce the three valued 
operator ::::;. , which is "one side" of {:::> and it is defined as follows: </>::::;. x ]s true 
iff </> is less specific than x, that is if </> and x axe both true (or both .false) or if </> is 
undefined. In any other case </>::::;. x is false. 

Lemma 4.2.3 Let x, </> be first order allowed formulas and P be a normal program. 
The following statements are equivalent: 

(a) X ~Compc(P)uDCA.c </>; 

(b) Fit(P) F x::::;. </>. 

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A. D 

Statement (b) differs from the corresponding one of Lemma4. l.6. In Lemma 4.1.6 
we were considering the completion with an infinite language, which as far as this 
Lemma is concerned, is equivalent to assmning a. finite language and WDCAc. In 
such cases the universe of a model of Comp.c(P) may contain non-standard elements, 
that is, elements which are not £ -terms. Hence the equivalence between all the dosed 
instances of x and </> alone is not sufficient to ensure the equivalence between x and 
</>. 

For example, if we consider the following program where, for simplicity, we refer 
to WDCA.c: 

P = { n(O). 
n(s(X)) f-- n(X). 
m(X) . } 

and we fix £ = .L(P), we have that for each £-term t, both n(t) and m(t) are trite in 
all models of CompL(P) U WDCAc, but n(X) ~Comp.c(P) u WDCA.c m(X). In fact , 
let. ( = V x m(x ), then Comp.c(P) u WDCA.c I= (, while Comp.c(P) u WDCAc !;if: 
( [n(x)/m(x)] (see Example 2.3.2) . Indeed m(X) and n(X) must not be considered 
equivalent wrt Compc.(P) U WDCA.c, in fact if we consider the following extension 
to program P : 

P1=PU{ q1 f-- -in(X). 
q2 f-- -.m(X). } 

and £ = £(Pi) , n(X) is equivalent to m(X) while q1 is not equivalent to q2 · 

Next we give the theorem on partial correctness of the replacement operation we 
were ajming at. It still shows that a partial equivalence between the replacing and 
the replaced li terals is sufficient to ensure the partial correctness of the replacement 
operation. 
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Theorem 4.2.4 (partial correctness) Let us adopt Notation 4.1.4, if for each 
C; E {C1: . . . : Cn}: there exists a (possibly empty) set of variables Xi satisfying 
the locality property wrt C; and Di such that 

3 Xi D; -::5comp.c(P) u DCA..c 3 Xi ci 

then the simultaneous replacement operation is partially correct . 

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. By Lemma 4.2.2 and the fact that Fit(P) = 

lfp( <I> p ), we have that the operation is partially correct iff (fp( <I> p) 2 (fp( <I> P' ), so 
let us suppose lfp(cf>p) 7J. lfp(cf>p,). Since the sequence cf>i~, <Pt1, , •.. is monotonically 
increasing and! <Pi~ = (0,0) ~ (fp(cf>p), there has to be an ordinaJ a such that 

Hence lfp(cf>p) f. <J? p,((fp(<l?p)) and <J? p,((fp(<l?p)) 2 <J?p,(<l? f>,), since <Ii is monotone. 
Since <I> p( lfp( <I> p)) = lfp( <Ii p) we have that 

<I> P ( (fp( <I> P)) t_ <I> P' ( (fp( <I> P)) · (4.6) 

From Lemma 4.1 .8 and ( 4.6) it follows that there exists an integer .i and a ground 
substitution e such that 3xj jjje is true (or .false) in (fp(cf> p), while 3ij c je is not . 
This, by Lemma 4.2.3, contradicts the hypothesis. D 

As it happened with Theorem 4.1.7, this result brings us to a first complete
ness result : with the notation of the previous Theorem, if for each i we also have 
that 3 Xi jji ~Comp.c(P) u DCA..c 3 Xi c i l then the transformation is safe iff fo1· each 
i, 3 Xi Di ~Comv.c (P') u DCA.c 3 x; C;. The proof is identical to the one given for 
Corollary 4.1. 9. 

Completeness 

We want a completeness result which matches with Theorem 4.1.19. First of all we 
need a slightly stronger definition of semantic delay. 

D efinition 4 . 2.5 (sem antic delay in (fp( <JJ p) ) let P be a normal program, x and 
</; be first order formulas, and x = { x1: •.. : xk} = FV(x) U F V( q) ). Suppose that 

<P -::5comp.c(P) u DCAc X · 

• The semantic delay of x wf"l <P in (fp( <Ii p ) is the least integer k such that, 
for each ordinal a and each k-u ple of .C-terms i: if <Ii ia I= ( •) <P ( i / x), then 
<I> ~+k F= ( ·)x(i/ x). o 

Unsurprisingly, the diffesence between this Definition and the one of semantic 
delay in <I>};' (4.1.11) is that here we also have to consider ordinals which are greater 
that u.:. 

Now we can prove the completeness result in this case. 
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Theorem 4.2.6 (completeness) Inthehypothesisof4.l.4, iffor eachC; E {C'i, . .. ,Cn}, 
there exists a (possibly empty) set of variables x; satisfying the locality property wrt 
C; and Di such that 

3 X; C; ::5compc(P) u DCA.c. 3 X; D;, 
and if one of the following two conditions holds: 

(a) {D1 , . .. , Dn} are all independent from the clauses {cl1 , .. .. , clp}; or 
(b) there exi sts an integer rn such that, for each C; E {Ci, . .. , Cn }, and each 

cl j E {cl 1 , .. . , clp} : 
- the delay of 3 x; D; wrt 3 x; C; in lfp( <J? p) is less or equal to m , and 
- depenp(D;, cl.i) ~ rn; 

then the simultaneous replacement operation is complete. 

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. By Lemma 4.2.2 and the fact that Fit(P) = 
f.fp( <J? p) we have that the operation is complete i:ff f.fp( <J? p) s;; f. fp( <J? P'), so Jet us suppose 
that lfp( <J? p) Cl Zfp( <J? P' ) . By the same argwnent used in the proof of Theorem 4.2.4, 
it follows that there exists an ordinal o such that : 

t t +1 f.fp ( <J? P' ) 2 <J? pa and f.fp( if! P' ) ~ <f? pa . 

Since <f?p1(/fp(<f!p1)) = f.fp(<f?p1), it follows that <f?y1(/fp(<f?y1)) 2 <l> p(<J? ji) . 
From Lemma 4.1.20 there exists an integer _j and a ground substitution() such that: 

:lij C/7 is true (or false) in <J?f,, while :Jx.i D/J is not true (resp. not fals e) in ~fp( <I?p1) . 
(4.7) 

Let us distinguish two cases. 

1) Condition (a) of the hypothesis applies, and Dj is independent from { cl1 , ... , clp}· 
Since <J? <p s;; f.fp( <J? p ), from the left hand side of ( 4.7), 3 Xj C/J is also true (resp. false) 
in lfp( <J? p). 
Hence, by the hypothesis and Lemma 4.2.3, also 3 Xj Di () is true (resp. fals e) in 
lfp(<J?p) . Because of condition (a) and Remark 4.1.16, :J xi D/1 is true (resp. false) 
in lfp(if! p,). T his contradicts the left hand side of (4.7) . 

2) Condition (b) of the hypothesis applies. The delay of 3 Xj Di wrt 3 Xj Cj is not 
greater that m , hence from the left hand side of ( 4. 7) it follows that 3 Xj D.i () is true (or false) in <J?f,+m, 
that is, :J x.i D.i () is true (resp. false) in <J??(<J? 'f.,) . 
Since by (b), depenp(D j(), { cl1, ... , clp}) ~ m, from Lemma 4.1.18 it follows that 

:J xi D i () is true (resp. false) in <J?? ,(<J?f,) . 

ow if!? ~ ~fp( if!p,) and <J? P' is monotone, then 

:Jxi Di () is true (resp. false) in <J?P,(l.fp(if! p,)) 

But since <I??, Ufp( <I? P')) = ~fp( <J? P' ), this contradicts the right hand side of ( 4 .7) . D 

Finally, from Theorems 4.2.4 and 4.2.6 we obtain the following result on the 
safeness of the replacement operation. 
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Corollary 4.2.7 (applicability conditions wrt Compc, U D C A c, w ith £ finite) 
In the hypothesis of 4.1.4, jf for each ci E {cl; ... : Cn}, there exists a (possibly 
empty) set of variables x; satisfying the locality property wrt Ci and D; such that 

3 X; D; ~Compc(P) u DCA ;:. 3 Xi C; 

and one of the following two conditions holds: 

l. { D1 , .•• ~ Dn} are all independent from the clauses in { cl1 , ... , clv}; or 
2. there exists an integer m such that, for each C; E {C1 , •.. , Cn}, and each 

cl j E {cl i : .. . , clp} : 
- the delay of 3 x; D; wrt 3 x; C; in ~fp( <D p) is less or equal to m, and 
- depenp(D;, clj) ~ m ; 

then the simultaneous replacement operation is safe, that is, P is equivalent to P' 
( wrt Compc(P) u DC Ac). o 

4.3 Replacement vs. other operations. 

In this Section we consider the operations of thinning and fattening, and show how 
they can be seen a.s particular cases of replacement . We introduce them by means 
of an example of transformation sequence. This also give us the opportunity of 
illustrating how the applicability conditions for the replacement operation can be 
checked "by hand" . 

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the semantics given by Compc(P ) U DCAc. 
The results hold also in the case we adopt C ornpt:.( P) U WDCA.c (and therefore also 
for Km1en's semantics) although the proofs are then more complicated. 

Example 4 .3 .1 (sorting by permutation and check, part I) T he following 
program is borrowed from [96] . The transformation process is intentionally redundant 
in order to be more explanatory. 

Let Po be the following program: 

Po= { cl : perm( [], []). 
c2: perm( [A I Xs], Ys) f- perm(X s, Zs Lins( A, Zs, Y s ). 
c3: ins(A,Xs, [A [ Xs]) . 
c4 : ins(A, [B I X sL[B I Y s]) f- ins(A,Xs, Ys) . 
c5 : ord([]) . 
c6 : ord([A]). 
c7 : ord([A, B IX s]) f- A~ B ,ord([B I Xs]) . 
c8 : sort(X s, Y s) f- perm(X s, Y s ), or-d(Y s ). 

} 

(1) If we m1fold perm(X s, Y s) in the body of c8; the result ing program is: 
P1 ={cl, . . . , c7} U 
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{ c9: sort( [],[]) +--- ord([]) . 
clO : sort( [A I XsLYs) +--- perm(Xs, Zs ), ins(A, Zs, Y s ), ord(Y s ). } 

(2) By unfolding ord([ ]) in c9, we eliminate ord( []) from the body of that clause. 
P2 = {c11 ... 1 c7}U{c10}U{ ell : sort([],[ ]).} 
By the safeness of the unfold operation (Corollary 4.7.2) Po, P 1 and P2 are equivalent 
programs both wrt Compc(P) U DCAc and Compc(P) U WDCAc. D 

Fattening 

The fatten operation consists in introducing redm1dant li terals in the body of a clause. 
It is generally used in order to make possible some other transformations such as 
folding. 

Definition 4.3.2 (fatten) Let cl : A+--- L. be a clause in a program P and fI a 
conjunction of literaJs. 

• Fattening cl with fI consists of substituting cl' for cL, where cl' : A+--- L, fI. 
- clef .fatten (P,c,H) = P\{cl} U {cl'}. 0 

The fatten operation is a special case of replacement, and then its applicability 
conditions can be drawn directly from Corollaries 4.2. 7 and 4.2.1. 

T he next Lemma shows that for fattening, part of the applicability conditions 
always hold. 

Lemma 4.3.3 Let cl = A+--- E, G. be a clause in the normal program P, x be a set 
of variables not occurring in (A, E) and fr be another conjunction of literals. Then 

(a) If for each 0, lfp( <I>p) f= 3 x GO implies (fp( <Pp) f= (3 x G, H)O, 
then 3 x G :::Scomp.c(P) u OCA.c 3 x G, fI. 

(b) If for each (), ffp( <I> p) f= -{3 x G, H) () implies f.fp( <I> p) f= -. 3 x G() 
then 3 x G, fr :::Scomp.c(P) u OCA.c 3 X G. 

(c) Ifm is an integer such that, for each a and B, <Pio: I= 3 x GB implies <Pio:+m f= 
(3 x G, H)O, then 
- 3 X G :::S comp.c(P) u OCA.c 3 X G, fI 1 

- the delay of 3 x G, fI wrt 3 x G in {fp( <I> p) is less or equal to m. 
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3 x G, if wrt 3 x Gin ~fp( <I> p) 
is exactly m. 

Proof. It is a. strajghtforward application of T heorem 2.3.5 together with the fact 
that if GB is false in some interpretation I, then also (G, il)B is fals e in I. D 

This Lemma applies as well to the semantics given by Cornpc(P) U WDCA.c, as 
it is shown by Lemma 4.6.l in the Appendix B. 

Example 4.3.1 (sorting by permutation and check, part II) 
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(3 ) Now we can fatten clause clO by adding ord(Zs) to its body. 
Let P3 be the resulting program: 
P3 ={cl, ... ,c7} U 

{ ell : sort( [],[]) . 
cl2 : sort( [A I Xs],Ys) +--- perm(Xs,Zs);orcl(Zs),ins(A,Zs,Ys),ord(Ys) .} 

This operation corresponds to a replacement of ins(A, Zs, Y s ), ord(Y s) with 
ord(Zs) , ins(A,Zs,Ys), ord(Ys). 

We now use Theorem 4.2.6 to prove that the operation is complete. 
Obser ve that if (ins(A, Zs,Ys),ord(Ys))O is true in lfp(q,PJ then YsO is an 

ordered list and ZsO is a sublist of Y sO; hence also ZsO is ordered and (ord(Zs), ins( A, Zs, Ys ), ord(Y s. 
is also fr·ue in ~fp( <I>p2 ) . By Lemma 4.3.3, this is sufficient to state that: 

ins(A, Zs, Y s ), ord(Y s) :::Scompc(P2 ) u DCA.c ord( Zs), ins(A, Zs, Y s), ord(Y s )3
. 

Moreover, the conjLmction ord(Zs),ins(A,Zs,Ys), ord(Ys) is independent from 
clause clO, hence, by Theorem 4.2.6, the operation is Comp.c,(P) U DCA.c,-complete. 

To show that the operation is safe we could use Corollary 4.2.7, but in this case 
it is easier to observe that ~fp( <I>p2 ) is also a total model\ that is, no ground atom is 
'tlndefined in it, and therefore that ~fp( <I> p2 ) ~ lfp( <I> p 3 ) implies that lfp( <I> p2 ) = lfp( <I> p3 ). 

By Lemma 4.2.2 this implies that the operation is also safe. 

( 4) We can now fatten cl2 with sort(Xs, Zs) . The resulting program is: 
P1 = {cl, . .. : c7} u 

{ ell : sort( [],[]) . 
cl3 : sort( [A I X s], Y s) +--- sort(Xs, Zs), perrn(X s, Zs), ord( Zs ), ins( A, Zs, Y s ), ord(Y s ).} 

T his operation corresponds to a replacement of perm(X s, Zs), ord( Zs) with sort(X s, Zs), 
perm(X s, Zs), ord(Zs) . Using Corollary 4.2. 7 we can prove that the operation is safe, 
in order to do it we prove that : 

(a) sort(X s, Zs), perm(X s, Zs), ord(Zs) ~Comp.c(Pa ) u DCA .c perm(X s, Zs), ord( Zs ); 
(b) the delay of sort(X s, Zs), perm(X s, Zs ), ord( Zs) wrt perm(X s, Zs ), ord( Zs) 

in lfp( <I> p 3 ) is zero. 

To prove (a.) we proceed as follows: since sort(X s, Zs) +--- perm(X s, Zs ), ord(Zs ), 
is a clause of Po, by Lemma4.l.U, sort(X s, Zs) ~Comp,.;( Po) u DCA ,.; perrn(X s, Zs ), ord( Zs ). 
This clearly implies that sort(Xs,Zs),perm(Xs,Zs),ord(Zs) ~Comp,c(Po)uDCA.c 

3 When using WDCA instead of DCA, in order to establish the equivalence, computations are in 
general more complicated. In this Exam pie it is sufficient to observe that ( ins(A , Z s , Y s), 01·d(Y s) )0 
is tr'U.e :in ifJ'j,

2 
the n also 01·d(Zs)O is true .in ifJ').,, . 

4This also follows from a result due to Apt and Bezem [5], that states that the Fitting's Model 
of an acyclic program is always a total model . 
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perm(X s, Zs), ord( Zs ). Moreover, by the safeness of the previous transformation 
steps, Po is equivalent to P3 and therefore, by a straightforwaJ:cl application of Lemma 
4.2.3, we have that also (a) holds. 

We now prove (b) . 
First, let u s prove a few properties. In the following we denote the length of a list 

1 by Ill . 
(i) ins( A, Zs , Ys)O becomes true at step \})i;, where n ~ IYsOI. In fact n is 

precisely the place where A ends up in Y s . 
For example: ins( a, [t, s, .. . ], [a, t, s, .. . ]) is true in \}) Va . 
ins(a, [t,s, . . . L [t,a,s, . . . ]) is true in <Pi; . 
ins(a, [t,s, ... ], [t,s,a, ... ]) is true in \})Va ···· 
Moreover , when ins(A, Zs, Ys)O is true in ~fp(iPp3 ), we have that 

IY sOI = IZsOI + 1. 

(ii) perm(Xs,Zs)O becomes true in 1})~3Zsll l+1 . 
This can be proven by induction on the length of IZsOI. 
perm( [ L []) is true in <I> J:t; 

(4.8) 

if IZsOI > 0 thea 'jJ(;;rtn(Xs, z,,)o is l't'U(;', in <!>Ji: jff there exists i:IJl i11sta.11ce of 
c2, 
(perm( [A' IXs'], Y s' ) f- perm(Xs' , Zs' ), ins(A.', Zs' , Y s' ).)B', 
such that 
- perm( [ A'IX s'], Y s' )O' = perm(X s, Zs )0 and 
- (perm(Xs' , Zs' ), ins( A.' , Zs' , Y s' ))O' is true in \})i;-1

. 

ow we can apply the inductive hypothesis and the previous results in order to 
determine a - 1: 
- perm(Xs' , Zs' )O' is, by the inductive hypothesis, true in 1})~3Zs'B'l+1 ; 
- ins(A.' , Z s' , Ys')O' becomes true at step \})i;, where n ~ IYs'B'I. 
By ( 4.8), IY s'O' I = IZs'O'l+l, hence the conjunction (perm(X s' , Zs' ), ins( A' , Zs' , Y s' ))O' 

tlYs'O'I becomes true exactly at step iP p
3 

• But IY s'O' I = IZsOL hence perm(X s, Zs )0 
becomes true at step <I> ~3Zslll+I . 

(iii) ord(Zs)O becomes true at step <J?i:ax(l,l~sll l) _ 
This can be proven by induction on IZsBI . 

(iv) sort(Xs, Zs)O becomes true at step <I>RZslll+1
. 

This can also be proven by induction on IZsOI. 
sort( [], []) is true in <Di~ . 
When IZsBI > 0, sort(Xs, Zs)O is in iP~ iff there exists an instance of cl2: 
(sort( [A I Xs'], y s1

) f- perm(X s' , Zs1
), ord( Zsl ins( A, Zs1

, y s' ), ord(Y s' ).)O' 
such tha.t 
- sort([A I Xs'], Ys' )O' = sort(Xs, Zs)O and 
- (perm(Xs' ,Zs'),ord(Zs' ),ins(A,Zs',Ys' ), ord(Ys' ).)0' is true in cl)i~- 1 . 

ow to determine the value of a - 1, we can use (i), (ii) and (iii) : 
t lZs'll'l+l - perm(Xs1

, Zs' )O' is true in <Dp
3 

; 
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- ord(Z s' )B' is true in <Ptmax(l,IZs'O' I) . 
Pa ' 

- ins(A. Zs' Ys'){)' is true in <l?tn . where n < IYs'{)' I· , ' Ps · - ' 
- ord(Ys' )e' is true in <P~;ax(l,IYs'O' I) . 

Since IZs'B'l+l = I Y s'B'I = IZsBI, (perm(X s' , Zs' ), ord( Zs' ), ins(A, Zs' , Y s'), or·d(Y s' ) )B' 
tll's'OI becomes tr-ue exactly at step <Pp

3 
and sort(X s, Zs){) becomes true at step 

<I> t lZse1+1 
Pa · 

We can finaJly prove (b) . By (iv), whenever sort(X s, Zs) B is true in zfp( <I>p3 }i it 
is true in <I>~3ZsOl+

1 ; but by (ji) and (iii): whenever (perm(X s,Zs), ord(Zs))B i s true 
in lfp(<1? p

3
); it is also true in if}~3ZslJ l+1 . 

T his implies the follovving statement: for all B, if (perm( X s, Zs ), or·d(Z s ))B is 
true in some <1? i~, then also sort(X s, Zs ){) is true in <1? i~ . 

Clearly, this can be restated as follows: for aH 0, if (perm(X s,Zs), ord(Zs)) O is 
true in some <P ~, then also (sort(X s, Z s ), penn(Xs, Zs), ord(Z s ))B is true in <I>~ . 

By Lemma 4.3.3 thi s implies (b). D 

Thinning 

The thinning operation is the converse of fattening, and aJ]ows one to eliminate su
perfluous Ii tera.ls from the body of a clause. 

Definition 4.3.4 (thin) Let cl : A f- L, ff. be a clause in a program P . 

• Thinning cl of the literals if consists of substituting cl' for cl, where cl' : A f- L. 
- d ef thin(P, cl, H ) = P\ {cl} u {cl'} . D 

As for fattening, thinning can be interpreted as a replacement and then its applic
ability conditions can be inferred from Corollal'ies 4.2. 7 and 4.2.1. Moreover Lemma 
4.3.3 applies in a naturaJ way also to this operation; only statement (c) requires a 
symmetric formulation. We now restate only this last point. 

Lemma 4.3.5 Let cl = A f- E, G, H. be a clause in P and i be a set of variables 
not occurring in (A, E) . The following property holds: 

• If m is an integer such that, for each a and B, iJ?i" I= -{ :J i G,H)() im plies 
<1? ~+m I= ... ,:3 x GO 

1 
then 

- 3 X G, H ::Scomp.c(P) u DCA.c 3 X G, 
- the delay of 3 x G wrt 3 i G1 fI in ffp ( <1?p) is smaller or equal to m . 
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3 x Gi if wrt 3 x G in ~fp( iJ?p) 
is exactly m. 

Proof. It is a straightforward applicat ion of the fact that if ( G, ff) () is true in some 
interpretation I , then also GO is true in /. D 

In the App endix B (Lemma 4.6.2) we state a corresponding Lemma for the case 
in which we adopt Compc(P ) U WDCAc instead of Com pc(P ) U DCAc. 
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Example 4.3.1 (sorting by permutat ion and check, pa rt III) 

(5) We can eliminate ord(Zs) from the body of cl3 by thinning it. The resulting 
program is: 
Ps = {cl, . . . ,c7} U 

{ ell : sort( [],[]) . 
c14 : sort( [AIXs],Ys) +--- sort(Xs,Zs),perm(Xs,Zs),ins(A;Zs,Ys);ord(Ys).} 

This corresponds to replacing ord( Zs ), ins( A, Zs, Y s ), onl(Y s) with ins( A; Zs, Y s), ord(Y s) . 
In order to prove that the operation is Comp.c(P) U DCA.c-complete; we apply The-
orem 4.2.6. 
First we have to prove that 

if ord( Zs )0 is false in (fp( ifJ pJ then (ins( A, Zs, Y s ), ord(Y s) )0 is false in (fp( ® pJ 5 • 

( 4.9) 
This is easy to prove: if ins( A; Zs, Y s )0 is false in (fp( ifJ pJ then we have the thesis. 
Otherwise; since (fp(ifJp

1
) is a total interpretation; ins(A; Zs, Ys)O cannot be un

de.fined in it, and ins( A; Zs, Y s )0 is true in (fp( ifJp1 ), but in this case ZsO is a sublist 
of YsO, hence if ord(Zs)O is false in (fp(iflp

4
), so is ord(Ys)O; and (4.9) follows. Now 

(4.9) implies that whenever (ord(Zs),ins(A , Zs, Ys)iord(Ys))8 is false in l.fp(<J?p4 ) 

then also (ins(A; Zs, Ys), ord(Y s))O is .false in lfp(<l? p4 ), and, by Lemma 4.3.3, that 

ord(Zs ), ins(A, Zs, Y s ), ord(Y s) =Sc omp.c(P1 ) u DCA.c ins(A, Zs , Y s ), ord(Y s ). 

Since we also have that ins(A, Zs, Ys),ord(Ys) is independent from cl3; from The
orem 4.2.6 it follows that the operation is Compl(P) U DCA.c-complete. 

As in part (3 ) , since (fp(<JJpJ is a total interpretation ; lfp(<J?p
1

) 2 (fp(ifJp
5

) implies 
that lfp( ifJ p4 ) = (fp( ifJ p5 ) . In other words, the completeness of the operation implies 
its safeness (wrt Compc(P) U DCAc). 

(6) Finally we can elim]nate perm(Xs, Zs) from the body of c14 by a further 
thinning, thus obtaining: 
P6 ={cl, . . . ,c7} U 

{ ell : sort( [],[]). 
c15 : sort( [A IXs],Ys) +--- sort(Xs,Zs),ins(A,Zs, Ys),ord(Ys).} 

5When adopting WDCA instead of DCA , calculations are truly more complicated. Jn fact in 
order to ensute t he equivalence, we have to show tha.t for each j there is a k such that if 01·d(Zs)8 
is false in <I> }i. then (ins( A , Zs , Y s) , onl(Y s ))8 is false in <Ii~ . 

This can be proved by the following schema: suppose that 01'd(Zs)O is false in lfp(<l>p.) and let 

W sB be the maximal ordered prefix of ZsB, then O?'d( Zs)O becomes false at step <Ii ~:1' ~ 0 1 . We have 
to distinguish two cases: 
- if there is no X s8 such that XsO is a prefix ofYsO and in.s(A, Ws ,Xs)O is true in some <I>~; , then 
ins(A, Zs , Y s)O becomes false no later than ord(Zs)O does, and we have the desired result. 
- otherwise, either X , 8 is not ordered or it is the maximal ordered prefix of Y s8; in either cases, 
O?'d(Y s)O becomes false no later than step <I>~.x se l . 
In any case if ord(Zs)B is false in <I>}i. then (ins(A , Zs, Y s) , ord(Y s))B is f<tlse in <I>}1_+1

. 
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This is an O(n3 ) sorting program, while Po nms in O(n!) . 
To prove the CompL(P) U DCAi:;-completeness of this last step, we use Theorem 
4.2.6. Let us disting11ish two cases. 

• If Xs8 = [L then perm(Xs,Zs)8 is false in qi·g i:ff Zs8 =I [L but in this case 
also sort(Xs, Zs)8 is .false in <r?i~i 

• otherwise observe that the body of c2, which defines perm , is contafr1ed in the 
body of cl4, defining sO'rt . This implies that if some instance of body( c2) is false 
in some interpretation I, then the corresponding instance of body( cl4) is false 
in J. Hence, if perm([AIXs], Zs)B is fals e in <l>p5 (J) then sm·t( [AIXs], Zs)e is 
false in <I> Ps (I) . 

It follows that 

if ( sort(X s, Zs) , perm(X s, Zs) )8 is false in qi~ then sort(X s, Z s )8 is false in qi J{ . 
By Lemma4.3.5, this is sufficient to show that sort(X s, Zs ), perm(X s, Zs) ~Comv.c(Ps) uDCA;: 

sort(X s, Zs) and that the semantic delay of sort(X s, Zs ), perm(X s, Zs) wrt sort(X s, Zs) 
is zero, and hence, by Theorem 4.2.6, the operation is Compi::(P) U DCAi:;-complete. 

On the other hand, if sort(Xs, Zs)8 is true in some interpretation I , then Zs8 
must be a reordering of XslJ, therefore perm(Xs, Zs)8 is also true in I. It follows 
tha.t 

if sort( X s, Zs )8 is true in ~fp( <Ii p5 ) then also (sort( X s, Zs) , perm( X s, Z s) )8 is true 
in lfp( <I> P5 ) . 

By Lemma4.3.3, this implies that sort(X s, Zs) ~Comp;:(Ps ) uDCA ;: sort(X s, Zs ), perm(X s, Z s): 
and hence, by T heorem 4.2.4, that the operation is also Compi:;(P) U DCA_c-partially 
correct. D 

4 .4 Conclusions 

In this chapter we study the simultaneous replacement operation for normal logic 
programs. Simultaneous replacement is a transformation operation which consists 
in substituting a set of conjunctions of literals f G'i, ... l-( \ } in the bodies of some 
clauses, with a set of equivalent conjunctions {D1 , ... , Dn}· The set of logical con-
sequences of the program's completion is considered as the semantics of the normal 
program. In this way we obtain three different semantics which depend on the do
main closure axioms and on the :finiteness properties of the language we choose. More 
precisely, the semantics we consider are: 

• Comp.c(P), 
where £ is an infinite lang11age, this corresponds to Kunen's semantics. 

• Comp.c(P) u WDCA.c, 
where£ is a finite language, namely it has a :finite number of function symbols, 
and WDCA is the set of Weak Domain Closure Axioms. 

• Comp.c(P) u DCA.c, 
where £ is a finite language and DCA is the set of Domain Closure Axioms. 
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All these semantics can be cha,racterized by means of the Kleene sequence of the three 
valued immediate consequence operator <I> r'-

For each of these semantjcs we define and characterize formulas equivalence, pro
grams equi vaJence and safeness of program transformations, namely their correctness 
and completeness, and express them in terms of the <I> p operator. 

Furthermore, we propose applicability condibons for simultaneous replacement 
which guarantee safeness, that is the preservation of each semantics during the trans
formation. The equivalence between C; aJ1d D; is obviously necessary but it is 
generally not sufficient. In fact, as it is shown by Corollary 4.1.9, we also need the 
equivalence to hold after the t ransformation. Such equi valence can be destroyed when 
a D; depends on one of the clauses on which the replacement is performed. Hence we 
establi sh a relation between the level of dependency of {D1 , . .. , Dn} over the mod
ified clauses and the difference in "semantic complexity" between each ci and D;. 
Such semantic complexity is measured by cow1ting the number of the applications of 
the immediate consequence operator which are necessary in order to determine the 
truth or falsity of a predicate. 

By considering replacement as a generalization of other transformation opera
tions such as thinning, fattening and reversible folding, we show how applicability 
conditions can be used also for them. 

4 . 5 Appendix A. 

Proof of Le1n1na 4.1.6 

L emma 4.1.6 Let P be a normal program, x and </> be first order allowed formulas 
and x = {x1 , . .. , x,J = FV(x) U FV(</>) . The following statements are equivalent 

(a) X ~Comp;:(?) </J; 

(b) 'tin 3m 'tit <I>in f= (-.)x(i/x) implies <I>im f= (•)</>(i/x); 

where n, rn are quantified over natural munbers and l is quantified over k-tuples of 
.C-terms. 

Proof. (a) implies (b) 
This part is by contradiction. Let us assume there exists a .fixed n, such that for each 
integer m there exists a k-uple of .C-terms tm for which the following hold 

(i) <Pr F= (-.)x(imfx); 
(ii) <I>pm ~ (•)</>(tm/x). 

By Lemma. 2.4.1 there exist two formulas r;: and F;: in the language of equality, 
such that FV(T;:) = FV(F: ) = FV(x) and 

<Pin. f= v x (T~' -? x /\ F; -? -.x) . 

By Theorem 2.2.1 

Compc,(P) f= \;/ x (T;-7 x /\ F; -7 -.x) . 
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By (a), 
Compc(P) I= V x (T; -t cp /\ F; -t -.cp) . 

This is an allowed formula, then by Theorem 2.2. l there exists an r such that 

<J?~ I= Vx (T;-t </> /\ F;-t -.cp) . (4.10) 

But by (i) x(tr/x) is either true or false in <Pin, let us now consider just the first 
possibility, that is 

<J?in I= x(tr/x) 
the other case is perfectly symmetrical and omitted here. 
From thi s andl the defini tion of T::_ in Lemma 2.4.1, we have <Pin I= T;(ir/x), and 

since T;(i,.) is a formula in the language of equality, if it is true in <J?~' it must be 

true already at stage 0, that is <1?}3 I= T,~(i,./x), but <J?i0 ~<)?~·, hence 

<J?~· I= T;(i,./x) . 

But then, by ( 4.10), <J?J;° I= <f>(fr/x), contradicting (ii ). 

(b) implies (a) 
We prove that for each n there exists an m such that for any allowed formula ( and 
for any substitution a, 

<J?in F ( a implies <J?im I= ([<P/x]a. (4.11) 

By Theorem 2.2.1 thi s implies (a) . 
Fix an n, and let m be an integer that satisfies hypothesis (b). It is not resh'ictive 

to assume that m ~ n . Let ( be an allowed formula and a a substitution such that 

<)?in I= ( a . 

If ( does not contain x as a subformula then ( 4.11) follows immediately from the 
assumption that m ~ n . In the case that ( contains x as a subformula we proceed 
by induction on the structure of(. 

Base step: ( = x, then (4.11) follows immediately from (b). 
Induction step: we consider three cases: 
1) If ( = £::,,, ( 1 , where ~ is any allowed unary connective, or ( = ( 1 <> (2, where 

<> is any allowed binary connective, then we have that either (i does not contain x 
as a subformula (and the result holds trivially) or the inductive hypothesis applies . 

2)(=Vw(1-
For each £-term t, let /t be the substitution [t / w J. Since <J? in I= ( a , we have that 

for each £ -term t, <J?in F (1/ta . 

By the inductive hypothesis there exists an m such that 

for each £-term t, <J?im I= (i[<Pf Xhta. 

Since the underlying universe of <J? im is the Her brand universe on£, thi s implies that 

<P}m I= (Vw(i[<P/x])a . 

3) Finally, the case ( = 3 w (1 (w), is treated as -.Vw -.(1(w) . D 
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Proof of Le1n1na 4.1.8 

Let us firs t state a simple property of existentially quantified fonnulas. 

Remark 4.5.1 Let £ be any language, w and z be sets of variables , L be a con
junction of literals, I a three valued £-interpretation and B any ground substitution . 
Suppose that w 2 z n v ar( L). The following properties hold: 

• If 3 z LB is true in I then 3 w LB is true in I. 
• If 3 z LB is not false in I then 3 w LO is not false in I . 

This is true in particular when z is empty and 3 z LO = LO. D 

Lemma 4.1.8 otation as in Theorem 4.1.7. Let I, I' be two partial interpretations. 
If I' ~ I but Wp1(!') <f: <l>p(I), then there exist a conjunction Cj E {C1, .. • ,Cn} and 
a ground substit ution B such that : 

• either I ' J= 3 x · fJ.O while I [;6 3 x · C·O· 1. J .1 - J ' 
• or I' I= -.::J Xj DjB while I [;6 -.::J xi CjB. 

P roof. RecaH that <J?p,(I' ) <f: <J?p(I) i:ff either <'f:>p1(I1)+ <f: <J?p(I)+ or <Pp1(I')- <f: 
<P p(I)- (or both). We have to distinguish the two cases. 

Case 1) Let us suppose that <l>p1(I1)+ <!: <l>p(l)+ and let us take an atom B E 
<l>p1(!1)+\<Pp(J)+. T here has to be a clause c E P'\P, a ground substitution{)' such 
that: head(c)O' = Band body(c)B' is true in I' . 
P'\P = {cl~, . .. ,cl~}, then there is an integer J such that: c = clj and body(clj)O' = 
(Dj 1 , ••• , DJr(J), Ej) B'. is true in I'. 
Hence the conjunctions D.iJJ' , ... , f>Jr(J) B' are all true in I'. From Remark 4 .5.1 it 
follows that the formulas: 

(4.12) 

- -where the x; are sets of variables that satisfy the locali ty property wrt to C; and D;. 
We know that B = head( clj)B' = head( clj)B' , but since B rl- <f> p(I)+, by defiini tion 

2.1.6 we have that (:J wbody( clj ) )B' is not true in I, where w = V ar(body( clj)) \ 11 ar(head( clj) ), 
that is, (3 w Cj1 , ••• , Cir(J), Ej )0' is not tme in I. 
For ead1 k, w 2 xik n Var(body(cl.i) L now let f) = w\x.i1 u ... u xir<Jl and fJ be a 
ground extension of(}' whose domain contains y. Then from Remark 4.5. l .it follows 
that 

(:J x i1 l .. . l X .ir(J) c .i1: . .. : Cjr(J)) E.1 )B is not true in I . 

Since EjB is frite in I' and I ' ~ I, then E/J is true in I, by the locality property, the 
sets Xj1, are pafrwise disjoint, hence one of the formulas in 3 Xj1 Cj 1 B, . .. , :J Xj.(,) Ci.(,) B 
is not true in J. 
Since (4.12) holds a.lso for B: the thesis follows. 

Case 2) It is perfectly symmetrical to case 1) except for the fact that it is proven 
by contradiction. Let us suppose that if! pi(I't <J: if! p(I) - , and let us take a.n atom 
BE <l>p1(I')-\<I>p(I)- . There has to be a clause c E P\P', a ground substitution B' 
such that head(c)B' = Band body(c)O' is not false in I. 
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P\P' = { cl1, . .. , clp}, then there is an integer _j such that: c = clj, and then the 
conjunction (C.i1 , • • • , CJr(Jp Ej)()' is not false in I . 
Hence the conjunctions Cj/)', .. . , Cj,.(J)()' are all not false in I . From Remark 4.5.l 
it follows that: 

(4.13) 

We know that B = head(clj)B' = head(clj)B', but since BE <l?p1(I't, by definition 
2.1.6 we have that (3 wbody(clj))B' is.false in I' , with w = Var(body(clj))\ Var(head(clj)), 
that is, (3 ivD.i1: ... ,fYj,_(J)' E.i)B' is false in I'. For each k , w 2 x .ik n Var(body(cl.i)), 
now let fJ = w\Xj1 U ... U Xj,.(JJ and () be a ground extension of()' whose domain 
contains y. From Remark 4.5.l it follows that 

(3 Xj1 , • •• , Xj,.(J) fh, ... , D i r(J), Ej)() is fals e in I' . 

Since Ej() is not false in I and I'<;::; I, E j () is not .false in I'. By the locality property, 
the sets x Jk are pairwise dis.ioint, then one of the formulas in 3 xii Dj1 () • • • 3 x j ,.(,) D j ,.(JJ () 

is false in I'. 
Since (4.13) holds also for()~ the thesis follows. D 

Proof of Le1nma 4.2.3 

Lemma 4.2.3 Let X: </> be first order allowed formulas and P be a normal program. 
The following statements are equivalent: 

(a) X ::Scomp,:(P)uDCA.c </>; 
(b) Uv( <r> P) I= x ::::} </>. 

Proof. 
(a) implies (b) . 
By the definition of the operator =? , (b) is equivalent to 

for each tuple of £-terms i, (fp(<J?p) I= (-.)x(t/x) implies zfp(<J?p,) F= (-.)<f>(t/x) . 
By Theorem 2.3.5 thi s is equivalent to 

for each tupleof £ -terms i, Comp.c(P) U DCA.c I= (-.)x(t/x) implies Comp..c(P) U DCAc I= 
(-.)<f>(t/x) . 
This is immediate by Definition 4.1.2. 

(b) implies (a) . 
Let ( be any allowed formula such that Comp.c,(P) U DCA.c I= (, <J be any ground 
substitution; we have to prove that Comp.c,(P) U DCA.c I= ([</><Y/X<Y]. 
If ( does not contain X<Y as a subforrnula then the result holds trivially, so let us 
suppose that ( contains X<Y as a subformula. The proof proceeds by induction on the 
structure of(. 

Base step: ( = X<Y. By Theorem 2.3.5, Compc(P) U DCA.c I= X<Y implies that 
lfp(<J? p) F X<J . 
B y (b) this implies that zfp( <J? p) I= </><Y, and, by Theorem 2.3.5, that C ompc( I') U DCA.c I= 
</><J. 
Sjnce </J<Y = ( [</><Y /x<Y], this implies the thesjs. 
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Induction step: we have to consider four cases: 
1) ( = 6 (1, where 6 is any allowed unary connective. The result holds 

trivially, since by the inductive hypothesis, Compe(P) U DCAe F (-.)(1 implies 
CompL(P) u DCA£ F (-.)(1[4>0-/xo-] . 

2) ( = (1 <) (2, where<) is any allowed binary connective. For i E {1, 2}: either 
(i does not contain an instance of x as a subformula, in which case the result holds 
trivially, or the inductive hypothesis applies to (; . 

3) ( = Vw (1 (w). 
Suppose that Compc(P) U DCAe f= Vw (1(w) . 
This is equivalent to: for any £ -term ( Compe(P) U DC Ac I= (1 (t). 
For each £-term t, let /t be the substitution (t/w), by the inductive hypothesis, we 
have that for any £ -term ( Compe(P) U DCAc F (1(t) [<Po1tfxo1tl· 
Since DCAe forces the quantification to be over £-terms, and DCAc is included in 
Compc(P) U DCAe, this implies that Compe(P) U DCAc F Vw (1(w) [</io/xo] . 
On the other hand, for the case when Compe(P) U DCAe F -.Vw (1(w), a similar 
reasoning applies. 

4) ( = ::lw ( 1(w) 
This falls into the previous case, since ::Jw (1 (w) = -.Vw • ( 1 (w). D 

4 .6 Appendix B 

ow we state two Lemrnata which are the counterpart of Lemma.ta 4.3.3 and 4.3.5, 
for the case in which the closure axioms adopted are WDCAe rather than DCAe. 

Lemma 4.6.1 Let cl = A f--- E, G. be a clause in the normal program P, i be a set 
of variables not occurring in (A, E) and fl be another conjlmction of literals. Then 

(a) If for each .i there exists a k such that, for each B, tJ?Jj F ::J i GB implies 
t k - - - - -

<l>p f= (3i G, H)B, then :J i G ~Comp.c.(PJ 3i G, H . 
(b) If for ea.eh .i there exists a k such that, for each B, <I>J/ f= -.(:Ji G, H)B implies 

<I>}t' F -,::J i GB, then 3 i G, H ~Comp.c.(P) ::l i G. 
(c) If m is an integer such that, for each n and B, <Pi n Fe ::Ji GB implies <I>~•+m Fe 

(::Ji G, fI)O then 
- ::l i G ::icomp.c.(P) ::l i G, H; 
- the delay of ::J x G, ff wrt 3 x G in Compc(P) U WDCA.c is smaller or equal 
to m. 
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3 x G, fl wrt ::J x G in 
Compe(P) U WDCAc is exactly m. 

Proof. It is a straightforward application of Theorem 2.3.3 together with the fact 
that, if GO is false in some interpretation I , then also ( G, H)B is .false in I . D 

Lemma 4 .6.2 Let cl = A f--- E, G, ff. be a clause in P and i be a set of variables 
not occurring in A, E. The following property holds: 
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• If m is an integer such that, for each integer n and substitution fJ , 3 x (G, iI)fJ 
false in <I> in implies 3 x GfJ fals e in <J? in+m, then 
- 3 X G, H ~Comp.c,(P) 3 X G, 
- the dela.Y of 3 x G wrt 3 x G, if iu <I>j;" i:o ]~::;::;or equaJ to m . 
If m is the least of such integers, then the delay of 3 x G, fI wrt 3 x G in <J? iw is 
exactly m . 

Proof. It is a straightforwaJ:d application of the fact that if (G, H)fJ is true in some 
interpretation I, then also GfJ is true in I . D 

4. 7 Appendix C (Safeness of the Unfolding Opera
tion) 

First we need the following technical Lemma. 

Lemma 4. 7 .1 Let P' be the program obtained by unfolding an atom in a clause of 
program P. T hen for each integer i and limit ordinal (3, 

(a) <J? ti ~ <I?~, and <J? ti, ~ <I?}:;\ 
(b) <I?~(<I?}f) ~ <I?~,(<J?i} and <J?~,(<J?}e) ~ <J?},2i(<J?jf) . 

Proof. Here we adopt the same notation of definition 3.2.3, so cl : A+-- H, l<. is the 
clause of P to which we apply the unfold operation, {H1 +--Bi., . .. , Hn +--En.} are 
the clauses of P whose heads unify with H, {cl~, . .. , cl~} are the resulting clauses, 
where, for each i, cli : (A+-- f];, l<)fJi . and Bi = mgu(H, Hi) - We also suppose that 
all thi s clauses are disjoint. 

T he next Claim is crucial 

Claim 4.1 Suppose that 0: is an ordinal such that, for each ground T, 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

<J? to: - <I? to:. 
P - ? 1 1 

if HT E <J?j,"+ then there exist a substitution <P and an integer i such that 
H T = Hi fJi<P and Bi8d> is true in <J? io:; 
if HT E <Pi°'- then for each substitution </> and integer i if H T = HJ)i </> then 
Bi8i</> is fals e in <J?j,". 

Then, for each integer .i, 
• <I> Ji (<I> i"') ~ <}}~,(<I> i~) ; 
• <I> Ji, (<I> i~) ~ <I> i2

j (<I> j,"') . 

Proof. First we prove the fast statement, and we show by induction that if a ground 
atom R is true or false in <I>J;i(<I>i"') then it is also so in <I>~,(<I>i~) . 
The base case .i = 0 is trivial, since <I?}:?(<I>i"') = <I>i'', and from (i) we have the thesis. 
Induction step, .i > O; we have to distinguish two cases: 

1) Suppose R is true in <I>}i(<I>i°'); then there exists a clause d E Panda substi
tution fJ such that R = head(d)fJ and body(d)fJ is true in <I>}j- 1 (<I>i°'). 
If d =-/= cl then d belongs both to P and P', by the inductive hypothesis body( d)O is 
true in <P~,- 1 (<!>},~), and the 1·esult follows. 
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Otherwise, d = cl, R = AO and (H, K)O is true in <I>Jj-1(<I>},"') . So HO is true in 
<I> Jr1 (<I> ia) . 
If j > 1 this implies that for some integer i and substitution </;, HO = HO;</;= HiO;</J 
and Bi(}i</J is true in <I>]i-2 (<1>};") . 
On the other hand, if .i = 1 the fact that HO is true in <I>~ implies, by (ii), that for 
some integer i and some substitution </;, BJJi<P is true in <I>~ . 
In any case, ( B;, f<)Oi<P is true in <I> Jj- 1 (<I> ia) and, by inductive hypothesis, in <I> Jj,- 1 (<I> i~) . 
Then body(clD<P is trne in <PjJ,- 1 (<1>};:), it follows that, head(cl~)1> is true in <I>jJ, (<P};:). 
We can assume that Blvar(d) = Oi<Plvar(d): and hence that A()= A (}i</J· 
As R = AO = A B;<f; = head( cii)<P, the result follows. 

2) Suppose that R is fals e in <PjJ~<I> },"'), we prove this part by contradiction.We 
assmne that R is not f alse in <I> Ji, (<I> p~); then there exists a clause d' E P' and a 
substitution 0 such that R = head(d')O and body(d' )O is not false in <I> }f,-1 ( <I>~~) . 
If cl' tf. { cli, .. . , cl~}, then cl' belongs both to P' and P, by the fr1ducti ve hypothesis 
body(d')B is not false in <I>Jj- 1(<I>ta), and R = head(d')B is not false in <I>Jj(<I>Jn, 
which is a contradiction. 
Otherwise, for some integer i and substitution </;, cl' = cli, R = head( cli) <f; = AO;<f;, 
and body( cl~)</> is not false in <Pj;i,- 1 (<P~) . Recall that body(cl~)<f; = (B;, f<)O;<f;. 
If .i > 1, the fact that B ;O;<f; is not false in <I>Jj,-1 (<Pi~) implies that Bi(}i</J is not false 
in <P Ji,-2 (<Pi~), and since Hi f- ff;. is a clause of P', HOi</> = H;O;</> is not false in 
<I> tj- 1 (<I> ta) 

P' P' · 
On the other hand, if .i = 1, the fact that Bi(}i</J is not false in <I> i~ implies by (ii) that 
H O;<f; is not fals e in <P ~. 
In any case ( H, f<)O;<f; is not false in <I> Jt,-1 (<I> ~L and by the inductive hypothesis, in 
<I>}i-1(<I>},"J- Since H, f< = body( cl) it follows that R = AO;</; = head(cl)O;<f; is not 
.false in <I>j(<I>ia), which gives a contradiction. 

Now we prove the second statement: we show by induction that if a grouncll atom 
R is true or false in <P]i,(<I>i':') then it is also so in <Pi2i( <I>ia). 
As above, the base case .i = 0 is trivial. 
Induction step .i > 0: we have to distinguish two cases. 

1) Suppose that R is tr'Ue in <I>}t,(<I>i~)~ then there exists a clause d' E P' and a 
substitution () such that R = head( d')O and body( d')B is true in <P Jj,-1 ( <I>~) . 
If cl' rj. {cl~ , . .. , ct;J then cl' belongs both to P' and P, by the inductive hypothesis 
body(cl')B is true in <I>Jj - 1 (<I>}"'), R = head(cl')B is true in <l>Jj( <I>i"') and the result 
follows. 
Otherwise for some integer i and substitution <f;, d' = cl~, R = head( cli)<f; = AO;</;, 
and body( c1:)<1> is true in <I> y,-1

_( <Pi~) . _ _ 
Recall that body( cl~)<P = (B;, K )Oi</J; by inductive hypothesis, (Bi, I<)Oi<P is aJso true 
in <l> i2j-2 ( <]? },"') . 

Since BiBd> is true in <I>}}i-2(<I>J,°') and Hi f- Fh is a clause of P, HiB;</> is true in 
<I>}?j-1(<I>},") . But HiOi<P = H Oi</>, so (H,K)O;</> = bocly(cl)Bi<P is true in <Pi2i-1(<I>},"'), 
hence R = ABi<P = head( cl)Bi<P is true in cl> }2j (<I> J,°') . 

2) Let R be false in <I> Ji (<I> i~); we prove this part by contradiction, so we a.ssume 
that R is not false in <I>J,2J(<P i"') . Then there exists a clause cl E Panda substi tution 
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8 such that R = head(d)B and body(d)B is not fals e in <J?J;J-1(<1?i°' ). 
If d =f cl then d belongs both to P and P', by the monotonicity of the Kleene sequence, 
body( d)B is not faJse in <I? J,2-i- 2

( <I?},") either, hence, by the inductive hypoth~sis body( d)O 
is not false in <J?J;i,- 1 (<J?};:). It follows that head(d)O = R is not fals e in <J?Jj,(<J?};:) which 
gives a. contradiction. 
Otherwise, d = cl, R = AO and (H, K)B is not fals e in <I>}?j-1 (<I>},"). So HO is 
not fals e in <I> J;i-I (<I? i"') . This implies that for some integer i and substitution </>, 
HO = HOi</> = HiOi</> and BJ7;</> is not fals e in <J?i2

.i-
2(<J?J,") . 

Hence (B;, K )O;</> is not fals e in il>J,2i- 2(<I>i"'), and by the inductive hypothesis, in 
<I> !1,-1 (<I>~) . Since BiOi</> = body( cli)</>, this implies tha.t head( cli)</> = AO;</> = R is 
not .false in <I> jj, ( <J? li,) which is a contradiction. D 

Now, in order to prove (a) we observe that a = 0 is an ordinal that t ri vially 
satisfies the hypothesis of Claim 4.1. 

In order to prove (b) we have to show that Claim 4.1 also applies when a is any 
limit ordinal. 
First consider the case a = w . From (a) it foJlows that <I> iw = if> i~, moreover, if H T 

is true (resp. fals e) in <I?iw, then, it is also true in some <J?im, (m < w) . By applying 
the definition of Fitting's operator we have that condition (ii) (resp. (iii)) hold for 
a = w . So a = 1.<.: satisfies the requirements of Claim 4.1. 
It follows that, for each i, <I> iw+i <:;;; <P iv;+i and that <P J,v;+i <:;;; <P iw+2i. By the same 
reasoning it turns out that the ordinal 2w, and iterating, all the other limit ordinals, 
satisfy the requirements of Claim 4.1. D 

This brings us to the desired conclusions. 

Corollary 4.7.2 (safeness of the unfolding operation) Let P' be the result of 
unfolding an atom of a clause in P. Then P is equivalent to P' wrt all three the 
semantics considered in this paper. 

Proof. By Lemmata4.7.l, 4.2.2 and Theorems 2.3.3 and 2.2.3. 0 





Chapter 5 

Preservation of Fitting's 
Semantics in Unfold/Fold Transforn1ations of 
Normal Progran1s 

The unfold /fold t ransformation system defined by Tamaki and Sato was meant for 
definite programs. It transforms a program into an equivalent one in the sense of 
both the least Herbrand model semantics and the Computed Answer Substitution 
semantics. Seki extended the method to normal programs and specialized it in order 
to preserve also the fini te failure set. The resulting system is correct wrt nearly 
all the declarative semantics for normal progra1ns. An exception is Fitting's model 
semantics. In this chapter we consider a slight variation of Seki 's method and we 
study its correctness wrt Fi.tting's semantics. Vie define an applicability condition 
for the fold operation and we show that it ensures the preservation of the consjdered 
semantics through the transformation. 

5.1 Introduction 

The unfold/fold transformation rules were introduced by Burstall and Darlington 
[25] for transforming clear , simple functional programs into equivalent, more efficient 
ones. The rules were early adapted to the field of logic programs both for program 
synthesis [30, 50] and for program specialization and optimization [1, 60]. Soon later, 
Tamaki and Sato [96] proposed an elegant framework for the transformation of logic 
programs based on unfold/fold rules. 

T he rnajor requirement of a transformation system is its correctness: it should 
transform a program into an equivalent one. Tamaki and Sato's system was originally 
designed for definite programs and in this context a natural equi valence on programs 
is the one induced by the least Herbrand model semantics. In [96] it was shown 
that the system preserves such a semantics. Afterward, the system was proven to be 
correct wrt many other semantics: the computed answer substitution semantics [58], 
the Perfect model semantics [91]: the Well-Founded semantics [92] and the Stable 
model semantics [90, 12]. 

71 
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In [91], Seki modified the method by restricting its applicability conditions. The 
system so defined enjoys all the semantic properties of Tamaki-Sato's: moreover, it 
preserves the finite failure set of the original program [89] and it is correct wrt Kunen's 
semantics [88]. 

However, :neither Tamaki-Sato's, nor Seki 's system preserve the Fitting model 
semantics. 

In this chapter we consider a transformation schema which is similar yet slightly 
more restrictive to the one introduced by Seki [91 J for normaJ programs and reported 
in definition 3.2.8. We study the effect of the transformation on the Fitt ing's semantics 
[41 J and we indi viduate a sufficient condition for its preservation. 

The difference between the method we propose and the one of Seki consists in the 
fact that here the operations have to be performed in a precise order. We believe 
that this order corresponds to the "natural'' order in which the operations are usually 
carried out wiithin a transformation sequence, and therefore that the restriction we 
impose is actually rather mild. 

T he structure of this chapter is the following. In Section 5.2 the transformation 
schema is defined and exemplified, and the applicability conditions for the fold oper
ation are presented and discussed. Finally, in Section 5.3, we prove the correctness 
of the unfold/fold transformation wrt Fitting's semantics. For the notation and the 
preliminaries on Fitting's semantics we refer to section 2.3.2. 

5.2 A four step transformation schema 

In thi s section we introduce the unfold/fold transformation schema. All definitions 
are given modulo reordering of the bodies of the clauses and standardization apart is 
always assumed. 

Let P be a. normal program. A .four step transformation schema starting in the 
program P consists of the following steps: 

Step 1. Introduction of new d efinit ions 

We add to the program P the set of clauses Ddef = {c; : H; f- Bi}, where the 
predicate symbol of each Hi is new, that is, it does not occur in P. On the other 
hand, we require that the predicate symbols found in each Bi are defined in P, and 
therefore are not n ew. The result of this operation is then 

D 

Example 5.2.1 (min-max, part 1) Let P be the following program 
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p = { min([X],X). 
min([XIXs], Y) t- min(Xs: Z), inf(X, Z, Y) .. 

rnax( [X ]: X). 
max([XIXs]: Y) t- max(Xs: Z) 1 sup(X1 Z, Y). 

in.f(X: Y1 X) t- X:::; Y. 
inf(X: Y, Y) t- -.(X:::; Y) . 

Sttp(X, Y: Y) t- x ~ Y. 
sup(X, Y,X) t- -.(X:::; Y) . 

C1 : rned(X s, M ed) t- min(Xs, Min) 1 

max(Xs: l\!lax), 
Med is (Min+ Max)/2. } 

here med( X s, M ed) reports in M ed the average between the minimum and the max
imum of the values in the list Xs. 

We may notice that the definition of med(X s)Vf ed) traverses the list X s twice. 
This is obviously a source of inefficiency. In order to fix this problem via a.n un
fold/fold transformation, we first have to introduce a new predicate mi:nmax. Let us 
then add to program P the following new definition: 

Ddef = {c2 : minmax(Xs,A1in,Max) t- min(Xs, i11in):max(Xs, i11ax). } D 

Step 2. U nfolding in Dder 

We transform Dder into Dunf by unfolding some of its clauses. The clauses of P are 
therefore used as unfolding clauses. This process can be iterated several times and 
usually ends when all the clauses that we want to fold have been obtained; the result 
of this operation is 

• P2 =PU Dunf D 

Exam ple 5 .2 .l (min-max, part 2). We can now unfold the atom rnin(Xs, Min) 
in the body of c2 , the result is 

c3 : m·innwx( [X],X,Ma:z::) 
c,. : minmax([X IXs]:M.in,Max) 

t- rnax([X] 1 Ma:c). 
t- min(X s, Y), 

inf(X, Y1 Min) 1 

max([XIXs]: Max). 

In the bodies of both clauses we can then unfold p redicate max . Each clause gener
ates two clauses. 
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cs : minmax( [X],X,X) . 
c6 : minmax([.\'.lX,Max) 

c1 : minmax([X ], .i\1in, X ) 
c8 : minmax( [X IXsLMin,Max) 

t- max([ ], Z), sup(Z, X, Max). 

t- min([ ), Y), inf(X, Y, JV!in) . 
t- min(X s, Y), 

inf(X, Y, Min), 
max(Xs, Z), 
sup(X, Z, Max). 

Clauses c6 and c1 can then be eliminated by unfolding respectively the atoms max( [] , Z) 
and min([], Y). D unf consists then of the following clauses. 

cs : minmax( [X], X,X) . 
c8 : minmax([X IXs],Min ,Max) t- min(X s: Y), 

inf(X, Y, }\tfin), 
max(Xs, Z), 
sup(X, Z, Max) . 

Still, rninmax traverses the list Xs twice; but now we can apply a recursive .folding 
~m~oo. o 

St ep 3. Recursive folding 

Let c; : H; t- ff; be one of the clauses of Ddef, which was introduced in Step 1, and 
cl : At- B', S. be (a. renaming of) a clause in Dunf· If there exists a substitution B, 
Dom(B) = Var(c;) such that 

(a) B' = B;e; 
(b) () does not bind the local variables of e;, that is for any x , y E V ar( B;) \ V ar( H;) 

the following three conditions hold 

• xB is a variable; 
• xB does not appear in A, S, H;B; 
• if x f- y then xB f- yB; 

( c) c; is the only clause of Dc1er whose head w1i:fies with Hi(); 
( d) all the literals of B' are the result of a previous unfolding. 

then we can fold H;B in cl, obtaining cl' : At- H;B, S. This operation can be per
formed on several conjunctions simultaneously, even on the same clause. The result 
is that Dunf is transformed into Dro1d and hence 

• P3 = P U Dro1d D 

Example 5.2.1 (min-max1 part 3). We cau now fold ·rnin(Xs,Y),ma:c(Xs,Z) 
in the body of c8 • T he resulting program Dro1d consists of the following clauses 

cs : minmax( [X], X ,X) . 
c9 : minmax([X IXsLMin ,Max) t- minmax(Xs, Y, Z), 

inf(X, Y, Min), 
sup(X, Z, Max) . 
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minmax(X s, Min, Max) has now a recursive definition and needs to traverse the list 
Xs only once. In order to fot the definition of med enjoy of this improvement, we 
need to propagate predicate minmax inside its body. D 

Step 4. Propagation folding 

Technically, the difference between this step and the previous one is that now the 
folded clause comes form the original program P. This allows us to drop condition 
( d) of the folding operation. 

Let Ci : Hi +-- Bi be one of the clauses of Ddef, which was introduced in Step 1, 
and cl : A +-- B', S. be (a renaming of) a clause in the original program P . H there 
exists a substitution(), Dom(B) = Var(ci) such that the conditions (a), (b) and (c) 
defined above are satisfied, then we can fold H;B in cl, obtaining cl' : A +-- H;(), S. 
Also this operation can be performed on several conjunctions simultaneously, even 
on the same dause. The result is that P is transformed into Pro1d and therefore 

• P4 = Pro1d U Dro1c1 0 

Example 5.2.1 (min-max, part 4). We can now fold min(Xs, Y),max(Xs, Z) 
in the body of c1 , in the original program P . The resulting program is 

Pro1d = P \ {ci} U {c10 : m ed(Xs) +-- minmax(Xs, l\.1in, Max), 
M ed is (Min + Max)/2. } 

And then the :final program ]s P,.. = Froid U Dro1c1 = 

= { C5 : 

C9 : 

minmax([X], X ,X). 
minmax( [X IX sL Afin, Max) 

c10 : m ed(Xs) 

+-- m imna:c(X s, Y, Z), 
inf(X, Y, A1in), 
sup(X, Z, Max) . 

+-- m inmax(X s, Min, ]\fox), 
M.ecl is (Min+ !11ax)/2. 

+ definit ions for predicates min, max, inf and sup.} 

otice also that predicates min and max are no longer used by the program. D 

Semantic considerations 

The schema (that is, the method we propose) is sim ilar but more restrictive than the 
transformation sequence with mod~fied folding1 proposed by Seki [91]. The (only) 
limitat ion consists in the fact that the schema requires the operations to be performed 
in fixed order: for instance it does not allow a propagation .folding to take place before 
a recursive .folding. We believe that in practice this is not a bothering restriction, as it 
corresponds to the "natural" procedure that is followed in the process of transforming 

1 here we are adopting Seki 's notation, and we call modified folding the one presented in [89, 91], 
which preserves the finite failure set, as opposed to the one introduced by Tamaki and Sato in [96], 
which does not. 
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a program. In fact, in all the papers we cite, all the examples that can be reduced to 
a transformation sequence as in [91]; can also be reduced to the given transformation 
schema. 

Since the schema can be seen as a particular case of the transformation sequence, 
it enjoys all its properties, among them, it preserves the following semantics of the 
initial program: the success set [96], the computed answer substitution set [58], the 
finite failure set [91], the Perfect model semantics for stratified programs [91], the 
Well-Founded semantics [92]: the Stable model semantics [90, 12). 

However, as it is, the schema suffers of the same problems of the sequence, i.e., 
Fitting's Models is not preserved. This is shown by the following example. 

Example 5 .2 .2 Let P1 = PU Dder, where P and Ddef are the following programs 

= { p 

= { q(s(X)) 
t(O). 

q(X). 
q(X), t(O). 

} 

} 

As we :fix a language £ that contains the constant 0 and the function s /l , we have 
that :JX q(X) is false in Fit(P1 ), consequently, p is also false in Fit( Pi). Now let us 
unfold q(X) in the body of the clause in Dder; the resulting progi·am is the following. 
P2 = PU Dunf: where 

= { p 

= { q(s(X)) 
t(O). 

q(Y), t(O). } 
q(X), t(O). 

} 

We can now fold q(Y) in the body of the clause of Dunf: the resulting program is 
P3 = PU Dro1d, where 

Dro1c1 
p 

= { p 
= { q(s(X)) 

t (0). 

p, t(O). } 
q(X), t(O) . 

} 

ow we have that p is 1mde,fined in the Fitting model of P3. D 

So, in order for the transformation to preserve Fitting's model of the original 
program, we need some further applicability conditions. Therefore the following. 

Theorem 5.2.3 (Correctness) Let P1 , . .. ,P4 beasequenceofprogramsobtained 
applying the transformation schema to program P. Let also Dc1er = {Hi \-- Bi} be 
the set of clauses introduced in Step 1, and, for each i , w; be the set of local variables 
of r:; : 11\ = V ar( R;)\ V o.r·( Hi )· lf ~ac:h r..; in 1Jc1ef satisfi~s th<~ fol lowing condition: 

A each time that :Jwi B;(J is false in some <P ~: then there exists a non-limit ordinal 

0: :::; f3 such that ::lwi BJJ is false in <Di~ 

Then Fit(P1) = Fit(P2) = Fit(P3 ) = Fit(Pt). 

P roof. The proof is given in the subsequent Section 5.3. D 
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On condition A 

Condition A is in general undecidable, it is therefore important to provide some 
other decidable sufficient conditions. For this, in the rest of this Section, we adopt 
the following notation: 

- Ddef = { <; : Hi f- Bi} is the set of clauses introduced in Step 1, 
and, for each i, 

- Wi = Var(Bi)\ Var(Hi) is the set of local vari ables of Ci. 

First, it is easy to check that if Ci has no local variables, then it satisfies A. 

Proposition 5.2.4 If 'I.Vi = 0 then c; sati sfies A. 

Proof. It follows at once from the definition of Fitting's operator. 0 

T his condit ion, though simple, is met by most of the examples found in the liter
ature; if we are allowed an informal "statistics", of all the papers cited in our bibli
ography, seven contain practical examples in clausal form which can be assimilated 
to our method ([21, 58, 78, 89, 91, 92, 96]), and of them, only two contain examples 
where the "int roduced" clause contains local variables ([58, 78]) . Our Example 5.2.1 
satisfies the condition as well. 

evertheless Proposition 5.2.4 can easily be improved. First let us consider the 
following Example2 • 

Example 5.2.5 Let P1 = PU D<ler, where P and D<lef are the following programs 

D<ler = { co : 
p ={ 

br(X, Y) 
reach(X, Y ) 
reach(X, Y ) 

f

f

f-

reach(X, Z), reach(Y, Z) . } 
arc(X , Y ). 
arc(X, Z), r·each(Z1 Y) . } U DB 

Where DB is any set of ground unit clauses defining predicate arc. reach(X, Y) holds 
iff there exists a path starting from node X and ending in node Y , while br·(X , Y) 
holds iff there exists a node Z which is reachable both from node X and node Y . D 

In this Example the definition of predicate br can be speciali:ced and made recurs
ive via an lmfold/fold transformation. Despite the fact that clause C<J contains the 
local variable Z , it is easy to see that A is satisfied. This is due to the fact that P is 
actually a DATALOG (function-free) program . 

We now show that if (a part of) the original program P is function-free (or 
recursion-free) then A is always satisfied. 

Let us first introduce the following notation. Let p, q be predicates, we say that 
1J rt.fer:;; tu q in µrogram P if there is a dame of P with 71 iu its head and q iu its 
body. The depends on relation is the reflexive and transitive closure of refers to. 
Let L be a conj unction of literals, by FIL we denote the set of clauses of P that 
define the predicates which the predicates in L depend on. We say that a program is 
recursion-free if there is no chain p1 , ... : Pk of predicate symbols such that Pi refers 

2The example is actually a modification of Example 2.1. l in [89] 
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to Pi+l and Pk = p1. With an abuse of notation, we aJso call a program function-free 
if the only terms occurring in it are either grow1d or variables. 

\1\le can now state the following. 

Proposit ion 5.2.6 For each index i, and each w E Wi, let us denote by Lw the 
subset of Bi formed by those literals where w occurs. If for every Lw, one of the 
following two conditions holds: 

(a) P1 ILw is recursion-free, or 
(b) P111.., is function-free; 

then each e; satisfies A. 

Proof. First we need the following Observation. 

Observation 5.2. 7 Let Q be a function-free or a recursion-free program, then for some 
integer k, Fit( Q) = <r>g 
Proo.f Straightforward 0 

ow fix an index i, and let Wi = w1 , . . . , Wm, and let j\1 be the subset of Bi consisting 
of those literals that do not contain any of the variables in Wi. It is immediate that, 
for any ordinal 0 1 and for any substitution() 

(5.1) 

Now suppose that , for some ordinaJ o, and substit ution(), 3wi B i() is fals e in@~. 

By (5 .1), either (i} M() is fals e in <I>~, or (ii} there exists an i such that 3wi Lw; () is 
.false in <I>~; we treat the two cases separately. 

(i}, Af() is .false in <I>~, then, by the definition of <l>p1 , there exists a non-limit 

ordinal f3 :::; a such that Af B is .false in <I> Jf,, and, by ( 5.1), 3wi Bi() is fals e in <I>~. 
(ii), 3wi Lw; () is fals e in <I>i7, since PilLw is function or recursion-free, by Ob

servation 5.2.7 there exists an integer k such that 3wi Lw,() is f alse in <I>i~; again, by 
(5.1), 3tvi BJ) is .false in <I>~ . 

So, in any case, there exists a non-limit ordinaJ f3 :s; a such that 3wi Bi() is .false 
in <I>~ . Since this holds for any index i, the thesis follows. D 

Checking A "a posteriori" 

We now show that condition A holds in P0 i:ff it holds in any program of the unfold 
par t of the transformation sequence. This gives us the opportunity of providing 
further sufficient conditions. 

First let us restate A as follows: 

A ' : For each substitution () and non-limit ordinal /3, if H i() is .false in <I> Yi+l , then 

H i() is fals e in <I>~ as well. 
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Now, let P{ be a program which is obtained from P1 by app]ying some unfolding 
transformation. It is easy to see3 that Hi satisfies A ' in P1 i:ff Hi satisfies A ' in P{. 
So the advantage of A ' over A is that it can be checked a posteriori at any time 
during the unfolding paJ:t of the transformation. So Proposition 5.2.6 can be restated 
as follows. 

Proposit ion 5.2.8 Let P; be a program obtajned from P1 by (repeatedly) applying 
the w1folding operation. Let D~1er be the subset of P' corresponding to Ddef in P. If 
for each clause c of D~ef i and for every variable y , local to the body of c 

• P{ IL is recursion-free or function-free, 
y -

where Ly denotes the subset of the body of c consisting of those literals where 
y occurs; 

then each Ci satisfies A in P1 . 

Proof. It is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Proposition 5.2.6. D 

5.3 Correctness of the transformation 

The aim of this section is to prove the correctness of the transformation schema wrt 
Fitting's semantics, Theorem 5.2.3. 

Correctness of the unfold operation 

First we consider the unfold operation. 

Corollary 5.3.1 (Correctness of the unfold operation) Let P' be the result of 
unfolding an atom of a clause in P . Then 

• Fit( P) = Fit( P') 

Proof. This i s a subcase of Corollary 4.7.2, and the proof follows directly from 
Lemma 4.7.l. D 

It should b e mentioned that, because of the particular structure of the transfonna
tion sequence, here we never use self-Wlfoldings (that is, unfoldings in which the same 
clause is both the tmfolded clause and one of the unfolding ones) . Consequently the 
correctness of Step 2 follows also from a result of Gardner and Shepherdson [4 7, The
orem 4.1] which states that jf the program P' is obtained from P by unfolding (but 
not self-unfolding), then Comp(P) and Comp(P') arc logically equivalent theorics4 • 

T he following is a. second, technical result on the consequences of an unfolding 
operation which will be needed in the sequel. 

3This is a direct consequence of Lemma4.7.1 
4ln [47] this r esult is sta.ted for the usual two-valued program's completion. By looking at the 

proof it is straigh tforwa.rd to check that it holds also for the three-valued case 
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Lemma 5.3.2 Let P be a normal program, cl : A f- K . be a definite, clause of P. 
Suppose also that cl is the only clause of P whose head unifies with A&. If P' is 
the program obtained by unfolding at least once all the atoms in k , then, fol' each 
non-limit ordinal a: 

• if AB is true (resp. fals e) in ii> ~+1 then AO is true (resp. false) in ii>~ 

P roof. Let us first give a simplified proof by considering the case when k consists 
of two atoms H, J and we perform a single lmfolding on them; we will later consider 
the general case. 

Let {H1 f- Bi., . .. , Hn +- Bn.} be the set of clauses of P whose head unify with 
H via mgu's </J1, .. . , </>,., and let { J1 f- C\ ., ... , Jm f- Cm} be the set of clauses of 
P whose head w1ify with J. Unfolding H in cl arid then J in the resulting clauses, 
will lead to the foJJowing program: 

P' = P\{cl} u {di,i : (A+- Bi, (\ )Bi,.i )} 
Where 8;,,i = mgu( J </>;, Ji ). Here some of the clauses cl;,,i may be missing due to the 
fact that J </>i and Ji may not w1ify, but this is of no relevance in the proof. 

Note that the clauses cl;,j are the only clauses of P' whose head could possibly 
unify with A. 

Let fJ = V ar( H, J) \ V ar( A) be the set of variables local to the body. We have to 
consider two cases. 

a) AB is true in <J?J,0+ 1
. By the definition of <]?p, (3y H, J)B is true in <I?},". There has 

to be an extension (J of fJ, Dom((J) = Dom(B) Uy= Var(A, H, J) such that (H, J)(J 
is true in qi~. Let Hi f- Bi and l j f- Cj be the clauses used to prove, respectively, 
H(J and ](J . Hence there exists a T such that ei,,jT IDom{u) = (J, H(J = H;Bi,jT, 
lt7 = l jBi,jT, and (B;, Ci )Bi,jT is true in <I>i"-1

. By Lemma 4.7.1, qi},a - l ~ <I>J,i::--1
, 

hence (B;,Cj )B;,jT is true in <1?~-1 . It follows that AB;,jT = A(J = AB is true in <l?~. 

b) AO is fals e in <l?},"+1
. By the definition of <l? p, (3y H, J )fJ is false in <l? },". Hence 

for all extensions r; of fJ, such that Dom(t7 ) = Dom(fJ) Uy = Var(A, H, J), we have 
that (H,J)(J is false in <l?},"' . 

Hence for all such t7's, and for all i,.i and T such that ei,j'T' IDom(u) = t7, Ht7 = 

H i fJi,jT, Jt7 = l j Bi,jT, we have that ( B;, Ci )B;,jT is .false in qi i<>- l . By Lemma 4. 7 .1, 
<l? i c.- l ~ <I> i~-l , hence ( B; , Cj )B;,jT is false in <l? i~- 1 . Since the clauses d;,j are the 
only ones that define A in P' , we have that AB;,j'T' = A(J = AB is fals e in <I> ii::-. 

Now to complete the proof: we have to observe two facts: 

- First , that if we perform some further unfoldings on the resulting clauses , then 
we can only "speed up" the process of finding the truth value of A. In fact, by the 
same kind of reasoning used above, if AB is true in <l?};,, and P" is obtained from P' 
by unfolding some atoms in the bodies of the clauses d;,j, then, for some f3 ::::; a:, AB 
is true in <I> Je,. 

- Second, that if cl contains just one atom, or more than two atoms, then the exact 
same reasoning applies. D 
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The replacement operation 

In order to prove the correctness of the unfold/fold transformation schema we will 
use (a simplified version of) the results in chapter 4 on the simultaneous replacement 
operation. 

As we explained in section 2.3.2, F itting's model semantics corresponds to the 
semantics given by Compc(P).c U DCA.c. Here, for the sake of notation's simplicity1 

given two first-order formulas E and F and a normal program P: instead of wJiting, 
E ~Comp.c(P)uDCA.c F (See definition 4.1.2 and Lemma4.2.3) we'll write F "'P E 1 

or, equivalently, we'll say that Fis equivalent to E wrt Fit(P), Moreover, if the delay 
of F wrt E in ~fp(<f!p) is zero (see Definition 4.2.5) we'll say that Fis not-slower that 
E. The following Theorem is a particular case of Corollary 4.2.7. 

Theorem 5.3.3 Let P' be a program obtained by simultaneously replacing the con
junctions {C\ ~ ... , Cn} with {D1, ... : Dn} in the bodies of the clauses of P. If for 
each Ci, there exists a (possibly empty) set of variables Xi such that the following 
three conditions hold: 

(a) [locality of the variables in xi] · xi is a subset of the variables local to Ci 
and D; 1 that is1 :i\ ~ Var(C;) U Var(Di) and the variables in x; dord occur in 
{ D1 , ... , b i- 11 i5i+1: ... : Dn} nor anywhere else in the clause where ci is found. 

(b) [equivalence of the replacing and replaced parts]. 35':; D; "'p 35':; C; 
(c) [the D/ s al'e not-slower than the C/s]. 35':; Di is not-slower than 35':; C; . 

then Fit(P ) = Fit(P'). 

A property we will need in the sequel is the following. 

Proposition 5.3.4 Suppose that A+--- 6, Eis a clause of P and that P' is obtained 
from P by replacing 6 with D in such a way that the conditions of Theorem 5.3.3 
are satisfied (so that Fit(P) = Fit(P')). Then 

• Each time that AB is true (resp. false) in <P~ then AB is true (resp. fals e) in 
""t<:< 
'J! P' 

Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that the replacing conjunction is not-slower 
than the replaced one. The formal proof is omitted here, it can be inferred by 
analyzing the proof of Theorem 4.2.6. D 

Before we provide the proof of the correctness of the four step schema, we need 
to establish some further preliminary results. The first one states that the converse 
of A holds in any case. 

Proposition 5.3.5 Each time that 3iv B{J is true in some <P 'Jt:, then there exists a 

non-limit ordinal o s; f3 such that 3w fJe is trne in <J?i~ . 

Proof. It follows at once from the definition of FHting's opera.tor. D 

The following important transitive property holds: 
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Proposit ion 5.3.6 Let P and P' be normal programs, E and F be first order for
mulas; 

• If E "'P F and Fit(P) = Fit(P'), then E "'I" F. D 

Now we can provide the details of the proof. 

Correctness of t he four step schema 

We now prove the correctness of the four step schema. For the sake of simplicity 
we restrict ourselves to the case in which Step 1 introduces only one clause . The 
extension to the general case is straightforward. 

Let P1 , .. . Pi. be the sequence of programs obtained via the four step schema: P1 

is the initial program, i.e. the one that contains Ddef · P2, P3 and P1 , are the programs 
obtained by applying steps Step 2 through Step 4- In order to show that the Fitting;s 
models of programs P1 , ..• P4 coincide, we proceed as follows: 

By the correctness of the unfolding operation, Corollary 5.3.1 we have that Fit(Pi) = 

Fit(P2) . 
We perform some fur ther unfolding on some atoms of P2, obtaining a new program 

that we will call P2.,,, again by Corollary 5.3.1 we have that Fit(P2) = Fit(P2,.); then 
we produce a "parallel sequence" of programs P3u, P,h, by applying the simultaneous 
replacement operation, miming, to some extent, the original transformation.. By 
applying Theorem 5.3.3 we will show that F it( I'2.,,) = Fit(I'3,.) = Fit(I',tu) · 

Finally we show that programs P3,. and P.,. are obtainable respectively from P3 

and P4 by apprnpriately app]ying the unfold operat ion, and hence, by Corollary 5.3.1, 
that Fit(P3 ) = Fit(P3,.) and that F'it(P4 ) = Fit(P-i,J This v,·ill end the proof. Fig.l 
illustrates both the original transformation and its parallel sequence. 

Initial program 

Let us establish some notation: P1 . . . P4 are the programs obtained by applying 
the four step schema to program P, and c0 : H r- B. is the (only) clause added 
to program P in Step 1. We also denote by w the set of the local variables of Ci, 

w = V ar( B) \ V ar( H ). For the moment: let us make the following restriction: 

• till the end of 5.3, we assume that B doesn't contain negative literals. 

Later , in subsection 5.3, we will prove the general case. 

A simple consequence of the fact that c0 is the only clause defining the predicate 
symbol of H is the following. 

Ob::;eruatiun 5.3. 7 

• H l'VP 3w 13· I l 
D 
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P2 and P2u 

P2 is obtained by unfolding some of the atoms in B, so P2 = PU {A f--- Ui, Ni}, 
where the a.toms in Ni are those that have not been unfolded durjng Step 1 (N stands 
for ot unfolded, while U for Unfolded): so Ni is equal to a subset of an instance of 
B and each Ai is an instance of H. We obtain P2u from P2 by further unfolding all 
the atoms in each Ni . We d.enote by { ci,.i : (A f- Uihi), Di,j } the set of clauses of 
P2u obtained from clause c; by w1folding the atoms in N; . By the correctness of the 
unfolding operation, Corollary 5.3.1, we have that 

(5.2) 

P1 =PU Ddef 

where Ddef = {co : H f--- B} 

j 
P2 = p u Dunf P2.,, = p u D ,,.,,f* 

where D""' ~ { r : A, <-- [!,, JV,) where D .. ,. ~ { <J : (A; <-- U;h;,;, fi;J) 

?3 = PU Drotd ?3,. = PU Dfold* 

where Drotd ~ {r: A, <-- U;,!V,)where D,,,,. ~ {C:J : (A;<-- Cri)%;,i\;) 

P1 = Pro1d U D ro1d 1u = Pro1d U D fold** 

where Drotd = {ci : Ai f---Uf,J\7i}where Dfo/d,.,. = {c' · : (A; f--- U' )"';J· .D' ·} t ,J t I 1 J i,J 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the transformation (left) together with the "parallel sequence" 
(right ) . 

Moreover, the following properties hold: 

Observation 5. 3. 8 

• H "'P 3wB· 2u ) 

• H is not-slower than 3w B in P;,1,. 

Proo.f. From Observation 5.3.7 we have that H "'Pi 3w B. T he first statement follows 
then from (5.2) and Proposi tion 5.3.6. For the second, fix () and let j3 be the least 
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ordinal such that 3w BO is true (or false) in <I>Jt. The clauses defining the atoms in 
Bare the same in P1 , P2 and P2i,, so 3w Bis true (resp. fals e) in <I>Jf; as well. From 
condition A and Proposition 5.3.5 we have that j3 is a non-limit ordinal. Hence, by 
I.he <lefiui I.ion of <I> , H 0 is lme ( resp. fals e) in <I> ~+I, and, by Lemma 5.3.2 H 0 iis lrne 

( resp. false) in <I> Jt;,, . D 

P3 and P3,,, 

P3,,, is obtained from P2,,, as follows. 
Suppose tlhat in Step 2 we performed a recursive folding on the clause c; : 

A; f--- BO, R.;, JV; of P2 , obtaining ci : A; f--- HB, R;, N; in P3 • In the diagram we 
denote by C'i the conjunction of literals resulting from the application of the recursive 
folding on the conj unction U; (so Di = BO, R; and Uf = HO, Ri). 

On P2,,, we then perform the following. In each of the clauses Ci,j we transform 
U;/i,j into Uf'Yi,j by replacing conjunctions of literals of the form B01;,j with H01;,j 
wherever needed; we call the resulting clauses c;,j . It is easy to see that if we unfold 
all the atoms in N; in the body of clause c: in P3 , then the resulting clauses are exactly 
the ci,j in P3,.; this is best shown by the diagram. Hence P3., is obtainable from P3 by 
appropriately applying the unfolding operation . FTom Corollary 5.3.l it follows that 

(5.3) 

Now we show that Fit(P2,.) = Fit(P3,,) . First we need the following. 

Proposit ion 5.3. 9 Let Q be a program, A, B be atoms and f; be a set of variables, 
such that A ""Q 3y B. Suppose also that 'T/ is a renaming over y and that for each 
variable z that occurs in A or B, but not in f; , Var(zry) n Var(Y17) = 0. Then 

• A17 '""Q 3(f;77) B17 

Proof. Strajghtforward. 0 

Since / i ,,i results from unfolding the atoms in N;, we have that Dom(l;,.i) n Var(c;) 
~ Var(.i\l; ). Hence, by the conditions on 0 in Step 2, Dorn(f;,j ) n wO = 0 and 
w01;,j = iuO; so 0/i,j is a renaming over w, and the vaJ:iables in iu01;,j do not occur 
anywhere else in ci,.i · From Observation 5.3.8 and Proposition 5.3.9 we have that 

• H 0/ i,j ,..,_, P2u 3( w0/ i,j ) iJo,i,j; 
• HO,..,,. · is not-slower than 3(w0,..,,. ·) fJo,..,, . · in P2 . / 't,J J1. ,J 1t,J u 

Since we obtained P31, from P2,. by simultaneously replacing conjunctions (of the 
form) B01;,j with H01;,j , by Theorem 5.3 .3 

IVIoreover, the following properties hold: 

Observation 5.3.10 

• H ""P3,, 3w B; 

(5.4) 
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• H is not-slower than 3w B in P3u· 

Proo.f The first statement foJlows from Observation 5.3.8; (5.4) and Proposit ion 5.3.6. 
For the second first note that going from P2u to ?3., we have affected only clauses that 
define the predicate new; moreover no other predicates definition depends on these 
clauses; in particular the atoms in fJ are independent from them; hence, since H is 
not-slower than 3w B in P2u, the statement follows from Propos ition 5.3.4. D 

P1 and P1u 

P4 is obtained from P3 by transforming some of the clauses of P of the form A f- BO, E 
into A f- HO; E. 

Now we want to obtain P41, from P3u in such a way that P.1u is obtainabfo also 
from P4 by i.mfolding the atoms in the conjunctions JV; . 

Let d : A f- B(); E be one of the clauses of P3 that are transformed in Step 4. 
First note that d belongs both to P3 and P3u: in fact d was already present it the 
original program P; and never modified. We can then apply the same operations 
to the clauses of P3u· Observe that for the conditions on () given in Step 4; and by 
Observation 5.3.10 we have that 

Observation 5. 3.11 

• HO "'P3 ,. :J(wO) fJo 
• HO is not-slower than :l(tvO) B() in P3u D 

Second: notice that in case that d was used as unfolding clause for going from P2 
to P21., then some instances of BO were propagated into P3u . Using the notation of 
the diagram; thi s is the case when some JV; (in P2) is of the form A': Fi where A and 
A' ;u:e w1ifiable atoms, then one of the D;,,i (in P21,) is of the form i\j = (B, F;)O'. 
However; if we unfold Ni in P,i, what we get is D~.i = HO' , F;; that has HO' instead 
of BO'. By the same argLiment used for 0--y;,j in 5.3, we have that 

Observation 5.3.12 

• HO' "' :i (ivO') i3 O' JJ3 .. 

• HO' is not-slower than :J(wO') BO' in P311 D 

So in order to obtajn P4u from P31, we have then to do two things: First, replace 
BO; with the corresponding HO in all the clauses d that are transformed in Step 4. 
Second; replace BO' with HO' in the D;,j so that P1u contains Di,j instead of D;,; . 
This tantamounts to the application of a simultaneous replacement . 
From Observations 5.3.11 and 5.3.12, and Theorem 5.3.3 we have that 

(5.5) 

Moreover P41, is obtainable from P4 by 1.U1folding all the atoms in the coD;j unctions 
JV; in the clauses where they occur. Hence 

Fit(P1) = Fit(P",) . (5.6) 

So far: because of (1), (2): (3): (4) and (5), we have the following 
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Proposit ion 5.3.13 If condition A holds and B does not contain negative literals, 
then 

D 

The general case 

We can finally prove Theorem 5.2.3. Let us state it again. 

Theorem 5.2.3. Let P1 , ••. , P4 be a seq'Uence of programs obtained applying the 
transformation schema to program P , Let also Ddef = {Hit- B;} be the set of cla'Uses 
introd'Uced in Step 1, and, .for each i , iv; be the set of local variables of e; : Wi = 
v arfB;) \ v ar( Hi). rt each C; in Ddef satisfies the .following condition: 

A each time that 3w; BJJ is false in some <1? Wi, then there exists a non-limit ordinal 

0: :::; f3 such that 3w; B/1 is f aJse in <I> i~ 

Then Fit(P1 ) = Fit(P2 ) = Fit(P3 ) = Fit(P4). 

Proof. We consider here the simplified case in which Step 1 introduces on[y one 
clause which in t urn contains only one negative literal in the body, i.e. Ddef = 
{ c0 : H t- --,[ (fj), B'}. The generaJization to the case of rnultiple clauses and multiple 
negative literals is straightforward and omitted here. Notice that if co contained no 
negative literals, then the result would following directly from Proposition 5.3.13. 

We now perform a double transformation on P1 : first , we enlarge it with the 
following new definition: d : notl(fj) t- ·L(fj); then, we replace each instance •l(t) 
of l(y) that occurs in the body of a clause with the corresponding instance notl(i) 
of notl(Y). This replacement operation clearly preserves Fitting's model of the pro
grams, in fact it can be undone by unfolding. Let us call P{ the program so obtained. 
We have that 

Fit(Pi) = Fit(P{)IBp
1 

(5.7) 

Where Fit(P;)IBp
1 

denotes the restriction of Fit(P{) to the atoms in the Herbrand 
base of P1. 

Now P{ contains, instead of clause Co, the following: do = H t- notl(Y), B'. which 
is a de.finite clause. 

Now notice that, since the w1fold operation is defined only for positive literals, then 
•L(Y) is never w1folded in the transformation P1 ... P,. . It follows that, by performing 
the same operations used for going from P1 to P4 : we can obtain another "parallel 
sequence" P; . .. P~ that starts with program P;. By the same argwnents used to 
prove ( 5. 7): we have that: f OT i E [ 1 ... 4]; 

Fit(P;) = Fit(P/)IBp
1 

Moreover, by Proposition 5.3.13, 

Fit(P{) = Fit(P~) = Fit(P~) = Fit(P,;) 

From (5.8) and (5.9) the thesis follows. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

D 



Chapter 6 

Unfold/Fold Transforn1ations of CLP 
Modules 

In this chapter We propose a transformation system for CLP programs and modules . 
The framework is inspired by the one of Tarnaki and Sato for pure logic programs [96] . 
However, the use of CLP allows us to introduce some new operations such as splitting 
and constraint replacement. We provide two sets of applicability conditions. The 
first one guarantees that the original and the transformed programs have the same 
computational behaviour, in terms of answer constraints. The second set contains 
more restrictive conditions that ensure compositionality: we prove tha.t under these 
conditions the origina.1 a.nd the transformed modules have the san1e answer constraints 
also when they are composed with other modules. This resuH is proved by first 
introducing a new formulation: in terms of trees, of a. resultants semantics for CLP. 
As corollaries we obtain the correctness of both the modular and the non-modular 
system w .r. t . the least model semantics. 

6.1 Introduction 

Modular Constraint Logic Programs 

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP for short) is a powerful declarative program
ming paradigm in which constraints are primitive elements and the computation is 
specified by a logical inference rule. CLP has already been successfully employed in 
many diverse fields such as financial analysis [63L circuit synthesjs [49] and combinat
orial seaTch problems [97] . Its success is partially due to the fact that the declarative 
nature of CLP allows us to solve complex problems by simple and concise programs. 
CLP's :flexibility can be further enhanced by the adoption of constructs for structuring 
programs. This is an important step forward as the incrementaJ and modular design 
is by now a well establi shed software-engineering methodology used to design, verify 
and maintain large applications. Indeed: splitting a program into several smaller 
mod'Ules reduces the complexity of the design and of the validation phases. l\IIoreover, 

87 
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it also helps to develop adaptable software, as changes in program's specification can 
affect only some modules rather that the whole program. For these reasons, modular
ity has been receiving received a considerable attention and, as the recent survey [24] 
shows, in the la.st few years several different proposals were introduced for integrating 
module constructs into logic languages. Here we adhere to the original approach of 
R. O'Keefe [76], and we consider a constraint logic program to be a combination of 
several separate modules, where different modules are combined together by a simple 
composition operator $ . 

Motivation 

All the (unfold / fold ) transformation systems proposed so far for (constraint) logic 
programs, witlh the only exception of [69], assume that the entire program is available 
at the timeof transformation. This is often an unpractical assumption, either because 
not aJl program components have been defined, or because for handling the complexity 
a large program has been broken into several smaller rnod1des. 

Now, a transformation system for modules requires ad-hoe applicability condi
tions: when we transform P into P' we don't just want P and P' to have the 
same (answer constraint) semantics: we want them to be observationally equi valent 
wl1atevei- t11e context in wl1ich t11ey are employed. When this condition is satisfied 
we say that P and P' are observationally congruent. 

In this chapter, we develop a transformation systern for the optimi2ation of CLP 
modules. Thi s is accomplished in two steps. Ffrst, we generalize the unfold/fold 
system of Tamaki and Sato [96] to CLP programs. The full use of CLP allows us to 
introduce some new operations, such as splitting and constraint replacement, which 
broaden the range of possible optimizations. In this first part we also define new 
applicability conditions for the folding operation which avoid the use of substitutions 
and which are simpler that the ones used previously. 

Afterwards, we define a (compositional) transformation system for modules . This 
is obtained by adding some further applicability conditions1 which we prove sufficient 
to guarantee that the transformed module is observationally congruent to the ori
ginal one. Thjs system allows us to transform independently the components of an 
application, and then to combine together the results while preserving the 01·iginal 
meaning of the program in terms of answer constraints. This is useful when a pro
gram is not completely specified in a.JI its parts: as it allows us to optimize on the 
available modules. When a new module is added, we can just compose it (or its 
transformed version) with the already optirni:i:ed parts, being sure that the compos
ition of the transformed modules and the composition of the original ones have the 
same computational behaviour in terms of answer constraints. 

T his result is proved by using a new formulation, in terms of trees, of a resultants 
semantics which models answer constraints and is compositional w.r .t . union of 
programs. From a particula.r case of the main theorem it follows that also the non
modular transformation system preserves the computational behaviour of programs. 
Finally, since the least model (on the relevant algebraic structure) can be seen as 
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an abstraction of the compositional semantics, we obtain as a corollary that also the 
least model is preserved. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The next Section contains some prelim]naries 
on CLP programs. In Section 6.3 we introduce the notion of module and we formalize 
the resultants semantics for CLP by using trees . Section 6.4 provides the definition 
of the transformation system. In Section 6.5 we add the applicability conditions 
needed to obtain a modular system and we state the main correctness result. In 
Section 6.6 we show that the Ta.maJ<i-Sato)s system can be embedded into ours. As a 
consequence, the condi tions given in Section 6.5 can also be added to those defined in 
[96] in order to obtain a modular unfold/fold system for pure logjc programs. Section 
6.7 concludes by comparing our results to those contained in two related works. The 
proof of the main technical result is deferred to the Appendix. 

6. 2 Preliminaries: CLP programs 

The Constraint Logic Programming paradigm CLP(X) (CLP for short) has been 
proposed by J a:ffar and Lassez [52, 51] in order to integrate a generic computational 
mechanism based on constraints with the logic programming framework. The ad
vantages of such an integration a.re several. From a pragmatic point of view, CLP(X) 
allows one to use a specific constraints domain X and a. related constraint solver 
within the declarative paradigm of logic programming. From the theoretical view
point, CLP provides a unified view of several extensions of pure logic programming 
(e.g. arithmetics, equational programming) within a framework which preserves the 
existence of equivalent operational, model-theoretic and fixpoint semantics [52]. In
deed, as discussed in [69], most of the results which hold for pure logic programs can 
be lifted to CLP in a quite straightforwa.rd way. 

T he reader is assmned to be familiar with the terminology and the main results 
on the semantics of (constraint) logic programs. In this subsection we introduce some 
notations we will use in the sequel and, for the reader's convenience; we recalJ some 
basic notions on constraint logic programs. Lloyd's book a.nd the survey by Apt 
[65, 3] provide the necessary background material for logic programming theory. For 
constraint logic programs we refer to the original papers [52, 51] by JaffaT and Lassez 
and to the recent survey [53] by Ja.:ffar and MaJ1er. 

The CLP :framework was originally defined using a many-sorted first order lan
guage. In this chapter, to keep the notation simple , we consider a one sorted language 
(the extension of our results to the the many sorted case is immediate). We a,ssume 
programs defined on a signature with predicates E consisting of a pair of disjoint sets 
containing function symbols and predicate symbols. The set of predicate symbols, 
denoted by II, is assumed to be partitioned into two disjoint sets: IIc (containing pre
dicate symbols used for constraints) which contains also the equality symbol "=" ,and 
Ilu ( contajning symbols for user definable predicates). All the following definitions 
will refer to some given E, Ilc and II1" 

The notations i and X will denote a tuple of terms and of distinct variables 
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respectively, while B will denote a (finite, possibly empty) conjunction of atoms. 
The connectives "," and D will often be used instead of "/\"to denote conjunction. 

A primitive constraint is an atomic formula p(t1, ... , tn) where the t;'s are terms 
(built from I: and a denurnernble set of variables) and p E Ilc. A constraint is a first 
order formula built using primitive constraints . A CLP rule is a formula of the form 

H t- c o B1 , ... , Bn. 

where c is a constraint, H (the head) and B1 , .•. , Bn (the body) are atomjc for
mulas which use predicate symbols from Ilt,. only. A goal (or query) , denoted by 
c o B1, •.• , Bn, is a conjunction of a constraint and atomic formulas as before. A 
CLP program is a finite set of CLP rules. 

T he semantics of CLP programs is based on the notion of structure. Given a 
signature with predicates E, a E-structure (structure for short) V consists of a set 
(the domain) D and an assignment of functions and relations on D to the function 
symbols in E and to the predicate symbols in Ilc respecting arit ies . 

A D-interpretation is an assignment that map s each predicate symbols in 11,. to 
a relation on the domain of the structure. A D-interpretation I is called a V-model 
of a CLP program P if all the rules of P evaluate to true under the assignment of 
relations and fw1ction provided by I and by D. \Ne recall that there exists ([51]) 
the least D-model of a program P which is the natural CLP counterpart of the least 
Herbrand model for logic programs. 

Given a structure V and a constraint c, V I= c denotes that c is true under 
the interpretat ion for constraints provided by D. Moreover if 19 is a valuation (i.e. 
a mapping of variables on the domain D), and V f= cO holds , then {) is called a 
V -solution of c (cO denotes the application of{) to the variables in c) . 

Here and in the sequel, given the atoms A, H , we write A = H as a shor thand 
for: 

- a 1 = t 1 f\ . . . /\ an = tn, if, for some predicate symbol p and natural n, A = 
p(a1 , ... , an) and H = p(t1, . .. , tn) 

- false, otherwise. 
This notation readily extends to conjunctions of atoms. We also find convenient 

to use the notation ::Lx </> from [53] to denote the existential closure of the formula</> 
except for the variables x which remain unquantified. 

T he operational model of CLP is obtained from SLD resolution by simply sub
stituting D-so]vability for unifiability. More precisely, a derivation step for a goal 
G : co D B1, . .. , Bn in the program P results in the goal 

provided that Bi is the atom selected by the selectjon rule and there exists a clause in 
I' standardized apart (i.e. with no variables in common with G) H t- c D B such that 
(Co /\ (Bi = H) /\ c) is D-satisfiable, that is, V f= 3 c0 /\ (Bi = H ) /\ c. A deri vation 
of length i for a goal Go in the program Pisa sequence of goals Go, G1 , .•. , Gi such 
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that Gj is obtained from G.1-i in one derivation step in P, for j E [l, i] . In the 

following a derivation e : Go, G1, . . . , Gi in P will be denoted by Go ~ Gi and its 
length by lel Notice that, with this notation, a derivation of length zero is denoted by 
G ~G. A successful derivation (refutation) is a finite derivation whose last element 
is a goal of the form (c D). In this case, :3- var(G) c is called the answer constraint 
and is considered the result of the computation. 

Finally, by naturally extending the usual notion used for pure logic programs, we 
say that a query c D C is an instance of the query d D f> iff for any solution I of c 
there exists a solution 5 of d such that C1 = fJS. 

6.3 Modular CLP Programs 

Following the original paper of R. O'Keefe [76], the approach to modular programming 
we consider here is based on a meta-linguistic programs composition mechanism. 
This provides a formal backgrour1d to the usual softwaJ·e engineering techniques for 
the incremental development of programs. 

Viewing modulaJ:ity in terms of meta-linguistic operations on programs has several 
advantages. In fact it leads to the definition of a simple and powerful methodology for 
structuring programs which does not require to extend the CLP theory (this is not the 
case if one tries to extend CLP programs by linguistic mechanisms richer than those 
offered by clausal logic) . Moreover, meta-ling·uistic operations are quite powerful, 
indeed the typical mechanisms of the object-oriented paradigm, such as encapsulation 
and information hiding, can be realized by means of simple composition operators 
([16]) . 

Here, in order to keep the presentation simple, we follow [22] and say that a 
module M is a CLP program P together with a set Op(M) of predicate symbols 
specifying the open predicates. 

Definition 6.3.1 (Module) A CLP module JV[ is a pair (P, Op(M) } where Pisa 
CLP program and Op( M) is a set of predicate symbols. D 

The idea m1derlying the previous definition is that the open predicates, specified in 
Op(i\1), behave as an interface for composing M with other modules. The definition 
of open predicates could be partially given in M and further specified by impMting 
it from other modules. Symmetrically, the definitions of open predicates may be 
exported and ltsed by other modules. A typical practical example is a deductive 
database composed of two modules, in which the first one I contains the intensional 
part in the form of some rules which refer to an unspecified ext ensional part. This 
latter is defined in the second module£ which contains facts (unit clauses) describing 
the basic relations. In this case the extensional predicates which are defined in£ are 
exported to I , which in turn imports them when composing the two parts. Further 
definitions for the extensionaJ predicates can be incrementally added to the database 
by adjoining new modules. 

To simplify the notation, when no ambiguity arises we will denote by i\1 also the 
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set of clauses P. To compose CLP modules we again follow [22] and use a simple 
program union operator. We denote by Pred(E) set of predjcate symbols which 
appeaJ· in the expression E . 

Definition 6.3.2 (Module Composit ion) Let M = (P, Op(!Vl)) and N = (Q, Op(N)) 
be modules. We define 

M EB N = (PU Q, Op(M) U Op(N)) 

provided that Pred(P) n Pred(Q) ~ Op(M) n Op( N) holds. Otherwise M EB N is 
w1defined. D 

So, when composing M and N, we require the common predicate symbols to be 
open in both modules. As previously mentioned, more sophisticated compositions 
{like encapsulation, inheritance and information hiding) can be obtained from the 
one defined above by suitably modifying the treatment of the interfaces (essentially 
by introducing renarnings to simulate hiding and overriding). 

Now, in order to define the correctness of our transformation systems, we need 
to fix the kind of module's (and program's) equivalence that we want to establish 
between a program and its transformed version. 

Since the result of a CLP computation is an answer constrnint, it is natural to 
say that two programs a.re observationally equivalent to each other iff they produce 
the same answer constraints (up to logical equivalence in the structure V) for any 
query. This concept is formalized in the following Definition. 

Definition 6.3.3 (Program's Equivalence) Let P1 , P2 be CLP programs. We 
say that P1 and P2 are (observationally) equivalent, 

iff, for any query Q and for any ij E [1, 2]: if there exists a derivation Q ~ e; D then 

there exists a derivation Q ~ Cj D such that D )= 3 - var·(Q) Ci H 3 - var(Q) Cj . D 

This notion is satisfactory when programs programs are seen as completely defined 
units. However, the relation ~ is far too weak when considering modules. For 
instance, consider the follow:ing 

Example 6 .3.4 Consider the modules M1 : (P1 , {p}) and M2 : {P2 ,{p}) where P1 

is 

q(X) rtrue Dp(X). 

p(X) r X=a D . 

While P2 is 

q(X) r X=a Dp(X) . 
p(X) r X=a D . 

It is easy to see that P1 ~ P2 . However: if we compose these two modules with 
M : {P, {p}) where P is the program 
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p ( X) +--- X=b D . 

we have that M1 EB M and M2 EB M have quite different behaviour, in particular 
1VI1 EB M ~ 1VI2 EB M. o 

The notion of equivalence which we need when transforming CLP modules has 
to take into account also the contexts given by the EB composit ion. In other words, 
we have to strengthen ~ to obtain a congruence wrt the EB operator. Therefore the 
folJowing. 

Definit ion 6.3.5 (Module's Congruence) Let i\11 and M2 be CLP modules. We 
say that M 1 is (observationally) congruent to M2~ 

iff Op(Mi) = Op(M2) and for every module N such that M1 EB N and M2 EB N are 
defined , J\111 EJ7 N ~ M2 EB N holds. D 

So M1 ~c M2 iff they have the same open predicates and, for any query, they 
produce the same answer constraints in any EB-context. By tak ing N as the empty 
module we immediately see that if M 1 ~c M2 then M 1 ~ J\rh 

This notions of equivalence and of congruence are used to define the correctness of 
our transformation system: we say that a transformation for CLP programs (modules) 
is correct iff it maps a program (a module) into an ~- ( ~c-) equivalent one. 

A compositional semantics for CLP modules 

The correctness proofs for our transformation system will be carried out by showing 
that the system preserves a semantics (borrowed from [42]) which models answer 
constraints and is compositional w.r.t. $ . This implies that it is also correct w.r.t. 
~c, in the sense that if two modules have the same semantics then they a1·e ~c

equivalent. From this property it follows the desired correctness result. Basically, 
the semantics we are going to use us a straightforward lifting to the CLP case of 
the compositional semantics defined in [22] for logic programs. The aim of [22] was 
to obtain a semantics compositional w.r .t . union of programs. In this respect it is 
easy to see that the standard semantics, such as the least V-model and the computed 
answer semantics, are not compositional wrt $ ; consider for instance the modules 
M1 and M2 in Example 6.3.4: they have the least V-model , where M1 EB M and 
i'\112 EJ7 J\1 don't (the same reasoning applies for the answer constraint semant ics of 
[43]). Following an idea first introduced in [44], compositionality was then obtained 
by choosing a semantic domain based on clauses. As we discuss below the resulting 
::;emanti cs tuni::; out to model the 11otioa of "re:rnlt a11t" , hence i t:; name. 

In order to define the semantic domain, we use the following equivalence re[ation, 
which, intuitively, is a generalization to the CLP case of the notion of variance. 

Definition 6.3.6 Let cl1 : A 1 t- c1 D B1 and cl2 : A 2 t- c2 D B2 be two clauses. 
We write cl1 '.'.::::'. cl2 ifffor any i,j E [1,2] and for any V-solution {)of Ci there exists 
an V-solution "! of Cj such that A;19 = An and B;19 and En are equal as multisets. 
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Moreover, given two programs P and P' we say that P ".:::'. P' iff P' is obtained by 
replacing some clauses in P for '.:::'.-equivaJent ones. D 

Notice that, in the previous definition, the body of a clause is considered a.s a 
multiset. Considering bodies of clauses as sets instead of multisets would not allow 
to model correctly answer constraints, since adding a duplicate atom to the body of 
a clause can augment the set of computed constraints. For instance, if we consider 
the programs Q1 : 

qeX,Y) f---true D reX,Y) ,reX,Y). 

r ex, Y) f.- X=a . 

rex, Y) f.- Y=b. 

q ex, Y) f.- true D r ex, Y) . 

r ex, Y) f.- X=a. 
rex, Y) f.- Y=b . 

The query q ex, Y) has the computed answer constraint X = a/\ Y = b in Q1 and not 
in Q2 . 

T he following Lemma shows that the equivalence relation ~ is correct wrt the 
congruence relation ~c · 

Lemma 6.3.7 [42] Let M = {P, 7r) and kl' = (P' ,r.) be two modules with the same 
set of open atorns. If P ".:::'. P' then M ~c M'. D 

We are now able to define the semantic domain. For the sake of simplicity, we 
will denote the ".:::'.-equivalence class of a clause c by c itself. 

Defin ition 6 .3.8 (Denotation) Let 7r be a set of predicate symbols and let C be 
the set of the '.:::'.-equivalence classes of the CLP clauses in the given language. The 
interpretation base c1' is the set {A f.- c 0 i3 E c I Fred( B) ~ 7r}. A denotation is 
any subset of C,.. D 

T he following is the definition of the resultant semantics as it was originally given 
in [22] for pure logic programs and applied to CLP in [42] . 

Defin ition 6.3.9 (Resultants Sem a nt ics for C LP) Let M = (P, Op(M)) be a 
module. Then we define 

O(M) = {p(x) f.- c o BE Cov(M ) I there exists a derivation true o p(x) -& co B }. 
0 

- p - - -If there exists a deri va.tion c D A '°"' d D B, then the formula. c D A f.- d D B is 
called a comp'Uted resultant for the query c D A in P. It can be shown that computed 
resultants for generic queries can be obtained by combining together resultants for 
simple queries of the form true o p(x). Therefore 0(/\1) is expressive enough to 
characterize all the resultants computable in I'. In pa.rticula.r: O(J\1) models also 
the answer constraints computed in kl, since these can be obtained from resultants 
of the form c D A f.- d D . The compositionality of previous semantics w .r.t. EfJ is 
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proved in [42]. From such a result it follows the correctness of 0 w.r.t . ~c, stated 
by the following Corollary. 

Corollary 6.3.10 (Correctness, [42]) Let M = {P, Op(M)) and N = {Q, Op(N)) 
be modules such that Op(M) = Op(N). 

• If O(M) = O(N) then M ~c N. o 

In the particular case Op(M) = 0, i.e. when all the predicates are completely 
defined, O(Atf) coincides with the answer constraint semantics which is correct and 
fully abstract w.r. t . ~ ([43]). 

Example 6.3.11 Consider again the modules Nf1 and M2 of Example 6.3.4. Then 

O(M1 ) = {p(X) +-- X = a o , q(X) +-- X = a o ; q(X) t-- true o p(X)} 
O(M2) = {p(X) +-- X = a o , q(X) +-- X = a o } 

So the fact that M1 and M2 are not observationally congruent is reflected by the fact 
that O(M1 ) =f O(M2 ) . o 

Resultants se1nantics via trees 

We now provide a new; alternative formulation of the resultant semantics in terms of 
proof trees. This particular notation will be used to prove the correctness results. 

We assume known the usual notion of finite labeled tree and the related termino
logy. Given a :finite labeled tree rooted in the node N , we say that T' is an immediate 
sitbtree of T if T' is the subtree of T which is rooted in a son of N . 

Definition 6. 3.12 (Partial proof tree) Let A be an atom A partial proof tree for 
A is any finite labeled tree T satisfying the following conditions 

1. The root node of T is fabeled by a pair {A= A0 ; A0 +-- CJl D A1, ••• , An) such 
that Ao and A have the same predicate symbol. 

2. Each immediate subtree Tj of T is a partial proof tree for a distinct Aj with 
1 s; j s; n. 

3. All the clauses used in the labels of T are pairwise variable di sjoint and have 
no variables in common with the atom in the lhs (left hand side) of the label 
equation in the root node. D 

We call label equation and label claitse of the node N the left and the right hand 
side of the label of N, respectively. Moreover , if Ai is an atom in the body of the 
label clause of the root of T and T; is an irnmediate subtrees of T which is a partial 
proof tree for A;, we say that T; is attached to A;. Using this notation, condition 2 
can be restated as follows: "no two immediate sub trees of Tare attached to the same 
atom of the label clause of the root (and therefore, of any) node" . Finally, we say 
that T is a tree in P, if the label clauses of all its nodes are (variants of) clauses of 
the program P . 

Notice that: according to previous definition, there might be some Aj in the lbodies 
of label clauses with no subtrees attached to them. We call them the elements of the 
residual as specified below. 
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Definition 6.3.13 Let T be a partial proof tree. 

• The residual of a node in T having the cla'use label Ao f- c11 D A1, .. . , An, is 
the multi set consisting of those Aj :s: 1 ~ .i ~ n, that do not have an immediate 
subtree attached to. 

• The residital of T is the multiset resulting from the (multiset) union of the 
residuals of its nodes. D 

In order to establish the connection between the resultants semantics and partial 
proof-trees, we introduce now in a natural way the notion of resultant of partial proof 
trees. 

Definit ion 6.3.14 Let T be a partial proof tree. We call the global constraint of T 
the conjunction of all the label equations together with the constraints of all the label 
clauses of the nodes of T . D 

Definition 6.3.15 Let T be a partial proof tree of A . Let c be its global constrajnt 
and F1, . .. , Fk be its residual. If c is satisfiable we call the clause A f- c D F1, . .. , Fk 
the resultant of T . D 

In the sequel we axe interested in those partial trees whose residuals consist 
exclusively of only open atoms and whose global constraint is satisfiable. Therefore 
the following definition. 

Definition 6.3.16 Let 1T be a set of predicate symbols. We call rr-atorn any atom 
A srn:h t hat. Pr·ed(A) Err. An 7r-tree is a part ial proof tr~e T snch t.ha.t. 

1. the residual of T contains only rr-atoms, 
2. the global constraint of T is satisfiable. 0 

We can now establish the relation between open trees and the resultant semantics. 

Proposition 6.3.17 (Correspondence) Let NI = {P , Op( NI)) be a module. Then 
A f- c D FE O(M) iff there exists an rr-tree of A in P with A f- c' D F' as resultant 
such that A f- c D F ~ A f- c' D F' and 1T = Op(M). 

Proof. Straightforward. 0 

6.4 A transformation system for CLP 

In this section we define a transformation system for optimizing constrajnt logic 
programs. The system is inspired by the unfold/fold method proposed by Tamaki 
and Sato [96] for pure logic prog,Tam.s (which is presented in chapter l. Here, the 
use of constraint logic programs allows us to introduce some new operations which 
broaden the possible optimiz;ations and to simplify the applicability conditions for the 
folding operation in [96]. 

Before we begin to define the transformation method, it is important to notice 
that all the observable properties of computations we refer to a1·e invariant under '.:::::'. . 
As we formally prove later, this implies that we can always replace any clause cl in 
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a program P by a clause cl', provided that cl' ~ cl . This operatjon is often useful to 
clean up the constraints, ancll; in general, to presen t a clause in a more readable form . 
We start from the same requfrements on the original (i.e. initial) program int roduced 
in [96] . Here we say that a predicate p is defined in a program P, if P contains at 
least one clause whose head has predicate symbol p. 

D efinition 6 .4.1 (Init ial p rogr am ) We call a CLP program Po an initial program 

if the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(11) Po is partitioned into two di sjoint sets Pnew and Potd, 
(12) the predicates defined in Pnew don't occur in P01d nor in the bodies of the clauses 

in Pnew· D 

Following this notation, we call new predicates those predicates that are defined 
in Pnew · V\le also call transforma.tion sequence a sequence of programs Po , . . . , Pn, in 
which Po is an initial program and each P;+1 , is obtained from Pi via a transformation 
operation. 

Our transformation system consists of five distinct operations. In order to illus
trate them throughout this section we will use the following working exampfo. To 
simplify the notation, when the constraint in a goal or in a clause is true we omit it . 
So the notation H f- B actually denotes the CLP clause H f- t r ue D B. 

Example 6.4.2 (Computing an average) Consider the following CLP(lR) 1 pro
gram AVERAGE computing the average of the values in a list. Values may be given 
in different currencies, for this reason each element of the list contains a term of 
the form {Currency, Amount ). The applicable exchange rates may be found by call
ing predicate exchange.rates; which will return a li st containing terms of the form 
{Currency, Exchange...Rate), where Exchange...Rate is the exchange rate relat ive to 
Currency. AVERAGE consists of the following clauses 

average(List, Av) f-
Av is the average of the list List 

cl: average(Xs, Av) f-Len > 0 /\ Av*Len =Sum D 
exchange..rates(Rates), 
weighted_sum(Xs, Rates, Sum), 
l en(Xs, Len). 

we i ghted_sum(List, Rates, Sum) t-

Sum is the sum of the values in the list List 
and each amount is multiplied first by the exchange rate corresponding to jts currency 

weighted_sum( [ ], 0) . 

weighted_sum( [ (currency, Amount ) I Rest] , Rates, Sum) t
Sum = Amount*Value + Sum' D 
member( {Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum(Rest, Rates, Sum ' ) . 

1CLP(3!) [55] is the CLP la.ngu a.ge obtained by considering the constraint domain 3r of a.rithmetic 
over the rea l numbers. 
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len(List, Len) +-
Len is the length of the elements in the list List 

len( [ ] , 0 ) . 

len ([HIRest], Len) +--- Len= Len ' +1 D len(Rest, Len ' ). 

together with the usual definition for member. Notice that the definit ion of average 

needs to scan the list Xs twice. This is a source of inefficiency that can be fixed via 
a transformation sequence. D 

T he first transformation we consider is the ·unfolding. As previously mentioned, 
all the observable properties we consider are invariant w1der reordering of the atoms 
in the bodies of clauses. Therefore the de:fini tion of lmfolding, as well as those of the 
other operations, is given modulo reordering of the bodies . To sjmplify the notation, 
in the following definition we also asswne that the clauses of a program have been 
renamed so that they are variable disjoint. 

Definition 6.4.3 (Unfolding, for CLP) Let cl : A +--- c D H, f< be a clause in the 
program P , and {H1 +--- c1 D B1 , .•. , H~ +--- Cn D En} be the set of the clauses in P 
such that c /\ e; /\ (H =Hi) is D-satisfiable. For i E [1, n], let cl~ be the clause 

A +--- c /\ Ci /\ (H = Hi) D Bi, k 

Then unfolding H in cl in P consists of replacing cl by {cl~, . .. , cl~} in P. D 

In this situation we also say that {H1 +--- c1 D B1 , ... , Hn +--- Cn D En} are the unfold
ing clauses. 

Example 6.4.2 (part 2 ) The transformation strategy which we use to optimize 
AVERAGE is often referred to as tupjjng (see [77]) or as procedura.l join (see [62]) . 
First, we introduce a new predicate avl defined by the following clause 

avl(List, RATES, AV, LEN) +-
AV is the average of the list List. and LEN is its length 

c2: avl(XS, RATES, AV, LEN) t- LEN>O /\ AV*LEN =SUM D 

exchange_rates(RATES), 
weighted_sum (Xs, RATES, SUM), 

len (XS, LEN). 

avl differs from average only in the fact that it reports also the list of exchange rates 
and the length of the list Xs . Notice that avl , as it is now, needs to traverse the list 
twice as well. 

Now let P0 be the initial program consisting of AVERAGE augmented by c2 and 
assume that avl is the only new predicate. We start to transform Po by perform
ing some unfolding operations. First we unfold weighted...sum(XS, RATES, SUM) in 
the body of c2. The resulting clauses, after having cleaned up the constraints and 
renamed some variables, are the following ones 
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avl([], Rates, Average, Len) +---Len> 0 /\ Average*Len = 0 D 
exchange..rates(Rates), 
len([], Len). 

avl([{Currency,Amount) IRest], Rates, Average, Len) +
Len > 0 /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+Sum' D 

exchange..rates(Rates), 
member( {Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum(Rest, Rates, Sum'), 
len([{Currency,Amount) IRest], Len). 

Furthermore, in the above clauses we unfold the atoms len( [ ] , Len) and len( [{Currency ,Amount) 
I Rest] , Len) . This yields the following two clauses: 

c3: avl([], Rates, Average, 0) +-0 > 0 /\ Average*O = 0 D 
exchange..rates(Rates). 

c4: avl( [{Currency,Amount)I Rest], Rates, Average, Len) +-
Len > 0 /\ Len = Len'+1 /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+Sum ' D 
exchange..rates(Rates), 
member( {Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum(Rest, Rates, Sum') , 
l en(Rest, Len'). D 

Notice that the constraint in the body of clause c3 is unsati sfiable. For this reason 
c3 could be removed from the body of the program; to do that we need the following 
operation. 

Definition 6.4.4 (Clause Removal) Let cl : H +--- c DB be a clause in the pro
gram P . If 

DJ= -.::J c 

Then we can remove cl from the program P, obtaining the program P' = P\ {cl}. D 

Note 6.4.5 In [77] we find the definition of a clause deletion operation for pure logic 
programs which in CLP terms can be expressed as follows: if cl : H +--- c D B is a 
clause in P such that query c D B has a finitely failed tree in P2 then we can remove 
cl from P. Obviously, if D I= -.::J c then the goal c D A has a (trivial) finitely failed 
tree; therefore each time that we can apply the clause removal operation we can also 
apply the clause deletion of [77]. However: clause removal is only apparently more 
restrictive than clause deletion, since by combining it with the unfolding operation 
we can easily simulate the latter. Indeed, if c D B has a finitely failed tree in P then, 
by a suitable sequence of unfoldings we can always transform the clause A +--- c D B, 
in such a way that the set of resulting clauses is either empty or contains only clauses 
whose constraints are w1satis:fiable. So using clause removal, we can then (indi1·ectly) 
remove cl from the program. 'vVe prefer to use clause removal rather than clause 
deletion, because when we'll move to the context of m odular CLP programs the 

2The definition of finitely failed tree for CLP is the obvious generalization of the one for pure 
logic programs. 
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first operation will rema.in w1cha.nged while the latter would require some specific 
applicability conditions. D 

We now introd uce the splitting operation. Here, just like for the unfolding oper
ation) the definition is given modulo reordering of the bodies of the clauses and it is 
assumed that p rogram clauses are variable disjoin t . 

Definition 6.4.6 (Splitting) Let cl : At- c D H, l< be a clause in the program P, 
and { H1 t- c1 D B1, .. . , Hn t- Cn D Bn} be the set of the clauses in P suclh that 
c /\ Ci /\ (H = Hi) is V-satisfiable. For i E [1, n], Jet cli be the clause 

At- c /\ c; /\ (H =Hi) o H , f< 

I( for any i, .j E [1,n], i-::/:- _j, the constraint (Hi = Hi )/\ Ci /\ Cj is unsatisfiable then 
splitting Hin cl in P consists of replacing cl by {cl~ , . .. , cl~} in P . D 

In other words, the splitting operation is just an tmfolding operation in whjcJ1 we 
do not replace the atom H by the bodies of the unfolding clauses. The condition that 
for no two distinct i, .j, (Hi = Hj ) /\ Ci /\ Cj is satisfiable is easily seen needed in order 
to obtain ~ equivalent programs. Indeed, consider for instance the program Q 

q(X, Y) t- p(X, Y) 

p (a, W). 

p(Z, b). 

If we split p(X, Y) in the body of the first clause we obtain the prograrn Q' , which 
after cleaning up the constraints consists of the following clauses: 

q (a, Y) t- p(a, Y) 

q(X , b) t-p(X, b) 
p (a, W). 

p(Z, b). 

ow Q >j:, Q' since the query q(X, Y) has in Q' the computed answer {X = a, Y = b }, 
while such an answer is not obtainable in Q. 

Note 6.4. 7 Vle should mention that an operatjon called spliltting has also been 
defined in a technical repmt of Tamaki and Sato [95]. However, the operation 
descri bed here is substantially different from theirs. In CLP terms the splitting 
operation defined in [95] can be expressed as follows. If cl : H t- c D B is a 
clause and d a constraint then splitting cl via d consists in replacing cl by the two 
clauses {H t- c /\ d D B, H t- c /\ -.d D B}. T his operation preserves the minimal 
V-model ( whi eh correspondls to semantics used in [95]) but is does not produce 
~ equivalent programs. Indeed, if we consider the program P = {p(X).} then 
by spli tting its only clause w.r.t . the constraint X = a we obta.in the program 
P' = {p (X) t- X = a D., p(X) t- X -::/:- a D.}. Clearly P' >f, P, s ince the query p (X) 
returns the answer constraint X = a in P' only. D 

Example 6.4.2 (part 3) By applying the splitting operation to len(Rest , L') in 
clause c4 we obta.in the following two clauses: 
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c5: avl([(Currency,Amount)J ,Rates, Average, Len) +-
Len > 0 /\ Len = 1 /\ Average*Len = Amount*Val ue+Sum ' D 

exchange..rates(Rates). 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum( [], Rates, Sum'), 
len ( [] , 0) . 

c6: avl([(Currency,Amount) ,JIRest], Rates, Average, Len) t- Len > 0 /\ 
Len= Len ' +1 /\ Len' = Len''+1 /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+Sum' D 
exchange..rates(Rates). 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum([JIRest], Rates, Sum'), 
len([JIRest], Len'). 

In cla.use c6 we ca.n now remove the superfluous constraint Len ' = Len' ' + 1, and in 
cS we can do some cleaning up a.nd we ca.n W1fold both weighted..sum( [], Rates , Sum') 
and len([], 0). After this opera.tions we end up with the following clauses: 

c7: avl( [(Currency,Amount)J ,Rates, Average, 1) +-Average= Amount*Value D 

exchange..rates(Rates). 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates). 

c8: avl([{Currency,Amount) ,JIRest], Rates, Average, Len) +-
Len > 0 /\ Len = Len'+1 /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+Sum' D 

exchange..rates(Rates). 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum( [JIRest], Rates, Sum'), 
len ( [JIRest], Len'). 0 

In order to be able to perform the folding operation on clause c8 we need now a 
last, preliminai·y operation: the constraint replacement. In fact, a.s we will di scuss 
la.ter, to apply such a folding, c8 should contain also the constraint Len' > 0. Clearly, 
adding Len' > 0 to the body of c8 cannot be done via. a. simple cleaning-up of the 
constraints, as it t ransforms c8 in a non ".::::'.'-equiva.lent cla.use. However, notice that the 
variable Len' in the atom len( [ J !Rest], Len') (in the body of c8) represents the length 
of the list [JI Rest] which obviously contains at least one element. Indeed, every time 
that c8 is used in a refutation its internal variable Len' will eventually be bounded to 
a numeric value greater than zero. Yl\ie can then safely add the redundant constraint 
Len' > 0 to body of c8. This type of operation is formalized by the following defiini tion 
of constraint revlacernent. Notice that this operation relies on the semantics of the 
program (in the previous specific ca.se, on the fact that if len([J IRest], Len') succeeds 
in the current program with answer constraint c then c is equi valent to cl\ Len' > 0). 

Definition 6.4.8 (Constraint Replacement) Let cl : H t- c1 D B be a clause of 

a program P and Jet c2 be a constraint . If, for each successful derivation trtle D BJ:: 
do, 
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holds, then rnplacing c1 by c2 in cl consists in substituting cl by H +--- c2 D B in P. 
0 

Constraint replacement has some s imilarities with the r efinement operation as defined 
by Marriott and Stuckey in [73] . Refinement allows to add a constrain c to a program 
clause H +--- c1 D B, provided that (for a given set of initial queries of interest) for 
any answer constraint d of c1 D B, V f= d --7 c holds, i.e . c is redundant in d. Clearly 
this case is covered by our definition. However; the similarit ies between this chapter 
and [73] end here. In [73], refinement, together with two other operations, is used 
to define an optimization strntegy which manipulates exclusively the constraints of 
the clauses and which is devised to reduce the overhead of the constraint solver in 
presence of the fixed left-to-right selection rnle, thus providing a kind of optimization 
technique totally different from the one here considered. 

Example 6.4.2 (part 4) By performing a constraint replacement of 

Len > 0 /\ Len = Len'+l /\ Average*Len = Amount*Valu,e+Sum ' 

by 

Len > 0 /\ Len = Len'+l /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+Sum' /\ Len' > 0 

we can add the constrajnt Len' > 0 to the body of clause c8, thus obtaining the clause 

c9: avl( [(Currency ,Amount) ,JIRest], Rates, Average, Len) +-
Len > 0 /\ Len = Len ' +l /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+Sum ' 

/\ Len' > 0 D 

exchange_rates (Rates). 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum([J IRest], Rates, Sum'), 
len([JIRest], Len'). 

As we said before, the applicability conditions for the constraint replacement oper
ations are satisfied because each time that the query len([ J IRest], Len') succeeds in 
the current program the vari able Len' is constrained to a value greater than zero. D 

We are now ready for the folding operat ion. Int uitively, this operation can be seen 
as the inverse of m1folding. Here, we take advantage of this intuitive idea in order 
to give a different formalization of its applicability conditions which we hope will be 
more easily readable than those existing in the literature. 

As in [96], the applicability conditions of the folding operations depend on the his
tory of the transformation, that is, on sorne previous programs of the transfornnation 
sequence. Recall that a t ransformation sequence is a sequence of programs obtained 
by applying some operations of unfolding, clause removal, splitting, constraimt re
placement and folding, starting from an initial program Po which is partitioned into 
Pnew and Potd· 

As usual, fr1 the following definition we assume that the folding and the folded 
clause are renamed apart and, as a notational convenience, that the body of the 
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folded clause has been reordered so that the atoms that are going to be folded are 
found on its left hand side. 

Definition 6.4.9 (Folding) Let P0 , ... , P;,, i ~ 0, be a t ransformation sequence. 
Let also 

cl: A f- CA D f<, J be a clause in Pi, 
d: D f- CD D fI be a clause in Pnew · 

If CA D f< is an instance of true D ff and e is a constraint such that V ar( e) C 

Var(D) U Var(cl), then folding f< in cl via e cons ists of replacing cl by 

cl' : A f- CA /\ e D D, J 

provided that the following three conditions hold: 

(CLPl) (i) !<If we unfold D in cl' usfog d as unfolding cla.use, then we obtain cl 
ba.ck" (modulo ~J, 

or, equivalently, 

(ii) D F :J-Vai·(A,J,H) CA f\ e /\CD +-7 : i_ Var (A,J/1) CA f\ (if= K) 
(CLP 2) "dis the only clause of Pnew that can be used to unfold D in cl'", 

that is, 
there is no clause b : Bf- CB D Lin Pnew such that b I=- d and CA f\ e f\ (D = 
B) f\ CB is D-satisfiable. 

(CLP3) "No self-folding is allowed", that is 

(a) either the predicate in A is an old pred icate; 
(b) or cl is the result of at least one unfolding in the sequence P0 , .•. , P;. D 

Here, the constraint e acts as a bridge between the variables of d and cl. For this 
reason in the sequel we will often refer to it as bridge constrajnt. 

Conditions CLPl and CLP2 ensure that the folding operation behaves, to some 
extent , as the inverse of the unfolding one; the tmderlying idea is that if we unfolded 
the atom D in. cl' using only clauses from Pnew as unfolding clauses, then we would 
obtafr1 cl back. In thi s context condition CLP2 ensures that in Pnew there exi sts no 
clause other than d that can be used as unfolding clause. 

We now show that CLPl(i) and CLPl(ii) are equivalent to each other. First 
notice that the folding and the folded clause m·e assumed to be standardized apart, 
so fl' has no variables in common with A, cA, f< and J. From this and the fact that 
CA D f< is an instance of true D ff, it follows that each solution of CA can be extended 
to a solution of CA f\ (H = k) . Hence 

cl : A f- CA D f( J ~ A f- CA /\ (H = K) D f<, J 

ow, because of the constraint fI = k, in the rhs of the above formula, we a lso have 
that 

(6.1) 

On the other h.and, if we unfold cl' using d as unfolding clause, as a result we get the 
following clause: 

cl": A f- CA/\ e /\ (D = D') /\ c'r; D fl', J 
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where d' : D' f- dD D H' is an appropriate renaming of d. Here, by the standardiza
tion apart and the fact that Var(e) ~ Var(D)UVar(cl)i the vari ables of CD,fl which 
do not occur in D , do not occur anywhere else in this clause, so, by making explicit 
(D = D'), we can identify c'n with CD and H' with fl . Therefore we have that 

cl" ~ A +--- CA /\ e /\ co D fl , J. (6.2) 

From (6.1) and (6.2) it follows immediately that 

cl"~ cl i:ff 3 -va .. (A ,J ,fl ) CA /\ e /\ CD H 3-Var(A,J,11) CA /\ (H = K) 

This proves that condition CLPl (i) is equivalent to CLPl(ii) . Of course, the former 
is more useful when we are transforming programs "by hand", while the latter is more 
suitable for a:n automatic implementation of the folding operation. 

Here it is worth noticing that the folding clause is always found in Po and usually 
does not belong to the "current" program: therefore in practice "undoing" a fold via 
an unfolding operation is usually not possible. 

Finally, we should mention that the purpose of CLP3 is to avoid the introduction 
of loops which can occur if a clause is folded by itself. This condition is the same one 
that is found in Tarnaki-Sato:s definition of folding for logic programs. 

Example 6.4.2 (part 5) We can now fold 

exchange....rates(Rates), sum( [JI Rest], Rates, Sum'), len( [ J !Rest], Len') 

in c9, using c2 as folding clause. In this case, the bridge constraint e has to be 

XS = [J IRest] /\ RATES = Rates /\ LEN = Len' /\ AV = Sum' / Len' 

In the resulting program, after cleaning up the constraints , the predicate avl is defined 
by the following clauses: 

c7: avl([(Currency,Amount)J ,Rates, Average, 1) +-
Average = Amount*Value D 
exchange....rates(Rates), 
member( (Currency, Value), Rates). 

c10: avl( [(Currency,Amount) ,JIRest], Rates, Average, Len) t- Len > 0 /\ 

Len= Len ' +1 /\ Average*Len = Amount*Value+(Average'*Len') /\ Len' > 0 [ 
avl([JIRest], Rates , Average' ,Len'), 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates). 

otice that: because of this last operation, the definition of avl is now recursive and 
it needs to traverse the list only once. Here~ checking CLPl is a trivial task: what we 
have to do is to unfold c10 using c2 as unfolding clause, and check that the resulting 
clause is ~-equivalent to c9. 

Finally, in order to let also the definition of average enjoy of these improvements, 
we simply fold 
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weighted....sum(Xs,Rates, Sum), len(Xs ,Len) in the body of c 1, usmg c2 as folding 
clause. The bridge constraint e is now 

Xs = XS /\ RATES = Rates /\ AV = Av /\ LEN = Len 

And the result ing clause is, after the cleaning-up 

c11: average(List, Av) t- Len>O D avl (List , Rat es, Av, Len) . 

Again, we could eliminate the constraint Len > 0 in the body of c11 , by applying 
a constraint replacement operation. In any case, the transformed version of the 
program AVERAGE, consisting of the clauses c11, c7, c10 together with the definition 
of member, contains a definitjon of average which needs to scan the li st only once. D 

The transformation system given by the previous five operations is correct w.r.t . 
~, that is any transformed program together with a generic query Q will produce 
the same answer constraints of the original one. This is the content of the following 
result , which follows from the more general one contained in Section 6.5. 

Corollary 6.4.10 (Correctness) If P0 , •.. , Pn is a t ransformation sequence then 

(a) Po~ P,.. 
(b) The least D-models of Po and P,. coincide. 

Proof. Statement (a) is proven in Section 6.5 as a Corollary of Theorem 6.5.4. The 
fact that (a) implies (b) is proven in [42] . D 

Invariance of the applicability conditions 

As previously mentioned, we often substitute a clause in a program by an~ equi valent 
one in order to clean up the constraints . The correctness of this operation wrt the 
~c congruence is stated in Lemma 6.3.7. We now show that this operation is correct 
also in the sense that it does not affect the applicability and the result (up to ~) of 
the previously defined operations. This is the content of the following proposition. 

Proposit ion 6.4.11 Let Po, .. . , P,. and P0, .. . , P; be two transformation sequences, 
such that , for i E [O . . . n], P; '.::::'. P;*. If P,.+1 is a program obtained from P,. via a 
t ransformation operation, then there exists a program P:+i which can be obtained 
from P; via the same transformation operation and such that 

Proof. In case that the operation used to obtain Pn+i from Pn was either an un
folding, a clause removal, a splitting, or a constrajnt replacement, this result follows 
immediately from the operation's definitions, so we only have to take care of the 
folding operation. We adopt the same notation used in Definition 6.4.9, so we let 

- d : At- C;t 0 k , J be the folded clause, in I'n, 
- d : D t- CD 0 if be the folding clause, in Pnew( C Po) . 
- e be the bridge constrajnt, Var(e) ~ Var(D) U Var(d), 
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- cl' : A +-- CA /\ e D D, J be the result of the folding operation. 
Moreover, let 

- cl* : A* +-- cA D f(*, }* be the clause of P: corresponding to cl in Pn, 
- d* : D* +-- c'b D ff* be the clause of P0 corresponding to d in Po. 

ow let e* be a constraint such that i!ar(e"') ~ i!ar(D*) U i!ar(cl*) such that 
- cl*' : A* +--- cA /\ e* D D*, }* ':::::'. cl' : A +--- CA /\ e D D, J 

We now only have to show that if the applicability conditions of the folding operation 
are satisfied (by cl, d and e) in Pn, then they are also satisfied (by cl*, d* and e*) in 
P:. To this end, the one delicate step is taken ea.re of by the foHowing Observation. 

Observation 6.4.12 Referring to the prograrn Pn , the clauses cl and d, and the con
straint e. 

cA D l< is an instance of true D fI and (CLPl) holds iff c11 D l< is an instance 
of en D if and (CLPl) holds. 

Proof. 
"If". This is trivial, as if cA D k is an instance of cn D fI then it is also an 

instance of true D fI. 
"Only if" . The discussion after Definition 6.4.9 shows that , if CA D l< is an 

instance of true D fl and (CLPl) holds, then we have the following equivalences: 

cl : A +--- CA Dk, j 
A+-cA/\(H=l<) ol<,J"' 
A +--- CA /\ (H = l<) D i( J 
A +--- CJ1 /\ e /\ CD D fl, J. 

This implies that CA D K is an instance of CJ! /\ e /\ en D fI , which in turn is by 
definition an instance of CD D H. This concludes the proof of the Observation. D 

This Observation shows that there is no loss of generality in modifying the applic
ability conditions of the foldjng operation Definition 6.4.9 by replacing the condi tion 
"cA D k is an instance of true D H" for "cA D f< is an instance of CD D H". Now, 
from the definitions of instance and of c::: it is immediate to verify that the foliowing 
facts hold: 

( 1) If cA D f( is an instance of en D fI then cA D l<* is an instance of c'b D H* . 
(2) if (CLPl) /\ (CLP2) /\ (CLP3) are satisfied (by cl, d and e) in Pn, then they 

are also satisfied (by cl\ d* and e*) in P,:. 

This concludes the proof of the P roposition. D 

6. 5 A transformation system for CLP modules 

Corolla.ry 6.4.10 shows the correctness of the transformation system when viewing 
each CLP program as an autonomous unit. However, as pointed out in the introduc
tion, an essent ial requirement for programming-in-the-large is modularity: a program 
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should be structured as a composition of interacting modules. In this framework Co
rollary 6.4.10 faJls short from the minimaJ requirement since it does not guarantee 
that a module P will be transformed into a congruent one P'. 

Transforming CLP modules requires then a strengthening of (some of) the ap
plicabili ty conditions given in the previous section. In what follows, we discuss such 
modifications considering the various operations one by one. Recall that the open pre
dicates of a module M are the ones specified on Op( iVI). Similarly, in the sequel we 
call open atoms those a.toms whose predicate symbol belongs to Op(M). Moreover, 
we assume that the transformed version of a module has the same open predicates as 
the originaJ one. 

U nfolding 

In order to preserve the compositional equivalence, for the unfolding operation we 
need the following additional applicability condition: 

( 0 1) The unfolding cannot be applied to an open atom. 

This condition is clea.rly needed, for instance, consider the module ll10 consisting of 
the single clause { c l: p f-- q.} and where Op(J\10 ) = {q}. Simce M0 contains no 
clause whose head unifies with q, w1folding q in c1 will return an empty module 
lVf1 = 0. Obviously Mo and M1 a.re not observationally congruent . 

Clause R emoval 

This operation may be safely applied to modules without the need of any additional 
condition. 

Splitting 

Being closely connected to the unfolding operation, the splitting one requires the 
same kind of precautions when is applied to a modular prograrn. Namely we need 
the following condition: 

(02) The splitting operation may not be applied to an open a.tom. 

The example used to show the need for condition 0 1 for the unfolding operation can 
be applied here to demonstrate the necessity of 02. 

Constraint Replacement 

This operation is the most delicate one: in order to apply it to modules we need to 
restate completely its applicability conditions. As a simple example showing the need 
of such a change, let us consider the following module M0 : 

cl : p(X) +----true D q(X). 

q(a) . 
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where Op( A1o) = { q} . The only answer constraint to the query q (X) in Mo is X = a . 
Therefore, if we refer to the applicability conditions of Definit ion 6.4.8, we cou]d add 
the constraint X = a to the body of cl thus obtaining M1: 

c2: p(X) t- X=a D q(X) . 
q(a). 

Once again A10 and M1 are not congruent . In fact, for N = ({q(b).}; {q}), the query 
p(b) succeeds in Mo EB N and fails in Mi EB N . 

Definition 6.5.1 (Constraint Replacement for Modules) Let cl : H t- c1 DB 
be a clause of a module !VI and let c2 be a constraint . If 

(03) for each derivation true D B ~ d D D such that f> is either empty or contains 
only open atoms, we have that 

H t- C1 /\ d 0 f> ,....., H t- C2 /\ d 0 f> 

then replacing c1 by c2 in c1 consists in substituting cl by H t- c2 D B in A1. D 

In order to compare this definition with the corresponding one for non-modular 
prognuns notice that the applicability conditions of Definit ion 6.4.8 can be restated 
as follows. Vl/e can replace c1 with c2 in the body of cl : H t- c1 D fJ if, fo1· each 

successful derivation true D B ~ d D we have that 

H t- CJ /\ d 0 c:::'. H t- C2 /\ d 0 

ow it is clear that the difference lies in the fact that here we cannot just refer to 
the successful derivations true D B ~ d D , but we also have to take into account 
those partial derivations that end in a tuple of open atoms, whose definition could 
eventually be modified. It follows immediately that when the set of open atoms is 
empty, Definitions 6.4.8 and 6.5.l coincide, while if Op(M) ~ 0 then this definition 
is more restrictive than the previous one. 

Folding 

Finally, we consider the folding operation. In order to preserve the composi tional 
equivalence the head of the folding clause cannot be an open atom. This is shown by 
the following simple example . Consider the initial module Mo : 

cl: p t-q . 

c2: r t- q. 

where we assll!me Op(Mo) = {p} and M new = {pt- q}. Since r is an old atom, we 
can fold q in c2 using cl as folding clause. The result ing module M1 is 

c3: p t- q . 

c4: r +- p . 
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Again Mo and M1 a.re not observationally congruent. Indeed, if we compose them 
with the module N = ({p.};{p}), we have that the query r succeeds in M1 $ N, 
but fai ls in lllfo E9 N . Since the new predicates are the only ones that can be used 
in the heads of folding clauses, we can express this additional applicabili ty condition 
for folding as follows: 

(04) No open predicate is also a new predicate. 

It is worth noticing that open atoms may still be .folded. Below (Example 6.4.2, 
part 6) , we report an example of such a case. 

Using the additional applicability conditions introduced above, we can define now 
the transformation sequence for CLP modules (for short, modular transformation 
sequence). 

Definition 6.5.2 (Modular transformation sequence) Let Mo = (Po, Op(Mo )) 
be a module and Po, . .. , Pn be a transformation sequence. We say that Mo, . . . , Mn 
is a modular transformation sequence iff M; = (P;, Op( Mo)) for i E [O, n] and the 
conditions 01. . . 0 4 are satisfied by all the operations used in Po, . . . , Pn . D 

As expected, for a modular transformation sequence we can prove a correctness 
result stronger than the one contained in Corollary 6.4.10. Indeed, the system trans
forms a moduRe into a congruent one. 

T his result is based on the following Theorem which contains the mafr1 technical 
result of this chapter and shows that any modular transformation sequence preserves 
the resultants sernantics. 

Theorem 6.5.3 Let l\IJ0 , . .. , Mn be a modular transformation sequence. Then 

• O(Mo) = O(Nln) · 

P roof. See the Appendix. D 

From previous Theorem and the correctness result for the resultants semantics we 
can now derive easily the con ectness of a modular transformation sequence. 

Theorem 6.5.4 (Correctness of the modular transformation sequence) Let 
1'1o, . . . , 1'1n be a modular transformation sequence, then 

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.5.3 and Corollary 6.3.10. D 

In other words, for any module N such that M0 EB N is defined, Mn E9 N is also 
defined3 and a generic query ha.s the same answer constraints in M0 GJ N and Mn$ N . 

From previous result we also obtajn Corollary 6.4.10 of previous Section. 

3The fact tha.t NI,, Ee J\' is also d efined follows immediately from the fact tha.t ;\!lo and J\/f,, con ta.in 
definitions for the sa.me predicate symbols. 
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Corollary 6.4.10 If Po, . . . , Pn is a transformation sequence, then, 

Proof. Note that when Op( Po ) is empty, conditions 01 ... 04 are t rivially satisfied 
by any transformation sequence. Since ~ can be seen as the paTticulaT case of ~c 

applied to modules with an empty set of open predicates, the thesis follows from 
Theorem 6.5.4. D 

E x ample 6.4.2 (part 6 ) Program AVERAGE can be used in a modular context. 
Indeed , if we consider that the exchange rates between currencies are typically fluc
tuating ratios, it comes natural to assume exchange _rate s as an open predicate 
which may refer to some external "information server" to access always the most up
to-date information. In this context , it is easy to check that aJl the t ransformations 
we performed satisfied 01. . . 04. Therefore Theorem 6.5.4 guarantees that the final 
program will behave exactly as the initial one, even in this modular setting. D 

6.6 From LP to CLP 

It is well-known tha.t pure logic progra.1111ning (LP for short) can be seen as a. par
ticular instance of the CLP scheme obtained by considering the Herbrand constraint 
system. This is defined by taking as structure the Herbrand universe and interpreting 
as identity the only predicate symbol for constraints "=" . So it is nat ural to expect 
that an unfold/fold transformation for LP can be embedded into one for CLP. Indeed , 
in this Section we show that t he transformat ion system we propose is a generalization 
to the CLP (and modular) case of the unfold/fold system designed by Tamaki and 
Sato [96] for LP, which is described in chapter l. As a consequence, condit ions 01 
and 04 can be used also in the LP case to transform a module in to a congruent one . 

Since clause removal, splitting and constraint replacement are new operations 
which were not in [96], we call now LP transformatjon sequence a sequence of LP 
programs Po, . . . , Pn, in which Po is an initial program and each Pi+i, is obtained 
from Pi either via an unfolding or via a folding operation1 . 

Concerning the tmfolding operation, it is easy to see that Definition 6.4.3 is the 
CLP counterpart of Definition 3.2.3. In fact, an LP clause is itself a CLP rule 
(with an empty constraint) and well known results ([64]) imply that two terms s 
and t have an mgu iff the equation s = t is satisfiable in the Herbrand constraint 
system. Therefore, given a logic program P, we can unfold P according to Definition 
3.2.3 iff we can unfold P according to Definition 6.4 .3. Clearly, the results of the 
two operations are syntactically different, since substitutions are used in the first 
case whereas constraints are employed in the second one. However; again by using 
standard results of unification theory, it is easy to check that the different results are 
~ equivalent . 

4However , we should mention that in [96) also a more general replacement operation is taken into 
consideration , but this operation is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
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On the other hand, when considering the folding operation, the similarities between 
Definitions 3.2.5 and 6.4.9 are less immediate. Therefore we now formaJly prove that, 
whenever the folding operation for LP programs is applicable also the folding oper
ation for CLP programs is, and the result of this latter operation is ~-equivalent to 
the result of the operation in LP. This is swnmarized in the following. 

Theorem 6.6. l If P0 is a logic program and P0 , ••• , Pn is an LP transformation 
sequence then there exists a CLP transformation sequence P0, ... , P; such that, for 
i E [O, n], Pi c::: P;*. 

Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we now define a simple mapping from LP 
clauses to clauses in p1tre CLP5 . Let cl : p0(t0) +--- p1(ti), ... , pn(tn) be a clause in 
LP. Then µ(cl) is the CLP clause 

Po(xo) +--- Xo =to /\ X1 = t1 /\ ... /\ Xn = tn D Pi (x1), .. . , Pn(xn), 

where :co, ... , Xn are tuple of new and distinct variables. Obviouslyµ( cl) ~ cl for any 
clause cl. Therefore it suffices to prove that if P0 , . .. , P,. is a transformation sequence 
of logic programs, then µ(P0 ), ..• , µ(Pn) is a transformation sequence in CLP. The 
proof proceeds by induction on the length of the sequence. For the the base case 
(n = 0) the result holds trivially, so we go immediately to the induction step: we 
assume that Po, ... , P,.+1 is a transformation sequence in LP, that µ(Po) , ... , µ(P,.) 
is a transformation sequence in CLP, and we now prove that µ(P0 ), .•. ,µ(Pn+d is a 
transformation sequence in CLP as well. 

If P,.+1 is the result of unfolding a clause cl of P;, then it is straightforward to 
check that by unfolding µ(cl) in J.t(P;) we obtain p(P;+1 ) (modulo~). 

Now we consider the case in which Pn+l is the result of a folding operation (applied 
to Pn) · We pl'Ove the thesis for the simplified situation where ff , f< and J consist 
each of a single atom. The extension to the general case is straightforward. Let 

d: a(s) +--- b(t) be the folding clause, in Pnew· 
Since we are assuming that the applicability conditions of Definition 3.2.5 a.re satisfied , 
by FI the folded clause (in P,.) can be written as follows: 

cl: c(u) +--- b(fr), d(v) . 
the result of the folding operation is then 

cl': c(u) f- a(sT), d(v) . 
which is a clause in Pn+l · 
By translating the folding and the folded clause in CLPi we obtajn 

µ(d) = d*: a(x) +-x = s /\ fJ = i? b(fJJ, _ 
µ(cl) := cl*: c(z) +--- z =ii/\ W = tT /\ k =ii D b(w), d(k). 

Where x, y, z, wand k a.re tuples of new and distinct variables . 
Now, let e be the following constraint 

e := x=8T 

t.h~ r<~s11lt of th~ fo1<ling op~ration in CT.'P is th~n 

5 Pure CLP programs a.re CLP programs in which the a.toms in the clauses, a.pa.rt from constraints, 
a.re always of the form p(x), wher e x is a. tuple of distinct variables. 
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cl'*: c(z) t-- z = u /\ w = lr /\ k = v /\ x = fr o a(x),d(k) . 
It is straightforward to check that µ(cl')'.:::::'. d '*. Now, it is also cleaJ.' that z = u /\ w = 
fr f\ k = v D b( iv) is an instance of true D b(y): so in order to prove the thesis we 
now need to verify that if d, cl and T satisfy Fl, F2 in Pn then d* , cl* and e satisfy 
CLPl in µ(P11J Here the structure 'D is the Herbrand structure, whose domain is 
the Herbrand universe and where "=" is interpreted as the identity. 

Now the condition CLPI is 'D I= :L;;,y C/eft H :3- z,y Cright 

where Cleft is z = u f\ w = fr /\ k = v /\ x = 8T f\ x = s f\ y = t 
and Cright is z = u f\ w = fr /\ k = v f\ y = w 
In both sides of the formula we find the equat ions w =fr, k = v, x =ST, where w, k, x 
are tuple of fresh variable and are existentially quantified, hence we can simplify 
CLPI to 

'[) F :J-.ii,y z = u /\ s = ST /\ y = i H :J- .ii,y z = u f\ y = fr (6.3) 

Recall that, when considering the Herbrand structure, {) is a sol·ution of a constraint 
c if{) is a grounding substitution such that Dom('l9) = Var(c) and 'D I= c{) . 

We now show that for each solution rt of one side of (6.3) there exists a solution 
rt' of the other side of (6.3) such that rtlz,y = 17'lz ,y; this will imply the thesis. 

We now prove the two implications separately: 
( t-- ) . Let 77 be a solution of z = u /\ y = fr . We assume that 77 is minimal, in 

the sense that if l is a variable not occurring in z = u /\ y = fr, then l <f. Dorn(17). 
Since, by standardization apa.rt, Dorn( T) n Ran( T) = (/),we have that Dorn(77) n Dorn(T) = 
(/J . We can extend 77 to 771 Dorn(171

) = Dom(17) U Dorn(T) : for each l E Dorn(T), we 
let 

l771 be equal to lr77. 

171 is now also a solution of the left hand side of (6.3). In fact 
sr/ = ST'T] (by ( 6.4)) 
= sr771 (because rt' is an extension of rt). 

Moreover 
yr/ = fr17 1 (because r/ is an extension of 'r}, and rJ is a solution of y = fr) 
= tr/ (by (6.4)) . 

Since 77' is an extension of 77, we have that 77lz,!i = rt' lz,y· 

(6.4) 

( --t ) . Let ''7 be a solution of z = u f\ s = sr /\ y = t. Aga.in, we assume rt to be 
minimal (in the sense above, i.e. Dom(17) = Var(z = ft f\ s = fr /\ y = i)) . Observe 
that Dorn( 'I}) n Ran( T) = V ar( ST) . We now extend 'I} tor/ in such a way that Dorn( 'I}) 
encompasses the whole Ran( r) = V ar( tT) U V ar( ST) . Let [be the tuple of variables 
given by Var(t)\ Var(s) 1 by F2 we have that Tr is a t uple of distinct variables. 
Moreover, the variables in h don't occur anywhere else in the above formulas . So, 
for each l; E l, we can let 

L;n/ be equal to l ; 'f}. (6.5) 

Since rt is already a solution of s = ST and ry' is an extension of 'I}, by (6.5) we have 
that 
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trr/ = try . 
Since 'T/ is a solution off; = i; ry' is then a solution of y =fr: and hence of the whole 
LHS of (6.3): which concludes the proof. D 

Theorem 6.6. l allows us to apply the results of the previous Section also to the 
Tamaki-Sato schema: thus obtaining a a transformation system for LP modules. The 
following Corollary show the correctness result for this case. Here we consider as 
LP module a logic program P together with a set of predicate symbols 1f. Module 
composition and the related notions a.re the same as in the previous sections. Given 
two logic programs P1 and P2: the concept of observational equivalence ~LP is defined 
as follows: 

• P1 ~LP P2 iff; for any query Q and for any ij E [1, 2]; if Q has a computed 
answer 13; in the program P; then Q has a computed answer -&j in the program 
P3 such that Q-& i = Q-0 / . 

Therefore: in the LP context; the concept of module congruence is defined as follows. 
Given two modules M 1 and M2; 

• i\11 ~~P M2 iff Op( Mi) = Op(M2 ) and for every module N such that !\11 $ N 
and M'2 EB N are defined; M1 $ N ~LP M2 E9 N holds. 

Cor ollary 6.6.2 Let M0 : {Po: 7r) be a. logic programming module, P0 , ••• , Pn be 
an LP transformation sequence and for i E [1: n] let Mi be the module {P;, rr). If 
conditions 01 and 04 are satisfied then Mo ~f P Mn. 

Proof. Irnmediate from Theorems 6.6.1 and 6.5.4. 0 

6. 7 Conclusions 

Among the works on program's transformations, the most closely related to this 
chapter are Maher:s [69] and the one of Bensaou and Guessaria.n [14]. 

Maher considers several kind of transformations for deductive databases modules 
with constraints (allowing negation in the bodies of the clauses) and refers to the 
perfect model semantics. However, the folding operation proposed in [69] is quite 
restrictive, in particular it lacks the possibility of introducing recursion. Indeed: for 
positive programs, it is a particular case of the one defined here. Moreover, our 
notion of module composition is more general than the one considered in [69], since 
the latter does not allow mutual recursion among modules. 

Recently, an extension of the Tamaki-Sato method to CLP programs has also been 
proposed by Bensaou and Guessarian [14L yet there are some substantial diffel'ences 
between [14] and our proposal 

Firstly, since in an w1fold/ fold transformation sequence we allow more operations, 
we obtain a more powerful system. For instance, the transformation performed in 

6 We assume here that generic mgu's are used in the SLD derivations. If only relevant mgu's were 
allowed , then the syntactic equality should be replaced by variance. 
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Example 6.4.2 is not feasible with the tools of [14] . On the other hand, since in [14] 
the authors denne aJso a goal replacement operation; there exist aJso some transform
ation which can be done w]th the tools of [14] and not with ours. However: such 
a replacement operation cannot be fitted in a unfold/fold transformation secruence, 
in paJ:ticular no folding is aJlowed when the transformation sequence contains a goal 
replacement. For this reason a goal replacement operation as defined in [14] has to be 
regarded as an issue which is orthogonal to the one of the unfold/fold transformations, 
and which is also beyond the scope of this chapter. 

Secondly, the semantics they refer to is an extension to the CLP ca.se of the C
semantics ([W, 40]) . Such a semantics characterizes the logical consequences of the 
program on V-models, but does not allow to model answer constraints. For example, 
the C-semantics identifies the programs { p(X, Y) t- X=a, Y=b D . , p ex , Y).} and 
{ { p(X, Y). } which have different answer constrajnt for the goal p ex, Y) : and con
sequently are not identified by the answer constraint semantics in [43]. Since the C
semantics can be obtained as the upward closure of the answer constraint semantics: 
the result on the correctness of the unfold/fold system of [14] is a particular case of our 
Corollary 6.4.10. Moreover, we believe that the answer constrajnts semantics provides 
a better reference semantics for transformation systems, since answer constraints are 
the most natural properties that one would like to preserve while transforming pro
grams. 

A third relevant difference is due to the fact that since n1odularity is not take into 
account in [14]: the system introduced in that paper does not produce observationally 
congruent programs. As pointed out in the introduction, this issue is paJ·ticularly 
relevant for practical applications. 

Finally, one la.st improvement over [14] is that of the applicability conditions we 
propose are invariant under '.:::'.-equivalence (Proposition 6.4.11), while the ones in 
[14] are not : this means that in some cases the folding conditions of [14] may not be 
satisfiable unless we appropriately modify the constraints of the clauses (mruntaining 
'.:::'.-equivalence) . 

To conclude, the contributions of this chapter can be stunmarizecl as follows . 
We have defined a transformation system for CLP based on the m1fold/fold frame

work of Tamaki and Sato for logic programs [96]. Here, the use of CLP allowed us to 
define some new operations and to express the applicability conditions for the folding 
operation without the use of substitutions. Moreover, our definition of folding em
phasizes its nature of being a quasi-inverse of the 1mfolding. We hope that thi s will 
provide a more intuitive explanation of its applicability conditjons. The system is 
then proven to preserve the answer constrrunts and the least V-model of the 01·igina.l 
program. 

A definition of a modular transformation sequer1ce is given by adding some further 
applicability conditions. These conditions aJ·e shown to be sufficient to guarantee the 
correctness of the system w.r.t. the module's congruence. This means that the 
transformed version of a CLP module can replace the original one in any context, 
yet preserving the computational behaviour of the whole system in tenns of answer 
constraints. As previously argued, this provides a useful tool for the development of 
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real software since it allows incremental and modular optimizations of large programs. 
Finally1 the relations between transformation sequences for CLP and LP have 

been discussed . By mapping logic programs into CLP programs we have shown that 
our transformation system is a generalization to CLP (and to modules) of the one 
proposed by Tamaki and Sato [96] . This relation allows us to prove that) wider 
conditions 01 and 04, the system by Tarnaki and Sato transforms a LP module into 
a congruent one. 

In the literature we also :find less related papers presenting methods which focus 
exclusively on the manipulation of the constraint for compile-time [73] and for low
level local optimization (in which the constraint solving is partially compiled into 
imperative statements) [56, 54]. These techniques are totally orthogonal to the one 
discussed here, and can therefore be integrated with our method. On the other 
hand, some strntegies which use transformation rules for composing complex (pure) 
logic programs starting from simpler pieces have been presented in [62] and further 
discussed in [77]. Also these strategies could easily be extended to CLP and integrated 
with our t ransformation rules. 

6.8 Appendix 

In thi s Appendix we first give the proof of Theorem 6.5.3 which shows that any 
modular transformation sequence preserves the resultants semantics. T he proof~ quite 
long an tedious, is split in two parts (partial a11 total correctness) and is inspired by 
the one given in [57]. 

T hroughout the Appendix we will adopt the following. 

Notation We refer to a fixed module 
Mo = {Po, Op( Mo)) 

and to a fixed t ransformation sequence 
Mo . .. M,.. 

Moreover, for notational convenience, we set 
r. = Op(Mo). 

Partial correctness 

D 

Intuitively, a t ransformation is called pcutially correct if it does not introduce new 
semantic information. In our case, partial correctness corresponds to the inclusion 
O(Mo) 2 O(M,.) of Theorem 6.5.3. Before proving such an inclusion we need to 
establish some further notatjon. 

Definition 6.8.1 We say that two trees T and T ' are similar if they are partial trees 
of the same atom, and they have the same resultant, modulo'.:::'.. D 

T his is (ob viously) an equivalence relation, so we can also say that two trees 
belong to the sarne equivalence class iff they are trees of the sarne atom, andl their 
resultants are equal, modulo '.:::'.. 
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The next two Lemma.ta outline some simple properties of proof t rees ·which will 
be useful in the sequel. The first one states that; given a tree T, we can replace a 
subtree S with a similar sub tree S' , without altering the main properties of T . 

Lemma 6.8.2 Let T be an -:r-tree, S be a subtree of T, and S' be a partiaJ proof 
t ree similar to S and such that the clauses of S' do not share variables with T . Then 
the tree T ' obtained from T by replacing S for S' is a 7r-tree and is similar to T . 

Proof. Straightforward. D 

Lemma 6.8.3 Let T be a p artial proof tree of A; let also T' be the tree obtained 
from T by replacing A with A' in the lhs of the label equation of the root node. If A' 
and A have the same relation symbol , and A' is variable-disjoint from T, then T' is 
a partial proof tree of A'. 

Proof. Obvious. D 

In other words, a partial proof tree for A is basically also a partial proof tree 
for any A' that has the same relation syrnbol of A . Of course this Lemma gives no 
guanmtee that after the substitution of A with A', the global constraint of the tree 
will still be satisfiable. 

We need a couple of :final, preliminary results. 

Remark 6.8.4 Let P be a program and A f- d D fJ be an resultant. EquivaJent are 

• There exists a derivation trite D A -& d' D fy such that A f- d D fJ ~ A f- d' D D'; 
• There exists a partial prnof tree of A in P whose whose resultant is A f- d" D D" 

and such that A f- d D fJ ~A. f- d" D D". 

Proof. Strajghtforward. 
D 

Lemma 6.8.5 ([42]) Let P be a program, if, for distinct i, .i E [1, k], there exists a 
derivation 

p -
true D Ai "-" c.; D Fi 

and Var(c; D F;) n Var(c.i D Fj) ~ Var(A;) n Var(Ai ) then there also exist a de
rivation 

D 

We can now state the partial partiaJ correctness result the transformation system. 

Proposition 6.8.6 (Partial correctness) IfO(Mo) """ O(!VI;) thenO(M;) 2 O(Mi+i) 

Proof. To simplify the notation, here and in the sequel we refer to P1 , . • . , Pn rather 
that to M1 , . .. , Mn. 

In case I'i+ l was obtained from I'; by unfolding or by a clause removal operation 
then the result is straightfor ward, therefore we need only to consider the remaining 
operations. 
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We now show that if there exists an ?r-tree TA of atom A with resultant R in P;+1 , 

then there exists also ?r-tree of A with resultant R in P; (modulo'.::::'.) . By Proposition 
6.3.17, this will imply the thesis. The proof is by induction on the S'ize of a proof tree, 
which corresponds to the number of nodes it contains. Let cl' be the label clause of 
the root node of Tr1, and let us distinguish various cases. 

Case 1: cl' E P; . 
This is the case in which clause d' was not affected by the passage from P; to P;+i · 
The result follows then from the inductive hypothesis: For each subtree S of TA (in 
Pi+ I) there exists a similar subtree S' in Pi, so the tree obtained by replacing each S 
with S' in TA is an ri-tree in P; similar to TA. 

Case 2: cl' is the result of splitting. 
Let cl be the corresponding clause in P;, that is , the clause that wa.s split . There is 
no loss in generality in asstuning that the atom that was split was the leftmost one. 
Therefore the situation is the following: 

- cl : Ao f--CA D Ai, ... ,An 
- cl': Ao f--CA f\ (A1 = B) f\ C3 D Ai: · . . ,An 

Where Bf-- CB D D is one of the splitting clauses, and has no variable in common 
with cl. Since by condition 02 no open atom can be split, we have that A 1 may 
not belong to the residual of TA, therefore there exist a subtree TA

1 
of Tr1 which is 

attached to A 1 . Let C t- cc D E be the label clause of the root node of TA 1 • vVith 
this notation t he global constrajnt of TA has the form 

(A = Ao) f\ c A f\ (Ai = B ) f\ c B f\ (A 1 = C) f\ cc f\ (6.6) 

ow C t- cc D E is also one of the clauses used to split A1 ; by the applicability 
conditions of the spli tting operation either C and B are heads (of renamings) of 
the same clause, or C = B f\ cc f\ CB is unsatisfiable. Since (6.6) is satisfiable, we 
have that C and B must be renamings of the heads of the same clause. Since by 
standardiz:ation apart, the va:riables in CH and in B may not occur anywhere else in 
TA, as far as global constraint of TA is concerned, the expression (A1 = B) f\ CB 

is already im plied by the expression (A1 = C) f\ cc, therefore we can eliminate 
(A1 = B) f\ CB from the global constraint of TA, and obtain a tree which is similar 
to it; in other words, by replacing the clause clause cl' with cl in the label of the root 
of Tr1, we obtain a tree Tl which is similar to TA. 

By inductive hypothesis, for each subtree TA; of TA (and T1) there exists a tree 
Tj, in P;+1 which is similar to TA 1 • We can assume without loss of generality tha.t 
the clauses in each T.l, do not share variables with those in T) . 

Finally, let Tl be the tree obtained from TJ by substituting each subtree TA, with 
Tl,' by Lemma 6.8.2 we have that T,; is sirniJar to T) l and therefore to TA. Since T; 
is an 7r-tree of A in P;: the result follows. 

Case 3: cl' is the result of a constraint replacement . From now on, let us ca.ll internal 
constraint of a tree T: the conjunction of all the constraints in the label clauses of 
T, together wi th the label equa.tions of the subtrees of T . So the internal constraint 
is obtajned from the global constraint by removing from it the label equation of the 
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root node of T. 
Now; let 

- cl' : A+-- c' D Ai, ... , An, and 
- cl : A +-- c D Ai, . . . , An· Where cL is the clause to which the repla.cement was 

applied . Let also TA1 , • • • , TA.,, be the subtrees of TA (which we suppose attached 

to Ai, . . . , A,.,), CA1 , • •• , cAn' be their internal constraints and FA 1 , • • • , FA.,, be their 
residuals. With this notation, the resultant of TA is 

By Lemma 6.8.4, the existence of TA1 , • •• , T11,,1 implies that for i E [l, n'] there exists 

a derivation true D Ai ~1 
C.11; D FA, (modulo'.::::'.). Since by inductive hypothesis each 

subtree of TA has a similar subtree in P;, Rema1-k 6.8.4 also implies that, for i E [l, n'] 
there exists a derivation which is equal (modulo c::::) to 

By combining these derivations together (Remark 6.8.5) we have that there exists a 
derivation 

D P;- ~ ~ 
true A1 . . ... An~ c.11 1 /\ . •• /\CA , D FA 1 ••••• FA , . An1+i ·· · ·· An· • , - n i , . n , J 1 

(6.7) 

Now, since cl E Pi it follows that there exists a derivation 

From Remark 6.8.4 it follows that there exists an 11"-tree SA of A in P; whose resultant 
JS 

A+-- (A= Ao) f\ C f\ CJl 1 f\ ... f\ Cj)n, D F,11 , ••• ,FAn" An'+l: ... ,An. 

From (6. 7) and the applicabjlity conditions for the replacement operations it follows 
that the resultant of SA is ".::::'-similar to the one of TA . Hence the thesis. 

Case 4: cl.' is the result of folding. 
Let 

- cl : Ao +-- CA D B!, . .. B;;,, Ai, . .. , An be the folded clause (in Pi) 
- d: Bo+-- CB DBi, ... , Bm be the folding clause (in Pnew), 

so we have that 
- cl': A0 +-- cA f\ e D B0 , A 1 , •.. , A,. is the label clause of the root node of TA; 

Let also 
- Bo, A 1 , •. . , A,., be the atoms of cl' that have an immediate sub tree (in P;+1 ) 

attached to in TA; this choice causes no loss of generality, in fact, by 04, Bo cannot 
be an 7r-atom, and hence it cannot be part of the residual of the root node of TA . 

- .A.n'+J, . . . , A,. is then the residual of the root node. 
So let 

- TB
0

, TA
1

, • • • , TA.,, be the immediate 7r-subtrees of TA . 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exist 'if-trees 
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- TBo, TA_
1

, • •• , TA_,,, in Pi which are similar to TB0 , TA 1 , ••• , TA,., . 
Since O(P0 ) = O(Pi); from Proposition 6.3.17 it follows that there exists an r.-tree 
SBo of Bo in Po which is similar to Ts

0 
(in Pi)· Because of the condition CLP2, the 

label clause of the root of SBo is an appropriate renaming of d. Let 
- cl* : B0 f-- c:B D B; , ... , B,*,, be the label clause of the root node of S Bo, and 
- Bo = B0 is then the label equation of the root of S Bo . 

Moreover, let 
- SB~, .. . , SB·, be its immediate sub trees (in Po ), which we suppose to be attached 

to B;, ... , B,*,,, "' 
- B:n,+1 , •. . ,B:n is then the residual of its root node. 

Let Tj be the 'iT-tree in Pi+l U Pi U Po obtained from TA by replacing its subtrees 
TB0 ,TA1 , .. .,TA,,, with SB0 ,TA_

1
, .. .,TA_n, and let R2 be its resultant . Since we can 

assume without loss of generality that the clauses in the subtrees SB0 , TA.
1

, • • • , T;1", 

do not share variables with each other and with the clauses in TA , by Lemma 6.8.2 
we have that 

(6.8) 

Now let us write out explicitly the resultant of R2
, so let 

- Crest be the constrajnt given by the conjLmction of all the global expressions of 
TA. . . ... T'ti_ . together with the internal constraint of SB· .... . SB· ; 

J ' ' r n 1 ' J ' ' ?n1 

- F be the (multiset) union of the residuals of T~1 , ••• , T~n'' SBj: ... , SB;,,,; 
- B; = C1, ... , B,*,,, = Cm' be the label equations of the root nodes of S a

1
•, ... , SB',; 

m 

V./ehave that R 2 = At-Ctot D F,B;,,+1 , ... ,B;,,An,+i, ··· :An, whereGt,0 t is 

By CLPl, this reduces to 

Now we show that we can drop the constraint B0 = B0 . First notice that since 
B0 is a renaming of B0 , then B0 = Bo can be reduced to a conjunction of equations 
of the form x = y, where x and y are distinct variables. In the case that for some 
x, y, B0 = Bo implies x = y , then we have that either x = y is already implied by 
the constraint (/\'f=1 BJ = Bj ) or the variables x and y do not occur anywhere else in 
(6.9), nor in R2

• So (6.9) becomes 

(A= Ao)/\ CA /\ (/\_f=lBj = Bj) /\ (/\j~1 Bj = Cj) /\Crest (6.10) 

On the other hand, by replacing BJ with BT in the lhs of the label equations of 
the root nodes of the trees Sa~, ... : SB·,: we obtafr1 the trees SB~' . . . , SB-,: which, 

by Lemma 6.8.3, are rr-trees of B}, . . . ;B~, . Now let Tl be the 7r-tree of A i~1 Pi U Pu 
which is constructed as follows: 

- cl is the label clause of its root 
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- its immediate subtrees are SB- · . .. . SB- (in Po) and TA' , . .. . T~ (in Pi)· 
1 ' ' m' l ' .r1 ti1 

Then the residual of T] is precisely A f- ct0 t D f\ B';;,,+l, .. . , B;;.,, An'+I: .. . , An, where 
clot is 

CA /\ (/\']::1BT = Bj) /\ (A'J~1BT = C;) /\ Cre$t 

By this, (6.10) and (6.8): we have that T~ is similar to TA 
Finally, since O(P0 ) = O(Pi): each of the trees SB- (in P0 ) has a similar tree 

J 

in Pi, by replacing each S8 - with it in T], obtaining T~ by Lemma 6.8.2 and the 
) 

usual assumption on the variables of the clauses in the S8 - 's, T~ is similar to Tt 
J 

and hence to TA, Since T1 is a tree in Pi, this proves the thesis. D 

Total correctness 

We say that a transformation sequence is complete , if no information is lost during 
it , that is O (Mo) ~ O(Mi)· When a transformation sequence is partially correct and 
complete we say that it is totally correct. Before entering in the details of the proof 
of total correctness, we need the following simple observation. 

Remark 6.8. 7 If cl is a clause of Pi that does not satisfy condition CLP3 then the 
predicate in the head of cl is a new predicate, while the predicates in the atoms in 
the body are old predicates. D 

The proof of the completeness is basically done by induction on the weight of a 
tree, which is defined by the following. 

Definition 6.8.8 (weight) 

• The weight of an ;r-tree T, w(T), is defined as follows: 

- w(T) = siz e(T) - 1 if the predicate of A is a new predicate; 
- w(T) = size(T) if the predicate of A is an old predicate. 

• The weight of a pair (atom, resultant), (A, R), w( A, R), is the minimum of the 
weights of the rr-trees of A in P0 , that have Ras resultant . (modulo c:::) . D 

In the proof we also make use of trees which have for label clause of their rnot a 
clause of Pi but that for the rest are trees of P0 . In particular we need the following. 

Definition 6.8.9 We call a tree T of atom A, descent tree in Pi U Po if 

• the clause label of its root node cl, is in P;; 
• Its immediate sub trees T1 , ..• , Tk are trees in P0 ; 

• if T1 , ... , Tk are trees of Ah ... , Ak and R1 , ... , Rk are their resultants, then 

(a) w(A, R) ~ w(A1, Ri) + ... + w(Ak: Rk); 
(b) w(A, R) > w(A1, R1) + ... + w(Ak, Rk) if cl satisfies CLP3. o 

T he above definition is a generaJization of the definition of descent clause of [57] . 

Definition 6.8.10 We call I'i weight complete iff for each atom A and resultant R, 
if there is an 7r-tree of A in P0 with resultant R, then there is a descent t ree of A 
with resultant c:::-equivalent to R in Pi U Po. D 
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So Pi is weight complete if we can actually reconstruct the resultants semantics 
of Po by using only descent trees in Pi U P0 . 

We can now state the :first p<ut of the completeness result. 

Proposition 6.8.11 If P; is weight complete, then O(M0 ) ~ O(Mi). 

Proof. We now proceed by induction on atom-resultant pafrs ordered by the following 
well-founded ordering>-: (A, R) >- (A' , R') iff 

• w(A, R) > w(A' , R'); or 
• w(A, R) = w(A' , R'), and the predicate of A is a new predicate, while tlhe one 

of A' is an old one. 

Let A, R, be an atom and a resultant such that there exist an 11- tree of A in P0 with 
resultant R. Since Pi is weight complete, there exist descent tree TA of A in Pi U Po 
with resultant R. Let also 

- cl : Ao t- CA D A1 , .. . An (in Pi) be the label clause of its root, 
- A 1 , ..• , An' be those atoms of cl that have an immediate subt ree attached to 
- Tr11 , •• . , TAn' be the immediate subtrees of Tr1 (in Po) and Rr11 , • . • , RAn, be their 

resultants. 
Then, since TA is a descent tree, 

w(A, R) ~ w(A1,RA1 ) + .. . + w(An1 ,RA,,,). 
ow if w(A, R) > w(A1 , RA 1 ) + ... + w(An' i RA,., ), then (A, R) >- (Aj, RA, )· Other-

wise, if w(A, R) = w(A1, RA,)+ . .. + w(An' , Rr1,.,) . by condition (b) on the descent 
tree, we have that cl doesn't satisfy CLP3, by Remark 6.8.7, this implies that the pre
dicate of A is a new predicate, while the predicates in A1 , .•• , An' are old predicates. 
By the de:finitiion of>-, this implies that (A, R) >- (Aj, RA, )· 

Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, there exist 11-trees T:,{_
1

, •• .• , T:,{_ , of A1, .•. , An' 
in P; whose resultants are RA1 , ••• , RA,,, (modulo '.::::'.). As usual we ~ssurne that the 
clauses in the T:,{_; 's do not share variables with ea.eh other and "vith those in T;1. By 
Lemma 6.8.2 the tree T:,{_, obtafr1ed from TA by replacing each subtree TAJ with T:,{_J, 
is an 11-tree of A in Pi with resultant R . This proves the Proposition. D 

We we are now ready to prove our total conectness Theorem. 

Theorem 6.5.3 (Total Correctness) Let Mo = (Po, Op( Mo)) be a module and 
A1o , . . . , Mn be a modular transformation sequence. Then 

• O(Mo ) = O(Atln)· 

Proof. We will now prove, by induction on i , that for i E [O, n]i 

• O(Mo) = O(Mi), 
• Pi is weight complete. 

B ase case. We .iust need to prove that P0 is weight complete. 
Let A be an atom, and R be a resultant such that there is an 11-tree of A in Po with 
resultant R. Let T be a minimal 7!"-tree of A in I'0 having Ras resultant. T obviously 
satisfies the condi tion (a) of Definition 6.8.9. Let cl be the label clause of the root of 
T, notice that cl satisfies CLP3 iff its head is an old atom, just like the elements of 
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its body. From the Definition of weight 6.8.8 and the minimality of T, it follows that 
condition (b) jn Definition 6.8.9 is satisfied as well. 

Induction step. We now assume that O(Po ) = O(P;), and that P; is weight complete. 
From Propositions 6.8.6 and 6.8.11 it follows that if P;+1 is weight complete then 

O(P0 ) = O(Pi+1 ) . So we just need to prove that P;+1 is weight complete. 
Let A be an atom, and R be a resultant such that there is an 7r-t ree of A in Po with 
resultant R. silnce Pi is weight complete, there exists a descent tree TA of A in Pi U Po 
with resultant R. 

Let cl : A 0 +--- cll D A 1, . .• An be the label clause of its root. Let us a.ssurne 
that A1 , .. . , An' are the atoms of cl that have an immediate rr-subtree attached to 
in TA, let T11J, ... , TA,,, be the immediate sub trees of TA and [et RAJ, . .. , RA,,, be 
their resultants . By Lemma 6.8.2 there is no loss in generality in assuming that 
TAJ, ... , TA,,, are the minimal rr-trees of Ai, ... , An' in Po that have RA, , ... , RA,,, as 
resultants. 

We now show that there exists a descent tree of A with resultant R (modulo ~) 

in P;+1 U Po. Vie have to distinguish various cases, according to what happens to the 
clause cl when we move from Pi to Pi+l · 

Case 1: cl E Pi+l · 
That is, cl is not affected by the transformation step. Then TA is a descent tree of A 
with resultant R in Pi+l U Po. 

Case 2: cl is unfolded. 
There is no loss in generality in assum ing that A1 is the unfolded atom. In fact, by 
01, the unfolded atom cannot be an rr-atom, so i t cannot belong to the residual of 
TA. 

Now, since P; is weight complete, there exist a descent tree TBo of A 1 in Pi U P0 , 

with clause d : B0 +--- CB D B1 , • .• , Bm (in P;) as label clause of the root, that has 
the same resultant (modulo ~) of TAJ . 

Let T;1 be the partial tree obtained from TA by replacing TA1 with TBo · T;1 is 
an '1'-tree of A in Pi U Poi let Rfi be its resultant, by Lemma 6.8.2 and the usual 
assumption on the variables in the clauses of the subtrees, we have that 

(6.11) 

Let TB1, ... , TB,,,, be the immediate subtrees of TB0 , which we suppose attached to 
B1, ... , Bm' , let also R31 ••• RB"', be their resultants. By Lemma 6.8.2 there is no 
loss in general ity in assuming that TB., ... , TB,,,, are the smallest trees of Po in their 
equivalence class. 

Let c,·est be the conjunction of the global constraints of TB1, .. . , Tam" TAJ, .. . , TA,,.,, 
and F be the multiset union of their residuals; we have that 

R:1 ~ A+--- (A = Ao) /\ CA /\ (A1 = Bo) /\ CB /\ C,-est D F, Bm'+l , . .. , Bm, An1+1, . .. , An 
(6.12) 

Since A1 is the unfolded atom, d is one of the unfolding clauses , it follows that one 
of the clauses of P;+1 resulting from the unfold operation is the following clause: 
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cl' : Ao +- CA /\ (A1 = Bo) /\ CB D B1, ... , Bm, A2, ... , An 
Now consider the 7r-tree T;{ of A which is built as follows: 

- cl' is the label clause of the root. 
- 781 , .. • , Ta,,,,, TA2 , •• . , TA,,, are its immediate subtrees . 

Its resultant is then 

By (6.11) and (6.12) we have that the resultant of T;{ is R (modulo ~) . 
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Now, in order to prove that T;{ is a descent tree, we have to prove that conditions (a) 
and ( b) in Definition 6.8.9 ai·e satisfied. 

ow 
w(A,RA) ~ w(A1,RA 1 ) + ... + w(An1 ,RA",) (since TA is a descent tree), 
~ w(B1, RB1 ) + ... + w(Bm' : RBm,) + w(A2, RAJ + ... + w(An1 , RA,,,) (since TA 1 

is a descent tree) 
Moreover, if d satisfies CLP3 then, by condition (b) in Definition 6.8.9. 

w(A1, RA 1 ) > w(B1, RB1 ) + ... + w(Bm': RB"',) 
On the other hand if d does not satisfy CLP3, then by Remark 6.8.7 the predicate 
of B0 and A1 must be a new predicate; again, by Rema1·k 6.8. 7 we have that cl must 
satisfy CLP3. It follows that 

w(A, RA)> w(A1, RA1 ) + ... + w(An1 ,RA,,1 ) 

So, in any case, we have that 
w(A, RA)> w(TB1 ) + .... + w(TBm,) + w(TA2 ) + ... + w(TA,,, ) 

This proves that T;{ is a descent tree. 

Case 3: cl is removed from Pi via a clause removal operation. 
This simply cannot happen: the constraint of cL is a component of the globaJ con
straint of TA and since the latter is satisfiable, so is the first one. Therefore cl cannot 
be removed from Pi. 

Case 4: cl is spli t . 
Since no 'il"-atom can be split , the split atom may not belong to the residual of TA, 
therefore there is no loss in generality in assuming that A1 is the split atom and that 
n' ~ 1. 

Since O(Po) = O(Pi), we have that for i E [1 , n'J there exist an 1!"-tree SA, 
of Ai in P;, which is similaT to TA,. Let SA be the 7r-tree obtained from TA by 
substituting its subtrees TA 1 : ••• , TA", with S111 , ••• , SA,,, . From Lemma 6.8.2 and the 
usual standardization apart of the clauses in the subtrees, it follows that SA is an 
7r-tree of A in Pi and that SA is similar to TA · 

Now let (A1 = Bo ; d : Bo +-CB D Bi, . . . , Bm) be the label of the root of S'A1 • 

With this notation, the resultar1t of TA (and SA) has the form 

A+- (A= Ao) /\ CA /\ (A1 =Bo) /\ CB /\ Crest D Residual (6.13) 

Since d is a clause of Pi it was certajnly used to split A1 in Pi. T herefore in P;+I we 
find the clause 
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- cl': Ao+-- cA /\ (A1 = B0) /\ c'B o A1, ... , An 
Where d* : B0 +-- c'B D B~ ~ ... , B:n is a renaming of d. Here there in no loss in 
generality in assuming that the vai·iables of d* do not occur anywhere else in the 
trees considered so far. Now, Jet TA. be the rr-tree of A in Pi+ I U Po obtajned by 
substituting cl with cl' as label clause of the root of TA · From (6.13) it follows that 
the resultant of T;1 is ( ~ eqnivalent to) 

A f- (A = Ao) /\ CA /\ (A.1 = Bo) /\ CB /\ (A1 = B~) /\ c8 /\ Crest D R esidual 

Since d* is a renaming of d, and since its variables do not occur anywhere else in 
T~, in the above formula the subexpression ( A 1 = B0) /\ c8 is already implied by the 
fact that the expression contains (A1 = Bo)/\ CB, and therefore it may be removed 
from the constraint . So, from (6.13) it follows that T;1 is similar to TA · Now, in order 
to prove the thesis we only need to prove that T~ is a descent tree, that is, that it 
satisfies conditions (a) and ( b) of Definition 6.8.9, but this follows immediately from 
the fact that the subtrees of TA and TA. are the same ones (and Tr1 is a descent tree) 
and the fact that cl' satisfies CLP3 iff cl does. 

Case 5: The constraint of cl is replaced. 
The first part of this proof is similar to the one of the previous case. Since O(Po) = 
O(Pi), we have that for i E [1, n'] there exist an rr-tree SA, of Ai in Pi, which 
is similar to TA;· Let Sr1 be the rr-tree obtained from Tr1 by substituting its sub
trees TA, , ... , TA,., with SA, , ... , SA,., . From Lemma 6.8.2 and the usual standard
iz:ation apart of the subtrees it follows that SA is an n-tree of A in Pi and that 
SA is similar to TA. 

Let CA, , ... , CA,., be the internal constraints of Sr11 , ••• , SA", and FA ,, ... , FA,., be 
their residuals. With this notation, the resultant of TA (and SA) is 

A f- (A= Ao) /\CA f\ CA1 /\ ... /\ cA .. , D PA1) ... : PA,.1: An'+l: ... : An 

Recall that by the assumption that the trees are standardized apart, for distinct 
i,.j E [1,nL we have that Var(cA, D FA,) n Var(cA, D PA,)~ Var(Ai) n Var(Aj)· 
Then, from the existence of SA1 , ••• , SA,., and from Remarks 6.8.4 and 6.8.5 it follows 
that there exist a derivation 

R - -
A1, ... ,An~ CA1 /\ ··· /\CA,., D FJ\ 1: ··· iFA,.1:An1+1: ··· iAn. 

Now; let the result of the constraint replacement operation be the clause 
- cl': Ao t-- c~ D A1 , .•• , An. 

From the applicability conditions of the constraint replacement operation it follows 
that the resultant 

ow; let TA be the tree obtained from TA by replacing the clause label if its root, cl, 
with cl' . Its resultant is 

A+--- (A= Ao) /\ c~ f\ CA, /\ ... /\CA .. , D FA , ; ... : FAn'' An1 +1: ... : An 
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And from (6.14) it follows that T~ is similar to TA . 
Now, in order to prove the thesis we only need to prove that T~ is a descent tree, 

that is , that it satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 6.8.9, but this follows 
immedia.tely from the fact that the sub trees of TA and Tr1 aJ:e the same ones (and TA 
is a descent tree) and the fact that cl' satisfies CLP3 iff cl does . 

Case 6: cl is folded. 
Let { A1 = C1 , ... , An' = Cn'} be the label equations of the root nodes of TA 1 , ••• , TAn' , 
let also c,·est b e the conjunction of the remaining internal equations (label equat ions 
+ clause constraints) of TA 1 , ••• , TAn,; finally, let F be the residual of TA 1 , • •• , TAn,. 
We have that 

(6.15) 

ow let the folding clause (in Pnew) be 
d : Bo +- B 1 , . .. , Bm 

There is no loss in generality in assuming that there exists a.:rn index k such that 
Ak, . .. , A1.:+m are the unfolclled atoms, so for .i E [1, m], A1.:+j and Bi are unifiable 
atoms. T he result of the folding operation is then 

cl' : Ao +--- CA /\ e D Ai , ... A1.:, Bo, A1.:+m+1, ... An' 
ow notice that of the atoms of cl that a.re going to be folded, Ak+i, ... , A ,.., are the 

ones that have an immediate subtree attached to in Tr1, These atoms correspond to 
B1 , . .. , Bn'- k in d, (we should also consider explicitly the cases all have or have not 
a subtree attached to, that is, the cases in which n' < k or n' ~ m + k, however these 
are easy corolfaries of the genera.I case, so we now assume that k s; n' < m + k) . 

ow let Ta0 be the 71'-tree of B0 in P0 built as follows: 
- d' : Bb +--- c'a D B~ , ... , s:n (an appropriate renaming of d) is the label clause of 

its root node, 
- Bo = Bb is then the la.bel equations of its root node, 
- Ta;, .. . ,TB;,,_k are its immediate subtrees, which are obtained, as explained in 

Lemma 6.8.3, from the t rees TAk+i, .. . , TAn' by replacing A1.:+.i with Bj in the lhs of 
the label equations of their root nodes. 

- B;i'- k+l' . .. , B;n is consequently the residual of its root node. 
Finally, let T;{ be the rr-tree of A in P;+1 U Po which is built as follows: 

- cl' is the label clause if its root (and this is a clause in P;+i) · 
- TA 1 , •• • , TAk_ 1 , TB0 aJ:e its immediate subtrees (in Po ). 

Let R" be its resultant, we have that 

R" = A+--- Ctot D F, B~'-k+l : ... , B:n, Ak+m+li · .. ,An (6.16) 

where F is the (rnultiset) union of the residuals of TA 1 , ••• , 1~1k_1 , TB0 and Ctot is 

(A= Ao) f\ CA f\ e /\(Bo= B~) f\ C~ f\ (Aj=1A.i = C3 ) /\ (f\j~k+lBj_k = C.i) f\ Crest 

By CLPl thi s becomes: 

(A = Ao)/\ c11 f\ (Bo = B~) f\ (A'.i=1Bj = Bj) /\ (AJ=1 Aj = Cj) /\ (NJ: 1.:+1Bj_k = Cj ) /\Crest 

(6.17) 
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As we did in Proposition 6.8.6, we now show that we can drop the constraint Bo = Bb. 
First notice that since Bb is a renaming of Bo; then Bo = Bb can be reduced to a 
conjunction of equations of the form x = y, where x and y are distinct variables. 
So suppose that for some x, y, Bo = Bb implies that x = y , then either x = y is 
already implied by the constraint (/\j~1 Bj = Bj), or the variables x and y do not 
occur anywhere else in (6.17), nor in R". 

Thus Ctot can be rewritten as follows: 

By making explicit the constraint (Af=1 Bj = Bj ) and comparing the result with 
(6.15) we see that T:,{ is an rr-tree of A in Pi+i U Po with resultant R (modulo ~). 
We now need only to prove that T:,{ is a descent tree, that is , that it satisfies the 
conditions (a), (b) of the Definition 6.8.9. 

Let RBo be the resultant of TBo. Since d is the fold ing clause, the predicate of Bo 
must be a n ew predicate, while the predicates of B1 ... Bm have to be old precHcates. 
Moreover, by condition CLP2, any proof tree of Bo in Po whose global constraint is 
consistent with Ca /\ e must have (a renaming of) d as label clause of the root. By 
Definition 6.8.8 we then have that 

(6.18) 

Moreover, for .i E [1, n' - k], w(TAk+J = w(TaJ, and, since TA is a descent tree and 
the clause of its root node satisfies CLP3, by Definition 6.8.8 we have that 

w(A, R) > w(A1, RA 1 ) + .. . + w(An': TR,.,) 
= w(A1 ,RA1) + ... + w(Ak, RAk) + w(Ak+l:RAk+I) + ... + w(An1 :Rr1n,) 
= w(A1, RAJ+ .. . + w(Ak, RAk) + w(TAk+•) + ... + w(TA,.,) (by the minimality 

of the TAJ 
= w(A1 , RAJ + . .. + w(Ak, RAk) + w(TBJ + ... + w(TB,.,_J (by the definit ion of 

TB;) 
;::: w(A1, RA1 ) + .. . + w(Ak, RAk) + w(Bo; RB0 ) (by (6.18)) . 

Thus T;{ satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 6.8.9. D 



Chapter 7 

The Replacement Operation for CLP 
Modules 

In this chapter we study the replacement transformation for Constraint Logic Pro
gramming modules. We define new applicability conditions which guarantee the cor
rectness of the operation also wrt module's composition: under this conditions, the 
origirml au<l Lhe Lransfonne<l modules have Lhe same observable proper·lies also when 
they ai·e composed with othel' modules. The applicability conditions are not bound to 
a specific notion of observable. Here we consider three distinct such notions: two of 
them aJ.·e operational and are based on the computed constraints; the third one is the 
algebraic one based on the least model. We show that our transformation method can 
be applied in any of these distinct contexts, thus providing a parametric approach. 

7.1 Introduction 

Central to the development of laJ'ge and efficient applications is now the study of 
optimintion techniques for programs and modules. Concerning specifically the CLP 
paradigm, the literature on this subject can be divided into two main branches. 
On one hand we find methods which focus exclusively on the manipulation of the 
constraint for compile-time [73] and for low-level local optimization (in which the 
constraint solving may be partially compiled into imperative statements) [56]. Com
pile time optimizations based on static analysis have also been investigated [72] . On 
the other hand there are techniques such as the unfold/ fold transformation systems, 
which were developed ini tially for Logic Programs [96] and then applied to CLP in 
[69, 14] and in chapter 6 of this thesis. These latter methods focus primarily on the 
dedarati ve side of the program. 

Revlacement is a program transformation technique flexible enough to encompass 
both the a.hove kind of opt.imization: it can be profitably used to manipulate both 
the constraint and the "declaJ·ative" side of a CLP program. In fact the replacement 
operation, whiich was introduced in the field of Logic Programming by Tarnaki and 
Sato [96] and later applied to CLP in [69, 14]: syntactically consists in replacing a 
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conjunction of atoms in the body of a program clause by another conj unction. It is 
therefore a very generaJ operation and it is able to mimic many other transformations, 
such as thinning, fattening [18] and folding (see [77] for a survey on transformation 
techniques for logic languages). 

Clearly, a primary requi1·ement a transfonna.tion operation should satisfy is cor
rectness: the original and the transformed program should be equivalent wrt to some 
(operational or decla.ra.tive) reference semantics. In the logic programming area, a 
lot of research [96, 67, 47, 88, 20, 69, 14, 32, 80] has been devoted to the defini tion 
of applicability conditions sufficient to guarantee the correctness of replacement wrt 
several different semantics. Unfortunately, apart from [69], none of these t ransform
ation systems can be correctly applied to modules. In fact, since they all refer to 
semantics which are not compositional wrt El:\ they provide correctness results which 
are adequate only if programs are seen as stand alone units. As we aJready explained 
in chapter 6, when we transform a module !vf into Af' we don't just want J'i!l and 
A1' to have the same behavior: we want them semantically equivalent wl1a.teveT is 
the context in which we use them. In other words we need some further applicability 
conditions wh]ch guarantee that, given any other module Q, M El7 Q and I\.1' EB Q will 
be equivalent to each other. When this condition is satisfied we say that M and M' 
are compositionally equivalent or con,qruent1 • 

Furthermore, even when restricting to the non modular setting, the applicability 
conditions so far provided for the replacement transformations suffer from drawbacks 
which, in our opinion, prevented a wider di:fli1sion of the operation. On one hand, some 
of them [47, 88, 67, 69] do not allow replacement to introduce recursion, which, as we 
will shortly see, is an important feature for optimizing Constraint Logic Programs. 
On the other hand, other approaches [96, 20, 80] do exploit the full potentiaJity of 
replacement, lbut at the price of applicability conditions which are discouragingly 
complicated. 

In this chapter we study optimi:c:ations based on the replacement operation for 
CLP modules . We provide some natural and relatively simple applicability conditions 
which ensure us that the transformed program is compositionally equivalent to the 
original one. Our approach is ba.sed on the following two requirements: 

(i) The replacing conjunction must be equivalent to the replaced one (in a sense 
which enforces compositiona.J equivalence). This is already the point where we 
depart from previous approaches: the equivaJences used so far to relate the 
replacing and the replaced part are not sufficient to guarnntee the preservation 
of compositional equivalence. 

(ii) The replacement must not intrnduce (fatal) loops. 
Here, we call a loop fatal if it prevents the computation from ending successfully. 
Indeed, the equivaJence of the replacing and the replaced part a.lone is not 
sufficient to guarantee that the replacement is correct. We individuate two 
situations in which the operation certainly does not introduce any fatal foop: 

10f course, d epending on which observable property of computation we consider , differ ent in
stances of congruence can be obtained . 
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(a) When the replacin_g conJunction is at least as efficient as the replaced one. 
Referring to the operatjonal semantics this means that each t ime we can compute 
an "answer" constraint c for the replaced conjunction (in the given program) 
in n steps, v\'e can also compute the answer c for the replacing one in rn steps 
with m ~ n . This is undoubtedly a desirable situation which fits well in the 
natural context in which the transformation is performed in order to increase 
program's execution speed. Moreover, this condition is flexible enough to allow 
us to introduce recursion (which can be seen as an example of non-fatal loop) 
in the definition of the predicates. 
(b) When the replacin.CJ confnnction is independent from the clause that is going 
to be transf orrned. 
This clearly guarantees that no loops a.re introduced. 

The advantages of this approach to the replacement operation are twofold . 
Firstly, our method is para.metric wrt the semantic properties of the program we 

want to maintain along the transformation. We consider here three such observable 
properties: two of them are o perational, as they aJ'e based on the result of the the com
putations (the computed answer constraints), w hjle the third one is a. logical notion 
(the least model on the relevant algebraic structure) . Depending on which property 
we refer to, we can naturalJy instantiate the generic notion of equivalence relative 
to the requirement (i) above and obtain applicability condit ions which guarantee the 
preservation of the desired properties. 

Secondly, as we said, our approach allows us to obtain composit ionally equi valent 
programs. 'vVe can then transform independently the cornponents of an application 
and successively combine together the results while preserving the original meaning of 
the program. This is also useful when a program is not completely specified in all its 
parts, as it allows us to optimize on the available modules . Moreover, the equivalence 
mentioned in (i) can be simply modified to match the "degree" of modularjty we 
desire. Results for the non-modular cases are then obtained as easy corollaries. 

T his chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 we state the applicability 
conditions needed to obtain compositionally equivalent programs, wrt the answer 
constraints notion of observable: and we present the main correctness result. In 
Section 7.3 we illustrate the optimization technique based on replacement through a 
simple exa.rnpJe. Section 7.4 shows how the applicability conditions can be modified 
(weakened) when we refer to other semantic properties of modules. Section 7.5 con
cludes by compaJ'ing our results to those contained in some related papers . Some 
proofs are deferred to the Appendix. 

Prelim inaries 

The notations and the necessary preliminary notions a.re given in the previous chapter, 
sections 6.2 and 6.3. The only difference is that in this chapter we:ll use a slightly 
more restrictive form of ~-equivalence: given hvo clauses having the same head, 
cl1 : A f- c1 D B1 and cl2 : A f- c2 D B2. We say that cl1 is similar to cl2, cl1 ~ cl2, 
iff for i, J E [1: 2], for any 'D-solution -& of e; there exists a D-solution "I of Cj such 
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- -
that Bt~ and B.n are equal as multisets . Notice that, as opposed to definition 6.3.6 
here we also require that two clauses; in order to be similar: must have exactly the 
same heads (tlhis will simplify the proofs). 

7.2 Operational correctness of Replacement 

As previously discussed, the replacement operations consists simply in replacing a 
conjunction of atoms in the body of a program clause by another conjtmction. Clearly, 
some applicabjlity conditions are necessary in order to ensure the correctness of the 
operation. 

In this section we first define an operational notion of correctness based on the 
answer constraints. Then we provide some applicability conditions for replacement 
in form of a natural formalii:lation of the requirements (i) and (ii) discussed in the 
introduction. Then we show that, whenever these conditions are satisfied , the replace
ment operation is operationally correct. Later, in Section 7.4: we will aJso show how 
these conditions can be modified (weakened) when considering correctness based on 
different operational and logical notions. 

Operational congruence 

To define formally the notion of operational correctness we first provide the definition 
of module's operational congruence. This concept allows us to identify those modules 
which have the same operational bchavior in any CD-context, (this is why it is actually 
a congruence relation, wrt the E£l operator) . 

First, we extend the equivalence ~ to derivations. 

- P - - P ' 
D efinition 7.2.1 Let P, P' be two programs, e: c D C ~ b o Band f: c D C~ 
b' D B' be two derivations starting in the same goal. Let also x = 11 ar( c D C). We 
say that 

e is similar to e': e ~ c 
iff q(x) t- b o B "' q(x) t- b' o B': where q is any (dummy) predicate symbol2

. o 

This concept allows us to give the definition of operational congruence. RecaJl 
that a refutation is a derivation that ends in a goal with an empty body. 

Definition 7 .2.2 (Operational Congruence) Let Mi and l\rf2 be CLP modules 
that have the same set of open predicates. \A/e say that 

l1rf i and l1rf 2 ase operationally congruent, l\rf 1 >::::a , Ilrf 2, 

iff, for every module .N such that Mi E£l N and M2 E£l N are defined , we have that for 
each refutation in M1 E£l N there exists a sirnilar refutation in M2 E£l N and vice-versa .. 
0 

2We use the notation based on q as a shorthand: indeed , according to the definition of~, this 
means that for for any 1J-solution '8 of b there exists a 1J-so]ution '8' of b' such that '8 and '8' coincide 
on the set x and the multisets BfJ and B'-81 are equal, and vice-versa. 
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Accordingly, we say that a transformation is operationally (totally) correct iff it 
maps modules into operationally congruent ones. 

We now give a result which provides a condition sufficient to guarantee the op
erational congruence of two modules. Here, and in the sequel, given a set of pre
dicate symbols rr we call a rr -derivation any derivation c D 6 ~ b D B such that 
Pred(B) ~ 'iT . 

Theorem 7.2.3 [42] Let M1 = (P1 , 7r) and M2 = (P2 , rr) be two modules. If 

• for each rr-derivation in M1 there exists a similar rr-derivation in M2 

then, for every module M such that M1 EB Mand M2 EB Mare defined, we have that 
for any refu tation in M1 EB M there exists a similar refutation in j\!f2 EB M. D 

Partial correctness 

In order to give the applicability conditions for the replacement operation, we start 
with requirement (i): we want the replacing conjunction to be equivalent to the 
replaced one. To this end, we provide the following definition of query 's equivalence. 
Here and in the following we say that a derivation e is renamed apart wrt a set of 
variable x if all the clauses used in e are variable disjoint with :c. 
Definition 7. 2.4 (Query's operational equivalence) Let M = { P, r.) be a, rnod
ule, c1 D 61 and c2 D 62 be two queries and x be a tuple of variables. Then we say 
that 

c1 D 61 is 0-equivalenl Lo c2 D 62 ·under x iu M 

iff for each rr-derivation C; 0 6i ~ bi 0 Bi, renamed apart wrt x, there exists a 
derivation Cj 0 6j ~ bj 0 B j , renamed apast wrt x such that q(x) +-- bi 0 Bi ~ 
q(x) +-- bj o B.i, where ij E [1,2], i =/:- ,j and q is any (dummy) predicate symbol3. 
0 

T he idea behind the above definition, and which distinguishes it from all the 
previous approaches, is that in a modular context we cannot j ust refer to refutations, 
but we also have to take into account those partial derivations that end in a. tuple 
of open atoms, whose definition could eventually be modified . . otice that the larger 
is the set of open predicates we consider, the stronger becomes the definit ion of 
equivalence. Indeed, having more open predicates implies that the derivations we 
consider are more likely to be influenced by the adjoining of external definit ions. 

As we informally mentioned in the introduction, when we replace c D 6 by d D D 
in the clause cl : A+-- c D C; E, our first requirement will be the equivalence of c D C 
and d D f> under Var(A, E) in .M. We now show that if this requirement is satisfied 
then the operation is at least partially correct. This is the content of the following. 

Theorem 7.2.5 (Partial Correctness) Let cl : A+-- c D 6 , E be a clause in the 
module M : {P, rr) and NI' : {P' , 7r) be the result of replacing c D 6 by d D b in cl. 
So P' = P\{cl} u {cl': A+-- do D,E}. If 

3T he condition on clauses used in the derivation is needed to a.void variable name clashes. 
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• d D D is 0 -equivalent to c D C under 11 ar(A, E) in M , 

then for each 1!'-derivation ( in M' there exist a similar 71"-derivation ~ in M. 

P roof. Here, as well as in the proof of some other theorems that will follow , some 
equations will be labeled with the special sign t. We do this because we are also 
going to refer to such equa.tions also in the sequel, however, as far as thi s proof 
is concerned , these labels a1·e of no relevance. First, we need to state a couple of 
preliminary results. The proof of the first one is immediate, and thus it is omitted. 

Claim 7 .1 Le t P be a progr am, and c D C be a. query. Then, for any n, there exists a. 
der ivation c D C ~ d D fJ of length n i:ff there exists a deri vation true D C ~ d' D fJ 
of .length n such that 

(i) d = c /\ d' 
(ii) the variables that d' D fJ and c have in common a.re a subset of the var iables 

of c. 
D 

Claim 7.2 [42] Let P be a program, and c1 /\ c2 D C1,C2 be a query. Then: there 

exists a derivat ion c1 /\ c2 D 61, 62 -& d D fJ oflength n i:ff there exist two derivations 
- p - - p -6 : c1 bi C1 "'-+ d1 bi D1 and 6 : c2 bi C2 """ d2 bi D2 such LlmL 

(i) fJ = Di, D2 , and d = d1 /\ d2 is satisfiable, 
(ii) the variables that 6 and 6 have in common are exactly those that c1 D 01 and 

c2 D 62 have in common, 
(iii) 16 1+16 1 = n . D 

We can now continue with the proof of the Theorem, so let e' be a rr-deri vation 
in M'. We have to show that there exists a deri vation ~ in ]\([ which is similar to 
e'. For this we proceed by induction on the length of the derivat ion. The base case, 
le'I = 0, is tri vial, as the derivations of length zero are (by defini tion) the ones of the 

form b D B ~ b D B. Therefore we proceed with the inductive step. By Claims 7.1 
and 7.2, e can be chosen of the form 

M ' -t : trtte D H """ b D B. 

Where B contajns only rr-atoms, and where (since this deri vation has length greater 
than 0) we can assume that Var(H) n Var(B) = 0. By the defini tion of der ivation, 
there has to exist a (renaming of a) clause of M ' , 

J f- CJ., D L (7.1) 

and a rr-derivation 

- M ' -(' : (H = J ) /\ CJ., D L ~ b D B . 

Where le'I = IC'I + l. By the inductive hypothesis , there exists a der ivation ( in 

M such that ( '.::::'. (' t . Now: if the clause of (7.1 ) was also a clause of M (that is, 
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if it was not a result of the transformation), then there would exist a derivation e 
in M such that e '.::::'. e T: concluding the proof. So we have to consider the case in 
which J f- C£ D L E M '\M; in this situation) J f- C£ D L is exactly (a variant of) 
the clause cl' : A f- d D fJ, E. By appropriately renaming all the variables in the 
clauses and the derivations considered so far) we can assume that ( ' is exactly the 
derivation 

(' : (H = A) /\ d 0 f>, E ~ b 0 B. 
By Claim 7.2, there exist two derivations (~ and (~ such that 

- M ., -G : d 0 D ~bi 0 B1, 

- 1\!J'' -
(~ : ( H = A) o E ,.,.... b2 o B2, 

b = b1 /\ b2 and fJ = fJ i ) B2) (7.2) 

IGl+IGI = ICI= lf l- 1, 
Var(b1 0 Bi) n Var(b2 0 f:h) ~ Var(d 0 D) n Va7i(H = A) 0 E) . 

Here aJ1d in the sequel, we make the following assumption: 

Assumption 1.2 .6 Each time we consider a. new clause or a new derivation, the vari
ables that the new express ion has in common with the ones previously mentioned are 
only the ones that are strictly necessary. 

By the inductive hypothesis, there exist two derivations (1 and (2 in M, such that 

- M' -
( 1 : do D ~ br o B~) 

- M' -
( 2 : (H =A) DE ""' b2 D B2 ) 

(1 '.::::'. (~ t and (2 '.::::'. (~ t, (7.3) 

Var(bi o fJn n Var(b:i o B2) ~ Var(d o D) n Var((H = A) o E) . (7.4) 

Since d D D is equivalent to c D C under Var(A, E) in M, it follows that there exists 
a derivation 

- M -
( 3 : c o C ~ b3 o B3 

such that for any dummy predicate symbol q, if we let x = Var{A, E), 

q(x) f- b1 o B1 '.::::'. q(x) f- b3 o B3. (7.5) 

Here there is no loss in generality in assuming that the variables of b3 D B3 which do 
not occur in do D, also do not occur in the derivations considered so far. So, by 
Claim 7.2, we can put together (3 and (2 , and obtain the derivat ion 

Since in M we find the clause cl : A f- c D C, E, by the definition of derivation there 
exists a deriva,tion e which uses only clauses of A1 and which is similar to 
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Since the variables that b3 D B3 has in common "vith the rest of this expression are 
certainly contained in Var(A: EL from (7.2), (7.3) and (7 .5) it follows that e ~ t t. 
Hence the thesis . D 

Combined with Theorem 7.2.3, this Theorem shows that, when its hypothesis are 
satisfied, for every module N such that M EB N and M ' E& N aJ:e defined and for each 
refutation in J\lf.1 E& N there exists a similar refutation in M E& N . In other words, that 
the transformation has not added to the program any extra semantic information. 

Notice also that in the above Theorem we assume that when we perform the 
replacement, then we always substitute the whole constraint of the clause with a new 
one. This is obviously no restriction: if in the clause A~ b A c D C, E we want 
to replace c D C with d D D, then we can always say that we are actually replacing 
b /\ c D C with b /\ d D b, in fact if the conditions of the above T heorem aTe satisfied 
in the first case, they are also satisfied in the latter. 

An immediate consequence of Theorem 7.2.5 is the following simple Corollary 
which characterizes the situations in which we have total correctness. 

Corollary 7.2. 7 Let cl : A~ c D C: E be a clause of the module i\1 : (P, rr), and 
i\1' : (P' , rr) be the result of replacing c D C with d D Din cl. So P' = P\{ cl} U {cl' : 
A~ d D 15, E}. If c D C is 0-equivalent to d D D under Va'r(A, E) in M then 

• M ~0 M' iff c D 6 is equivalent to d D 15 under V ar( A, E) in M'. 

Proof. 
( =? ) . It is easy to see th~t if c D 6 is 0 -equivalent to ~ D D under Vari A, E) in 

Mand M ~0 M' then c D C is also 0-equivalent to cl D D under Var(A, E) in M'. 
( ~ ). By 'fheorem 7.2.5 we have that each rr-derivation in iVl' has a similar rr

derivation in l\1'. Now M can be re-obtajned from M ' by replacing back d D 15 by 
c D C. Since by hypothesis c D C is also 0-equivalent to d D 15 under Var(A, E) 
in M', from Theorem 7.2.5 we also have that each rr-derivation in M has a similar 
rr-derivation in ]\1', therefore, by Theorem 7.2.3 M ~o M'. D 

Roughly speaking, the previous Corollary states that the operation is operationally 
correct if the replacing and the replaced conjunctions a.re operationally equivalent 
both in the initial and the 1·esulting program. Of course this result requires some 
knowledge of the the semantics of the resulting program and therefore cannot be 
used as an applicability condition for the replacement operation: for that purpose 
we want conditions which are based solely on the semantic properties of the initial 
program. To this is devoted the rest of this section. 

Total correctness 

When we replace c D 6 by d D f> in the clause cl : A~ c D C, E, the equivalence of 
c D C and d D f> under Var(A, E) in M is not sufficient to guarantee total correct
ness, as there may be computations which can be done in the original module J\lf., but 
not in the transformed on 1\11'. In fact, when 15 depends on the modified clause the 
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replacement can introduce a loop thus affecting the total correctness. This is shown 
by the following classical counter-example. 

E x ample 7.2.8 Let {P, 0) be the module consisting of the following clauses. 

cl: q +--- r . 

r. 

In this case both q and r succeed with empty computed answer; so they they are 
actually equi va.lent to each other (under any set of vai·iables) . However, if we replace 
r with q in the body of cl we obtain 

cl ' : q +--- q . 
r. 

which is by no means congruent to the previous module. In fact we ha,ve introduced 
a loop and p ai.nd q do not succeed any longer. D 

ow we propose two methods for guaranteeing that no "fatal" loops are intro
duced. These methods formalize the requirement (ii) we n1entioned in the intll'oduc
tion. The first one is the most complex but in our opinion is also the most useful for 
program's optimization. It is based on the following Definition. 

D efinition 7.2.9 (Not Slower) Let M = {P: rr) be a. module) C1 D c\ and C2 D C2 
be two queries and x be a tuple of variables. Then we say that 

c2 D 62 is 0 -not-slower than c1 D 6 1 under x in M 

iff for each n-derivation 6 : c1 DC\ J':. b1 D H1; renamed apart wrt 1\ there exists 

a derivation 6: Cz D 62 J':. b2 D B2, renamed apart wrt x such that 161 :s:; 161 and 
that q(x) +--- b1 D B1 ~ q(x) +--- b2 D B2: where q js any (dummy) predicate symbol4

. 

D 

We are now ready to state our first result on total correctness. 

Theorem 7.2 .10 (Correctness I) Let cl : A+--- c D 6; E be a clause in the module 
M : {P: n) and M' : {P' , 7r) be the result of replacing c DC by d D f> in cl . So 
P' = P\{cl} u {cl': A+--- d 0 D; E}. If 

• d D D is 0 -equivalent to and 
• 0-not-slower than c D C wider Var(A, E) in M 

then M ~o M'. 

P roof. For practical reasons, we now divide the proof in two pai·ts: the first one 
is the counterpai·t of the first part of the proof of Theorem 7.2 .5, and will aJso be 
referred to in the proof of Theorem 4.7. 
P a r t 1. By Theorem 7.2.5 it foll,ows that each 7r-derivation ( in M ' there is a 
derivation~ in M such that ( ~ ~ T, therefore, by Theorem 7.2.3, in order to prove 
the thesis we have to show that also the converse holds, that i ~, that for each n
derivation ~ in M there is a derivation ( in M' such that ~ ~ f.' T. With no further 

4 Again, the condition on clauses used in the derivation is needed to avoid variable name clashes. 
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effort we'll show that in this situation we can always find a e' such that lel ;:::: It I· 
This will be used to prove Corollary 7.2.12. 

We proceed by induction on the length of the derivation. Let e be a rr-deri vation 
in M . 

Base case lel = 0. This case is triviaJ, as the derivations of length zero are the 
- M -

ones of the form b D B """ b D B . 
Inductive step. By Claims 7.1 and 7.2, e can be chosen of the form 

M -e : true o H """ b o B 

where B contains only n-atoms, and where (since this derivation has length greater 
than 0) we can assume that Var(H) n Var(B) = 0. By the definition of derivation, 
there has to exist a (renaming of a) clause of M, 

(7.6) 

and a 7r-derivation 

- M -( : ( H = J) /\ CL 0 L ~ b 0 B 

where lel = 1(1 + l. By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a derivation (' in 
' 

M' such that ( ~ ( ' T and that 1(1 ~ 1('1- Now, if the clause of (7.6) was also a clause 
of M' (that is, if it was not affected by .the transformation), then there would exist 

a deri vation e' in J'vf' such that e ~ e' T, and that lel ~ itl concluding the proof. 
So we have to consider the case in which J f- CL D L E M\lVf' ; in this situ ation, 
J f- ci D L is exactly (a variant of) the clause cl : A f- c D 6, E. By appropriately 
renaming all the variables in the clauses and the derivations considered so far, we can 
assume that ( is exactly the derivation 

By Claims 7 .2, there exist two derivations (1 and ( 2 such that 

(1 : co c ~bi o B1, 
- 1\1} -

( 2 : ( H = A) o E ~ b2 o B2 , 

b = b1 A b2 and fJ = B 1 , B2 , (7.7) 

IC1 I + 1(21=1(1 = lel - 1, 
Var(b1 0 Bi) n Var(b2 0 B2) ~ Var(c 0 C) n Var((H = A) 0 E) . 

Here, like in the proof of 7.2.5 we follow Assumption 7.2.6, so the variables tha.t each 
new expression has in common with the ones previously mentioned are only the ones 
that are strictly necessary. 

Part 2. So, by the fact that d D f> is equivalent to and not-slower than c D C under 
Var(A, E) in 1\1, it follows that there exists a derivation 

- M -
(3 : d o D """ b3 o B3 
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such that 1(31 < 1(11, and that for any dwnmy predicate symbol q, if we let x = 
Var(A, E), 

(7.8) 

Here there is no loss in generali ty in asswning that the variables of b3 D fh which do 
not occur in d D f\ also do not occur in the derivations considered so far. So, by 
Claims 7.2, we can put together (3 and (2 , and obtain the derivation 

Here we obviously have that : 

Observation 7.2.11 The variables that b3 D Eh has in common with the rest of this 
expression are certainly contained in Var( A, E) . 
Moreover,the following holds: l(,d = 1(31+1(21 ~ 1(1I+1(21 = 1(1 = l ~l-1. T herefore, 

- - M ' by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a derivation ( ' : (H = A) /\ d D D, E "'-" 
b' /\ b' D B' B' such that 3 2 3> 2 

(7.9) 

Since in M' we find the clause d ' : A f- d D fJ, E, by the definition of derivation 

there exists a derivation e : true 0 H ~ b~ 0 b~ 0 Eh/ B~ . From (7.7), Observation 

7.2.11, (7.8), and (7.9) it follows that~ ~ e T and that l ~I :::: ie1. Hence the thesis. 0 

Note that that d D D is (operationally) not-slower than c D C in M if computing 
an answer for d D D in i\( under any EIJ-context, never requires more iterations that 
computing the corresponding answer for c D 6. Clearly, this means that the defiinition 
of d D D is at least as efficient as the one of c D 6. Therefore, the requirement 
of the above theorem, namely that the replacing conjw1ction has to be not-slower 
than the replaced one, fits well in a context where transformation operations are 
intended to increase the performances of programs. Indeed , it is easy to show that, 
when the hypothesis of the above theorem are satjsfied, then the resulting module .is 
(computationally) at least as efficient as the initial one. This is the content of next 
Corollary. 

Corollary 7.2.12 Let M and M' be modules. Suppose that J\!!.' was obtained from 
M by applying a replacement operation in which the conditions of theorem 7.2.10 
were satisfied. Then for each rr-derivation ~ in M there exists a similar rr-derivation 
( in M' such that ( is not longe1· than r 
Proof. It is included in the proof of Theorem 7.2 .10. 0 

T he second and maybe easiest method we propose for ensuri ng that no fatal 
loops a.re introduced by the replacement, is to require that no predicate symbol in 
D depends on the predicate symbol in the head of d . In this case no loop can be 
introduced at all. For this we need the following formal notion of dependency. 
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Definition 7.2.13 (Dependency) Let P be a program, p and q be relations. We 
say that p refers to q in P iff there is a clause in P with p in the head and q in 
the body. We say that p depends on q in P iff (p, q) is in the reflexive and transitive 
closure of the relation refers to. D 

\1\le can now state our second result on total correctness. 

Theore m 7.2.14 (Correctness II) Let cl : A+--- c DC, Ebe a clause of the mod
ule M : {P, 7r), and M ' : {P' , 7r) be the result of replacing c D C by d D fJ in cl . So 
P' = P\{cl} u {cl' : A +--- do .b, E}. If 

• c D C is 0 -equivalent to d D fJ under 11 ar(A, E) in 111 and 
• no predicate in fJ depends on Pred(A) in M 

then M ~o A1' . D 

Proof. The first pa.rt of the proof is identical to Part 1 of the proof of Theorem 4.3, 
so we just refer to it , and proceed with the second part. 

Part 2b. So, by the fact that d D fJ is equivalent to c D C wider Var{A, E) in M, 
It follows that there exists a derivation 

- M -
(3 ; d D D "-7 b3 D B3 

such that for any dummy predicate symbol q, if we let i: = Var( A , E), 

(7.10) 

Since the a.toms in d D f> are independent from cl, the clauses used in (3 are also 
clauses of Atf' : so in M' there exists a derivation G, which is identical to (3, G : 
d D fJ ~ b3 D Eh- Moreover, since 1(21 < le[, by the inductive hypothesis there exists 
a derivation G such that 

G : ( H = A) D E !)!,; b~ D B~: 
(2 ~ G t . 

By Claim 7.2 we can put together G and G and obtain the derivation 

- - J\11 ' - -
(~ : ( H = A) /\ d D D, E """' b3 /\ b~ D 83, B~ . 

(7.11) 

Since in A1' we find the clause cl' : A f- d D D: E, by the definition of derivation 
there exists a derivation t which uses only clauses of A1' and which is similar to 

Since the variables that b3 D B3 has in common with the rest of this expression are 
certainly contafr1ed in Var(A, E), from (7.7), (7 .10) and (7.11) it follows that e ~ t t . 
Hence the thesis. D 
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7.3 An Example 

In this section we show what kind of optimizations can be achieved via. replacement 
through a. worked example. In particular, we'll show that, under the given applic
ability conditions, replacement allow us to introduce recursion in the definit ion of 
predicates. For this we employ a transformation strategy which is typically used in 
unfold/fold systems such as the one in [96]. Indeed, the applicability conditions we 
will give are general enough to let replacement mimic most of the t ransformations 
feasible with the tools of [96]. One advantage of replacement over folding is that the 
applicability condi tions for the former refer solely to the (semantic) properties of the 
program we are working on, while for folding these depend also on the history of the 
t ransformation (that is, on the transformation steps previously peiformed). In any 
case, to the replacement operation there is much more than just mimicking the folding 
one, since the replacing and the replaced conj w1ction can be totally independent from 
each other. 

T he followfr1g example is a simplified version of the one used in chapter 6. 

Example 7 .3 .1 (Computing an average) Consider the following CLP(R)5 pro
gram AVERAGE computing the average of the values in a list. Values may be given 
in different currencies, for this reason each element of the list contains a term of the 
form {Currency, Amount ). The applicable exchange rates may be found by calling 
the predicate exchange.rates , which will return a list containing terms of the form 
{Currency, Exchange_Rate), where Exchange_Rate is the exchange rate relative to 
Currency. As we already mentioned in chapter 6, despite its simplicity, this is a typ
ical program that can be used in a modular context. Indeed, if we consider that the 
exchange rates between currencies are typically fluctuating ratios, it comes natural 
to assume exchange.rates as an open (or imported) predicate, which may refer to 
some external information server to access always the most up-to-date information. 

average(List, Av) t-
Av is the average of the list Li st 

cl: average(Xs, Av) t-Len > 0 /\ Av*Len =Sum D 
exchange..rates(Rates), 
weighted__sum(Xs, Rates, Sum), 
len(Xs, Len). 

weighted__sum(List, Rates, Sum) t-
Sum is the sum of the values in the list List 
where each value is multiplied by the exchange rate correspond]ng to its currency 

weighted_sum( [], 0). 
weighted_sum( [ {Currency, Amount ) I Ts], Rates, Sum) t-

5CLP(R) [55] is the CLP language obtained by considering the constraint domajn (R of arithmetic 
over the real numbers. The signature for 3t contains the constant symbols 0 and 1, the binary function 
symbols + and "' , and the binary predicate symbols +, <, ~ for constraints which are interpreted 
on the real numbers as usual 
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Sum = Amount*Value + Sum' D 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates), 

weighted_sum(Ts, Rates, Sum'). 

len (List, Len) +-
Len is the length of the list List 

len ( [ ] , 0 ) . 

len ([HITs], Len) +---Len= Len ' +1 D len(Ts, Len'). 

Notice that the definition of average needs to scan the li st Xs twice. This is a 
source of inefficiency that can be fixed via w1folding and replacement operations. The 
transformation strategy which we are going use use is often referred to as tup]jng [77] 
or as procedurnl join (see [62]). First: we introduce a new predicate w_sum_and-1.en 
defined by the following clause 

c2: w_sum_and_len(XS, RATES, SUM, LEN) +--- D 

exchange_rates (RATES), 
weighted_sum(XS, RATES, SUM), 
len(XS, LEN). 

w_sum_and-1.en reports the weighted Slun of the values in XS, together with the length 
of Xs iLself aud Lhe lisL of Lhe exchange raLes. NoLice LhaL w_sum_and-1.en, as iL is 
now, needs to traverse the li st Xs twice as well. \h/e start to transform AVERAGE by 
unfolding both weighted_sum(XS, RATES, SUM) and len (XS, LEN) in the body of 
c2. This operations yield the module AV1 which contains the folJowing two clauses: 

c3: w_sum_and_len( [] , Rates, 0, 0) +--- D exchange.rates (Rates) . 
c4: w_sum_and_len( [{Currency,Amount) IRest], Rates, Sum, Len) +-

Len= Len'+1 /\ Sum= Amount*Value+Sum' D 

exchange_rates(Rates), 
member( (Currency, Value) , Rates), 
weighted_sum(Rest, Rates, Sum') , 
len(Rest, Len'). 

From the correctness of the unfolding operation it follows that AVERAGE~ AV1 • 

ow, wecai.n rep/ace exchange_rates(Rates), wei ghted..sum(Rest, Rates, Sum'), 
len(Rest, Len ') by w_sum_and_len(Rest, Rates, Sum', Len') in the body of 
c4. In the resulting module AV2 , after cleaning up the constraints67

, the predicate 
w_sum_and_len is defined by the following clauses: 

c3 : w_sum_and_len([], Rates, 0, 0) +--- D exchange..rates(Rates) . 
c5: w_sum_and_len([{Currency,Amount) IRest], Rates, Sum, Len) +---

6Since all the semantic properties we refer to are invariant wider '.::::'. , we can always repla ce any 
clause cl in a p rogram P by a clause cl' , provided tha.t cl' ".:::' cl. T his operation is often referred to 
as a clean up of the constra.ints as it is ma inly used to present a cla:use in a more readable form . 

7 Since all the semantic properties we refer to are invariant wider '.::::'. , we can always repla ce any 
clause cl in a program P by a clause cl' , provided that cl' ".:::' cl. Of course we can also rename all 
the variables in a clause. This operation is often referred to as a clean up as it is mainly used to 
present a clause in a more readable form. 
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Len = Len ' +1 /\ Sum = Amount*Value+Sum' D 
w_sum_and_!en (Rest, Rates, Sum ' , Len ') , 

member( (Currency, Value) , Rates). 

otice that, because of this last operation, the definition of w_sum_and_len i s now 
recursive and it needs to traverse the list only once. Indeed, this operation consti
tutes the cruciaJ optimization step. \'l\ie now show that the applicabili ty conditions of 
Theorem 7.2.10 were satisfied , and therefore that AV2 ~o AV1 . For this we use the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 7.3.2 Let cl : H f- b D B be the unique clause vvhich defines Pred(H) 
in the module A1: ~P1 rr) and assume Pred(H) rf. 7r. Then true D His operationally 
equivalent to b D B under Var(H) in M. 
Moreover1 if .o/l' : (P' 1 7r) is the module obtained by unfolding some atoms A 1 , • •• , An 
in the body of cl such that Pred(Ai) r/. 7r for all i E [li m]: then true D H is opera
tionally not-slower than b D B under Var(H) in M'. 

Proof. The first part is obvious . For the second one we prove the case in which only 
one atom A is unfolded in the body of cl . The generalization ton atoms is immediate. 
We first need the following. 

Claim 7 .3 Let cl; P, P' and A be defined as a bove and Jet e o E be a generic 
- p - -

query. Then, for any derivation e : e o E """ do D such tha.t D does not contain 

any renamed version of the atom A, there exists a derivation e : e 0 E J::.,, d' 0 D' 
such that e and ( are simifar and [(I ~ lff Moreover, if (a renamed version of) 
clause cl is used in ( then lei < lel. 

Proo.f To simplify the notation in the following we will denote by A and cl also any 
renamed version of the atom A and of the clause cl, respectively. We also a.<;sume 
that B (the body of cl) has the form A, G. The proof is by ind uction on the number 
of times h that cl is used in the derivation ~· 

For the base case h = 0 the thesis holds immediately, since P' differs from P only 
in the fact that the clause cl has been replaced for its m1folded versions . 

For the inductive case h > 0 first observe that any occurrence of A in the derivation 
e will eventually be rewritten by using a clause in p) since jj does not contain the 
atom A. Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality that the selection rule 
used in e is such that as soon as A appears in the deri va.tion A is immediately 
selected. In fact , to prove the claim clearly we can consider derivations up to~, i.e. 
we can identify similar derivations. Since conjunction of constraints is associative 
and commutative, i t is immediate to see that changing the selection rule of e into the 
one assm11ed before does not affect ".:::'. equivalence. For the same reason we can also 
assume that the bodies of clauses a.re suitably reordered. 

According to these assumptions e has the form 
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where d' = ( c /\ ( H = H') /\ b /\ (A = A') /\ k), a renamed version of the clause 
A' t- k D k dlefines Pred(A) in P and the clause cl is not used in the deri vation 

I - - - p -d o C, I<, G ~ do D. 
By inducti ve hypothesis there exists a derivation e~ in P' which is similar to 

6 : a o .4 !:,, co 6,H and such that l e~ I ~ 1~1 1. By definition of m1fold
ing in P' we find the (renamed version of the) clause H +--- b /\ (A = A' ) D f<, G. 
Therefore, by Definition 7.2.1, there exists a derivation~~ in P' which is similar to 

- p - - -
e~ : a o A~ d' o CJ(, G and such that l e~ I < le2 I· Since the clause cl is not used 

in d' 0 6, I(, G !:,, d 0 D, we can conclude that there exists a derivation e in P' 
which is similar to ~ and such that le'I < leL thus completing the proof of the Claim. 
0 

To prove the Proposition consider now a generic 11'-derivation b D BJ:,. c D 6. 
Since in P we find the clause cl : H +--- b DB, clearly there exists also arr-deri vation 

- p -e : true o H ~ d o C' such that 

q(x) +--- co 6 q(x) +--- c' o 6' (7.12) 

where x = Var(H) and q is any (dummy) predicate symbol. 
Note that in the derivation ~ the clause cl is used at least once, since it is the 

only clause defining Pred(H) in P. Moreover the hypothesis Pred(A) rf_ 11' and the 
definition of 71"-derivation imply that C' does not contain any renamed version of the 
atom A . Therefore we can apply previous Claim thus obtaining tha.t there exists a 
derivation e in P' which is sim ilar to e and such that WI < lei- This, togethei- with 
(7.12), Definit ion 7.2. l and Definition 7.2.9 comp]etes the proof. D 

Because of the above Proposition, denoting by c1 the constra.int which appear 
in the clause c4, we have that c1 D w _sum_and_l en (Rest, Rates, Sum' , Len ' ) is 0-
equi valent to and 0-not-slower than c,1 D exchange..rates(Rates), weighted...sum(Rest, 
Rates, Sum') , 1 en (Rest, Len') y under { Currency, 
Amount ,Rest,Rates, Sum, Len } in AV1 . Therefore the conditions of T heorem 7.2.10 
are satisfied and AVERAGE ::=:::o AV2 holds . More generally, Proposition 7.3.2 shows 
also that the applicability conditions given in Theorem 7.2.10 ailow the replacement 
to mimic, to a. large extent, the unfold/fold transformation as defined in [96] . 

Finally, in order to let also the definition of average enjoy of these improvements, 
we simply replace exchange..rates(Rates), weighted...sum(Xs , Rates, Sum), l en(Xs, 
Len) by w_sum_and..len (Xs, Rates, Sum, Len) in the body of cl. After the cleaning-
up the resulting clause is 

c6: average (List, Av) +--- Len>O /\ Av * Len = Sum D 
w_sum_and..len(List, Rates, Sum, Len). 

So, we have obtajned the module AV3 , consisting of the clauses c6, c3 and c5, where 
we find a definition of average which needs to scan the list only once. The correct
ness of this last transformation step, i.e. the compositional equivalence of AV3 with 
AV2 (and consequently also with the original module AVERAGE)i can be easily proven 
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using T heorem 7.2.14 as follows. As before, because of Proposit ion 7.3.2 we have that 
exchange_rates(Rates), 1o1eighted..sum(Rest, Rates, Sum'), len(Rest, Len') 
is O-equi valentto w_sum_and_len(Rest, Rates, Sum ' , Len ' )under { Rest, Rates, 
Sum', Len, } in AV1 . This equivaJence holds also in AV2 , since the correctness of the 
first replacement implies AV1 ~o AV2 . From this it follows that c1 D exchange.rates (Rates) , 
weighted...sum(Xs, Rates, Sum), len (Xs, Len) is 0 -equivalent to c1 D w_sum_and_l en(List, 
Rates, Sum, Len) under {List, Av}. Moreover , w_sum_and-1en does not cllepend 
on clause c1 in AV2. Therefore: from Theorem 7.2.14 it follows that AV3 ~o AV2, and 
therefore, from the correctness of the previous transformation steps: that AVERAGE 
~o AV3, i.e. that the whole t ransformation is correct. D 

7.4 Correctness wrt other congruences 

In some cases one can be interested in preserving other kind of properties of modules 
rather than their answer constrajnts. Indeed in the literature, together with the answer 
constraint semantics [43], we find two other semantics for CLP wi thout negation. One 
is the so-called C-semantics which was defined for pure logic programs [29, 39] and 
then adapted to CLP (specifically for prograrn:s transformation) in [14] by using 
an opera.tional definition. The C-sema.nti<::s <::harnderizes the most general answer 
constraints of a CLP prog,Tam. The second: and more notable one, is the least model 
semantics (on the relevant algebraic structure 'D) [51] . This semantics is the CLP 
counterpaJ:t of the least Herbrand model and it is commonly considered the standard 
declarative sernantics for CLP. 

In this Section we consider the congruences induced by these two semantics. We 
show that we can easily adapt to both the contexts the applicability conditions used in 
Theorems 7.2.10 and 7.2.14. Moreover , since these congruences are weaker than the 
operational one: the resulting applicability condit ions a1·e weaker than the previous 
ones: thus allowing more optimi,.;ations on the modules. 

In order to define formally the new congruences we first need the following. 

- P - - P' Definition 7.4.1 Let P, P' be two programs, ~ : co C ~ b o Bandt : co C ~ 
b' D B' be two derivations starting in the same goal: let also x = V ar( c D C). We 
say that 

e i s m ore general than~: ~ ~ e, 
iff D F ::L;; b 0 B -t ::L;; b' 0 B'. 0 

Notice that D I= :L a; b D fJ -t :L a; b' D B' holds iff, for each solution () of b, 
there exists a solution ()' of b' such that () and ()' agree on the variables x and each 
element in the conjunction B'()' is also an element of the conjunct.ion BO. It js also 
worth noticing that ~ does not represent "one s ide" of ~, since we can have that 
~ ~ e: e ~ ~ and still ~ ~ e. 

T his is due to the fact that in the definition of ~ the goals have to be considered 
as multisets, while here considering them as sets is sufficient. For instance, this 
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is the case when we consider the derivations e : p( X) ~ X = y D q(y), q(y) . and 
e' : p(x) "'-" x = y D q(y) . 

\1\le can now define the C- and the JI.It-congruence as follows. 

Definition 7.4.2 (C- and JI.It-congruence) Let M 1 and M2 be CLP modules that 
have the same set of open predicates. We say that 

M 1 and M2 a.re C-congruent, M1 ~c M2, 

iff, for every module N such that M 1 El1 N and Nl2 El1 N are defined, we have that 
for each refutation in M1 El1 N there exists a more general refutation in M2 El1 N and 
vice-versa. Moreover, we say that 

M1 and M 2 a.re M -congruent, M1 ~/vt M2 , 

Iff for every module M such that M1 El1 M and '/1112 El1 M are defined, we have that 
M1 El1 .~1 and Mi El1 M have the same least V-model. D 

The operational congruence is stronger than the C-congruence, which in t urn is 
stronger than the JI.It-congruence. This will be formally proved in the sequel. To 
clarify the difference among the three kind of relations let us consider the following 
simple modules where we assume the set of open atoms to be ernpty. 

M1 : 
p(X). 

M2 : 
p(X) . 
p(O) . 

M3 : 
p (X) r X = Y+1 D p (Y). 

p(O). 

It is easy to check that no one of these three modules is operationally congruent 
to another. On the other hand M1 is C-congruent (and therefore aJso JI.It-congruent) 
to M2, while it is not C-congruent to M3 . Finally, if the structure we refer to is the 
one whose domafr1 contajns only the set of natural numbers , then M3 is JI.It-congruent 
to both M1 and M2. 

Note 1.4.3 For the reader familiar with the original definit ion of the C-semantics 
[29] some explanations are in order here. The C-semantics of a p ure logic program P 
is defined indifferently as 

(a) the set of atomic logical consequences of P, or 
(b) the set of most general answers computed by P . 

It is also proven ([68]) that, jf the underlying language is infinite, then two pure logic 
programs have the same C semantics iff they have the same least Herbrand model. 

Now, the CLP counterpart of the C-sema.ntics is defined in [14] just as the coun
terpart of (b) above. The fact is that, for CLP programs the statements (a) and (b) 
are not equivalent to each other. This is shown for example by the programs 

p(X) r X=a v x = b . 

and 

p (X) r x. = a. 
p ( X) r x. = b. 
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Moreover, since in the CLP context we need the domain V for evaluating the 
constraint, i t makes li ttle sense taJking about the JogjcaJ consequences of P (which 
are the formulae</> such that P I=</>). On the other hand, it is meaningful taJk about 
the logical consequences of P "under V ", by th is we mean the set of formulae </> 

such that V I= P ~ </>. Now, since the domain of V determines the tmiverse of our 
interpretations and models, we have that two CLP programs have the same "set of 
atomic8 logical consequences under V " iff they have the same least V-model, but 
this does not imply that they have the same most general answers. Indeed, if we 
consider the pl'Ograms in M 1 and Nh above, we have that, if V is the usual additive 
structure on the set of natural numbers, 1'11!1 and .M3 (seen as programs) have the 
same least V models, therefore the same set of logical consequences " under V "', but 
they do not have the same set of most general answers . Notice that this is the case 
even though our structure contains the infinite set of constants corresponding to the 
natural numbers. D 

As before, we say that a transformation is (totally) C-correct ( resp. M -correct) 
iff it maps modules into C- (resp. J\lt-) congruent ones. Of course, the weaker 
the congruence we consider, the more operations we are going to be allowed on the 
modules, but also the less "faithful" will be the resulting module. For example, 
a typical operation which is C-corred but possibly not operationally corred is the 
elimination of duplicated atoms in the body of the clause (see later) . 

7.4.1 Correctness wrt C-congruence 

In this Subsection we provide the applicability conditions for the replacement op
eration in the case we refer to the C-congruence. More precisely, we are going to 
reformulate appropriately Theorems 7.2.10 and 7.2.14. This provides a generaliza
tion of the resttlt on the correctness of the replacement operation given in [14] . 

We start with a Theorem which gives a. condition sufficient to guarantee that two 
modules a.re C-congruent, thus providing a. C-counterpart of Theorem 7.2.3. Its proof 
can easily be obtained from the one of Theorem 7.2.3 and thus j t is omi tted. 

Theorem 7.4.4 Let M1 = {P1 , 7r) a.nd M2 = (P2, rr) be two modules. If: for each rr
deri vation ei in Mi there exists a 'If-derivation ei in Mi such that ei ~ ei (i , j E [l, 2], 
i =I- j), then M1 ~c 111.·2. D 

This result also shows that the C-congruence is strictly weaker that the operationaJ 
one. Now, in order to provide the C- version of the applicabili ty conditions for the 
replacement operation: we restate the Definitions 7.2.4 and 7.2.9 to a.dapt them to 
the new context . 

Definition 7.4.5 Let M = (P, 7r) be a module, c 1 D 01 and c2 D C2 be two queries 
and i be a. tuple of variables. Then we say that 

c2 D 02 is C-equivalent to c1 D C'i under i in M 

8Here we can consider atomic also a formula of the form p(..,Y) f- c wher e c is a constraint . 
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iff for each n-deri vation ei : c.i o C; !. b; o B; there exists a n-deri vation ej : 
- p - - -

Cj 0 c.i '"'-" b.i 0 B.i such that D F= 3_; b; DB; --7 3_; bj D B,; (ii- J: ij E [1: 2]). 
Moreover, we say that 

c2 D C2 is C-not-slower than c1 D C1 under x in M 

iff for each n-derivation 6 : c1 D C1 !. b1 D B1 there exists a rr-derivation 6 
- p - - -

c2 D C2'""' b2 D B2 such that 161 ~ l~il and D I= 3_,;, b1 D B1 --7 3_,;, bz D B2. 
In this definitions all the derivations are supposed to be renamed apart wr t x. D 

It is easy to see that the concepts of C-equivalence and of C-not-slower are weaker 
than their operational counterparts given in Definitions 7.2.4 and 7.2.9. Intuitively: 
the difference in terms of derjvations lies in the fa.et that for the former we want a one
to-one correspondence between all the partial derivations ending with open atoms, 
while the latter requires this one-to-one conespondence to hold only for the "most 
general" ones. Now when we refer to the C-congruence we can weaken the hypothesis 
of Theorems 7 .2.10 and 7.2.14 by replacing the concepts of equivalent and not-slower 
by their C-counterpar ts. arnely, we have the following. 

Theorem 7.4.6 (C-correct ness) Let d : A+-- c D C: Ebe a clause of the module 
M : (P, rr), and M' : {P', 7r) be the result of replacing c D C by d D D in cl . So 
P' = P\{cl} U {cl' : A+-- do D: E}. If 

• d D Dis C-equivalent to c DC Lmder Var(A, E) in Mand 

- either d D fJ is C-rwt slower than c D C under Var(A, E) in M, 
- or no predicate in D depends on Pred(A) in l\( 

then M ~c M' o 

Proof. We now show that : (a) for each 'if-derivation t in M' there is a derivation 
e in !\1 such that e :::S e and that (b) (the vice-versa) for each 'if-derivation e in ,~1 
there is a derivation t in M ' such that e :::S ( . From Theorem 7.4.4 this will imply 
the thesis. 

Actually, the proof is almost identical to a combination of the proofs of T heorems 
7.2.5, 4.3 and 4.7. So it is much more convenient if we just show how these have to 
be modified in order to adapt them to the context of the C-congruence. 

Part (a). In order to show that for each derivation e' in M' there is a derivation 
~ in M such that f :::S e it is sufficient to apply the following syntactic changes to the 
proof of Theorern 7.2.5: 

• In each equation labeled by the t sign, we replace the~ operator with ~ (where, 
obviously) we define ~ ~ e' jff ~/ :::S e). 

• The equation (7.5) has to be replaced by D f= 3 _,;, b1 D B1 -7 :L,;, b3 D ih. 
Part (b) . In order to show that for each derivation e in l'vl there is a derivation 

( in M' such that e :::S t it :is sufficient to combine together the proofs of T heorems 
4.3 and 4.7 and apply the following syntactic changes: 

• In each equation labeled by the t sign, replace the~ operator with :::S . 
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• The equat ions (7.8) and (7 .10) have to be replaced by: 1J I= ::L.x b1 D B 1 -7 ::L.x b3 D B3 
D 

T his result can also be seen as a generalization of Proposition 4 .6 in [14] . In fact, 
it is easy to check that when the hypothesis of t hat proposition are satisfied then 
the replacing and the replaced conjunction are alvvays C-equivalent to each other and 
that the replacing conjunction is always not-slower than the replaced one (under an 
appropriate set of variables). 

T he applicabili ty conditions in the previous Theorem a.re weaker than the ones in 
Theorems 7.2.10 and 7.2.14. This reflects the fact that some replacement operations 
which are correct "vrt C congruence may not be so wrt the operational one. A typical 
example of a replacement operation which always satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
7.4.6, but which is possibly not operationally correct, and therefore does not satisfy 
the hypothesis of Theorems 7.2.10 and 7.2.14, is the elimination of duplicate atoms in 
the body of a clause. Indeed, consider a program M consisting the following clause 

cl: pex, Y) f- q ex, Y), qex, Y) . 

qea,W). 
qeW,b). 

If we eliminate one of the atoms in the body of c 1 then we lose the answer { X=a /\ 
Y=b} to the query p ex, Y). For this reason the operation is not operationally correct. 
However it is C-correct, in fact the most "general" answers to the query p ex, Y) 
(which are { X=a} and { Y=b}) a.re not lost . 

7.4.2 Correctness wrt M-congruence 

In thi s subsection we give the J\/t-counterpart of the results stated in the previous 
one. We formulate (and prove correct) the applicability conditions for the replacement 
operation in case we want to preserve the .M-congruence. 

As we ment ioned before, the M -congruence is strictly weaker t hen the C-congruence. 
Indeed , we have already seen that two modules wh ich are M -congruent do not need 
to be C-congruent (consider previous programs M 1 and M3) · For the other implication 
we have the following result, whose proof is given in the Appendix. 

Proposition 7.4. 7 If two modules are C-congruent then they are also ; \It-congruent . 
D 

\!Vhen considering the J\/t-congruence we can further weaken the applicability con
ditions for the replacernent operation by defining the notions of M-equi valent and of 
.M-not-slower as follows. 

Definition 7.4.8 Let M = (P, 7r) be a module, c1 D C'i and c2 D {\ be two q ueries 
and x be a tuple of variables. Then we say that 

c1 D 01 is )\It-equivalent to c2 D C2 under x in M 
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iff for each .-r-derivation c.; 0 ci ~ b; D B; and each solution fJ; of b; . there exists a 
- }-' - - -

derivation Cj D Cj """ bj D B j and a solution {) j of bj such that 'D I= B ; rJ; ~ B j{) j 

and xfJ1 = xrJ2 (i,.i E [1, 2], i -:f j) . 
Moreover , we say that 

c2 D C2 is J\/f. -not-slower than c1 D C1 under x in 111 

iff for each .-r-deri vation e1 : C1 D C1 ~ b1 D B1 and for each solution {) 1 of bi: there 

exists a deri vation 6 : c2 D C2 ~ b2 D B2 and a solution fJ2 of b2 such that 161 ~ 161, 
v F= B1 rJ1 ~ B2rJ2 and xrJ1 = xrJ2 . 
Again, all the considered derivations here considered are supposed to be renamed 
apart wrt x. D 

From this definition it follows immediately that the M-equivalence is the weakest 
of the three equivalences we have introduced: as it checks only the "ground" deriva
tions. Theorem 7.4.6 can no·w be restated for the case of M -congruence as follows. 

Theorem 7.4.9 (1\lt-correctness) Let cl : A t- c D C: Ebe a clause of the module 
M : (P , rr), and lvf' : (P' , rr) be the result of replacing c D C by d D .b in cl . So 
P' = P\{cl} u {cl': A f- d 0 D: E}. If 

• If d D D is J\lt -equivalent c DC under Var(A, E) in Mand 

- either d D .b is J\/f.-not slower than c D C under V ar( A, E) in M: 
- or no predicate in .b depends on Pred(A) in M: 

then M ~ A-t Alf'. 

Proof. See Appendix D 

7.4.3 The non-1nodular case 

We di scuss now how the previous results can be apµlied to the non-modular case, that 
is when programs are considered as stand-alone units . In this case, since we do not 
have to consider EB-contexts, the notion of correctness for the replacement operation 
is defined wrt the following equivalences. 

Definition 7.4.10 Let Pi and P2 be CLP programs. We say tlb.at P1 and P2 are 

• operationally equivalent iff for each refutation in P1 there exists a similar refut
ation in P2 and vice-versa, 

• C-equivalent iff for each refutation in P1 there exists a more general refutation 
in P2 and vice-versa: 

• M -eq ui valent iff P1 <tud P2 have the ::>i:Llue lea:s t 'D-rnodel. 

Here, the use of the term equivalence: rather than congruence reflects the fa.et tha.t 
we are not considering modules, but (stand-alone) programs. 

According to the above definition, we say that the replacement operation on CLP 
programs is operationally (C- , M -) correct iff it maps programs into operationally 
(C-: J\lt-) equivalent ones. 
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From previous definition it follows immediately that the non-modular case can 
be naturally regarded as a particular instance of the modular one. In fact, if we 
assume that the set of open predicates is empty, then the concepts of equivalence 
and congruence coincide. Moreover, according to Definition 6.3.2 if rr = 0 1 then 
composition is allowed only between predicate djsjoint modules, and 1 semantically, 
this is like allowing no composition at aJl. Therefore the correctness results in the 
non-modular case can be obtained by just setting r. = 0 in T heorems 7.2.10, 7.2.14 
and 7.4.6. 

From the definitions it is also clear that the smaller is the set of open predjcates, 
the weaker become the applicability conditions needed to ensure correctness of re
placement, for all the three congruences considered. In particular, the applicability 
conditions for the non-modular case are quite weaker than the ones for the modular 
setting. 

7. 5 Related papers and con cl us ions 

In this section we try to highlight the similarities and the differences between the 
approach we follow and the ones proposed in the Ii terature. 

Let us start by considering MaJ1er's paper [69]: which, to the best of our know
ledge, is the only paper in the literature that deals with the replacement operation in 
the context of modular (constraint) logic programs. Firstly it should be mentioned 
that [69] takes into considerations also the tmfold and the fold operations, which are 
beyond the scope of this chapter. Apart frorn that , the main difference between this 
chapter and [69] is that Maher takes into consideration normal programs (i.e. pro
grams which contain negated atoms in the bodies of their clauses). Since the tools 
needed to handle normal programs are quite different and heavier than those suffi
cient to deal with definite programs, it follows that the techniques adopted to prove 
the correctness of the replacement operation are qui te different as well, and compar
ison between the two articles are difficult . For instance) the applicability condi tions 
of [69] guarantee the preservation of the Perfect Model Semantics [6, 81], which is 
incomparable to the semantics used here. It is of no surprise then that if we restrict 
our attention to definite programs, then our results extend those of [69] . In particular 
each time that the requirements of [69] are satisfied also the hypothesis of Theorem 
7.4.9 are satisfied as well. This implies that [69] requires the replacing conjm1ction to 
be always independent from the modified clause (therefore forbidding the intrnduc
tion of recursion via the replacement operation). F inally, another difference is due to 
the fact that we adopt a more flexible definition of modular program, which allows, 
for instance, m utuaJ recursion among modules. 

Apart from [69], in the literature we find only another paper which investigates 
the replacement operation for CLP: The one by Bensaou and Guessarian [14]. In 
[14] the authon provide applicability conditions for the repla.cement operation (and 
also for the operations of tmfold and fold, which, we repeat ourselves , have been 
studied in Chapter 6 and are beyond the scope of this chapter) which guarantee 
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the correctness of the operation wrt the C-semantics. Of course~ the main difference 
between the approach to the replacement operation given in this chapter and the one 
of [14] is that in [14] modulaJ·ity is not an issue. In any case, the C-correctness result 
in Theorem 7.4.6 provides us with a generalization of Propositjon 4.6 in [14] : each 
time that the applicability conditions given in [14] are satisfied we can also apply the 
replacement. The converse is not true (even in the non-modular case). For instance 
the replacements performed in Example 7.3.l are not feasible using the tools of [14] . 

In the Logic Progra1n1ning Area 

As we mentioned in the introduction, the replacement operation was introduced in the 
area of pure logic programs by Tarnaki and Sato in [96]. Later , developments were 
provided by the works of Sato himself [88]: Gardner and Shepherdson [47], Bossi, 
Cocco and Etalle [20L Proietti and Pettorossi [791 80] and Cook and Gallagher [32]. 
The main improvement of this chapter over all the papers just mentioned is that we 
take into consideration modular programs. So, in the rest of this section we restrict 
our attention to non-modular programs, and we try, in this more restrictive case, to 
highlight the other main differences (and relations) between our approach and the 
other ones. 

In [96] the replacement operation is part of an unfold/fold transformation system 
and the applicability conditions are devised in order to fit with the other two oper
ations. Apart from this, the main differences between this chapter a.nd [96] a.re due 
to the fact that the applicability conditions of [96] guarantee the correctness of the 
operation wrt the least Herbrand model semantics, while we also consider stronger 
semantics (the C and the operational semaJ1tics) . Still there are some similarities 
between [96] and this chapter which are worth noticing. Namely, the applicability 
conditions given in [96] can also be seen as being based on two requirements : 

(a) The replacing conjunction rnust be equivalent to the replaced one in P\{cl} , 
where P and cl are respectively the modified program and clause. Unfortu
nately, as pointed out in [4 7], the fact of referring to P\ {cl} rather than to P 
alone, leads to an error in the applicability conditions . 

(b) for ea.eh proof for the replaced query there has to be a. corresponding proof for 
the replacing one such that the ra.nk of the latter is not greater than the rank 
of the forn1er. Intuitively, the rank of a proof can be associated to the size of a 
proof tree. Of course this condition relates to (it actually inspires) the concept 
of not-slower query which is extensively used here. 

Later, Sato in [88] considered replacement of tautologically equivalent formulas 
in the context of first-order programs. Being the context so different than the one 
considered here: [88] is practically lmrelated to this chapter. 

A more related paper is the one of Gardner and Shepherdson [47]. [47] deals also 
with the operations of unfold and fold in the context of normal program, however, 
the section on replacement is quite separate from the rest of the paper, as it deals 
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with definite programs and refers to the C-semantics. In fact the main result of 
[47] states that if the replacing conjunction is equivalent to the replaced one then 
for every computation feasible in the original program P there exists a more general 
computation feasible in the ti-a.nsformed program P' and vice-versa. The introduction 
of a loop is avoided by adoµting a quite restrictive definition of equivalence: it is 
required that the most general answers to the replaced and the repla.cing queries 
are not affected by the presence or the absence of the modified clause cl jn the 
program. In practice both queries have to be semantically independent from the 
modified clause. Therefore~ for those programs (we hope the great rnajori ty) for 
which semantic independence coincides with physical independence9 Theorem 7.4.6 
provides a generalization of Theorem 5.1 in [47] in the following two ways: (a) it is not 
required that the replaced conjunction is independent from the (predicate in the head 
of the) replaced clause: and (b) it provides a condition (the one that uses the concept 
of being not-slower) that allows also the replacing conjunction to be dependent on 
the (predicate in the head of the) replaced clause: therefore allowing the introduction 
of recursion. 

Going on with our small survey: we can now consider [20L which can be regarded 
as the ancestor of this chapter. In [20], Bossi et al. give some conditions suffident to 
guarantee the correctness of the replacement operation wrt the operational semantics 
(of logic programs). Of comse the main difference between this chapter and [20] is 
that in the latter only non-rnodular logic progra1ns a1·e considen~d. Apart from that 
there are other differences, namely 

• [20] uses a quite more complicated yet more general method to prevent the in
troduction of a loop: the replacing conjunctjon may be dependent on the head 
of the replaced clause and still be slower than the replaced conjlmction, as long 
as the difference in «speed" (the delay) is bounded by the dependency dep,Tee 
of the replacing conjunction on the head of the modified clause. In this sense 
the approach we follow here is slightly more restrictive. However, we believe 
that the gain in generality is not worth the loss in clarity. This applies in par
ticular to this chapter, in which thing'S a.re further complicated by the presence 
of modularity. Recall that~ as we mentioned in the introduction, one of our 
main goals is to propose applicability conditions which are not "discouragingly 
complicated" . 

• A second difference is due to the fact that [20] referred to a bottom-up construc
tion of the semaJ1tics. The top down method we adopted here is not only more 
intuitive, but it also more :flexible. In particular the second part of Proposition 
7.3.2 is not obtainable with the tools of [20]. 

The results of [20] have also been applied to normal programs in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis) . These papers provide applicability conditions which guarantee the correctness 
of the operation wrt Fitting:s and Kunen:s semantics. 

Other related papers are the ones of Proietti and Pettorossi [80] : and Cook and 

9Here we say that a a. query is physically independent from a clause A+--- B, if no predicate in 
the query depends on Pred(A) in the sense of the Dependency Definition 7'.2.13 . 
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Gallagher [32]. 
In [80] it is proposed a method based on program's manipulation. The underlying 

idea is the following: suppose that we want to obtain the program P' from P by 
applying a. repfacernent operation. To guarantee to tal correctness, we may manipulate 
(an augmented version of) P via the syntactic operations of unfolding and folding until 
we obtain a program Q which validates synta.ctically the operation. This guarantees 
that P' will have the same operational semantics of P . This method is clearly totally 
different (hence incomparable) from the one we propose. 

Finally, Cook and Gallagher [32] present an approach to the replacement operation 
which is based on termination analysis. In addition to the usual condition that 
the replacing conjunction has to be equivalent to the replaced one, they avoid the 
introduction of a loop by simply requiring (a subprogram of) the resulting program 
to be terminating [5] . 

In the Functional Program1ning Area 

\i\lithout pretending to be exhaustive, we want to mention a recent paper on the 
replacement operation for functional programs which, independently, follows sub
stantially the same approach we do. In [86], Sands guarantees total correctness by 
requiring firstly the replacing expression to be equivalent to the replaced one and 
secondly by avoiding the intl'Oduction of a loop by 

• requiring the replacing expression to be independent from the modified clause 
(corresponding to the method used in Theorem 7.2.14), 

• or requi1·ing the replacing expression to be an improvement over the replaced 
one. T his clearly corresponds to the condition we give in Theorem 7.2.10. The 
underlying intuition given in j86] is that in this case, the evaluation of the repla
cing expression converges "faster" than one of the replaced one, consequently, 
all evaluations will converge faster in the transformed program than in the 
original one and, pa.rallelly, no dangerous loop may be introduced. 

Concluding re1narks 

We have investigated optimizations of CLP modules based on the replacement traJlS
formation. As discussed above, our results extend previous ones in the field of trans
formations for logic programs in that we have defined applicability conditions for 
replacement which guarantee that the original and the transformed module are se
mantically equivalent under any EB-context . These conditions ha.ve been instantiated 
to consider thTee different semantic notions. Moreover, also when restr icting to the 
non-modular setting, we provide generali,,;ations of previous results for replacement 
of CLP programs. 

We believe that our setting is suitable as a theoretical basis to define tools for the 
optimization of CLP modules. In particular, the applicability conditions which allow 
one to obtain operationally congruent modules are the more natural for practical 
applications, since answer constraints are the standard results of CLP computations. 
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7.6 Appendix 

In this Appendix we give the proofs of Proposition 7.4.7 and Theorem 7.4.9. The 
proof of the Theorem follows the guidelines of the one of Theorem 7 .4.6. Fil'st we 
introduce an operational characterization of the M -congruence. To this end we need 
the following. 

D efinition 7. 6.1 Let 7r be a set of predicate symbols; e : CA 0 A "'-7 b 0 B be a 
rr-derivation, and () be a valuation. We say that 

(e; B) is a rr-derivation-sofotion pair; 

If Dorn(rJ) = Var{e) and{) is a solution of b. 0 

When 7r is not specified in the previous definition we mean that e can be any de
rivation (and not just arr-derivation) . Moreover; if e is a derivation in M then we say 
that (( 8) is a pair in }\If. We now need to extend Definition 7.4.l to derivation-solution 
pairs . The tmderlying idea is that (6,01) :::S {6,82 ) iff 6 and 6 are derivations start
ing in the same goal and 681 :::S 682. Therefore the following. 

Definition 7.6.2 Let P, P ' be two programs) 6 : cA D A ..& b1 D B1 and 6 : 
CA D A ~ b2 D D2 be two derivations starting in the same goal. Let also 01 and 02 
be solution of 6 and 6, respectively. We say that 

(6JJ2) is more general than (6;Bi), (6;81) :::S (6, 82); 

0 

We can no·w characterize the concept of )\It-congruence. 

Theorem 7.6.3 Let M1 = (P1 , rr) and M2 = {P2, 1i) be tvw modules. Equivalent 
are 

• for each rr-derivation-solution pair {ei, B;) in Mi there exists a rr-derivation
solution pair ((j; 8j) in Mj (i ~ .j) such that (e;, 8;) :::S ((j, Bj), 

• NI ~.\It M'. o 

P roof. An analogous result, for the case of pure logic programs, is proved in [22]. 
The extension to the CLP case is straightforward. D 

This Theorem represents the J\lt- counterpart of Theorems 7.2.3 and 7.4.4. otice 
that, as opposed to the previous cases, here we have a bidirectional implication . An 
immediate consequence of this result is Proposition 7.4.7; let us state it agajn. 

Proposition 7.4. 7 If two modules are C-congruent then they are M-congruent. 

Proof. Straightforward from Theorem 7.6.3 and Definitions 7.4.2, 7.4.1 and 7.6.2. o 

Before proving Theorem 7.4.9 we need to strengthen Clajm 7.2 as follows. Here 
and in the following, given a derivation e: CA 0 A "'-7 b 0 B, vve say that the valuation 
fJ is a solution of e if Dom( 0) = Var( e) and fJ is a solution of b. 
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Claim 7.4 Let P be a prog1·a.m, and c 1 /\ c2 D C1 , C2 be a query. Then, there exi sts 

a derivation c1 /\ c2 D 61 , C2 ~ d D D of length n i:ff there exist two derivations 
- p - - p -6 : c1 D C 1 '"'-" d1 D Di and 6 : c2 D C2 '"'-" d2 D D2 such that 

(i) D = D1)\, and d = d1 /\ d2 is satisfiable, 
(ii) the variables that e1 and 6 have in common are exactly those that C1 D C'i and 

c2 D 62 have in common, 
(iii) 161+161 = n . 
(iv) if Bis a solution of e then Blva1· ({;J is a solutjon of ei , 
(v) if 01 is a solution of ~1 and 02 is a solution of ~2 , such that 01 and B2 agree con 

the set of variables Var(c1 D C'i) n Var(c2 D 62) then (}/)2 is a solution of e. 
Moreover B1ll2lva1· ({,J = &i . 

Proof. The first part coincides with Clajm 7.2. T he second part is a straightforward 
consequence of the first one. D 

We can eventually prove the Theorem 7.4.9. 

Theorem 7.4.9 (J\lt-correctness) Let cl : A+--- c D 6, E be a clause of the 
module M : { P, rr), and M' : { P', 7T) be the result of replacing c D 6 by d D D in cl . 
So P' = P\{cl} u {cl': A+--- do D,E}. If 

• If d D D is J\lt-eqitivalent to c D C under Var(A , E) in M and 

- either d D D is J\/f. -not slower than c D C wider V ar( A, E) in JI( 
- or no predicate in D depends on Pred(A) in M, 

then M ~}.II M'. 

P roof. As in Theorem 7.4.6 we divide the proof in two parts. In part (a) we prove 
partiaJ correctness: we show that for each pair 'if-derivation-solution {e', B') in M' 
there is a pair rr-derivation-solution {e, B) in 1\1 such that {(, B' ) :::S {e, &). In part 
(b) we show the vice-versa: that for each 7r-derivation-solution {e, ll) in M there is 
a rr-derivation-solution {e', @') in M' such that (( 0) :::S (e', B') . By Theorem 7.6.3 
this implies the thesis. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, der ivation-solution 
pairs will be referred to simply as pair's, and, as in the proof of Theorem 7.2.5, we 
follow Assumption 7.2.6. 

Part (a ) . We proceed by induction on the length of the derivation. Let {e, B') 
be arr-derivation-solution in M'. 

Base case WI = 0. This case is trivial, as the derivat ions of length zero are the 

ones of the form b D B ;)!,,; b D B. 
Inductive step. By Claims 7.1 and 7.4 the derivation e' can be chosen of the form. 

M ' -( : true D H ~ b D B 

where B contains only 7r-atoms and Var(H) n Var(B) = 0 (since e has length greater 
than 0) . By the definition of derivat ion it follows that there exists a (renaming of a) 
clause of M'' , 

(7.13) 
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and a 1T-derivation 

- M' -( ' : (H = J) /\ CL D L......,. b D B 

such that WI = IC' I + 1: Var((') = Var(e'): and ()'is a solution of('. By inclluctive 
hypothesis there exists a pair ( ( B) in M such that (CB') :::S ( ( 0) . ow; if the cl a.use 
of (7.13) was also a clause of M (that is: if it was not a result of the t ransformation); 
then there would exist a pair (~; B) in M such that {(; B') :::S (f B).; thus concluding the 
proof of part (a) . So we have to consider the case in which J +--CL D LE M '\M. In 
this situation J +-- C£ D Lis exactly (a variant of) the clause cl' : A+-- d D D: E. By 
appropriately renaming all the variables in the clauses and the derivations considered 
so far: we can assume that (' is the derivation 

(' : ( H = A) /\ d D b: E ~ b D B 

By Claim 7.4 there exist two derivations (~ and G such that 

- M' -({ : d D D......,. bi D Bi: 
- M' -

(~ : ( H = A) D E ......,. b2 D B2: 

b = b1 A b2 and l3 = fJ 1: B2 ) 

IGl+IGI= 1(1 = lf l -1: 
Vm1(D n Var((2) ~ Var(d D D) n Var((H = A) D E), 

and such that B'lvar(<;) is a solution of G and B' lva.r((~) is a solution of G. By the 
inductive hypothesis there exist two pairs ((1 ,171) and ((2 :172 ) in 1\!f; such that 

- M' -
(1 : d D D ~ b7 D B~) 

- M' N 

(2 : ( H = A) D E '""" b~ D B;: 

((1 : 771) ~ ((~: B'lva1·(<n) and ((2 : 772) ~ ((~, B'lvco1·((~)): 

Viir((1) n Var((2) ~ Var(d 0 D) n Var((H = A) DE). 

Since d D b is (M-)equivaJent to c D C under Var(A: E) in M it follows that there 
exists a derivation-solution pair ((3: 173), where 

N M N 

(3 : c D c ......,. b3 0 B3: 

such that: if we let x = Var(A: E): 

111 l.x = '173 1.x and V I= B1r11 -t B3173 . (7.14) 

By Assumption 7.2.6: the variables of b3 D B3 which do not occur in d D D1 do not 
occur either in the derivations considered so far . Therefore the variables that (2 and (3 
have in common are certainly contajned in x. This together with the fact that b~ /\ b~ 
is satisfiable and the left hand side of (7.14) implies that also b3 /\ b2 is satisfiable. 
Then, by Claim 7.4: we can put together (3 and ( 2 thus obtaining the derivation 
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such that f)4 = 1]21'/3 is a solution of (4 and 

04 lva1·((a) = T/3 and 041Var((2 ) = r12. (7.15) 

Since in M we find the clause cl : A f- c D C: E, by the definition of derivation it 
follows that there exists a derivation e which uses only clauses of M such that e is 
similar to 

M * - -,. true D H "-"' b3 /\ b2 D B3, B2 

and 01 is a solution of ( Since the variables that b3 D Eh has jn common with the 
rest of this expression are certajn]y contained in Var(A, E), from (7.14) and (7.15) 
it follows that f ~ ~' thus concluding the proof of part 1. 

Part (b) . We now show that for each 7r-derivation-solution (e, O) in M there is a 
rr-derivation-solution (e,O') in M' such that {(O} ~ {e,O'}. The first part of this is 
perfectly symmetrical to the one of Part (a) : We proceed by induction on the length 
of the derivation~ in M. 

Base case l~I = 0. This case is trivial, as the derivations of length zero are the 

ones of the form b D 13 }$ b o f3 . 
Inductive step. By Claims 7.1 and 7.4, ~can be chosen of the form 

M -
~ : true D H "-"' b D B 

where 13 contains only ;r-atoms and Var(H) n Var(13) 
derivation there exist a (renaming of a) clause of M, 

(/). By the definition of 

J f- CL D L (7.16) 

and a 7r-derivation 
- M -( : ( H = J) /\ CL D L ~ b D B 

such that l ~I = 1(1 + 1, Var(() = Var(~) and f) is a solution of ( . By the inclluctive 
hypothesis, there exists a pair ((',B'} in M' such that {(B} ~ ((',()'). Now, if 
the clause of (7.16) was also a clause of M' (that is, if it was not a result of the 
transformation), then there would exist a derivation-solution pair {f, O' ) in M' such 
that ff, B) ~ ( e, B'), thus concluding the proof of part (b) . 

So we have to consider the case in which J f- CL D LE M\M'. In this situation, 
J f- CL D L is exactly (a variant of) the clause cl : A f- c D C, E. By appropriately 
renaming all the variables in the clauses and the derivations considered so far, we can 
assume that ( is exactly the derivation 

- - M -( : (H = A)/\ cD C,E "-"' bD B . 

By Claim 7.4, there exist two derivations (1 and ( 2 such that 
N M N 

(1 : c D C "-"' b1 D B1, 
- M -

(2 : (H = A) D E "-"' b2 D B2, 

b = b, /\ b2 and B = B 1 , B2, 
IC1I + IC2 I = ICI = lel - 1 

Var((1) n Var((2) ~ Var{c DC) n Var((H = A) D E), 
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and such that Blvar((i) is a solution of (1 and Blva .. ((2 ) is a solution of (2 . 
From the fact that d D f> is (A1-) equivalent to c D C under Var(A, E) in M it 
follows that there exists a pair ((3 , rt3 ), where 

- M -
(3 : d o D '""' b3 o B3, 

such that , 
rt3lx = Blx and V F= BifJ -7 B3rt3 

for x = Var(A, E) . We now have to distinguish two cases. 

(7.17) 

Case 1. Ffrst we consider the case in which d D f> is (J\1-) not slower than c D 6 
ur1der Var(A, E) in M. In this case, we can assume that 1(31 ::; l(il. 

There is no loss in generality in asswning that the variables of b3 D fh which do 
not occur in d D fJ do not occur in the derivations considered so far. Therefore, the 
variables that (2 and (3 have in common are certainly contained in x. From this, 
the fact that &1 /\ b2 is satisfiable and the left hand side of (7.17) it follows that also 
b3 /\ b2 is satisfiable. By Claim 7.4, we can then put together (3 and (2 , and obtain 
the derivation 

- - J\tl - -
(4 : (H =A)/\ do D ,E'""" b3 /\ b2 D B3, B2 (7.18) 

where we have that 04 = rt2rt3 is a solution of (4 and that 

(7.19) 

Here we have also that 

Observation 7.6.4 the variables that b3 D B3 has in common with the rest of (7.18) 
are certainly contajned in Var(A, E). 
Moreover, the following ineq11ality holds: 1(41 =1(31+1(21::; 1(1 1+ 1(21 = ICI = l<"l-1 . 
Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a pair ((1,B') such that(': (H = 

- - M' - -
A)/\ do D ,E'""" b; /\ b~ o B~,B~ and 

(7.20) 

Since in M' we find the clause d ' : A f- d D f5 , E, by the definition of derivation there 

exists a derivation e : true D H ~ b~ /\ b~ 0 B3,' B~ such that B' is a solution of e. 
Now Observation 7.6.4, (7.17), (7.19) and (7.20) imply that < ::S (, thus concluding 
the proof of Case 1. 

Case 2. We consider now the case in which d D fJ is not (M-) not-slower than 
c D C under Var(A, E) in 1\11. From the hypothesis it follows then that d D D is 
independent from cl. So, the clauses used in (3 are also clauses of NI' and we have 

that in M' there exists a derivation (~ which is identical to (3 , that is (~ : d D D ~ 
b3 D B3. Moreover, since 1(21 < l<I: by the inductive hypothesis there exists a pair 
((~,rt~ ) such that 

- M' -
(~ : ( H = A) o E '""" b~ o B~ and 

{(2, Blvar((2 )) ::S (G, rt~) . (7.21) 
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By Assumption 7.2.6, the variables that G and G have in common are contained in 
x. Therefore, from the fact that b1 /\ b2 is satisfiable and the left hand side of (7.17) 
it follows that also b3 /\ b2 is satisfiable. The relation (7 .21) implies that b3 /\ b2 is 
satisfiable. From Claim 7.4 it follows that we can put together (2 and (3 thus obtaining 
the derivation 

- - AtJ' - -
(~ : ( H = A) /\ d D D, E --v. b3 /\ b; D B3 , B~ 

such that e~ = 'r/~'r/3 is a solution of(~ and the following holds: 

(7.22) 

Since in M' we find the clause cl' : A f- d D fJ, E, by the definition of derivation 

there exists a derivation e : true 0 H ~ b3 /\ b~ 0 B~, B3 such that e~, is a solution 
of e. Since the variables that b3 o Eh has in common with the rest of this expression 
are certainly contained in Var(A,E), from (7.17) , (7.22) and (7.11) it follows that 
(e, ()) ::5 ((', ()~1 ), thus completing the proof. o 



Chapter 8 

On Unification-Free Prolog Progran1s 

We provide new simple conditions which allow us to conclude that in case of several 
well-known Prolog programs the unification algorithm can be replaced by iterated 
matching. As already noticed by other researchers: such a replacement offers a possib
ility of improving the efficiency of program 1s execution. The resu Its we prove improve 
on those in our previous paper ([7]) both because they allow to prove unification
freeness for a larger class of programs and queries and because the conditions are, in 
many cases, checkable in a much more efficient way. 

8.1 Introduction 

Un.ification is the core of the resolution method employed by PRO LOG , and its 
efficiency has great influence on the overall performance of the interpreter. The 
best sequential unification algorithm employs linear time (see for example Martelli
Montanari [74]): and, most likely, this result cannot be improved by the adoption of 
a parallel algorithm: Dwork et aJ. [36] have shown that, unless PTIME ~ NC (which 
is quite improlbable) w1i:fication does not admit an algorithm that run polilogarithmic 
time using a polynomially bolU1ded number of processors. 

On the other hand, fast parallel algorithms a.re available for term matching: a 
special case of unification where one of the terms is always an instance of the other 
one [36, 37]. This motivates the research for sufficient condit ions for the replacement 
of unification ·with term matching (see, for instance [34, 70, 13] and, more recently, 
[7, 71]) . 

In Deransa.rt and Malus:tynski [34], Malus:tynski and Komorowski [70] and Attali 
and Franchi-Zannettacci [13], the problem was tackled by using modes. Intuitively, 
a mode is a function that labels as input or output the positions of each relation in 
order to indicate how the arguments of a relation should be used. A limit of this 
approach is that the input p ositions of the queries a.re expected to be filled in by 
ground (i.e. variable-free) terms. Apt and Etalle [7] irnproved upon the previous 
results by additionally using types, which allow to deal with non-ground inputs . 

159 
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Here, we generalize the results of [7] . The main tools of our approach can be 
summarized as follows: 

First, in addition to input and output positions, we introduce here U-positions. 
Here "U" can be read as unknown, as the U-positions of a query can be filled in 
by any term. It turns out that for many of the programs mentioned in [7] we could 
simply turn some posit ions into U positions, both enlarging significantly the class of 
allowed queries and, when this process was applied to the nonground input positions, 
simplifying dramatically the method for proving that the program is unification-free. 

Second, we now allow also pure terms to fill in output positions of the queries, 
again this enlarges the class of allowed queries. 

Finally, by following Apt [4], we adopt here a more flexible definition of well-typed 
pm gram. 

As in our previous paper, the conditions we provide can b e statically checked 
without analyzing the search trees for the queries. 

T his chapter is organi2ed as follows. In the next section we introduce the concepts 
of solvability by sequential matching and of unification-free prolog program. Section 
3 contains the basic definitions of modes and types, which are the main tools we need 
in the sequel. Both concept are used in order to specify how the arguments of an 
atom should be used, and, ultimately, to restrict the set of allowed queries. In section 
4 we begin to tackle the problem of how to prove that a program is unification-free: 
we introduce the definition of a Nicely Typed program and we show that, in some 
cases, this concept alone is sufficient for our purposes. T his section can be also seen 
as an intermediate step: in the subsequent one we report the definition of Well-typed 
program. Programs which are both Well and Nicely Typed are the ones that will 
enable us to prove, in Section 5, our most general theorem (8.5.18). In Section 6 we 
give a more restrictive version of our Main Theorem. The relevance of thi s result 
lies in the fact that its applicability conditions can be tested in a much more efficient 
way. Section 7 contains some practical examples, and in Section 8 we conclude by 
comparing this chapter with our previous paper [7] and with another recent related 
paper [71]. 

8. 2 Preliminaries 

In what follows we study logic programs executed by means of the LD-resolution, 
which consists of the SLD-resolution combined with the leftmost selection rule. An 
SLD-derivation in which the leftmost selection rule is used is called an LD-derivation . 
We allow in programs various first-order built-in's, like=, f.,>, etc, and assume that 
they are resolved in the way conforming to their interpretation. 

We work here with q·ueries, that is sequences of atoms, instead of goals, that is 
constructs of the form +-- Q, where Q is a query. Apart from this we use the standard 
notation of Lloyd [65] and Apt [3]. In paJ·ticula.r, given a syntactic construct E (so 
for example, a term, an atom or a set of equations) we denote by Var( E) the set 
of the variables appearing in E. Given a substitution 0 = {xift1 , ••• ,xn/tn} we 
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denote by Dom(O) the set of variables {x1 , .. ., xn}, by Ran_qe(O) the set of terms 
{t1, .. . , tn}, and by Ran(O) the set of variables appearing in {t1: .. . , tn}· Fina1ly, we 
define Var(O) = Dom(O) U Ran(O). 

Recall that a substitution () is called grounding if Ran( 0) is empty, and is called 
a renaming if it is a permutation of the variables in Dom(O). Given a substi tution 
() and a set of variables V, we denote by 01\1 the substit ut ion obtained from () by 
restricting its domain to V . 

U nifiers 

Given two sequences of terms s s11 . .. ; Sn and i = t 1 , . .. , tn of the same length 
we abbreviate the set of equations {s1 = t 1 , . .. ,Sn= tn} to {s = i} and the sequence 
s1 (),. . ., sn() to 8(). Two atoms can unify only if they have the same relation symbol, 
and with two atoms p(s) and p(t) to be unified we associate the set of equations 
{s = i}. In the applications we often refer to this set as p(s) = p(t) . A substitution 
() such that sO = f() is called a un~fier of the set of equations { s = i}. Thus the set of 
equations {s = i} has the same unifiers as the atoms p(s) and p(t) . 

A unifier() of a set of equations E is called a most general un~fier (in short mgu) 
of E if it is more general than all W1ifiers of E . An mgu ()of a set of equations E is 
called n:.levanl if Va1·(8) <;:::; Var(E). 

T he followfr1g Lemma was proved in LasseL::, Marriot and Maher [64] . 

Lemma 8.2 .1 Let 01 and 02 be mgu's of a set of equations. Then for some renaming 
r1 we have fh, = 8117. D 

Finally, the following well-known Lemma allows us to search for mgu's in an 
iterative fashion. 

Lemm a 8. 2 . 2 Let E 1 , E2 be two sets of equations. Suppose that 01 is a relevant 
mgu of E 1 and 02 is a relevant rngu of E281 . Then 8182 is a relevant mgu of E 1 U Ez. 
Moreover , if E 1 U E2 is unifiable then 01 exists and for any such 01 an appropriate 02 
exists, as well. D 

Solvability b y (sequent ial) Matching 

Following the notation of Apt and Etalle; [7], 'Ne begin by recalling the following 
concepts. 

D efinition 8. 2.3 Consider a set of equations E = {s = i} . 

• A substitution() such that either Dom(B) s; Var(s) and sB = t or Dorn(&) s; 
Var(i) and s = tB, is called a match for E . 

• E is called left-right dis.ioint if Var(s) n Var(t) = (/) . o 

Clearly, if Eis left-r ight disjoint, then a ma.tch for E is also a relevant mgu of E . 
The sets of equations we consider in this chapter will always satisfy thi s disjointness 
proviso due to the standardi:!;ation apart . 
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Definition 8. 2.4 Let E be a left-right di sjoint set of equations. We say that E is 
solvable by matching if E is lu1i:fiable implies that a match for E exists. D 

Consider a selected atom p( t1 , .•. , tn) and the head p( s1, ... , sn) of an input clause 
used to resolve it . The unification mechanism tries then to find a mgu of the set of 
equations t 1 = s1; .. . , tn = Sn· Sometimes such a set is not solvable by matching as 
a whole, but it can be solved by a sequential matching, that is, by considering the 
equations one at a time. 

To formalize this idea we introduce the following notion. 

D efinition 8.2.5 Let E = E 1 : ... , En be a left-right disjoint sequence of (sets of) 
equations. 

• We say that E is solvable by seqitential matching if E is unifiable implies that 
for some substit utions 01 , . . . ,0,., and for i E [1,n] 
- Ei fJ1 . . . fJi-1 is left-right disjoint, 
- f)i is a match for E;fJ1 ... fJi-1 · 

• We say that E is solvable by sequential matching wrt 1T if rr is a permutation of 
1, .. . , n, and 
- E1r(l): ... , E1r(n) is solvable by sequential matching. D 

Note that when 01 , .•• , On satisfy the above two conditions, then by Lemma 8.2.2 
B182 ••• Bn is a relevant mgl1 of E. 

This Definition corresponds to the one considered by Maluszynski and Komorowski 
[70], and is slightly less general than the one of iterated matching given in [7], which 
makes no explicit reference to the order in which the equations are to be solved. In
tuitively, E is solvable by iterated matchingiff there exists arr such that E is solvable 
by sequential matching wrt JT. 

U nification Free Programs 

Recall that the aim of this chapter is to clarify for what Prolog programs unification 
can be replaced by sequential matching. The following Definition is then the key one. 
Here we denote by rel(A) the relation symbol of the atom A. 

Definition 8. 2.6 

• Let ~ be an LD-derivation. Let A be an atom selected in ~ and H the head 
of the input clause selected to resolve A in ( Suppose that A and H have the 
same relation symbol. Then we say that the system A = H is considered in ~· 

• Suppose that each system of equations A = H considered in t.he LD-derivations 
of P U {Q} is solvable by sequential matching wrt a. permuta.tion ITret(A ) i where 
rr,.et (A ) is uniquely determined by the relation symbol of A. Then we say that 
P U { Q} is un~fication f ree . D 

A slightly more flexible defini tion of unifica.tion-free progra.m wa.s given in Apt
Etalle [7], where the equation A = H may be solvable by iterated matching, i.e. the 
sequence 1T needs not to be determinable from the relations symbol of A . 
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8.3 Types and Modes 

The main tools that we are going to use in this chapter are types and modes. The 
following very general definition of type is sufficient for our purposes. 

Definition 8.3. 1 

• A type is a set of atoms with the same relation symbol; 
• A type is a type for a relation symbol p. D 

otice that: as opposed to [7L here we a;re also considering types which are not dosed 
w1der substitution. 

For the purpose of this chapter: types for relations are always built by suitably 
combining set of terms. 

Definition 8.3.2 

• A term_type is a set of terms. D 

Here: we sometimes overload the term type to denote either a type or a term_type; 
the actual meaning will be clear from the context. 

Certain term_types will be of special interest: 
U - the set of all terms: 
Var - the set of variables, 
List - the set of lists: 
Bin Tree - the set of binary trees, 
Ground - the set of ground terms. 
Of course, the use of the term _type List assumes the existence of the empty list [] 

and the list constructor [ . I . ] in the language, and the use of the type Nat assumes 
the existence of the numeral 0 and the successor function s ( .) , etc. 

T he following notation will be used throughou t the chapter. Let p be an n-ary 
relation symbol: and let T1 : • . • : Tn be terrrdypes. we denote by 

p : T1 x ... x Tn 

the type for p given by the following set of atoms. 

{p(tI: . .. , tn) I for i E [1, n], t; E T;} 

Given a program P, a typing for P is a function that associate to each relation 
symbol pin P a type of the form p : T1 x .. . x Tn, consequently we also say that T; 
is the terrrdype associated to the i-th position of p. 

We need 011e final Definition. 

Definition 8.3.3 Let p : T1 x ... x Tn be the type for p. 

• We say that an atom p(t1 , • .. , tn) is correctly typed in his i-th position if ti E Ti; 
• We say that an atom p(t1 , . . . , tn) correctly typed if it is correctly type in all its 

positions. o 
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In the sequel we assume that each program has a (n often unspecified) typing 
associated to. The typing sp ecifies how the argument of a relation should be used: 
as a general rule, we expect that the atoms selected in a LD-deri vation are correctly 
typed (to make sure of this we'll introduce appropriate tools) . Consider for instance 
the well-known program append: 

app ([X I Xs] , Ys , [X I Zs] ) t- app(Xs, Ys, Zs). 

app([], Ys, Ys). 

append can be used for concatenating two lists: and this can be reflected by the 
adoption of the following "natural" typing: 

app : List x List x V ar 

This typing expresses the fact that each time an atom of the forrn : - append ( s, t, 
u ) is selected in by the (leftmost) selection rule, we expect s and t to be lists: and u 

to be a variable. Multiple typings can be obtained by simply renaming the relations. 
Before introducing modes, we need a last definition. 

Definition 8.3.4 

• We call an atom (resp. a term) a pure atom (resp. pure term) if it is of the 
form p(i) with x a sequence of different vaJ·iables. 

• Two atoms (resp. terms) are called dis.joint if they have no variables in com-
moo. D 

To study solvability by matching, we keep m special consideration the following 
term_types. 

• V ar - the set of all variables; 
• Pt - the set of variables and pure terms; 
• U - the set of all terms. 

Notice that Var ~ Pt ~ U. According to the typing used, we'll make some 
distinctions among the positions of an atom. Consider the case of a selected atom A 
and the head Hof an input clause used to resolve A. In presence of types, we expect 
A to be correctly typed. It is then natural to consider the posit ions of A which are 
typed Var or Pt, which are filled in by variables or pure terms as output positions, as 
they contain no information. On the other hand for those positions which are typed 
U, since we really have no clue over the kind of parameter-passing that will take place 
in them, we use the special name of U-positions . The remaining posit ions will then 
by convention be considered as input. T hese considerations are at the base of the 
following Definition. 

Definition 8.3.5 Let p: T1 x ... x Tn be the type of the relation symbol p. We call 
the i-th position of an atom p(t1, .. . , tn) 

• A U-pos ition if T; = U 
• An output position if Ti = Var or 'I'; = Pt; 
• An input position otherwise. D 
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This classification is actually a moding. Modes for logic progra.ms were first 
considered by Mellish [75] and then more extensively studied in Reddy [83] and in 
Dembinski and Maluszynski [35]. Here we are departing from the previous works by 
using also the mode U, which can be seen as a way to avoid to commit ourselves to 
a specific mode when such a commitment is not necessary. 

8.4 A voiding Unification using the modes "U" and 
"output" 

In order to introduce the tools we need in a gradual manner, we begin by excluding 
the presence of input positions. 

Surprisingly, in many cases, this restriction does not represent a problem: in 
order to pass the information from the selected atom to the head of the input clause 
we can still use the U-positions. Consider for instance again the program append, 
as we mentioned before, when it is used for concatenating two lists, the "natural" 
typing is 

append: List x List x \! ar . 

ow, if we want to avoid the presence of input positions, we can sin1ply use the 
following typing. 

append: U x U x Var 

otice that the first two positions are U-positions, while the third one is and output 
one. The only practical diffe1·ence between this and the "natural" typing is that in the 
query app ( s, t, u) we now allow s and t to be any term, rather than just li st . This 
is obviously no restriction. In general, using the U-positions for the parameter-passing 
task has the advantage of flexibility: since every term belongs to U we are making 
here no a priori assumption on the structure of the data. Moreover, as we'll show 
in the rest of this Section, prnving unification-freeness is in this context particularly 
simple. 

T hroughout this Section we assume that the atoms have only U- and output 
positions: by Definition 8.3.5 this is equivalent to considering typings built only with 
the following term_types: U, Var and Pt. 

Sequential Matching via Pure Terms 

We start with a simple test allowing us to determine whether a. given set of equations 
is solvable by matching. 

Lemma 8.4.1 (Matching 1) Consider two disjoint atoms A and H with the same 
relation symbol. Suppose that 

• one of th.em is gTound or pure. 

Then A = H is solvable by matching. 
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Proof. Clear. D 

Now let us go back to the example of the (correctly typed) selected atom A and the 
head Hof a clause used to resolve it . In order to :apply the Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1 
to the part of A = H corresponding to the U-positions; since we have no information 
about the shape of the terms filling in the U-positions of A, we have to impose some 
restrictions on H. Here we call a family of terms linear if every variable occurs at 
most once in it . 

Definition 8.4.2 (U-safe - ) An atom His called U-safc if the family of terms 
filling in its U-positions is linear and consists of only variables and pure terms. D 

The minus sign in U-safe- is motivated by the fact that in Section 8.5 we;ll 
introduce a more general definition of U-safeness, which will also take into account 
the presence of input positions. We need now one further notion. 

D efinition 8.4.3 An atom A is called output independent if ea.eh term occurring in 
an output position is disjoint from the rest of A . D 

Now we prove a result allowing us to conclude that A= His solvable by sequential 
matching. 

Lemma 8.4.4 (Sequential Matching 1) Consider two disjoint aton1s A and H 
with the same relation symbol p. Suppose that p has no input positions. If 

• A is correctly typed and output independent, 
• H is U-safe- , 

then there exists a permutation 1T such that A = H is solvable by sequential ma.tching 
wrt 71' . 

In particular, A = H is solvable by sequential matching wrt any permutation IT of 
1, . . ., n such that , according to the order given by rr(l), . . ., rr(n), we have that the 
U-positions of p come first and the output positions come last . 

Proof. Suppose that A = H is unifiable, we can then assume that A is p( s 1 , ... , sn) 
and that H is equal to p(t1 , •. • , in), where s1 , .. . , Sn: t 1 , ... , t n ha:ve been reordered in 
such a way that U-positions come first (on the left) and the output positions are the 
rightmost ones. 

We now need to prove that s 1 = t 1 , •.• , S n = t n is solvable by sequential matching, 
that is we need to find fJ1, . • ., f)n such that each @; is a match of (s; = t;)fJ1 . . . fJ;_1. 

For each i , we distinguish upon the kind of position where the equation s; = t; is 
found . 

If s; = t; is found in a U-position then, since H is U-safe- , we have that i ; is 
a variable or a pure term and Var( t;) n Var( fJ 1 ... Oi_i) = 0, so t; fJ1 .. . 0;_1 is still 
a variable or a pure term and by the Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1 (s ; = ti)B1 •• • {);_ 1 is 
solvable by matching. 

Finally, if s; = t; is fo1md in an output position then, from the assumptions we 
made on A, it follows that s; is a variable or a pure term and that Var( si ) n Var( 01 ~ ••• , Bi- J) = 
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0. So Si01 , • .. , Bi -l is still a variable or a pure term, and by the Nlatching 1 Lemma 
8.4. l (Si = ti)B1 . . . e i - 1 is solvable by matching. 0 

When A and H satisfy the conditions of this Lemma, we can then solve A = H by 
sequentially matching one position at a time. Still, we can improve on this result by 
showing that there exist some subsets of A = H which correspond to more than one 
position and which can be solved by a single matching. This issue will be discussed 
in the Appendix. 

iNe need one further notion. 

Definition 8.4.5 We call an LD-derivation i/o driven if all atoms selected in it are 
correctly typed and output independent. o 

i/o driven derivations were introduced in [7L but the definit ion we give here is 
more general than the previous one. This is clue to the fact that now we consider also 
U-positions, and that we allow Pt as a term_type for the output positions (in [7] the 
only term_type allowed for the output positions is Var) . 

The Sequential Matching Lemma 8.4.4 allows us to combine the notions of U-safe 
atom and of i / o driven derivation for concluding that P U { Q} is unification free. 

Theorem 8.4.6 Suppose that each predicate symbol occurring in P has no input 
positions. If 

• the hea.d of every clause of P is U-safe-, 
• all LD-deri vations of PU {Q} are i/o driven. 

Then PU { Q} is unification free. 0 

Taking care of the output positions: N icely Typed programs 

In order to apply T heorem 8.4.6 we need to find conditions which imply that all 
considered LD-derivations are i/o driven. Since here we exclude the existence of 
input positions, all we have to do is to ensure that the selected atom A is correctly 
typed in its output position and output independent . For this we:ll introduce the new 
concept of icely Typed program. 

We start with the following notion which was introduced in Chadha and Plaisted 
[27]. Here we use the notation of Apt and Pellegrini [9]: when writing an atom as 
p(f, o), we now assume that o is the sequence of terms :filling in the output positions 
of p, while that f is the sequence of terms filling its remaining positions. 

Definition 8.4. 7 (Nicely Moded) 

• A query p1(r1 ,o1 ): • . • ,pn(fn,on) is called nicely rnoded if 01 , • • • on is a linear 
family of terms and fOl' ,j E [l , n] 

n 

lfar(rj ) n (LJ Var(ok)) = 0. 
k= j 

(8.1) 
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• A clause 
Po('ro: oo) t- Pi (i\, 01): .. ·: Pn(fn: on) 

is called nicely rnoded if P1(f1,01): . . . :Pn(fn,on) is nicely moded and 

n 

Var(fo) n ( LJ Var(ok)) = 0. (8.2) 
k= l 

In particular, every unit clause is nicely inoded. 
• A program is called nicely moded if every clause of it is. D 

Thus, assurning that in every atom the output positions are the rightmost ones: 
a query is nicely rnoded if 

• every va1:ia.ble occurring in an output position of an atom does not occur earlier 
in the query. 

And a clause is nicely moded if 

• every variable occurring in an output posibon of a body atom occurs neither 
earlier in the body nor in a non-output position of the head. 

So, intuitively, the concept of being nicely moded prevents a "speculative binding" 
of the variables which occur in output positions - these variables are required to be 
"fresh" . 

From the definition it follows that: if the query is nicely moded, then the selected 
atom is output independent . In order to fulfill the requiren1ents of i/ o drivenness we 
also ask the output positions to be correctly typed. For this reason we introduce a 
further Definition. Here and in the sequel, given an atom A, we denote by VarOut(A) 
the set of variables occurring in the output positions of A. Similar notation is used 
for sequences of atoms. 

Definition 8.4.8 (Nicely Typed) 

• A nicely moded query B is called nicely t'.yped if it is correctly typed in its 
output positions. 

• a nicely moded clause H t- B is called nicely typed if B is nicely typed, and 
each term t filling in a position of H of type Pt satisfies the following 

If t is a variable and t n VarOut(B ) =/:- 0 then t fills in a position of B of type Pt . 
(8.3) 

• A program is called nicely typed if every clause of it is. D 

Nicely typed programs can be seen as a. genera.lization of simply moded programs 
of [7] . The additional condjtion (8.3) that we impose on the clauses is needed to 
ensure the pel'Sistence of the notion of being nicely typed, which is proven in the 
following key Lemma. 

Lemma 8.4.9 An LD-resolvent of a nicely typed query and a disjoint with it nicely 
typed clause is nicely typed. D 
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Proof. Consider a nicely typed query A, A and a disjoint with it nicely typed clause 
H t- B: such that A and H unify. Take as E0 the subset of A = H corresponding to 
the non-output positions, and as E 1 : ... , En the subsets of A = H each corresponding 
to an output position. 

T he proof is divided in steps. 

Claim 8.1 There exist Bo, . . . , Bn such that, for i E [O , n], 

(a) Bi is a relevant mgu of EiBo . . . Bi - 1 : 

(b) BB0 , . . . ; Bi is correctly typed in its output positions . 

Proo.f We proceed by induction. 
Base case: i = 0. 

Let Bo be any relevant mgu of Eo. Since H t- B is nicely moded, the variables 
in Var Out(B) do not occur in the non-output positions o~ H, therefore the output 
positions of B are not affected by B0 . Since by hypothesis B is correctly typed in its 
output positions, BB0 is correctly typed in its output positions as well. 

Induction step: i > 0. 
Let Ei = s = t, where sand t ai-e the terms filling the i-th output position respectively 
of A and H . F irst notice that since A is nicely moded, the variables of s do not occur 
anywhere else in A. Moreover, from the di sjointness hypothesis (and the relevance 
of each Bi) it follows then that Var(s) n Var(Bo .. . Bi_i) = 0. Therefore we have that 

sBo .. . Bi- 1 = s 

Keep in m ind that by the inductive hypothesis BBo .. . B;_1 is correctly typed in 
its output positions, and that s = s00 ••• ()i-l · Sir1ce A is nicely typed, s may only 
be a variable or a pure term. Let us consider those two cases separately, and let us 
suppose that s is 

a variable. Then we can take O; to be exactly [s/t00 ... O;_i]. Therefore Dom(O;) = 

s, and BB0 .. . Oi- l is not affected by O;, and the result follows from the ind!uctive 
hypothesis. 

a pure term. Since A is nicely typed, the type of the the i-th output position of A 
(and H ) must be Pt . Let ()i be any relevant mgu of sB1 . .. ()i- l = t ()1 ••• ()i-l 

We have to di stinguish three cases: 
First we consider the case in which tOo ... {);_1 is a variable and it occurs in 
VarOut( B()0 •.. ()i _ 1 ) . O bviously, in this case t itself is a variable as well. Now 
notice that if r is any term filling in an output position of B then we have that 

if Vn.r(r·Bo . . . 0;_1 ) n t Bo .. . B;_1 =/= (/J t.h~n Va.r(r) n t =/= 0 (8.4) 

In other words, if r is disjoint from t then also rB0 ••• B;_1 is disjoint from 
tBo . . . B;_1 • This is due to the fa.et that, s ince H t-B is nicely moded, the 
variables of r may not occur in the input positions of H but only in the output 
ones, and, since A is output independent, the substitutions ()0 . .. ()i -l cannot 
bind them to other variables of H t- B. 
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Since t00 . .. 0;_1 occurs in Var0ut(B00 ... Oi-i), from (8.4) it follows that t oc
curs in VarOut(B). Furthermore; from (8.4) and the fact that H t-- Bis nicely 
typed it follows that tOo ... 0;_1 fills in an output position of BOo ... Oi- i, and 
(being H t-- B nicely moded) it does not occur anywhere also in B00 .. . Oi-l · 

Now, sB0 .. . Oi- l is a pure term and t00 ... 0;_1 is a variable, therefore we have 
that t00 • • . IJ;_10i is a p ure term, and, since t00 ... IJ;_1 :fiJJs in an output pos
ition of BBo .. . Bi-l of type Pt, from the inductive hypothesis it follows that 
BIJo . .. Oi-1 O; is correctly typed in its output positions. 

Secondly, if t lJo .. . IJ;_1 js a variable and it does not occur in VarOut(B)IJo . . . 0;_1, 

then the output positions of B00 ... 8;_1 are not affected by Oi, and the result 
follows by the inductive hypothesis. 

Finally, if tOo ... IJ;- 1 is not a variable, then, since sOo ... 0;-1(= s) is a. pure 
term, and since (s = t)Bo . . . 0;_1 is w1i:fiable, we have that t00 . • . 0;_1 is an 
instance of s00 ••• 0i-l · We can then take ()i such that Dom(O;) = s00 •• • Oi-l· 

It follows that tOo .. . ei- l is not affected by 8; Consequently, BOo .. . ei - 1 is not 
affected by Bi as well and the result follows from the inductive hypothesis. 

This ends the proof of Claim 8.1. D 

ow let (} = 00 . .. O;. By Lemma 8.2.2 (} is a relevant mgu of A = H. So far we 
have establishe d that 

B(J is correctly typed in its output positions. (8.5) 

In order to prove that also ( B, .4)0 is nicely typed we have to go through a few 
more steps. 

Claim 8.2 AO is correctly typed .in its output position. 

Proof. A is nicely moded, therefore VarOut(A) n Var(A) = 0. Since e is relevant, 
from the disjojntness hypothesis it folJows then that Var( B) n VarOut(A) = 0. Since 
A is correctly typed in its output posi tion, also AO is. D 

Finally we have that 

Claim 8.3 (B,A)O is nicely moded. 

Proof. This is due to the fact that the resolvent of a nicely moded query and a 
(disjoint with it) nicely moded clause is nicely moded (Apt and Pellegrini in [9, 
Lemma 5.3]). o 

From (8.5) and the last two Claims it follows that (B, A)B is nicely typed. Now 
B = O, . . . Bn is just one specific mgu of A = H. By Lemma 8.2.l every other mgu of 
A = H is of the form BTJ for a renaming 'f/ · But a renaming of a nicely typed query 
is nicely typed!, so we conclude that every LO-resolvent of A: A and H t-- B is nicely 
~~. D 

T he following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.4.9 which will be soon 
needed. 
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Corollary 8.4.10 Let P and Q be nicely typed, and let e be an LD-derivation of 
P U {Q}. All atoms selected in (are correctly typed in their output positions and 
are output indlependent. D 

Avoiding Unification with Nicely Typed Programs 

Recall that in order to prove that P U { Q} is unification-free using Theorem 8.4 .6 we 
are looking for conditions which imply that all the LD-derivations starting in Qare i/o 
driven and that, since we are excluding the presence of input positions, this re duces 
to requir ing that the selected atom are correctly typed in their output positions and 
output independent. By Corollary 8.4.10 the concept of being nicely typed is the one 
we need. 

Lemma 8.4.11 Suppose that each predicate symbol p occurring in P has no input 
positions. If 

• P and Q are nicely typed. 

Then all LD-derivations of PU {Q} are i/ o dri ven . 

Proof. This follows directly form Corollary 8.4.10. 0 

We can now state the main result of this Section. 

Theorem 8.4.12 Suppose that each predicate symbol p occurri ng in P has no input 
positions. If 

• P and Q are nicely typed, 
• the head of every clause of P is U-safe-

Then PU { Q} is unification free. 

Proof. From Lemma 8.4.11 and Theorem 8.4.6 0 

This result, though rather sim ple, can be applied to a large number of programs. 

Example 8.4.13 
(i) Consider agajn the prog,Tarn append~ together with the following typing: 

app : U x U x Pt 

First note that append is nicely typed and that the head of both clauses are U-safe- . 
ow let t , s be terms, and u be a variable (or a pure term), disjoint from t , s; 

append(t,s,u) is then a nicely typed query, and, from Theorem 8.4.12, it follows 
that append U { app(s, t , u) } is unification free . 

(ii) append can be used not only for concatenating two lists, bu t also for splitting a 
list in two. This is reflected by the adopt ion of the fol lowing typing: 

app : Pt x Pt x U 

Again, append is nicely type d, and the head of both clauses are U-safe- . Theorem 
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8.4.12 yields that, for disjoint terms u, v , t , where u and v are variables or pure 
terms, append U { app(u, v, t) } is unification free. 

(iii) Let us now consider the following permutation program: 

perm(Xs, Ys) t- Ys is a permutation of the li st Xs. 

perm(Xs, [X I Ys]) t-
app1 (X1s, [X I X2s] , Xs), 

app2(X1s, X2s, Zs), 

perm(Zs, Ys) . 
perm ( [] , [ ] ) . 

augmented by the app1 and app2 programs. 

Where both app1 and app2 are renamings of the append program; we use here two 
distinct renamings in order to adopt two different types, namely 

app1 : Pt x Pt x U 
app2 : U x U x Pt 

By the previous example we have that both app1 and app2 are nicely typed. Let us 
consider the following typing: 

perm : U x Pt 

It is easy to check that perm is nicely typed: and that both clause's heads are U-safe- . 
Hence, when u a variable or a pure term disjoint from t , permut ation U { perm(t, 
u)} is unification free. D 

More examples of programs and typings that satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 
8.4.12 are provided by the li st in Section 8.7. 

8 . 5 A voiding Unification using also the mode "in
put" 

In the previous Section we have been using only the modes U and output . Therefore 
the para.meter passing from the selected a.tom to the head of the input clause was 
always done via the U-positjons. As we remarked before, this ha.s the a.dva.ntage of 
:flexibili ty, as there is no assumption on the data structure used. However, in some 
cases, if we can be more precise about the kind of data structure is being used, we'll 
be able to broaden the range of of programs and queries that we can prove to be 
unification-free. Consider for instance the well-known member prngra.m. 

member(Element, List) t-

Element is an element of the list List. 

member(X, [X I Xs]) . 
mernber(X , [YI Xs]) t-mernber(X, Xs). 

It is easy to check (see Example 8.6.7 for a formalization of this statement) when 
the typing is member : Pt x U, member satisfies the conditions of T heorem 8.4.12, 
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therefore ifs is in Pt and t is disjoint from s , then member U { member(s, t) } 
is unification-free. On the other hand, it is also easy to (manually) check that if we 
know that t is ground: then we can drop the assumption that s is in Pt: member U 

{ member(s, t) } is still unjfication-free. In order to capture this situa.tion, we need 
an extension of Theorem 8.4.12 that is applicable when the typing adopted is member 
: U x Ground. In this situation, according to the convention of Definition 8.3.5, the 
second position is moded as input. 

In this Section we provide the tools necessary to handle the presence of input 
positions. F irst notice that by Definition 8.3.5, the input positions of an atom are 
exactly the ones that are not typed Var; Pt or U . Consequently, considering also 
input positions tantamounts to considering also term_types vvhich are not in { Var, 
Pt; U}. 

T he new types we interested in are monotonic, that is: they are closed wider 
substit ut ion . This property will simplify a lot the discussion . 

Definition 8.5.1 We call a tenn_type T monotonic iff, for each substitution .() 

• t E T implies t () E T D 

From now on we make the following Assumption . 

Assumption 8.5.2 
• with the exception of terrrdypes Var, Pt, all the term_types we refer to are 

monotonic. D 

Notice that types Gru"UTtd, U are by definition monotonic. Recall tha.t we Msurne 
also that the type associated to a relation symbol p is always of the form p : T1 x ... x 
Tn · The basic implication of Assumption 8.5.2 is then that the Tis corresponding to 
the input positions are always monotonic term_types. 

Sequential Matching via Generic Expressions 

Generic expressions were int roduced by Apt-Eta.lle in [7], and can be used to obtain 
a new interesting condition for solvability by matching. For example, assume the 
standard list notation and consider a term t = [x, ylz] with x, y and z variables. Note 
that (despite the fact that t i s not a pure term), whenever a list l unifies with t, then 
l is an instance oft, i .e l = t is solvable by matching. 

Thus solvabili ty by matching can be sometimes deduced from the shape of the 
considered terms. In this subsection we will follow closely Apt and Etalle [7], and we 
begin with the following Definition. 

Definition 8. 5.3 Let T be a terrrdype. A term t is a generic expression for T if 
for every s E T disjoint with t, ifs unifies with t then s is an instance oft. D 

In other words: t is a generic expression for the term_type T iff all left -right 
disjoint equations s = t, where s ET, are solvable by matching. 

Example 8.5 .4 

• 0, s(x), s(s(x)), ... are generic expressions for the term_type Nat, 
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• [], [x], [xjy], [x, yjz], . . . are generic express ions for the term_type List. D 

ote that a generic expression for T needs not to be a member of T. 
Next, we provide some important examples of generic expressions which will be 

used in the sequel. Here and in the following we call a (term_) type T ground if 
all its elements are ground, and non-ground if some of its elements is non-grnund; 
consequently the non-ground positions of an atom H are those positions of H whose 
associated terrrdype is not a ground type. 

Lemma 8.5.5 Let T be a term_type. Then 

• variables are generic expressions for T, 
• the only generic expressions for the term_type U are variables, 
• if T does not contain variables, then every pure term is a generic expression 

for T, 
• if T is grnund, then every term is a generic expression for T . 

Proof. Clear. D 

When the term_types are defined by structural induction (as for example in Brou
sard, Lakshman and Reddy [23] or in Yardeni, T. Friihwirth and E. Shapiro [98]) , 
then it is easy to charactel'lze the generic expressions for each type by structural 
induction. 

We can now provide another simple test for establishing solvability by matching. 

Lemma 8.5.6 (Matching 2, [7]) Consider two disjoint atoms A and H with the 
same relation symbol. Suppose that 

• A is correctly typed, 
• the posit ions of H are filled in by mutually disjoint terms and each of them is 

a generic expression for its positions type. 

Then A = H is solvable by matching. Moreover , if A and H are unifiable, then a 
substitution() with Dom(B) ~ Var(H) exists such that A::: HB . 

Proof. Clear. D 

Consider again the case of a selected a.tom A and the head H of a clause used 
to resolve A. In presence of arbitrary terrrdypes, in order to apply the Matching 2 
Lemma 8.5.6 to the subset of A= H corresponding to the input positions, we have 
to impose some restrictions on H . 

Definition 8. 5. 7 An atom H is called inptd safe if each term t filling in a non
grolmd input position of H satisfies the following two conditions: 

(i) t is a generic expression for this positions type, 
(ii) t is disjoint from all the other terms occurring in the non-ground input posit ions 

of H. o 

We also need to upgrade the Definition of U-safe- atom in order to take into 
account the presence of input positions. 
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Definition 8.5.8 (U-safe) An atom His called U-safe if for ea.eh term t filling in 
one of its U-positions one of the following two conditions holds: 

(i) t is a. variable or a pure term a.nd it is disjoint from the terms occurring in the 
input and the other U-positions of H; 

(ii) each variable occurring in t appears also in an input position of H of .9roimd 
type. D 

Note that when there are no input positions thjs Definition coincides with the one 
of U-sa.fe- a.tom. 

The above two conditions reflect two different way in which we can apply the 
Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1 to the U-positions of A = H : the first conditions ensures 
that the term in the position we are considering is a variable or a pure term; and that 
it is not affected by the matching of the input and the other U-positions. On the other 
hand the second makes sure that after having matched the input posit ions of A = H, 
the term will be ground, so that the Matching 1 Lemma will still be applicable. 

T he above Definitions allow us to generalize Lemma 8.4..4 to the case in whjch we 
have also input positions. 

Lemma 8.5.9 (Sequential Matching 2) Consider two disjoint atoms A and H 
with the same relation symbol. If 

• A is correctly typed and output independent, 
• H is input safe and U-sa:fe, 

Then there exists a permutation rr such that A = His solvable by sequential matching 
wrt rr . 

In particulai-, A = H is solvable by sequential matching wr t any permutation of 
1, . .. , n such that, according to the order given by IT( l L . . . , rr(n) , we have that the 
non-ground input positions of p come first, the ground input positions come next, the 
U-positions come after them and the output positions come last. 

Proof. Suppose that A= H is unifiable, we can then assume that A and Hare equal 
respectively to p(s1 , •• ., sn) a.nd p(t1 , •• . , t,i), where s 1, .•. , sn, t 1, .•• , tn have been 
reordered in such a way that non-grow1d input positions come first (on the left), 
the ground (input) positions come next , the U-positions come third and the output 
positions are the rightmost ones. 

We now need to prove that s 1 = t 1 , •.• , S n = t n is solvable by sequential matching, 
that is we need to find &1, .. . , Bn such that each fh is a match of ( s; = t ;)&1 .. . IJ;_1 . 

Let Ti be the term_type a.ssociated to the i-th position of p. Each equations; = t; 
corresponds to one position of A = H, we now distinguish four cases upon the kind 
of position the equation Si = t., corresponds to. 

First we consider the case when Si = ti corresponds to a. non-ground input posi
tion. Since H is input safe, t; is a generic expression for T; and Var(t;) n Var( &1 .. . &;_1 ) = 
0, so t;&1 . •• Bi -I is still a gener ic expression for Ti and, since &1 • .. &i -l are relevant, 
tiB1 .. . &i-l is d isjoint from s;B1 ... &; _ 1. Moreover, A is correctly typed, thus Si be
longs to Ti, and, since by Assumption 8.5.2, T; is monotonic, s/)1 • •• ();_ 1 belongs to 
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Ti as well. From the Matching 2 Lemma 8.5.9 it follows then that (s; = ti)01 . . . Oi-l 

is solvable by matching. 
Second, we consider the case when Si = t; corresponds to a ground input posi

tion. Since A is correctly typed, Si is a ground term. From the Matching 1 Lemma 
8.4.l it follows then that (s; = t;)01 ... 0;_1 is solvable by matching. Moreover, if 
tj, . . . , tk are the terms found in the ground input position of H, we also have that 
(tj, . . . , tk)01 . . . Ok are ground terms. 

Third, if Si = t; is found in a U-posit ion then , depending on which of the two 
conditions of U-safeness is satisfied we have that : (i) t; is a va1·iable or a pure term 
and Var(t;) n Var(01 ••• Oi- i ) = 0, so t;01 ••• 0;_1 is still a va1·iable or a pure term 
and by the Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1 (si = t;)01 ... 0;_1 is solvable by matching; 
(ii) Var(t;) ~ Var(tj, . .. , tk) and, by the order hypothesis, the equations 1, .. . , k 
have already been processed , from what noticed before it follows that t;01 •.• 0;_1 

is a ground term, and again, by the Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1, (s; = ti)01 •• . 0;_1 is 
solvable by matching. 

Finally, if s; = t; is found in an output position then s; is a. vai·iable or a pure term 
and, since A is output independent, Var(s;) n Var(01 , ... : 0;-1) = 0. So Si01 , .. . ' oi-1 
is still a variable or a pure term, and by the Matching 1 Lemma8.4.1 ( s; = t;)01 • •• 0;_1 

is solvable by matching. D 

T his allows us to generalize Theorem 8.4.6. Recall that an LD-deri vation is called 
i/o driven if all atoms selected in it are correctly typed and output independent. 

Theorem 8.5.10 Suppose that 

• the head of every clause of P is input safe and U-safe, 
• all LD-derivations of PU { Q} are i/o driven. 

Then P U {Q} is unification free. D 

Taking care of the input positions: Well-Typed Programs 

In order to apply Theorem 8.5.10, we need again to find some condi tions sufficient 
to ensure that the LD-derivations will be i/ o-driven. As in the previous Section, the 
output positions will be taken care of by the fact that the programs we consider are 
nicely typed. Consequently, our concern is now to guarnntee that the selected atoms 
will be correctly typed in their input positions. In presence of arbi trary term_types , 
the task is not trivial 

Substantially, the approach that we follow here is originally due to Bossi and 
Cocco [17], where it was used for proving partiaJ correctness. We use the concept 
of Well-Typed program, whjch was introduced by Bronsard, Lakshman and Reddy 
[23], and we adopt the notatjon of Apt [4] . 

We begin with the followjng Definition, where we assume that the input positions 
of atom are grouped on the left . 

Definition 8.5.11 Let rel(A) : T1 x ... x T,, be the type associated to the relation 
symbol of the atom A . Assume that the input positions of A are its leftmost m 
positions, then 
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• the pre-type for rel(A) is the type 

prerel(A) : T1 X •.. X Tm X U X .•• X [) 

audit is obtained by projecting rd(A) : T1 x ... x Tn onto i ts iuput posHions. 
D 

The pre-type of rel(A) is then uniquely determined by the type of rel(A); therefore 
from the assumption that each relation symbol has always a. type associated to it it 
follows that each relation symbol has automatically also a pre-type associated to. The 
advantage of referring to the pre-type instead of the type is that by Assurnption 8.5.2 
the pre-type is always monotonic. 

To give the definition of Well-Typed program we need two more notions. 

Definition 8.5.12 Let A1 : .. · : An+I be a.toms and Ti ) ... , Tn+i be monotonic types 

• By a type judgement we mean a. statement of the form 

I= A1 E Ti /\ ... /\ An E T,, ~ An+l E Tn+1 

which denotes that: fo1· all substitutions (): Dom(O) = Var(Ai: .. ·:An): 

if A 10 E Ti /\ ... /\ A,,() E 'T,,, then A,,+i() E 'Tn+1 

D 

Recall that in order to apply Theorem 8.5.10: we have to prove that each selected 
atom belongs to its pre-type; to do this we use type judgements and associate to each 
relation symbol also a post-type. 

D efinition 8.5.13 A post-type for a relation symbol P: is a monotonic type for p. D 

From now on we assume that each relations symbol has, together with the type, 
also a post-type associated to it . 

As opposed to the type: we want the post-type to contain information a.bout 
the state of the arguments of a query afte1· the query itself has been successfully 
resolved. For example: consider again the program append. A typical typing for 
it is app: List x List x Pt] . This forma.Jizes the idea that when and atom of the 
form app Cs, t, u) is selected, we expect s and t to be variables and u to be a 
variable: or) at most: a pure term. On the other hand, we require the post-type to 
hold some knowledge over the situation of s , t and u after that the query app(s , 
t, u) has been successfully resolved. In this situation a natural post-type would be 
postapp: List x List x List , indicating that, after app(s, t, u) has succeeded, we 
a.lso expect u to be a list. Notice al so that when the type adopted is the above one, 
the the pre-type is preapp : List x List x U. 

In the following we write pre(A) (resp. post(A)) as shorthand for A E pre,·el(r1) 
(resp. A E pr·e,·el(A)): where pre,.e/(A) and post,·el(r1) are the pre- and post-type of the 
relation symbol of A . 

1This is a slight extension of the "natural" typing app: List x List. x V ar that we mentioned in 
Sections 8 .3 and 8.4 
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Definition 8.5.14 

• A query A 1 , • • • , An is called well-typed if, for j E [1, n], 

f= post( Ai) /\ ... /\ post(Aj- 1) ::::} pr·e(Aj) · 

• A clause H f- B1, • . • , En is caJled well-typed if, for .j E [1, n + 1], 

f= pre(H) /\ post(Bi) /\ ... /\ post(Bj_1 ) ==? pre(Bj), 

where pre(Bn+d := post(H). 
• A program is ea.lied well-typed if every clause of it is. 0 

Thus, a query is well-typed jf 

• the pre-type of an atom can be deduced from the post-types of previous atoms. 

And a clause is well-typed if 

• (j E [l, n]) the pre-type a body atom can be deduced from the pre-type of the 
head and the post-types of the previous body atoms, 

• (.j = n + 1) the post-types of the head can be deduced from the pre-type of the 
head and the post-types o:f the body atoms. 

ln part icular a query A is well-typed iff I= pre(A), while a. unit clause A f- is 
well-typed iff I= pre(A)::::} post(A) . 

The following result states the persistence of the notion of being well-typed (see 
Bossi-Cocco [17] or an accom1L of H Apt-Marchiori [10]). 

Lemma 8 .5.15 (Persistence) An LD-resolvent of a well-typed query and a well
typed clause that is variable di sjoint with it , is well-typed . D 

This brings us to the following conclusion . 

Corollary 8.5.16 Let P and Q be well-typed, and let ~ be an LD-derivation of 
PU { Q}. Then every atom selected in~ is correctly typed in its input positions. 

Proof. A variant of a well-typed clause is well-typed and for a well-typed query 
Ai , . .. , An we have f= pre(A1) . D 

Avoiding Unification with Well+Nicely T yped Programs 

Recall that in order to prove that PU {Q} is unification-free using Theorem 8.4.6 
we are looking again for conditions which imply that all the LD-derivations starting 
in Q a1·e i/o dri ven: we want that the selected atom is correctly typed and output 
iudepeudeuL. 

T he combination of the concepts o:f being well-typed and being nicely typed allows 
us to deal with all the cases in which the types used satisfy Assmnption 8.5.2: well
typeclness takes care of the input position, while nicely typedness takes care of the 
output ones. 

Lemma 8. 5 .17 Suppose that 
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• P and Q a.re nicely typed and well-typed. 

Then a.11 LD-deri vations of PU {Q} are i/o driven. 

Proof. It follows from Corollaries 8.5.16 and 8.4.10. 0 

T his brings us to the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem 8.5.18 (Main) Suppose tha.t 

• P and Q are nicely typed and well-typed, 
• the head of every clause of P is input safe and U-safe 

Then P U { Q} is unification free. 

Proof. From Lemma. 8.5.17 a.nd Theorem 8.5.10. 0 

In particular, from the Sequential Matching 2 Lemma 8.5.9 it follows that each of 
the equations A = H considered in the LD-derivations can be solved by sequentially 
matching (one by one) each of the atoms positions, provided that we observe the 
following order: first the nonground input positions, then the ground input positions, 
after that the U-positions and finally the output ones. In the Appendix we'll show 
how we can improve on this result by grouping some positions under the same match. 

It is not difficult to check tha.t this Theorem 8.5 .18 generali:i:es our previous i·esult, 
Theorem 8.4.12. Indeed if the program P and the query Q satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 8.4.12, then, since the a.toms have no input posit ions , we ha.ve tha.t the 
heads of the dauses of Pa.re t rivially input-safe and , by assigning to each predicate 
symbol p the t ri vial post-type p : U x ... x U, we have that P and Qare well-typed. 
Therefore P and Q satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 8.5.18 as well. 

Example 8.5.19 Consider now the program permutation sort which is often used 
as a benchmark program. 

ps(Xs, Ys) f- permutation(Xs, Ys), ordered(Ys). 

permutat:it.on(Xs, [Y I Ys]) f-

select (Y, Xs, Zs), 
permutation(Zs, Ys). 

permut at :it.on ( [] , [] ) . 

select(X, [X Xs], Xs). 
select (X , [Z I Xs] , [ Z I Zs] ) f- select (X, Xs, Zs) . 

ordered ( [] ) . 
ordered ( [X] ) . 
ordered ( [X, Y I Xs] ) +--- X :=; Y, ordered ( [YI Xs] ) . 

Let us associate to it the following typing, 
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ps 
permutation 

select 
ordered! 

type 

List x Pt 
List x Pt 
Pt x List x Pt 
List 
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post-type 

List x List 
List x List 
U x List x List 
List 

Now, permutation sort is well-typed and nicely typed. Moreover, the heads of 
all clauses are input safe ancl U-safe2 . By the Main Theorem 8 .. 5.18 we get that for 
a list s and a di sjoint with it variable or pure term t , permutation sort U { ps (s , 
t) } is unification free. 

Observe that the terms [X] and [X , Y I Xs] , filling in the input positions of, 
respectively, the first and the third clause defining the relation ordered, are generic 
expressions for List, but ;ue not pure terms. In a sense we could say that [X] and 
[X, Y I Xs] are nontrivial generic expressions. D 

8.6 A simpler special case: Ground input positions 

Sometimes, a Jot of the machinery needed by Theorem 8.5.18 is actually superfluous. 
In particular, this happens when the input positions are all of ground type. In 
this case, instead of requiring the program to be well-typed, we can use the more 
restrictive concept of well-moded program. This has two relevant advantages: 

First, that we do not need to associate a post-type to each relation symbol. 
Second, while checking that a program is well-typed is an algorithmically intract

able problem, testing well-modedness can be done in polynomial (quadratic) time. 
A discussion on the algorithmic tractability of the concepts used in this chapter is 
reported in Section 8.6.l. 

In this Section we'll assume that the only term_type used for the input positiions in 
Ground. Informally, thi s means that the information we pass to the program consists 
always of ground terms. By Definition 8.3.5 this is equivalent to assuming that we 
use types which are built usfr1g only the following term-types: Ground, Pt, Var, U. 

W ell-Mode d programs 

The concept of Well-Moded program is essentially due to Dembinski and Maluszynski 
[35]; here we make use of the elegant formulation of Rosemblueth [85] and of the same 
notation of [7] . In particular, when writing an atom as p(fi, v)i we now assume that 
u is a sequence of terms filling in the input positions of p and that v is a sequence 
of terms filling in the output and the U-positions of p (notice that this shorthand is 
different from the one used for Definition 8.4.7) . 

Definition 8.6.1 
2The latter statement is trivial , as there are no U-positions: the fact that U appears in a post-type 

is of no relevance here. 
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• A query P1(s1}1), . .. ,pn(snJn) is called well-moded if for i E [1,n] 

i-1 

Var(Si) <;::; U Var(ij) . 
j=l 

• A clause 

Po(io , Sn+i) f- P1(s1, ii), ... , Pn(sn, tn) 

is called well-moded if for i E [1, n + 1] 

i - 1 

Var( si) <;::; U Var(tj) · 
j =O 

• A program is called well-moded if every clause of it is. 

Thus, a query is well-moded if 
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• every variable occurring in an input posi tion of an atom (i E [1, n]) occm·s in a 
non-input position of an earlier (j E [1 , i - 1]) atom. 

And a clause is well-moded if 

• (i E [1 , n]) every variable occurring in an input position of a body atom occurs 
either in an input position of the head (j = 0), or in a non-input position of an 
earlier (.j E [1 , i - 1]) body atom, 

• (i = n+ 1) every variable occurring in an non-input position of the head occurs 
in an input position of the head (.j = 0), or in an output position of a body 
atom (j E [1, n]) . 

It is important to notice that the concept of a well-rnoded program (resp. query) 
is a particular case of that of a well-typed program. Indeed, if the only terrrdype 
used for the input positions is Ground, and the post-type associated to each relation 
symbol p is p : Ground x . . . x Ground, then the notions of a well-typed program 
(resp. query) and a well-rnoded progTarn (resp. query) coincide. 

The followjng Lemma states the persistence of the notion of being well-moded. A 
proof of it can be found in Apt and Marchiori [7] . 

Lemma 8.6.2 An LD-resolvent of a well-rnoded query and a disjoint with it well
rnoded clause is well-moded. D 

The next result is originally due to Dembinskj and Maluszynski and follows dir
ectly from the definition of well-n1oded program. 

Corollary 8.6.3 Let P and Q be well-moded, and let e be an LD-derivation of 
Pu { Q}. All atoms selected in e contajn ground terms in their input positions. o 
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Avoiding Unification with vVell-Moded Nicely Type d Programs 

As we anticipated at the beginning of this Section, here we assume that the only 
term_type used for the input position is Ground, this is equivalent to making the 
following 

Assumption 8. 6.4 In this sub section we each predicate syn1bol has a type associated 
to it of the form p: T1 x . .. x T.,,,; where for i E [1,n], Ti E {Groimd, Var,Pi;U}. D 

Once again we are going to use Theorem 8.4.6 for proving that PU { Q} is 
unification-free . Therefore we are looking again for conditions which imply that all 
the LD-derivations starting in Qare i/o driven: the selected atoms in a LD-derivation 
need to be correctly typed and output independent. As in the previous two Sections, 
the concept of being nicely typed will take care of the output positions. 

Since we are assuming that the input positions are always of ground type, from 
Corollary 8.6.3 it follows that well-modedness is what we need for taking care of the 
input positions. 

Lemma 8.6.5 If Assumption 8.6.4 is satisfied and 

• P and Q are nicely typed and well-moded. 

Then a.ll LD-deri va.tions of P U { Q} are i / o driven. 

Proof. Let A be a selected atom in an LD-derivation of P U {Q}. By Corollary 8.6.3 
the input positions of A are conectly typed, and by Corollary 8.4.10, A is correctly 
typed in its output positions is output independent. D 

This, together with Theorem 8.4.6, brings us to the following conclusion. 

Theore m 8.6.6 If Assumption 8.6.4 is satisfied and 

• P and Q a.re nicely typed and well-moded, 
• the head of every clause of P is U-safe 

Then P U { Q} is unification free. 

Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 8.6.5 and Theorem 8.4.6. 0 

It is easy to check that this is a special case of Theorem 8.5.18: if P and Q satisfy 
its hypothesis, then P and Q are well-moded and, as we mentioned before , well
moded programs (and queries) are a special case of well-typed programs in which 
the only terrn_type used for the input positions is Ground. Therefore P and Q satisfy 
also the condition of being well-typed, moreover, we also have that the heads of P 
are ( tri via.lly) input safe. Consequently P and Q satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 
8.5.18 as well. 

Example 8.6.7 
(i) First , let us go back to what we stated at the beginning of Section 8.5, and let us 
consider again the program member. With the typing member: U x Ground, member is 
well-moded and (trivially, as there are no output positions) nicely typed; moreover, 
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all clause's heads a.re U-saJe. By Theorem 8.6.6 if t is a ground term, then, for any 
s , member U { member ( s, t)} is unification free. 

Let us compare this with what we could have obtained by using the result (namely, 
Theorem 8.4.12) given in the Section 8.4. Without using input positions we can prove 
that, when the following type is used: 

member : Pt x U 

then member is nicely typed and all clause's heads are U-safe . By Theorem 8.4.12 
this implies that if s is a variable or a pure term disjoint from t , then member U { 

member Cs , t)} is unification free. In this case, the advantage of Theorem 8.6.6 over 
Theorem 8.4.12 is that we can aJlow s to be any term. The price we have to pay for 
this is that Theorem 8.6.6 requires t to be ground. Symmetrically, Theorem 8.4.12 
irnposes no conditions on t (which can be then a nonground list, or any other term) 
but req uires s to be a variable or a pure term. 

Notice also that , when the above types are used, T heorem 8.6.6 is not applicable, 
as the program is not well-moded. This shows that T heorem 8.6.6 is not more general 
that Theorem 8.4.12. 

(ii) Consider now the MapColor program: 

color ..map (Map, Co l ors) f-

Map is correctly typed using Col ors . 

color ..map ([Regi on I Regi ons] , Col ors ) f
color ...regi on (Regio n, Colors ), 

color..lllap (Regions , Colors), 
color..map([], _). 

color..region (Region, Co l ors) f-
Region and its neighbors are correctly colored using Co l ors. 

color..region (region(Name, Col or, Neighbors) , Color s) f
select(Color, Colors, ColorsLeft ), 

subset(Neighbors, ColorsLeft ) . 

select (X, Xs , Zs ) f-

Zs is the result of deleting one occurrence of X from the list Zs. 

select (X, [X I Xs] , Xs) . 
s e l e ct(X, [Z I Xs] , [ Z I Zs] ) f- s e l ect ( X, Xs, Zs). 

subset (Xs, Ys) f-

each element of the li::;t Xs i::> a,]::10 a11 element of the Ji::1t Ys . 

subset ([X I Xs], Ys) f-member (X, Ys ) , subset(Xs, Ys ) . 
subset( [ ] , _ ) . 

augmented by the member program. 

Let us associate to it the following typing: 
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col or ...1I1ap 
c ol or _region 

select 
subset 
member 

U x Ground 
U x Ground 
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U x Ground x Pt 
U x Gr·ound 
U x Ground 

It is straightforward to check that with the above typing, MapColor is well-moded 
and nicely typed. Since the head of all clauses are U-safe) by T heorem 8.6.6 we have 
that, if t is a ground term, then, for any s , color...1I1ap U { color...lilap Cs, t) } is 
unification free. o 

It is worth noticing that the U-positions have been used in (at least) two opposite 
ways: in Section 8.4 we they were actually used as "input" positions, in the sense 
that they were used to transfer information from the selected atom to the head of 
the clause used to resolve it, while in Section 8.6 they were more used as "output". 
This becomes noticeable in the moment that we compare Example 8.4.13 with Ex
ample 8.6.7. However, it should be mentioned that this distinction is not always so 
clear: consider for instance the program select (which is a subprogram of the above 
MapColor) : A query sel ect Cs, t, u) can be used in two majn wa.ys: to delete 
the element s from the list t and report the result in u , or as a generalized member 
program; to report in s an element oft; and in u the remains of the list. In the first 
case the first position is used as "input", in the second as "output", but fo1· both 
cases we can simply use the typing select: U x Ground x Pt. In this case the mode 
U takes care of the ambivalence of the first position. Notice also that when we adopt 
this typing the hypothesis of Theorem 8.6.6 are satisfied, therefore if t is ground, u 
is in Pt and s is disjoint from s then selectUselect Cs, t, u) is unification-free. 

8.6.1 C mn paring T h eore1ns 8.4.12, 8.5.18 and 8.6.6 : efficiency 
issu es 

Theorem 8.5.18 is a generalization of Theorems 8.4.12 and 8.6.6, but the latter two 
are much more suitable for being used in an automatic way. 

In fact, it is worth noticfr1g that the applicability conditions of Theorems 8.4.12 
and 8.6.6 can be statically and efficiently tested : in order to check that a program is 
nicely typed, well-rnocled and the head of its clauses are input safe, one can easily 
find some naive algorithms whose complexity is quadratic in the size of the clauses 
and linear in the number of clauses in a program. Indeed, all three concepts require 
procedures like the following one. 
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for each c lause cl in P do 
for each variabl e v occurring in cl do 

begin 
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check that all the other occurrences of v in cl satisfy the 
required conditions (this require re-scanning cl) 

end 

On the other hand, to test the hypothesis of Theorem 8.5.18 one needs to check 
if some type _judgements hoJd, and this is a much more complex problem, in fact, 
for artificially built types, it can even be undecidable. Aiken and Lakshman in [2] 
have investigated the problem of checking type judgements for monotonic types: 
they prove that it is EXPTIME-hard and they state that no upper bound is known, 
moreover, they show that also in the case that we use only disaiminative types3 then 
the problem has a a lower complexity bound of PSPACE, and a upper bound of 
NEXPTIME. In other words, even in this more restrictive case, the problem remains 
highly w1tractable. 

T hus , checking the condit ions of Theorems 8.4.12 and 8.6.6 is much simpler than 
checking the ones of Theorem 8.5.18, moreover, by checking the list in Section 8. 7, one 
can easily realise that the practical cases in which Theorem 8.5.18 is really useful are 
a minority: in most cases Theorems 8.4.12 and 8.6.6 are sufficient for our purposes. 

8. 7 What have we done and what have we not done 

vVhat have we done: the List 

To apply the established results to a program and a query, one needs to find ap
propriate typings for the considered relations such that the conditions of one of the 
Theorems 8.4.12, 8.5.18 or 8.6.6, are satisfied. In the table below several programs 
taken from the book of Sterling and Shapiro [94] aJ:e listed. For each program it is 
indicated for which typings these theorems are applicable. 

In programs 'l'vhich use difference-lists we replace "\" by "/' , thus splitting a 
position filled in by a difference-list into two positions . Because of this change in 
some relations addi tional arguments are introduced, and so certain clauses have to 
be modified in an obvious way. For example, in the parsing program on page 258 
each clause of the form p(X) f-- r(X) has to be replaced by p(X, Y) f-- r(X, Y). Such 
changes are purely syntactic aJ1d they allow us to draw conclusions about the original 
program. 

\Ne also report between Pa.J'enthesis typings which are "subsumed" by other typ
ings in the li st, that is, typings for which there exists another typing which is more 

3a discriminative type is a ty pe built using to some specific rules which include a fixpo int set 
construction; according to Aiken and La.kshma.n "The important restriction of discriminative set 
expressions a.re that no intersection operation is allowed and a.II union a.re formed from expressions 
with distinct outermost construct or" . In any case, discriminative types a.re descriptive enough to 
be able to handle a ll the examples presented here. 
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general. We report them hern because they provide further examples of typings wrt 
which these programs are (unification-free and) well-typed (or well-mocled). 

program page Thm. Typing 

member 45 8.4.12 Pt x U 

prefix 45 

suffix 45 

na,1 ve reverse 48 

reverse-acctun. 48 

delete 53 

select 53 

insertion sort 55 

quicksort 56 

8.6.6 U x Ground 
(8.5.18XPt x List) 

8.4.12 Pt x U 
8.6.6 Ground x Ground 
(8.6.6) (Pt x Ground) 
(8.5.18XPt x List) 

8.4.12 Pt x U 
8.6.6 Ground x Ground 
(8.6.6) (Pt x Ground) 
(8.5.18XPt x List) 

8.4.12 u x I't 
8.6.6 Ground x U 
(8 .5.18XList x Pt) 

8.4.12 U x Pt, 
8.6.6 Ground x U, 
(8 .5.l8XList x Pt, 

8.5.18 Ground x U x Pt 

U x U x Pt 
Ground x Ground x U 
List x List x Pt) 

8.5.18 Ground x U x Gro'ttnd 
(8.6.6) (Ground x Ground x Pt) 

8.4.12 Pt x U x Pt 
8.4.12 U x Pt x U 
8.6.6 U x Ground x Pt 
8.6.6 Ground x Ground x Ground 
(8.6.6) (Ground x Gr·ound x Pt) 
(8 .5.l8JPt x List x Pt) 

8.4.12 s : U x Pt, 
(8.6.6) (s : Groimd x Pt, 
(8.5.18Xs : List x Pt , 

8.4.12 q: U x Pt, 
(8.6.6) (q: Ground x Pt, 
(8.5.18Xq : List x Pt, 

i : U x U x Pt 
i : Ground x Ground x Pt) 
i : U x List x Pt) 

p : U x U x V ar x V ar 
p: Ground x Ground x Var x Var) 
p : U x List x Pt) 
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tree-member 58 8.4.12 Pt x U 
8.6.6 U x Ground 
8.6.6 Cr·ound x Gr·ound 
(8.5.18XPt x B inTree) 

isotree 58 8.4.12 U x Pt 
8.4.12 Pt x U 
8.6.6 Ground x Ground 
(8.6.6) (Ground x Pt) 
(8.6.6) (Pt x Ground) 
(8 .5.l8X B inTree x Pt) 
(8.5.18XPt x B inTree) 

substit ute 60 8.5.18 U x U x Ground x Pt 
8.5.18 U x U x Pt x Ground 
8.5.18 U x U x Ground x Groimd 
(8.6.6) (Ground x Ground x Ground x Pt) 
(8.6.6) (Ground x Grotmd x Pt x Ground) 

pre-order 60 8.4.12 U x Pt 
8.6.6 Ground x U 
(8 .5.l8XBinTree x Pt) 

in-order 60 8.4.12 U x Pt 
8.6.6 Ground x U 
(8 .5.l8XBinTree x Pt) 

post-order 60 8.4.12 U x Pt 
8.6.6 Ground x U 
(8 .5.l8XBinTree x Pt) 

polynomial 62 8.6.6 Ground x U 

derivative 63 8.6.6 Ground x U x Pt 
8.6.6 Ground x U x Ground 

hanoi 64 8.4.12 U x U x U x U x Pt 
8.6.6 U x Ground x Ground x Ground x U 

reverse_dJ 244 8.4.12 r : U x Pt: r _dL : U x Pt x U 
8.6.6 r : Ground x U, r _dL : Ground x U x Ground 
(8.5.18Xr : List x Pt, r _ell : List x Pt x List) 
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clutch 246 8.4.12 dutch : U x Pt, di : U x P t x Pt x Pt 
8.6.6 dutch : Ground x U, di : Ground x Pt x Pt x Pt 

dutch_dl 246 8.4.12 dutch : U x Pt, di : U x Pt x Pt x Pt x U 

pa.rs1ng 258 8.6.6 a.11 Ground x U 

What have we not done 

Still, there are some natural programs that when executed do not require unification, 
while they cannot be proven unification-free using our method. We are awa:re of the 
following two examples: quicksort_dl and flatten_dl [94, pag. 244, 241]. 

First, let us consider quicksort....dl. 

qs(Xs, Ys) +--qs_dl(Xs, Ys, []) . 
qs_dl ([X I Xs], Ys, Zs ) +-

partition(X, Xs, Littles, Bigs), 
qs_dl(Littles, Ys, [XIY1s]), 
qs_dl ( Bigs, Y1s, Zs). 

qs_dl ([], Xs, Xs). 

part ition(X, [YI Xs], [YI Ls], Bs) +-- X > Y, partition(X, Xs, Ls, Bs). 
partition(X, [YI Xs], Ls, [YI Bs]) +-- X < Y, partition (X, Xs, Ls, Bs). 
partition(X, [], [] , []). 

By looking at the trace of the program, it is easy to see that, if t is a li st and 
s is a variable disjoint with t , then quicksort__dl U{ qs (t, s) } is unification free. 
Indeed, if we use the following types: 

qs List x Var· 
qs _dl: ListxVarxU 

partition : UxListxVarxVar 

then we have that the heads of all the clauses are input safe and U-safe, moreover, we 
can check "by hand'' that, if { qs (t, s) } is correctly typed and output independent, 
all LD-clerivations of quicksort_dl U { qs(t, s) } are i/o driven, therefore, by 
Theorem 8.5.10, quicksort _d l U { qs(t, s) } is unification-free. The problem 
here is that the program is not nicely typed: Y1s appears first in the U-position 
of qs_dl (Littles, Ys, [X I Y1s]) and then in the output posit ion of qs_dl (Bigs, 

Y1 s, Zs) , therefore, with the tools in OW' possession, we cannot prove that the 
derivations are i/o dri ven~ in pa,rticula,r we can't show that each time tha,t an atom 
of the form qs_dl ( t, s, r) is selected, s will be a variable" . 

Now, let us consider the program flatten_dl. 

1 l t may be interesting to notice that, if we want to prove "by hand" that this program is 
unification-free, then the key step is indeed represented by showing that ead1 time that an atom of 
the form qs _dl ( t, s, r) is selected , s will be a variable. 
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flatten(Xs, Ys) +--- flatten_dl (Xs, Ys, [] ). 
flatten__d l ([X I Xs], Ys, Zs) +

flatten_dl(X, Ys, Ys1), 
flatten_dl (Xs , Ys1, Zs). 

flatten_d l (X, [X I Xs] , Xs) +-
constant (X), X ~ [ ] . 

flatten_d l ( [] , Xs, Xs) . 
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Incidentally, the reasons why we cannot flatten_dl to be unification-free are the 
same ones found for the program quicksort_dl. If we associate to it the following 
types: 

flatten : Ground x Var 
flatten_dl : Ground x Var x U 

We have that t he heads of all the clauses are input safe and U-safe, and, in the case 
that t is a list and sis a variable disjoint with t , all LD-derivations of flatten_dl 
U { flatten(t, s) } are i/o driven, therefore, by Theorem 8.5.10, flatten_dl U 

{ flatten(t, s) } is unification-free. Aga,jn, the problem here is that the program 
is not nicely typed: Y1s appears first in the U-position of flatten_dl(X, Ys, Ys1) 
and then in the output posi tion of flatten_dl(Xs, Ys1 , Zs) ; consequently, with 
our tools we cannot guarantee the i/ o drivenness of the derivations . 

In the li terature we do find tools that would enable us to prove these two pro
grams to be unification-free, namely asserted programs. Assertions can be viewed 
as extension of types, and provide a more expressive formali sm for proving run-time 
properties like groundness of terms and independence of variables (see Apt-Marchiori 
[10]). Two are the reasons why we decided not to use assertions in this chapter: in 
the first place, the machinery involved is far more complicated and computationally 
expensive than with ty pes, and when we use types in full generality we already face 
the algorithmically intractable problem of checking type judgements. Secondly, the 
only two programs that we know of that can be proven to be unification-free using 
assertions and not with types are precisely flatten__dl and quicksorLdl. Sum
marizing, we strongly believe that the gain in generality is faJ.· not worth the Joss in 
clarity and efficiency. 

Of course, the results of thi s chapter allow us to can prove quicksort_dll and 
flatten_dl are unification-free wrt the following types : 

qs 
qs_dl 

partition 

flatten 
flatten_dl 

Ground x Groimd 
Ground x Ground x U 
Ground x Groimd x V ar x V ar 

Ground x Groimd 
Ground x Groimd x U 

However this aJ.·e not the natural typings for these programs: for instance they require 
that in the queries qs(t, s) and flatten(t, s) both t and s are ground terms. In 
practice we have to know the result of the computation in advance. 
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What cannot be done: when is unification needed 

Considering the surprisingly large number of programs that could be proven to be 
unification-free, in [7] we raised the question of whether unification was actually 
intrinsically needed in Prolog programs: "A canonic example (of a program requiring 
unification) is the Prolog program curry which computes a type assignment to a 
lambda term, if such an assignment exists (see e.g. Reddy [84]) . We are not aware 
of other natural examples, though it should be a.dded that for complicated queries 
which anticipate in their output positions the form of computed answers, almost any 
program will necessitate the use of unification." 

In one year we have been running into a couple of interesting examples. The first 
one is the program append_dl [94, Pag. 241]. 

append_dl (As, Bs, Cs) f-

the difference-list Cs is the result concatenating the difference-lists As and Bs. 
append_dl (Xs \ Ys, Ys \ Zs, Xs \ Zs). 

append_dl can concatenate the difference lists As and Bs in constant time, a relevant 
improvement over the ordinary append, which takes linear time .. However, it is easy 
to see that in most cases append_dl does requires the use unification. 

A second example is provided by the Prolog formalization. of a problem from 
Coelho and Cotta [31, pag. 193]: arrange three l's, three 2's, .. ., three 9's in sequence 
so that for all i E [1, 9] there aTe exactly i numbers between successive occunences 
of i . 

sublist(Xs, Ys) f- Xs is a sublist of the list Ys. 

sublist(Xs, Ys) f- app (_ , Zs, Ys), app(Xs, _, Zs). 

sequence(Xs) f- Xs is a list of 27 elements . 
sequence([_,_ , _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _ , _,_ , _, _, _, _, _ , _, _, _] ) . 

question(Ss) f- Ss is a list of 27 elements forming the desired sequence. 
question(Ss) f-

sequence(Ss), 
sublist([l,_,1,_,1], Ss), 
sublist( [2 ,_,_,2,_,_,2], Ss), 
sublist( [3,_,_,_,3,_,_,_,3] , Ss), 
sublist( [4, _, _, _, _,4, _, _, _, _,4] , Ss), 
sublist( [5,_,_,_,_,_,5,_,_,_,_,_,5], Ss), 
sublist( [6,_,_,_,_,_,_,6,_,_,_ , _,_,_,6], Ss), 
sublist( [7,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,7,_,_,_, _,_,_,_,7], Ss), 
sublist([8,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,8,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,8] , Ss), 
sublist( [9,_,_, _,_,_,_,_,_,_,9,_,_, _,_,_,_,_,_,_,9] , Ss). 

augmented by the append program. 

In this case P rolog provides a straightfonva.rd and elegant wa.y of formalizing the 
problem ) however by looking at the trace of the execution it is easy to check thati in 
order to run properly, the program fully uses unification. 
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8.8 Conclusions 

Relations with [7] 

This chapter can be seen as an extension of Apt and Etalle [7] . Technically; the 
main differences between this and 17] can be swnmarized as follows: 

• In [7] only input and output positions are considered while here we introduce 
and use U-positions as well. 

• In [7] the only terms that a.re allowed to fill in the output positions of the queries 
a.re variables. Here, by using the type Pt, we often allow the presence of pure 
terms, and this broadens the class of programs and queries that we can prove 
to be unification-free. 

• Like in here, in [7], the programs considered needed always to be well-typed5
, 

however, the definition of well-typed programs used in 17] is more restrictive 
than the present ones. 

The practical consequence of these facts are manifold. 

• The results can be applied to a larger class of programs. 
Examples of programs that could not be handled with the tools of [7] and that 
can be handled now are per !lliJt9.t i on and <;olo ;r JI19.p. 

• The results can be applied to a larger class of queries. 
In almost all ca.ses, programs which could be handled in [7] can be now handled 
better, i .e. the class of allowed queries is now broader. To give a simple 
example, let us consider the program member. Using the tools of [7], we can 
prove to be unification-free wrt the following typings: 

(1) member : Ground x Ground, 
(2) member: ii ar x Ground, 
(3) member : ii ar x List 

On the other hand, using the tools given in this chapter vve can prove member 

to be unification-free wrt the following typings: 

(a) mellilber: U x Gr·ound 
(b) mellilber: Pt x U 

It is easy to see that the typing (a) is more general than both (1) and (2), while 
(b) is more general than both (2) (again) and (3) : the class of queries for which 
we can prove unification freedom is now quite larger, and we can do this using 
a reduced number of djfferent typings (two instead of three), thus reducing the 
machinery involved in the proof. 

• The hypothesis of the theorems a.re often checkable in a much more efficient 
way. 
In order to provide an example, let us consider again the member program, 
together with the typings given above. First recall that the typing (b) is more 

5recall that in the discussion after Theorem 8.5.18 we showed that, by appropriately choosing the 
type and the post-type for a relation symbol, a.II the programs that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
8.4.12 or the ones of T heorem 8.6.6 are well- typed. 
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genera] that both typings (2) a.nd (3) . Now, an important advantage of (b) 
over (3) is the following: in order to use (3) we have to use Theorem 30 of 
[7]6 which requires to check some non-trivial type judgement, and this is, as 
discussed before, an algorithmically intractable problem. On the other hand, 
in order to prove unification freedom using typing (b), can use Theorem 8.4.12, 
our simplest result, whose hypothesis can be simply and efficiently tested. 
This situation is not incidental: by looking at the list of programs reported in 
[7, Section 8]7 and comparing it with the one in Section 8. 7 of this chapter, we 
see that in most of the cases in which we had some nonground input positions, 
we could simply turn these positions into U-positions, and prove unification 
freedom using T heorem 8.4.12 instead of T heorem 30 of [7], both enlarging the 
class of allowed queries a.nd simplifying dramatically the process of proving that 
the prognun is unification-free. 

Other related work 

Another recent related work is the one of ·M. Marchiori [71]: Marchiori concentrates 
on Well-Moded programs and studies maximal localizations of the property of being 
Unification-Free. In order to compare his paper with our chapter we have to introduce 
a bit of notation. Let us be brief and informal . 

We say that a property P is local if for any two programs P and Q that satisfy 
it , we have that the program PU Q satisfies P as well. In other words, P is local if 
it can be checked clause by clause. For instance the property "P is Well-,\1oded and 
:Vicely typed wrt the typing I " is local , while the property "there exists a typ.ing 
7 such that P is Well-Moded and Nicely typed wrt i t'' is not local, as we need to 
traverse the p:i:ogram more than once to check it (eventually we have to try different 
/ s) . We also say that a property Q is more general than P if each program that 
satisfies P satisfies Q as well. 

Now, the question addressed in [71] is the following: 

• assume that to ea.eh relation symbol is already associated a typing of the form 

p : T1 x .. . x Tn, where, for each i, T; E { Groimd, U}. (8.6) 

we want to find (if it exists) a Joca.J property P such that 

each program that satisfies P is Well-Moded (wrt the give typing (8 .6)); 
each program that satisfies P is Unification-Free; 
P is maximal, that is, there is no other local property Q which is more 
general than P and that satisfies the above two conditions. 

6Roughly speaking, [7, Theorem 30] is a restricted version of Theorem 8 .5.18, and it is the most 
general result of [7] . 

7 the reader who actually does so has to be warned that the notation is a bit different: for instance 
the type sel ect (- : U, + :List, - :List) of [7] corresponds to o ur type sel ect : \far, List, \fa.r. together 
with the post-type select : U, List, List. 
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In [71] it is proven that such properties exist, in paJ·ticular two of them aa:e defined 
in detail8 . Of course there exist other maximal properties that satisfy the above 
conditions. 

Si.unmarizing, the goal of [71] is quite different from our own: [71] focuses more 
on the theoretical aspects of local properties in the context of well-moded program, 
while here we want to provide (possibly simple) tools for proving unification freedom 
for a (possibly) la,rge class of programs and queries. Indeed the class of prograJns 
and queries for which we can prove unification freedom is substantially laJ·ger than 
in [71]; this is mainly due to two reason: :firstly, because restrilcting to the class of 
Well-moded program already narrows sensibly the set of allowed queries (recall that 
of the progran1s of the List! the ones that are Well-Moded are the ones which are 
proven to be Unification-Free via Theorem 8.6.6); secondly, because local properties 
are, at least in this context, intrinsically rather weak. 

8. 9 Appendix: reducing the number of matches 

Let A = p(s) and H = p(t) be two atoms. We know that if the hypothesis of the 
Sequential Matching 2 Lemma 8.5.9 a.re satisfied, then the equations in 8 = i are 
solvable, one a.t a time, by matching. 

Here we want to show that some subsets of 8 = t containing more than one equa
tion can be solved by a single matching. This reduces the total number of matchings 
needed to solve 8 = i, and i·esults in an efficiency gain: since there are parallel al
gorithms for term matching that run in poliloga.rithmic time [36, 37], matching more 
positions at once increases the execution speed. 

Lemma 8.9.1 Consider two disjoint atoms A= p(s) and H = p(i) with the same 
relation symbol. Assume that A correctly typed and output independent, and that 
H is input safe and U-safe. Let us now divide the set of equations s = i into the 
following subsets: let 

• s1 = t1 be the subset of s = t corresponding to the nonground input positions. 
• 82 = t2 be the subset of 8 = i corresponding to the ground input posit ions. 
• $3 = t3 be the subset of s = i corresponding to the U-positions with respect to 

which H satisfies condition (ii) of U-safeness (Definition 8.5.8). 
• 8,1 = t~ be the subset of s = t corresponding to those of the remaining U

positions of H which are filled in by a variable. 
• s5 = t 5 , • . . , Sk = tk be the subsets of 8 = i such that for i E [5, k], each s; = t; 

corresponds to one of the remaining U-positions. 
• Sk+I = tk+i, . .. ,s1 = tt be the subsets of 8 = i such that for i E [k + 1,l], each 

s; = t; corresponds to a position of type Pt . 
• 81+1 = i1+1 be the subset of 8 = i corresponding to the posit ions typed ii ar. 

8These two properties are named "(the property of being) Flatly- Well- lviodecf' and "coFla.tly
WeJJ-j\!foded" 
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Then 

is solvable by sequential matching. 

Here notice that 81 = i1, 82 = L, 83 = t3, 8.-i t1 and 81+1 = i1+1 are sets of 
equations, and these are precisely the subsets of 8 = i whose content can be processed 
by a single matching. 

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 8.5.9: we'll find some substitutions 
81, . .. : 81 such that, for i E [1, l + 1], Bi is a match of (si = ti)B1 .. . Bi-1 (here, for 
the sake of precision, for i E {1, 2, 3, 4, l + 1}, we should have used bold letters, and 
written (s; = t ;)). We have to consider seven distinct cases. 

In 81 = t1 , since H is input safe, each term in i 1 is a generic expressions for the 
type of the positions it corresponds to; moreover, the terms in t1 are pairwise disjoint . 
Since A is con ectly typed, from the Matching 2 Lemma 8.5.6 it follows that 81 = t1 

is solvable by matching. Let 81 be a match of .S1 = t1 . 

In (82 = i2)B1 , since A is correctly typed, the terms in 82 are all ground. By the 
Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.l (82 = t2)81 is then solvable by matching. Let 82 be a match 
of it, and notice that t28182 i s a set of ground terms. 

In (s3 = [3)8182, becsuse of the way 83 = t3 was defined, we have that Var(t3) ~ 
Var(i2 ), therefore t38182 is a set of groUJ1d terms. Again , by the Niatching 1 Lemma 
8.4.1 (83 = t3 )8182 is then solvable by matching. Let 83 be a match of it . 

In (81 = t4 )818283 , by the way 81 = t4 was defined, t4 consists of distinct variables, 
moreover Var(t1 )n Var(t1 , ••• J3 ) = (/J . By the relevance of 81, 82, 83 (a match is 
always a relevant mgu) we then have that t481B283 is a set of distinct variables. 
Again, by the Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1 (S1 = t4 )818283 is then solvable by matching. 
Let 84 be a match of it . 

The equations ( s5 = t 5 , .. . : sk = tk, sk+l = tk+l , ... , s1 = t1)B1 . .. 84 are then 
solvable (one at a time) by sequential matching. T his follows at once from the proof 
of the Sequential Matching 2 Lemma 8.5.9. In particular we have that : for i E [5, k], 
since H is U-safe, ti81 ••. 8i-J is a variable or a pure term, while for i E [k + 1, l], since 
A is correctly typed and output independent, Si 81 •.. Bi -l is a variable or a pure term; 
here we (inductively) assume that for i E [5)]: 8i js a match of (Si = ti)81 ..• 8i- l · 

Finally, in (81+1 = i1+i)81 .•. 81, since A is correctly typed and output independent, 
from the relevance of 01, .. . , B1 it follows that the terms in .S1+101 .. . B1 a;re all distinct 
variables . Therefore, by the Matching 1 Lemma 8.4.1, (81+1 = i1+1)81 . • . 81 is solvable 
by matching. This proves the Lemma. o 

In practice, Lemma 8.9. l states that we can solve by a single matching each of 
the following groups of positions: 

• the .nonground input positions. 
• the g1·ound input posit ions. 
• the U-positions with respect to which H satisfies condi tion (ii) of U-safoness 

(Definition 8.5.8) . 
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• those of the remaining U-positions of H v,.J1ich are filled in by a variable. 
• the positions typed Var. 

While the remaining positions should be processed one by one. These are 

• the remaining U-positions . 
• the position of type Pt . 

The following Example shovvs that these last positions actually need to be processed 
one at a time. 

Ex ample 8.9.2 

(i) Consider A = p(x,f(x)x)) and H = p(g(yLf(z:w)): together with the typing 
p : U x U. We have that A is correctly typed and that H js U-safe. Since here 
there are no input nor output positions, it follows that the hypothesis of the 
Sequential matching 2 Lemma 8.5.9 are satjsfied: therefore A = H is solvable 
by sequential matching. However A = H is not solvable by matching: as there 
is no 0 such that AO = H or A = HO. This shows that the U positions of 
H which are filled in by pure terms and for which H satisfies condition (i) of 
U-safeness (Definition 8.5.8) need to be processed one at a time. 

(ii) A perfectly symmetric reasoning applies fol' the positions typed Pt: consider 
A = p(yJ(z: ·w)) and H = p(x: xL together with the typing p : Pt x Pt. A is 
correctly typed and output independent: and since there are no input and U
positions: this is sufficient to satisfy the hypothesis of the Sequential 2 Lemma 
8.5.9. Therefore A = His solvable by sequential matching, but not by a simple 
matching. As before: this is confirmed by the fact that there is no 0 such that 
AO = H or A = H 0. o 

Lemma 8.9.l is an improved version of the Sequential Niatching 2 Lemma 8.5.9: 
which in turn was the crucial step of Theorem 8.5.18. Therefore: its basic implication 
is that: when A and H aJ'e respectively the selected atom and the head of the input 
clause used to resolve it: then some positions of A = H can be grouped in the same 
match (while others may not). 

For this reason: in some situations: we might find convenient to a.dopt a typing 
which is more restrictive than another one, but which allows us to prove that we can 
solve the equations in the LD-derivations with a smaller number of matchings. 

Consider for instance once again the program append: suppose that we want to 
use it for splitting a ground list in two. We might then want to adopt the following 
typing: 

Ti = app : Pt x U x Ground 

Here the (only) input position in the third one. From Theorem 8.6.6 it follows that) 
if t is a ground list: r is in Pt1 then: for any term s disjoint from s : append U { 
app(r, s, t)} is unification free. 

However: if the kind of queries we are interested in a.re the ones in which the first 
two positions of append a.re filled in by variables (and this is a. common situation), 
then we might find convenient to use the following typing: 
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T2 = app : ii ar x i i ar x Grmmd 

Of course T2 is more restrictive than Ti: every query that is conectly typed wrt T2 
is also correctly typed wrt Ti (and not vice-versa) . However, when we adopt Ti , 
the best that we can prove is that all the equat ions considered in the LD-derivations 
of append U { app Cr, s, t) } are solvable by triple matching: first we match the 
rightmost position, then we match the middle one, and finally we match the leftmost 
one. On the other hand, if we adopt '2, from Lemma 8.9.l it follows that all the 
equations considered in the LD-deri vations of append U { app (r, s, t )} are solvable 
by double (rather than triple) matching: first we match the rightmost posit ion, then 
with a. single match we can take care of the first two ones. Of course this holds 
provided that the queries satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8.5.18 wrt the adopted 
typing, and that is when they are correctly typed and output independent. 

Finally, as a further example consider again the program select , which is re
ported in Example 8.6.7. As we mentioned in the discussion after Example 8.6.7, a 
query select ( s, t, u) can be used in two main ways: to delete the element s from 
the list t and report the result in u, or as a generalized member program, to report 
in s an element oft, and in u the remains of the list. For both cases we can use the 
typing 

Ti = select : U x Ground x Pt 

When we use this typing, (assuming that the query satisfies the hypothesys of The
orem 8.5.18), from Lemma 8.9. l it follows that all the equations condidered in the 
LD derivations of select U { select Cs, t, u) } are solvable by t riple matching. 

However, when select is used in the first of the ways outlined above, then the 
first two arguments of the query are possibly ground terms. This allows us to use the 
typing 

T2 = select : Grmmd x Ground x Pt 

in this case, by Lemma 8.9.1, the equations considered in LD-derivations of sel ect 
U { select Cs, t, u) } are solvable by double matching: first we match simultan
eously the first two positions, then we match the third one. 

A similar i·easoning applies when we want to use select only as a generalized 
member program: we can reduce the number of matching needed in the LD-derivations 
by restri cting the range of allowed queries, in particular by adopting the following 
typing: 

~ = select : ii ar x Ground x V ar 

In this case; from Lemma. 8.9.l it follows that the equations considered in the 
LD-deri vations are again so] vable by double matching) but this time we (obviously) 
match first the second position (the input one) and then) simultaneously, the first and 
third one (again, here we naturally assume that the queries satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 8.5.18) . 
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San1envatting 

Het proefschrift is als volg,i opgebouwd. Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een korte introductie op 
het gebied van logisch progrnmmeren en programma transfonnaties. In Hoofdstuk 
2 wordt de sernantiek van norrnale logische programma's behandeld. Dit hoofdstuk 
client als introductie voor de daaropvolgende drie hoofdstukken. Daarnaast bevat 
het hoofdstuk een nieuw resultaat waarin progra.rnrna equivalentie met betrekking 
tot de Kunen semantiek wordt gekarakteriseert. In Hoofdstuk 3 beginnen we met de 
studie van eigenschappen van Unfold/Fold transformatie systemen. In <lit hoofdstuk 
bewijzen we da.t de Unfold/Fold rnethode van Tamaki en Sato, toegepast op een ter
rninerend programrna, resulteert in een programrna dat zelf ook terminerend is. In 
Hoofdstuk 4 in troduceren we de vervangingsoperatie, en onderzoeken enkele nieuwe 
toepassingscondities, in de context van norrnale logische programma)s. De resultaten 
uit <lit hoofdstuk worden in het daaropvolgende hoofdstuk gebruikt om nieuwe toep
assingscondities voor de Fold operatie te vinden, die de correctheid van deze operatie 
met betrekking tot de Fitting semantiek garanderen. In Hoofdstuk 5 de:finieren we 
een transformatiesysteem voor :wgenaamde 'Modular Constrajnt Logic Programs'i 
logische programma's met een modulaire opbouw) waarin programrnaregels rand
voorwaarden kunnen bevatten. Daarnaast geven we een aantal toepassingscondities 
die er voor zorgen dat het systeem compositioneel isi we bewijzen dat onder de-.ze con
di ties de getransforrneerde module dezelfde antwoordformules heeft als het orgineeJ, 
ook wanneer cleze modules met andere modules samengevoegd worden. In Hoofdstuk 
6 gaan we dieper in op de problernen die spelen bij het t ransformeren van ' Modular 
Constraint Logic Programs\ met name bij de vervangingsoper atie. In dit hoofd
stuk definieren we nieuwe toepassingscondities, onder welke tijdens de transformatie 
bepaalde observeerbare eigenschappen behouden blijven, ook onder cornpositie van 
modules. Er client opgernerkt te worden dat: binnen onze aanpak, de toepassingscon
dities niet gebonden zijn aan specifieke observeerbare eigenschappen. Het is vaak 
mogelijk deze condities zodanig aan te passen, dat ze voldoen voor de observeerba:re 
eigenschappen waar we het meest in zijn gei'nteresseerd. In I-loofdstuk 7 laten we 
programma transformaties voor wat ze zijn, en houden we ons bezig met programrna 
analyse. Het i s algerneen bekend dat uni:ficatie het hart is van de resolutie rnethode 
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die in PROLOG gebruikt wordt, en dat de efficientie waarmee dit gebeurt een grote 
invloed Jieeft op de prestaties van de interpreter. In dit hoofdstuk presenteren we 
eenvoudige condities onder welke het mogelijk is unificatie te vervangen door ' iterated 
matching\ een procedure die een stuk efficienter is te implementeren dan unifica.tie. 
We gebruiken deze condities vervolgens om aan te tonen dat ' iterated matching' vol
staat bij een aantal veeJgebrnikte PROLOG programma's. Met deze kennis is het 
mogelijk de executie van deze programma's te versnellen. 
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